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MRS. A. E. COCK

Sister L. A. Cock, of Boscombe, England, was put to repose
on November 2, in her 85th year. She was laid to rest in Bos

combe Cemetery on November 5th, awaiting the rousing call

to the air by her Lord and Saviour. Behind this burial lies

many years of faith in God's Word and much joy in the expecta

tion of the glorious future to which it calls. Her faith and

understanding have often been expressed in verse, some of

which has appeared in Unsearchable Riches. To be acquainted

with our Sister was to know her quiet confidence, and this,

indeed, gave encouragement. Yet all such values were attri

buted to Him Who will rouse her from the dead when our

Sister will resume her divine service, but then the service will

be among the celestials. Her husband, now in his 82nd year,

was for many years the English Honorary Agent for the Con

cordant Publishing Concern, and our Sister shared the joys of

this service with him. e.h.c.

LOVE'S RELINQUISHMENT

The form of God He had, With all its highest honors,

With all its perfectness and mighty pow'r.

Yet from this peak sublime He willingly descended,

The form of slave to take, in man's vain hour.

Just think of what He left: Light of His Fc$her's presence,
In full and perfect fellowship divine.

The confidence and trust Of loyal understanding,

The life which death could never undermine.

A constant flow of peace, Unhindered by wrong-doing,

A joy 'unshadowed by a taint of sin.

A life of calm serene, By nothing ever ruffled,

The ring of right which happiness must bring.

The joyousness of work With perfect pow'r to do it,

In service true and loyalty of love;

The restfulness and peace Of wills which know no clashing,

Found not below, but only born above.

All this for us He gave; For us Himself He emptied,

Gave up the light of love, of endless youth;

The confidence and calm, the harmony ne'er broken,

The satisfying balm of perfect truth.

O why did He do this, Why leave that wondrous realm,

That glistening glory which was His even then?

It was that He might save, Might home bring all creation;

His righteousness and peace to give all men.

This sacrifice divine His Father highly valued,

To head things up in Him again He planned;

Because He stooped so low, The highest place He's given,

The place supreme, for bringing back the banned.

0! We who've known naught else But Him in imperfection,

How little do we know what He gave up—

To understand or see the bitter full deep meaning

Of those few words—"Shall I not drink the cup?"

—L. A. Cock
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EDITORIAL

Nearly half a century has passed since the beginning

of our little magazine, and we are thankful to see that

the Lord is awakening fresh interest among the spiritu

ally minded saints in various parts of the world. These

are laid on our hearts, so we are concerned to be used in

furthering their faith, and to help them into the full

light of concordant truth, and especially urge our

friends to be gracious and helpful to this end.

The Concordant movement differs from all other

attempts to recover the truth of God in that it is not

based on the teaching of any of the great men of the

past, as is generally supposed. This is the case in most all

other efforts in the recovery of truth. The so-called

" Fundamentalists," for instance, base their creed on

the teaching of the early "Brethren," such as John

Darby. Those who started "Unsearchable Riches," near

ly fifty years ago would have followed further along this

line, if they had not been given the grace and power to

reject all that is contrary to the Inspired Original, and

to make this their only Creed.

But how could they be sure that they really under

stood the Sacred Scrolls, when they had to depend to a

large extent on scholars and translators who often dif

fered, and who were largely influenced by their inher

ited creeds? They could not be sure, neither can anyone

else, or they would all have come to the same conclusion,

and not differ so among themselves, even though they

have the best of intentions. Therefore the founders of

the Concordant movement determined to make an ex

haustive scientific investigation of the Divine Records,

and set forth the evidence so that anyone can check
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them and found his faith directly on them, not on any

human creed or theology. As this is done by means of

concordances, we call the result "Concordant."

In seeking to help others, our friends will do well to

emphasize this, for almost everyone imagines that we,

like all others, base our faith on human creeds or teach

ers, and that one who does not know the original

languages, must be dependent on them also. This may

lead to futile, endless arguments, even if based on the

''Bible/' for discordant versions will lead astray. We

do not only give a version, but concordances, by which

all may convince themselves of the facts on which to

found their faith. Those who made these scientific helps

have, of course, profited in doing this work themselves,

but they refuse to lord it over the faith of others, and

invite all to profit by the tools that they have made. For

years we kept revising our teaching to conform to the

facts. And, indeed, we still are open to conviction on the

basis of further research.

We realize that, although we started as very orthodox

" Brethren," who considered themselves the depository

of the " truth," it has taken many years of research

and careful consideration of many millions of facts in

the Original, to recover concordant truth. So we seek to

be patient, and bear with others, especially those who

are new to it. But we consider it very unwise to discuss

religious doctrines, or use theological terms, on any

other basis than a concordant version. On the other hand,

we will gladly have such fellowship as is possible with

all who belong to Christ and have God's spirit.

Although we deem it our duty to restrict the teaching

in our magazine and literature to that which is strictly

concordant, we desire to have fellowship with all who are

invoking the Lord out of a clean heart (2 Tim. 2:22). He

only is our Head, and His spiritual body is the only

"organization" which we recognize. The great treasury

of truth brought to light by the concordant method is
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not our exclusive possession, but belongs to all who are

His. May He give us each the marvelous privilege of

sharing it with the rest of His beloved saints! a.e.k.

THE HEBREW VERNACULAR

Three languages were used in Palestine in the days of

our Lord. Hence the inscription on the cross, our Lord's

title, was written in Hebrew, Latin, and Greek (Jn.

19:20). Hebrew was the religious language, used in the

synagogue. Latin was spoken by the Roman occupation

forces. Greek was common to all, and was generally

used, even in quoting the Scriptures, for they had been

translated into this tongue hundreds of years before.

Besides this there was the vernacular dialektos, a form

of Hebrew, or Aramaic, which the Jews had brought

home from Babylon after the seventy years' deporta

tion. It was a debased form of Hebrew, spoken in the

humble homes.

Our Lord used it on the cross when He exclaimed:

"Eloi! Eloi! Lema sabachthani." This is translated into

Greek, as the inspired record was written in this tongue

(Mt. 27:46, Mk. 15:24). In Gethsemane, God's Son used

the familiar household name "Abba," as a term of

endearment, yet immediately added "Father" to it, to

indicate its meaning (Mk. 14:36). We also repeat the

Aramaic and translate its Greek explanation, not because

we are Jews and accustomed to it, but because we have

the same spirit of sonship and belong to God's family

(Ga. 4:6). "When Jesus spoke to a little girl, who was

probably unaccustomed to any but this household speech,

He said to her, "Talitha, coumi!" But this was turned

into Greek by the writer of Mark, "Maiden, I am saying

to you, rouse!" Likewise in dealing with a deaf-mute,

He used the expression, "Eph phatha," Be opened up.

It is evident from these occurrences that Jesus knew

the household Aramaic and used it when necessary or

appropriate, as, indeed, we also do when we wish to
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express our affection for our Father. But the fact that

these instances are singled out and translated, shows

that He usually spoke Greek, and that the accounts of

His life were written in this language. Such instances do

not occur in Luke, who was a Greek, and probably did

not know Aramaic. His treatment of this subject in Acts

shows conclusively that he wrote it in Greek.

Aramaic is called the vernacular of the Jerusalemites,

in connection with "Acheldamach," the *'Freehold of

blood" bought by the priests with the money of Judas.

This is explained, which would not be the case if Acts

had been written in Aramaic (Ac. 1:19). Later on the

term is applied to all the languages of the dispersion,

and known by the Jews at Pentecost (Ac. 2:6, 8). Paul

spoke in the Hebrew vernacular when making his

defense before the throng. This is especially told to us,

because it shows that the people understood Greek, but

were inclined to hush and listen when he used their

vernacular. It implies, also, that the rest of the narra

tive was written in Greek (Ac. 21:40-22:6-21).

King Agrippa, not being a Roman, and of the line of

the Herods, would understand the vernacular and be

impressed by its use in the call of Paul (Ac. 26:14);

and by the fact that he had persecuted Christ's

followers. As aconsequencePaulwaspracticallyacquitted,

if he had not appealed to Caesar.

It has been suggested, and books have been written to

prove, that the Greek accounts of our Lord's life are

translations of Aramaic originals, under the mistaken

impression that Greek was not the common speech of the

day. On the contrary, after the conquests of Alexander

it spread everywhere, and so was the ideal medium to

make known the truth. The Hebrew Scriptures were

translated into it, so that these translations replaced the

Hebrew in every-day use. The fact that, when Aramaic

was spoken, it was specially mentioned and translated,

shows that this was not the original tongue.



Material Mirrors of Spiritual Truth

IN A BEGINNING

The material creation which surrounds us on every side

can be seen and heard and felt, so is apprehended by most

mortals. Even those who have the special light provided

by God's holy spirit, and see many spiritual realities

mirrored by material objects, such as light and darkness

for knowledge and ignorance, have never fully grasped

that the material universe as a whole parallels the spirit

ual operations of the Deity. This is even true of the evil

which we experience, and which fills most of the pages

of Holy Writ, from the chaos which is recorded im

mediately following the creation of the earth, until its

climax at the coming of Christ, and its abolition in the

new creation of the far future.

WHY

The lack of this knowledge has cast a cloud over God's

dealings, so that very few perceive why all is as we per

ceive it. Indeed, the learned men of this evil eon, especi

ally in these last days, are more under the deceptive

influence of the teaching of demon spirits than of the

inspired record made by God's holy spirit. They ignore

His record concerning both time and space, and sub

stitute an incomprehensible eternity for the eons, and

unfathomable infinity for the definite boundaries of

the earth and the heavens, which mortals can under

stand. This causes much distress to those who wish to

believe God, and it grieves His holy spirit, which has its

home in them. Alas! many of their teachers are deceived,

and do not understand the divine record, so cannot help

them.
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For these we have delved as deeply as we could into

the divine records, spending a half century in a real

" scientific" study of the originals, in order to make a

concordant version on which to base a* more consistent

and accurate investigation of divine inspiration con

cerning the material creation. It has taken all this time

and effort to arrive at a truly satisfactory solution, for

it shows not only how things are and the course they

take, but provides a most satisfactory reason why all

things were so in the past, are in the present, and will

be in the future. Without knowing how things will be

in the coming eons and the consummation, it is impos

sible to know why things were and are so unsatisfactory

hitherto, and to exult, not only in future perfection, but

present trials. 0BJE0T

First, then, we propose to give a general history of

the heavens and the earth, from their original excellent

material creation, and the reduction of the earth to

chaos, and its various readjustments, to the final new

creation in conformity with the concluding spiritual

transcendence, which will be the harvest of its eonian

tribulations. We will seek to keep in mind that God

brings all this about to satisfy His own innate affection,

first of all, and also that all other motives are subordi

nate. This it is which prompted Him to wreck it and

ruin it, for this is the means by which it transforms Him

in our hearts from a cold Creator into an affectionate

Saviour, and from a, stern Subjector into a loving

Father. It is the longest, most dreadful, yet delightful

love story of them all.

"the" beginning

God had no beginning, and will have no end. To speak

of the absolute commencement of creation is contrary to

the inspired record, for there is no the in the text. This

is not the beginning of God or of the universe, but only

of the terrestrial heavens and earth, not the celestial
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sphere, with its galaxies of stars and the milky way,

which are much grander and greater. In time this is

confined to the commencement of the eons, and, in space,

to the heavens and the earth.

The title Beginning, moreover, is not limited to the

opening sentence, but includes all that the Alueim did

to start humanity on the earth. It is the title of the whole

book of "Genesis," including not only the physical

creation and readjustment of the heavens and the earth,

but the formation of the vegetable and animal world and

Adam and Eve, with the generations which he started.

Not only humanity, but Abram and the chosen people.

The whole book deals with the beginning of humanity,

its habitation (1-3) and its history (4-50), up to the

beginning of the nation of Israel.

CREATION AND GENERATION

The first activity recorded in divine revelation is the

creation of the heavens and the earth. It refers to the

entire section from Gn. 1:1 to 2:3. At that point we take

up the second great theme, which fills the rest of the

book, that is generation. To make this clear to the

English reader, we give the Hebrew order of the words,

putting created first, where the subject belongs (Gn.l :1).

It will be helpful for the student and reader to recog

nize these two great themes, which dominate the book

of the Beginning.

Alueim, the title of the Deity, the first Personage to

appear on the scene of divine revelation, is the underly

ing Subject of all the Sacred Scrolls. Creation and gen

eration are not ends in themselves, but merely means of

revealing the eonian Subjector. They provide only the

stage and the actors of the play of which He is the Hero.

He is Love, and the material objects in space, combined

with the eons of time are only instruments in His hand

for revealing His affection.

THE TO-SUBJECTOR

Being the Hero of the play He takes the title which
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characterizes His acts thoughout its course. He is the

Alueim (SuBJECT-or-to-s), for the object to be attained

is to reveal Himself as essential Love, through the evil

attendant on the subjection of all to Himself up to the

consummation (1 Cor. 15:20-28). This title is not His

final and eternal appellation, for after the eons have run

their course He will take His proper place as the

affectionate Father of all humanity.

It is important to note that this is a title, and is used

only so long as He exercises the function of a subjector,

that is, for the eons. Then, when all are subjected, this

title lapses for want of exercise, and He drops it for the

eternal function of a Father. But it does not lapse until

all are reconciled. In a sense, some already know Him as

Father, by faith in the sacrifice of Christ, but the title

continues throughout His Word, till we reach the highest

revelations through Paul, the apostle for the present.

AL, THE SUBJECTOR

The title Alueim (To-subjectors) is in the plural. The

ordinary conception of creation, that God, in solitary

majesty, spoke the word, and it was done, is not in

harmony with this revelation. Then the title would have

to be Al, the Subjector, in the singular, not Alueim,

plural. That is God's way. He works with and through

others. First of all through His Son, the Word. All was

created by Al, yet all came into being through His Son

(Jn. 1:2-3). This was the glory which He had with the

Father before the world was (Jn. 17:5)..

ALUE, THE TO-SUBJECTOR

Just as the Son is used by the Father to subject all

mankind to Him at the consummation (1 Cor. 15:20-28),

so, before humanity came upon the scene, all the material

creation was made through Him. The world came into

being through Him (Jn. 1:10). We do not need to wait

until He became a Man, born of a human mother, to

meet Him in God's Word. The title Alueim, which

includes Him, recurs thousands of times in revelation
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from the very beginning, when He was the Channel

through Whom the heavens and the earth were created.

ALUEIM, PLURAL

When the Son alone is the Channel of the Subjector's

operations, He has a special title, Alue, suBjECT-or-to, or

towARD, for, in the end, He does not merely subject

material or men or messengers to Himself, but to the

Father (1 Cor. 15:24-28). This title, like Al, is singular.

But in the creation of the heavens and the earth, the

plural form is used, Alue-im. Just as, after He became a

Man, He used others, apostles, to perform the tasks

assigned to Him by His Father, so, in this beginning. He

worked through others, who are also called sons of God.

When Ieue condescended to debate with Job, He put

him in his place, asking him a few questions which give

us a picture of the scene at the creation of the earth. He

asked Job (38:4-7):

Whereat were you Vhen I founded the earth?
Tell, if you know understanding!

anWho placed its measurements, in case you know?

Oronwho stretched over it a tape?
On what are its sockets sunk?
Or owwho shot its cornerstone into place ?
When jubilate together the zstars of the morning,
And shouting are all the sons of the Alueim?

SONS OF ALUEIM

This is the first and finest example of the fact that Al,

the Subjector, operates through those to whom He has

imparted His spirit. He is spirit (Jn. 4:24), and here

we have it operating in creating material matter, in the

creation of the earth, just as He operates later in the

realm of spirit. Many of us have experienced this in our

own lives. Through His Son, and through His ambassa

dors we have been created anew, and these rejoiced at

our creation. So was it when the earth was created by

Al, through the To-subjectors, the Alueim.

CREATION

It seems to be generally supposed that to create is to

bring into being out of nothing. This is the dictionary
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definition. But the usage of the word in holy writ does

not substantiate this idea. It would not at all fit the

thought of creation through intermediaries, such as the

Son and the sons. Besides, when humanity was created

(Gn. 1:27), it was formed of soil from the ground and

breath from the air (Gn. 2:7). It is questionable if there

is such a thing as creation out of nothing, for all is out of

God (Eo. 11:36). We may not comprehend this, but the

thought of making something out of nothing is neither

scriptural nor apprehensible.

adam's creation

When Adam was created he was perfect in his way,

with none of the imperfections and infirmities which

came later, after he had transgressed. In the new

creation, after the present one has been dissolved by

fire, all will again be perfect, even as the present one

was in the beginning. Isaiah (45:18) distinctly states:

For thus says leue, Creator of the heavens,
He, the Alueim, Former of the earth and its Maker:
He established it. Not a chaos did He create it.
To he indwelt He formed it.

This entirely does away with the popular idea that

light, land and water were new creations and that the

earth was created "waste and void," and gradually

made habitable for humanity later by the action of the

spirit. It was fully habitable in the beginning, in fact it

was more so than it became when Adam was created and

is now. Today it is still chaotic to a large extent in its

land and water and air conditions, very different from

what it will be when it is once more created anew (Rev.

'• became

Our popular translations, even the latest Revised

Standard Version, persist in translating the causative

form of the verb be, as if there were no verb at all in the

Hebrew. If it simply meant that the earth, as created,

is or was "without form and void," then no verb would

be needed, for the simple form of the verb of existence
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need not be expressed in Hebrew, for it is plainly

implied. The word be is a single letter e in Hebrew. The

addition of two further letters, e and i, make the verb

causative, that is, become. It was caused to be a chaos and

VaCEllt- CAUSATIVE
One example should suffice to show that the verb is

causative. In verse three the R.S.V. reads, "And God

said, 'Let there be light,' and there was light." "Let

there be" is causative, and correct. But the verb was, in

English denotes a past condition. If there was light in

the past, it would be futile to call for it to come. Both

verbs are causative and complementary. There was no

light, but darkness. So the Alueim said, ''Becoming is

light," and, in obedience to His fiat, it is becoming

light. That is, it turned from darkness to light. And so

on, throughout this readjustment, changes take place,

from the chaotic and empty condition brought about by

a primeval catastrophe in order to make the earth

habitable again. GOD,S puRp0SE

To really comprehend the truth presented to us in the

creation and disruption of the earth, we must consider

its place in God's primeval purpose, and its relation to

His other creations in the universe. When we consider

the sun and the stars, with the beneficent brilliance, the

earth is dark and dismal and utterly dead apart'from

their light and heat. It takes a very low rank, if not the

lowest, now that it is, to a considerable degree, still a

disintegrating chaos. Why was it not left as it was when

originally created? Because it is the stage on which God

reveals, not only His creative power, but the deeper

attributes of wisdom and grace and love.

god's wisdom

God's wisdom needs a foil for its fullest display. To

be sure, the creation itself calls for a measure of

intelligence far beyond that of any of His creatures, to

which He has imparted the minute measure that they
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possess. The earth is filled with examples of divine

providence which makes all who ponder them marvel.

But one who has turned his eyes to the empyrean, and

considered the stars and their systems, the milky way

with its myriads of luminaries, God's wisdom seems to

be unfathomable. Truly, we can say with the psalmist:

What is &man, that Thou art mindful of him?
Or a son of ^mankind, that Thou art Fvisiting him?
Thou makest him "some bit inferior Ho the messengers,
With glory and honor Thou pwreathest him,
And dost place him ^over the works of ^h
All dost Thou subject underneath his *Afeet.

From this it is evident that God planned the earth

and man for a special purpose which could not be

fulfilled apart from it. Paul tells us that He creates all,

and especially the present secret administration that He

might make known to the sovereignties and authorities

among the celestials the multifarious wisdom of God.

Here, on this chaotic earth, in this sinful world, His

wisdom has deeper and direr problems to solve than in

the rest of the universe, hence it presents a better field

for its display (Eph. 3:9-10). This scene of sin seems to

be the best background on which to reveal the deepest

depths of divine wisdom.

LOVE AND GRACE

Love lacks a foil for its display in a perfect environ

ment. If the earth had not been wrecked and ruined in

the beginnning and all nature were pleasant and perfect

as on the original earth, and if Adam had not introduced

sin and dying and death, how little need would there be

of God's intervention in the affairs of mankind! He

would remain the unknown, the unloved Deity, unneeded,

unwanted and unappreciated by the creatures of His

hand and heart, and without the affection which He

craves, not only from mankind, but from the celestial

hosts as well.

Above all other things there was need of sin, which

would produce suffering and misery, so that there would
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be the need and the desire for a Saviour; as well as

estrangement and enmity in human hearts, so that there

could be reconciliation, and humanity could be drawn

closer to the heart of God than any others of His

creatures. This demands an imperfect environment to

produce it.

The Subjector wishes to reveal His hand by making

the first last and the last first (Lu. 13:30). This will not

only be so on the earth in the kingdom, but in the

universe as well. The dregs of earth will become the

highest among the celestials. His Son came down to the

deepest depths of earth, and to the dreadful death of the

cross, in order to be raised to the place supreme. So, also,

the despised of this world will be made judges of

messengers (1 Cor. 6:3). If God is to be All in all (1

Cor. 15:28), it is necessary that He do all according to

His will even in the wicked eons when men act as a foil

to show His all-conquering might.Anestrangedhumanity

on a disintegrating earth provides Him with the opposi

tion that He needs.

THE READJUSTMENT

Even as Adam was not restored to his original sinless

condition, but was fitted for a comparatively short and

evil life ending in death, so the earth was not restored to

its primeval perfection, but readjusted to become a dis

integrating habitation for mankind for the evil eons,

until it is destroyed by fire, and a new creation restores

it to more than its primeval perfection. This readjustment

brought a measure of light, but a measure of darkness

remained. The water was divided by the atmosphere,

some above, some below. Then less than half of the land

surface became dry. When we compare this with the

future new creation, when there is no night, and no sea,

and the log of life, in place of the tree of the knowledge

of good and evil, we realize that the first week's work was

not a complete restoration, but only a readjustment, to

set the stage for the eons of evil.
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God saw all that He had made and found it very good

(Gn. 1:21). This is the divine viewpoint, with which we

heartily agree. It seems to contradict the human aspect,

which we have been considering. These two seem to differ

because God looks at the intrinsic essence and tlie ulti

mate result, while we see nothing but the temporary

outward appearance. When we consider the conclusion

of the eons, even the evil eons are transformed into good

by the result. For the great purpose of revealing God's

wisdom and love all the evil background is indispensible

and effective, hence beneficial. But to shortsighted

humans, who cannot see the sequel, it seems to be bad,

very bad. modern theology astray
The apostacy of modern theology, on the subject of

creation and disruption is revealed by the popular dis

cordant translations. They render DOWN-CASTing almost

always by '' the foundation of the world.'' To agree with

this they convey the false idea that the earth was created

"without form and void/' although they definitely deny

this in Is. 45:18. What kind of a ''foundation" is with

out form and void ? The foundation of the physical

system in which we live was perfect. It was the wrecking

of that system that made it a chaos, and demanded, not

a restoration to the former ideal condition, but an

adaptation or re-adjustment to set the stage for the

tragedy of the eons.

PETER ON THE DISRUPTION

The apostle Peter foretold the presence of those who

claim that "all is continuing thus from the beginning

of creation. For they want to be oblivious of this, that

there were heavens of old, and an earth cohering out of

water and through water, by the word of God, through

which the then world,being deluged by water,perished."

This was such a complete destruction that it is compared

with the future dissolution of the elements by fire, which

will call for a new creation. Peter definitely goes back

to the creation, and describes the earth as we find it
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submerged, as in the second verse of Genesis,, Then the

whole old world perished, and the week's work was

needed to make it habitable again.

We were taught that this referred to the flood of

Noah's day, but found that unsatisfactory. This does

not lead us back to the beginning of creation (2 Pt. 3:4).

Most of earth's inhabitants were drowned in the later

deluge, but there was no need of a week's work or to

create anything anew. The flood is compared with an

other event: "according as it occurred in the days of

Noah, thus will it be in the days of the Son of Mankind

also" (Lu. 17:26). Peter, like the writer of Hebrews,

connects the disruption of the world, right after its

creation, with its dissolution by fire and the new earth

in the new creation (2 Pt. 3:10-13). This is one of the

keys which show us the harmonious balance of God's

operations. RESULTS

A great work can only be properly judged by its

outcome. Every part of it, especially the preparations

for it, must be seen in the light of the final effect. Only

by a full realization of the results of God's dealings with

the earth and humanity, are we able to judge and

appreciate His power and wisdom and love. If popular

theology were correct and the great majority of earth's

denizens were doomed to everlasting death or despair,

then the creation of the earth, its chaos and partial

readjustment, the introduction of sin and offense, the

deluge, God's dealings with Israel, and the terrible

judgments of the future—all the fearful suffering of

mankind—will reveal the Creator and Subjector in the

worst possible light as lacking power and wisdom and

love.

But if we accept His own words as to the future our

estimate of Him will be the reverse of this. If allmankind

will be saved (1 Tim. 4:10), and justified (Ro. 5:18),

and reconciled, and thus were prepared by their suffer

ing and sorrow to enjoy God's love endlessly, what a
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blessed boon will that be for them and for God! They

will look back upon their brief burdens with thankful

hearts and adore the One Who thus drew them to

Himself.

But His chosen ones, the saints, have the greatest

incentive to praise God for the ruin that followed

creation, for it has given them the greatest privilege

that can come to a creature, to be God's ambassadors, to

make Him known, not only to mankind, but to messen

gers in other realms, and to reign with Christ, until all

God's creatures are brought back to Him in love and He

is All in all.

The chaos following creation was the initial prepara

tions for God's great purpose to draw His creatures

close to Himself, through their suffering, ancj the suffer

ing of His Son for their sakes. Let us, then, not only

admire His power and wisdom in creating the heavens

and the earth, but bless and adore Him for the subsequent

destruction of them and their readjustment for the

purpose of revealing His grace and His love.

In the succeeding articles we will seek to distinguish

between the terestrial and celestial spheres and consider

the great changes brought about by the Divine spirit in

preparation for the creation of mankind. a.e.k.

AMBASSADORS FOR CHRIST

Readers in Australia and New Zealand should get in touch

with "Ambassadors for Christ Fellowship," 42 Fakenham Road,

Ashburton S.B. 11, Victoria, Australia. We pray the Lord's

blessing on this determined effort to reveal truths hitherto

hidden from so many of the Lord's people.

BACK TO THE WORD

Many of our friends have been axious to obtain copies of this

booklet, which is a report of the experiences of Dr. Elizabeth

Gerdes, of Champaign, Illinois, when she became convinced

(through Bro. J.E.Shakespeare) of the truth of universal

reconciliation and kindred concordant truths, when she was

ousted from the Twin City Bible Church. It has been out of

stock for many years, but a few copies came to light recently,

and will be supplied on a first come, first served basis. The price

is ten cents each or three for a quarter. Please order from the

Saugus office. e.o.k.



Concordant Studies

THE MODERN MIND AND

RESURRECTION

What is needed is a closer and more accurate contem

plation of God's declarations. Our minds are callous, so

that we receive no deep impressions from God's revela

tions. Death does not mean death, or life life. So we will

once more review the terms used by God in HisholyWord.

The closest contemplation of these will suggest a solution
for all of the difficulties of the "modern man".

We must not allow any difficulties from modern science

to interfere with our search. Some would reason that the

spirit is not given until birth, hence it is only a power,

the same in all individuals, without any individuality, as

they are all present everywhere. But neither Scripture

nor science (if indeed, they handle the matter at all) can

be cited for this idea. There can be no life without it,

hence the spirit is imparted to each one long before birth,

which is only a change in the mode of life. As soul depends

on the union of spirit and body, identity cannot depend

upon it. If identity is entirely dependent on the body,

then the defects we now have will be essential to our

resurrection bodies. It is supposed the memory is entirely

dependent on the material substance of the brain because,

when certain parts are removed, the memory is gone. The

conclusion is not warranted, however. It is simply that the

spirit has no vehicle, and sensation is impossible, that is,

we are no longer conscious of remembering. This does not

prove that memory depends upon the continuity of brain

substance. If it did then there is no use talking about our

resurrection, or, indeed, of any. The Scriptures do not
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speak of "identity", "memory", etc., for the simple

reason that the term rousing is far better and includes all

that these words convey, without the subtle insinuation

of doubt with which all such words are tinged.

In most minds resurrection is a sort of new creationo

God makes an entirely new body to displace the olde This

is not God's thought The word resurrection does not

declare anything as to the forming of a body. It speaks of

its position. A dead man falls* A live man rises. It is lit

erally an UP-STANDing8 It is not necessary that the body

be disintegrated in order to be raised. Our Lord was

raised, although His body never saw decay. Jairus? daugh

ter, the widow of Nain's son and even Lazarus still had

bodies, yet they were raised from the dead. Resurrection,

in the Scriptures, is the impartation of power to a human

organism which has ceased to function, so that it is able

to overcome the force of gravitation, or rise from the dead.

Modern thought seeks to(l identify? ? humanity with the

physical substance of which the body is composed. This

is " unscientific", to use one of their own much abused

terms. Every bit of food we eat, every drop of water we

drink, every breath of air we take changes the physical

constitution of our bodies. Yet this does not alter our

identity. We are the same persons before a meal as after

it. Should we have our hair trimmed, or even lose a limb,

we are still the same individuals. Even the vital organs

change their physical constituents in the course of time.

If the head is cut off we die. If our body substance gradu

ally disappears and is replaced in the course of three or

more years, we are not different persons. In these cases the

substance is not the essential identifying factor. This

must not be confused with the fact that soil is essential to

humanity. But no special particles identify the individual.

Modern ideas about the rousing of the dead hardly

exist because the modern dead are afflicted with insomnia

—they cannot sleep! How, then, can they be roused?

This fact alone, that modern thought has no place for the
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rousing of the soul, should show us that modern concep

tions are crude and unsatisfactory. They follow Plato

when they quote from Paul.

This is a term practically unknown to modern theology.

"Making alive" is no more to modernism than resurrec

tion. Being astray regarding the soul as the seat of

consciousness, and regarding the spirit as the seat of life,

modern thought concerns itself almost exclusively with

" resurrection", and seeks to find everything connected

with the return to life in this expression. Its problems

are solved by exploring the two realms of soul and spirit.

Spirit, not matter, is the identifying factor in human

ity as well as in other realms. The same spirit which God

gives to us returns to Him at death (Bcc. 12:7). When

the daughter of Jairus was roused her spirit turned

back, and she rose (Luke 8,e55), Here we have all three.

The body was there. The spirit was gone, but turned

back. United once more with the body the girl became

conscious as to her soul, and she rose as to her body. Note

that the spirit was a distinct entity. If her body had

gone to corruption, it alone would have remained. Human

identity lies in its spirit, which it receives from God and

which returns to God at death, yet comes back to a body

in resurrection.

Spirit can have identity without a body. A spirit has

no flesh and bones. God is a spirit. The Adversary is a

spirit. Demons are spirits. There are myriads of beings

who are spirits. Unlike humanity, they do not need a

body in order to be alive. The body, in humanity, is

essential. Apart from it the spirit has no life or conscious

ness or knowledge of self. Before our spirits were united

with our bodies we were nonentities. When it leaves us in

death we become so again. Yet the identical spirit we now

have will be ours, in which will be treasured up all the

memories and experiences which compose our identity.

God is spirit. He maintains His identity without

material substance. Many of His messengers may also
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lack substance such as is essential to humanity. Why then

cannot our identity be preserved, altogether apart from

the material which composes our bodies? If we meet a

friend after more than seven years separation, that which

identified him in other days is still his, even if no part of

his physcial frame remains. In this domain the spirit is

dominant. It alone determines identity. Under its mold

ing power the body itself is shaped and preserved and

suffers change.

The argument that identity demands continuity of

consciousness is without any foundation whatever. It is

denied by our daily experience, for we are unconscious

in sleep. Although we may not have the least sensation

for hours during the night, this does not disturb our

identity in the least. We are the same person, with the

same past and the same character as heretofore. The

same will be true in the resurrection. When the dead

awake there will be no more conscious break in their

experience than in that of those who do not die, but are

changed. This comparison is not a mere illustration of our

choosing. This is the divine figure which God has chosen

to aid us in understanding Him.

And, lastly, let us never reason that the spirit is alive

in death. It is no more alive than the body, which decays.

We are not spirits. There can be no living soul apart from

the union of matter with spirit. And death is not some

thing which may happen to either one alone (unless in

figurative language) and is the result of their separation.

The body alone cannot die. The spirit alone does not die.

The man as a whole dies. So also, the body alone is not

raised nor is the spirit alone made alive, but we, who must

have both, are raised, roused, and vivified. a.e.k.

We have reset the announcement page on the back cover of

the magazine. Please check your listing and see if it is correct.
We are anxious to keep these announcements up to date but

obviously we cannot do so without your cooperation and help.

Because of the limited amount of space available, listings must

be condensed to one line. Please bear this in mind when submit

ting corrections, additions, or changes.
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TWO BODIES JOINED

True to its title, "Unsearchable Riches/' the main

theme of our little magazine ha^ been the transcendent

truth which is our special portion in this secret admin

istration, as presented in Paul's epistles, especially

Ephesians. But there still seems to be a great need along

this line, so we will try to fill it by calling to remembrance

(Eph. 2:11), the many and varied ways in which the

truth for today differs from that of previous eras,

especially those which had just preceded it, the ministry

of our Lord and His apostles as set forth in the" gospels"

and the book of Acts. Christendom is largely based on

these, so there is a tendency to fall back to them, and

ignore the real basis of the truth for today.

In reminding our readers, by many comparisons and

contrasts, of the transcendently higher truth and much

greater grace which is ours in Christ Jesus, we hope to

be a help to them spiritually, and vastly increase their

joy, and, at the same time, lead to a much greater

appreciation and thanksgiving to God for His marvel

lous wisdom and love displayed in His dealings with us

in this secret administration. Our main point is to show

that, at present, the Circumcision and Uncircumcision,

the "Gentile" and the "Jew," are both so highly

favored that all differences between them have vanished,

so that, in Christ, they are both members of the same

body, and are destined to a glory among the celestials,

far above any honors in this terrestrial sphere.

The mere name, "Untraceable," should be sufficient to

keep us from falling back on previous revelation for the

basis of present truth. When we go back to the"gospels"
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or Acts in this study, it will be in order to contrast it

with our allotment, rather than base our teaching upon it

We hope that this method will open the eyes of many and

confirm the faith of the few who revel in the glorious

grace which is ours in Christ Jesus.

THE MYSTERY

The little pamphlet "What is the Mystery?" sets

forth in order the constitution of the present secret

administration, showing that it consists of a joint allot

ment, a joint body, and a joint participation in the

promise in Christ Jesus of which Paul was the dis

penser, in spirit (Eph. 3:6). But some seem to have

difficulty with the time when this was brought about.

So we will seek to show just when, and with whom this

was gradually introduced, these facts we are bidden to

remember. Paul does this in the following passage in

Bphesians (Eph. 2:11-22):

11 Wherefore, 'remember that once you, the nations in
Nflesh—who are 'termed A"Uncircumcision" by those
'termed A"Circumcision", in Nflesh, made by hands—

12 that you were, in that 'era, apart from Christ, being
alienated from the citizenship of 'Israel, and Mguests
of the Apromise 'covenants, having no expectation, and
-without God in the world.

*3 Yet now, in Christ Jesus, you, who once 'are Mfar off,
14 are become Fnear *by the Ablood of 'Christ. For He is

our 9MPeace, Who makes 'both Fone, and prazes the cen-
15 tral wall of the barrierp (the enmity in His flesh),

nullifying the law of 'precepts in decrees, that He
should be 'creating the two, in Himself, into one new

16 'humanity, making peace; and should be reconciling
'both in one body to 'God through the Across, Fkilling

17 the enmity in it. And, coming, He brings the evangel
18 of peace to you, those Fafar, and peace to those Fnear,

*for through Him we 'both have had the Faccess, in one
spirit, tod the Father.

19 Consequently, then, no* longer are you Mguests and
Msojourners, but are Mfellow-citizens of the saints and

20 belong to God's Mfamily, 'being built on the foundation
of the apostles and prophets, the capstone of the corner

21 being Christ Jesus Himself, in Whom the entire build
ing, being connected together, is growing into a holy

22 temple in the Lord: in Whom you, also, are being built
together *°for 'God's dwelling place, in spirit.
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In the day of the Lord, Israel will fulfill its mission of

bringing blessing to all nations, but in the past, their

mission was confined to the limits of the land at first

(Ac. 1:8). There they failed, for, when God gave a

special revelation to include the proselyte Cornelius,

Peter could scarcely be persuaded to go to him, and

the others were angry after he had gone (Ac. 10). When

Paul was called to go to the nations, and went outside the

land, and was called by Sergius Paul, the Jew Bar-Jesus

withstood them and was blinded on account of it. John

Mark, a rabid Jew, left him (Ac. 13:5-15). At Lystra

the Jews stoned Paul. Even in Berea, the Jews of Thes-

salonica chased him out (Ac. 10:10-12). In Jerusalem

they tried to kill him for going to the nations (Ac. 23:

12-15). In Rome Paul pronounced Israel's doom, as pre

figured by Bar-Jesus, and Paul told them that, in spite

of their failure and opposition, the salvation of God

would be dispatched to the nations and they would

hear (Ac. 28:28).

In the Scriptures the distinction between the nations

as a whole, and only the believers in the various nations,

is often left to the context. This is illustrated in Acts

10:45, 11:1, 18, 13:48, 15:7, 21:25, Ro. 9:30, 11:11, 12,

15:9, 27, Gal. 4:14, 5:8, Eph. 2:11, 3:1, 6, I Ti. 2:7.

Paul makes a regular practice of doing so. In our writ

ings we have followed his example, and (Jepend UpOn

our readers to gather the scope from the drift of the

thought. Those of good-will have grasped this easily.

As no one of these has complained, we shall continue to

do so, lest we give a false impression of the divine

usage. We cannot improve on the diction of inspira

tion. This passage begins with "the nations in flesh."

It should be self-evident that Paul is not writing to the

whole Roman empire including all the nations in it, as

well as the rest of the realms on earth. So we must not

take this literally, but of those saints to whom he writes

who are citizens of these nations.
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While still young and immature in the faith, my

teachers often used this passage to press the point that

we, individually, in past time, before we believed, were

"without Christ/' and "without God in the world/'

but that "now, in Christ Jesus... are made nigh by the

blood of Christ." This we could well understand. But

later, when I studied the whole passage, I became con

fused. What had circumcision to do with it? What if

we were aliens? What covenants were referred tot I

found no light until I studied the Greek in a concor

dance. I found that the word past was not in the passage

at all, though plainly implied, and "at that time" re

ferred to a special segment of time which the translators

themselves translate season fifteen times, while they use

the word time for nearly a dozen other Greek words.

May I be forgiven if I felt that I had been deceived?

"in that era"

This threw an altogether new light on the passage,

and led to the solution of the secret, which it is best to

call the "mystery/' when seeking to reach readers of

the popular versions. This secret is concerned with a

definite time period with a beginning and an end, for

which English has a varied vocabulary, as season, era,

occasion, period, appointed time, and time alone when

the context makes it clear. Here the context defines the

time for us. In it two things are dealt with, which are

now one, and this is illustrated by the demolition of the

central wall in the temple, and the nullification of de

crees, etc. As it is concerned with the saints of the na

tions, the time lies between the call of Sergius Paul (Ac.

13:6), the first of the Uncircumcision to be reached,

and the imprisonment of the apostle Paul in Kome,

when the last of the Circumcision are hardened. Is it a

mere co-incidence that both these names mean Interval^

This period or span of time is "that era" referred to

in Ephesians.
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IN FLESH—IN SPIRIT

The key to the difference between '' once'' and '' now''

lies in the two antagonistic terms flesh and spirit. Cir

cumcision, which began this conflict, started in the time

of Abraham, and was performed on the flesh, by hands,

when Ieue Alueim promised Abraham that he would
generate a nation, his physical descendents, with a spe

cial place and promises which the others would not en

joy. From them Christ came according to the flesh, and

to them He was sent, not to any other nation. Such

were accounted aliens politically, although they were to

be blessed also, through Israel's covenants, especially

when the holy nation was in favor with Ieue, as they

will be more fully in the future. But the aliens were

kept at a distance from Israel's Ieue by means of walls

of linen and of stone. Throughout what follows, we beg

our readers to distinguish drastically that which is in

flesh from that which is in spirit.

Now, however (verse 13), this is otherwise, due to the

fact that the favored nation shed the blood of their

Messiah, so that it has no exclusive claim on Him any

longer. Commencing with His crucifixion, He has been

gradually drawing the believers in other nations nearer

to Himself, in spirit, corresponding to the withdrawal

of Israel in the flesh, and their national rejection of

the kingdom evangel. This transition is brought before

us in the book of Acts, beginning with the murder of the

Messiah in Jerusalem, and ending with their repudia

tion through Paul in Rome.

Each of these previous periods is worthy of special

consideration, to help us to clearly define the scope and

character of the present grace, and to fix the point

when it began. By connecting them with living examples,

such as Abraham and Jesus and Cornelius and especial

ly Sergius Paul and Bar-Jesus and John Mark and

Trophimus, and others, it may help some who are con

fused and unable to see the dividing boundary between
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the uonmn and "now,-" which Paul so clearly defines

in this time-table of the introduction of the present

secret administration.

UN-CIRCUMCISION

From Noah until Abraham there was no physically

indicated distinction between the various divisions of

mankind in their relation to the Subjector. To be sure,

the Canaanites were put under a curse, but this set them

below the rest of the race. In contrast to this, Abram

was blessed, and given a place above the others, and

given the special function of exterminating the cursed

Canaanites,, Spiritually, this was associated with a cove

nant which promised them future welfare and rule. In

flesh, this was only for those who were circumcised and

were in the line of promise, that is, the sons of Jacob,

or IsraeL leue (W^K-&e-ing-was), to Whom the future

belongs, became their Al, or Subjector, exclusively, so

that He gave them a holy law, and prophets, and kings,

which He did for no other nation. The other nations,

aliens, were shut out of all this, and dared not even come

near the tabernacle or the temple. This continued, in

the flesh, until the present secret administration began,

after the book of Acts closed, and there was no temple

any more. ApAM FR0M cmmT

It is generally supposed that Jesus, the Christ, when

He came, was wide-hearted enough to embrace all na

tions in His great love. But when a Canaanitish woman

wished Him to cast the demons out of her daughter, He

told her plainly, "I was not commissioned except for the

lost sheep of the house of Israel." (Mt. 15:28), As the

Son of David, His benefits were confined to the chosen

nation. When she persisted, He told her, "It is not ideal

to take the children's bread and to be casting it to the

puppies." It was only after she had taken her place

under the table, feeding on the scraps that fell from

IsraeFs board, that she received blessing. She was not

related to Israel in flesh, but she far exceeded them in
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faith. But this faith, at that time, did not put her on an

equality with Israel. Then, believers of the nations were

not even guests, who sat at the table and shared the

food of the family. She was still an alien. So it con

tinued throughout the ministry of Jesus, the Christ,

before His crucifixion.

At Pentecost Peter quoted a passage from Joel (2:28),

in which the prophet predicts, "I will be pouring out of

My spirit on all flesh," which seems to suggest that the

outpouring would include the other nations. But Heb

rew is a specially contextual language, in which the

scope of a passage is not always defined by words, such

as your flesh, but by the rest of the passage, as "your

sons and daughters," ' 'My... slaves," At any rate the

apostles did not understand it to include the nations.

Peter confined his message to "all the house of Israel,"

(Ac. 2:36). He could hardly believe that the spirit

could faU on Cornelius, whose flesh had not even been

circumcised.

Clear up to the tenth chapter, a third of the book of

Acts, there is no hint of blessing for believers of another

ancestry. Indeed, the Jews did not expect even the

proselytes among the nations to partake of the gift of

holy spirit with them. This was made very clear when

the godly Cornelius had to be told to send a messenger

to Peter. He could not get the gift of the holy spirit

apart from the intervention of a Jew (Ac. 10). Peter

considered any contact with Cornelius contaminating,

so he almost had to be forced to go and speak to him, for

he was only a puppy, and belonged beneath the table!

He even asked if anyone could forbid water to baptize

him! He evidently stayed with the spirit-baptised

proselyte some days and ate with him, so that Peter was

Cornelius' guest! But he never had him as Ms guest!

What a commotion that made among the apostles and

brethren in Judea! They would not be the guests of

Cornelius, and certainly would not have him at their
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table! At that time the believers among the nations

were notu guests oi the promise covenants' 'from Israel's

standpoint, no matter if God had clearly shown that

they were from His!

SAUL—PAUL

But, even before this, Saul came on the scene, intro

ducing an entirely different, if not contrary method of

salvation. Cornelius was a very worthy man, but Saul

was most unworthy. Yet Ananias was told that Saul was

a choice instrument of the Lord to bear His Name before

both the nations and kings, besides the sons of Israel.

Nations comes first, Israel last! It probably is impossible

for us to realize the magnitude of this departure from

previous divine operations. Where the law called for

degradation and death, he was given life and glory! His

call did not occur in the present administration, so far

as the earth-bound place and date was concerned, but it

certainly was, according to celestial chronology, for he

had been chosen before the eons, before our time-keeping

luminaries had been installed.

THE INTERVAL

Saul was a fitting cognomen for the apostle before he

was called, for its meaning is asking. Just as the Is

raelites rejected Ieue as their Ruler and wanted to have

a king like the other nations (1 Sam. 8:9), so Saul of

Tarsus was just what Israel asked for, to take the

place of Jesus, the Messiah. He prosecuted a vigorous

warfare against Jesus (will-be-saviour). But, after

he was called, the name no longer fitted. The new name,

Paul, is evidently inspired. It means Interval, a time

name, suggesting a new development. Apparently here

we have a crisis in prophetic time. The character of his

call shows clearly that, in spirit, a new era will com

mence. There is to be an interval in Israel's mundane

time measurements. The kingdom was near when our

Lord began His ministry. It was near again when Peter

proclaimed it. But then it began to recede. The case of
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Cornelius clearly indicates this. The case of Sergius,

another Paul, marks a new beginning. "That era" of

Eph. 2:12 began then, and continued until the "now" of

Eph. 2:13. Then the present era continued the interval,

which will last until we are caught away to meet the

Lord (1 Thess. 4:17).

Barnabas and Saul were not sent out by the king

dom apostles, but by the holy spirit (Ac. 13:4), inde

pendent of the previous proclamation. Instead of bring

ing the blessings of the future eon to their hearers, they

blinded the Jew Bar-Jesus, the false Son of Will-be-

saviour. This was a sign of the Jewish nation as a whole,

who are still blinded"until the appointed time. "Israel's

blindness started before the present secret administra

tion was fully revealed, and opened the way for it. From

this time on, until Israel was driven out of the land,

about the end of Acts, the spiritual, secret administra

tion was gradually unfolding until it came into full

bloom after Acts had ended. At the same time the

fleshly ascendency of Israel faded away until this same

Paul blinded the whole nation itself, at the end of his

ministry, as he had Bar-Jesus at its beginning.

SPIRIT VS. FLESH

During this period one spiritual blessing after

another came to the nations, while, in spirit, they fulfill

the truth of circumcision, and, instead of maiming their

bodies (Phil. 3:2) by cutting off a mere snippet, they

cut off the flesh entirely, in spirit, and rise in a spiritual

resurrection in newness of life. In so doing they were

justified, not forgiven, and had peace with God person

ally. Yet the gulf, made by flesh, between them and the

Jews, the maimcision, which was so painfully evident

in the case of Cornelius, was entirely eliminated on the

side of the nations, even though the Jews and even the

Lord's brother, James, and, indeed, most of the Jeru

salem Jews persisted in it to the end. This peace was

made by the blood of Christ, and should have made the
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believing Jews friendly toward the saints among the

nations^ but they never grasped these spiritual truths,

and persisted in their antagonism toward the aliens.

THE DECREES

These great spiritual truths were not acceptable to

the Jerusalem Jews. Led by James, the Lord's brother

according to the flesh, they refused to acknowledge

thenio The circumcision apostles and brethren insisted

that the spiritual truths taught by Paul in his early

epistles did not excuse the believers from among the

nations from the Jewish rites and laws. So they made

decrees which Paul later characterizes as against them,

hostile to them (Col. 2:14-15), and which were nailed to

Christ's cross! Yet, at first, Paul was actually forced

to go about delivering them! When the "mystery" was

made known from Rome, Israel, according to the flesh,

was calloused (Ac. 28:26) and cast away (Ro. 11:19).

Then the decrees were denounced.

THE TEMPLE

The figure of the temple here (Eph. 2:20-21) presents

a very different picture than its use of Herod's temple.

There it was not a question of the One Who dwelt in the

building, for the glory had departed, but rather of a

distant access. Here the spiritual joint body is presented

as a temple in which God dwells. My opinion of Herod's

temple is that it was an empty shell that God never even

visited. Since the glory left the temple in Ezekiel's day

(ch. 10-11), it came back in the Person of Christ. But,

when He left, He said, "Lo! Left to you is your house"

(Lu. 13:35). When I was there they showed me a gate

on the east side which was permanently closed. This

suggests that no Israelite at all can approach God in

this administration, in flesh.

The present spiritual temple, or divine abode, is

based only on the apostles and prophets, the spiritual

Israelites, not on Abraham or Moses or Aaron. The

greatest of these was Christ Jesus, in Whom God had a
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permanent abode. Hence He is figured as the capstone

of the comer, in Whom the whole is connected, or joined

together, making a real temple in which God cam dwell,

in spirit. The previous temples were all destroyed, for

they were changing representations of the true, But this

is a permanent edifice, which cannot be set aside or

demolished. How fortunate are we to have such a glori

ous function, for, after all, the display of God's glory

is the highest office in the universe.

THE! BARRIER

In Israel leue Alueim always placed a barrier of

some kind between them and Him. They dare not draw

very near under pain of death. He hid Himself in the

innermost shrine of a tabernacle or temple, where only

one man could penetrate, and that only once a year,

sheltered by a sacrifice, and bringing its blood. Only

the chief priest could enter there. Only the priests

could go into the holy place before it. And only circum

cised Israelites could enter the outer court. In Solomon's

temple there was no court at all for the nations. But

in Herod's temple there was one with a wall beyond

which aliens dared not trespass under pain of death.

TROPHIMUS

Trophimus (nourished) the Ephesian (!) was a typi

cal character, in contrast to the hungry Judaizers, who

fed on the husks of the law. He probably never tres

passed beyond the central barrier in Herod's temple,

for he was much nearer to God, in spirit, outside! But

the Jews trumped up a charge against him, and tried to

take it out on Paul. This whole scene and action is

typical of one of the greatest truths for us, believers

among the nations. A mature believer today is far too

well nourished by the spiritual fare in Paul's epistles

to care for the deadly ritual within the wall of Israel's

temple.
BARRIER ABOLISHED

But as soon as the truths of Paul's perfection epistles

were announced, the barrier was abolished! This was
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literally done by the army of the Roman conqueror in

about the year seventy. Even this time is suggestive,

although there is no inspired record of it, so we merely

mention it. When Titus' legions demolished "the middle

wall of partition" between the Circumcision and Un-

circumcision, nothing could hinder them from going

right on to the very spot that was once the holy of

holies. I also went right through the place where the

temple presumably once stood, so I have been there

both literally and spiritually. I had free access to the

place where the Presence used to be, even as I have the

access, in one spirit, with all the saints, to the Father,

(Eph. 2:18), wherever I am, even in far off California,

almost as far as I can get from Jerusalem.

THE CONSEQUENCES

In this administration of God's unlimited grace we

do not take the place of a puppy, which feeds on the

crumbs which fall from the table, as in our Lord's day

on earth. We are not even guests at Israel's board, or even

subject to their rules and regulations, such as Paul was

compelled to circulate during the previous part of his ca

reer, but we are transported into the kingdom of the Son

of His love (Col. 1:14), and will be saved for His celes

tial kingdom (2 Tim. 4:18). This is a much higher

honor than the Circumcision will enjoy, even in the

millennium, when the other nations will once more be

subject to their rule, in flesh.

THREE FIGURES

To show the various aspects of the union indicated

by the figure of a joint body, it is further illustrated

by the use of three more figures, political, domestic and

ecclesiastic, citizenship, membership in a family, and a

divine dwelling. Negatively, the nations partook of

Israel's spiritual things (Ro. 15:27), so were their

guests. They were not residents of the country, but only

sojourners. So they were dependent, so to speak, on

Israel for their food and their shelter. In contrast to
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this, they now have the status of a full-fledged citizen,

with equal political rights. Elsewhere Paul speaks of us

as transported out of the jurisdiction of darkness, and

into the kingdom of the Son of His love (Col. 1:13).

Besides this, we have the highest family connections in

the universe, not merely Israel, or Jacob, is our ancestor,

but God Himself has taken us into His family.

JOINT, JOINT, JOINT

Our position differs radically from that of the Cir

cumcision in one particular, during this eon. Fleshly

Israel is never united to those of another nation, on the

earth. Christ Himself was of the Circumcision, and He

shares His supremacy only with Israelite apostles and

nation. The other nations never merged with them into

one kingdom. All must belong to the seed of Abraham

according to the flesh. Our spiritual organism is not

like this, for we all have one and the same spirit. Our

"body" is like that of Timothy, whose father was a

Greek, and his mother a Jewess (Ac. 16:1). In a sense

his life was very much like that of the ecclesia. In youth

and adolescence the physical predominated, but when

he became mature, then his spirit took precedence, and

both were combined in action.

THE UNJOINED BODIES

During the period of the book of Acts there were two

bodies of believers which were not joined, but antago

nistic to a large degree. One of these was held together

by fleshly ties, circumcision, baptism in water, legality

and ritual, that is, the believers of Israel. They refused

to have fellowship with aliens in many physical matters,

and ruled over the believers of the nations. Their

leaders made decrees for these to observe. They were

never joined to other believers, indeed, they rejected

such an idea with horror. Peter expressed this clearly

when he spoke to Cornelius thus: "You are versed in

the fact how illicit it is for a man who is a Jew to join

or come to another tribe-" (Ac. 10:28). He had come at
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God's urgent demand, but the apostles and brethren of

Judea protested, saying, "You entered to men having

uncircumcision, and you ate with them!" (Ac. 11:3).

This continued to the very end of Acts, and was the

basis of Paul's imprisonment. There is no joining pos

sible on the basis of the flesh.

FLESHLY UNION

But there were several among the Circumcision, of

whom Saul was the first, who were severed from them

for a special work. As Peter was hindered from going

to the aliens in Israel, Paul was commissioned to preach

to Sergius Paul outside of Israel (Acts 13). Moreover,

the false prophet, Bar-Jesus (son-of-will-be-saviour)

withstood Paul and Barnabas, just as the Circumcision-

ists had withstood Peter. Consequently he was blinded

for a season, just as the whole nation was later, when

Paul was in Home (Ac. 28:26-27). Later, James, the

brother of our Lord, according to the flesh, made some

concessions, which separated, rather than joined alien

believers to the Jewish nation, or, as the Hebrew has it,

the "body" of Israel.

DISJOINED ISRAEL

Thus the believers in Israel not only were joined to

gether by fleshly ties, as members of the Israelite gu, or

body, or nation, but they were also joined to one another,

by spiritual ties, by faith in their Messiah. But James

and his disciples were disjoined, to some extent, from

Paul and his companions, because the latter put the

spiritual bond first, and, gradually discarded the flesh, as

a tie, entirely. Paul and his companion Israelites came to

the point in their ministry, when there was a new spirit

ual creation, where he repudiated fleshly knowledge, even

as regards Christ! (2 Cor. 5:16), But, at the same time

their spiritual fellowship with all believers, and especi

ally with Christ, became much closer than ever.

THE WHEN

Can there be any question as to when the present
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administration, in its full development, was first made

known, and, by the creative word of our God, com

menced? Before Ephesians was written it was actually

unknown, for it was not foretold by Paul, like the com

ing of the Lord to the air. Israel, as a nation, had to be

out of the way before both Jews and aliens could be

included in a joint body. When was there ever a greater

disjoining of a nation than that of Israel at that time?

Not only were they driven out of the land, but scattered,

disunited, even as they are still, after they have formed

a new nation? But this new commencement is not based

on spirit, but flesh, and will only lead to the greatest of

their tribulations.

BEGINNING IN ROME

We must not set the beginning of this administration

before Paul was in Rome, for he continued to exercise

the powers of the kingdom, even on his journey thence.

Even on Melita, the viper that fastened on his hand, did

not harm him. He healed the father of Publius. It was

not till after the formal rejection of Israel that the way

was cleared for the great change. The subject of Acts

being the kingdom, any revelation of this secret economy

would be out of place. But there are vague intimations

of it when Paul said that the salvation of God was dis

patched to the nations, and, in contrast to Israel, they

will hear. Then Paul remained for two whole years in

his own hired house, free to write, unhindered by the

apostasy of Judaism0 From this point on he penned his

prison epistles, and inaugurated the present secret ad

ministration. SPIRITUAL UNITY

Believers (as such) among the nations, to this very

day, are not united to one another by flesh, even if

there are physical relations between many. In this they

differ from the early believers in the book of Acts.

There they were united by double bonds, physical as

well as spiritual. Our nationality does not unite us to

God or Christ, as was the case with Israelites. Hence
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believers among the nations, as individuals, are joined

to one another, by having the same spirit, that which

unites them to God and Christ, but not with Israel ac

cording to the flesh. Yet those of the Circumcision, like

Paul, who repudiated the flesh, and had the same faith

with the nations, individually, not nationally, belonged

to the same spiritual body.

MANY MEMBERS—ONE BODY

The believers among the nations, including the Cor

inthian saints (1 Cor. 12:12-27) were united by a com

mon spirit into one organism, as the human body is

joined into one by the life-giving spirit that energizes

it. As this same spirit unites each one to Christ, the

result is called "the body of Christ.M As the saints of

the Circumcision also have this spirit in a minor meas

ure, they are not likened to one body, but to a bride or

wife. They could not have part in the spiritual body so

long as they were filled with fleshly enmity (Bph. 2:15)

against its members by dictating a law of precepts

which was fleshly and antagonistic to them. During the

Acts period these two bodies were severely separate.

James would never have fellowshipped with members of

another nation, but he ruled them.

ONE BODY THROUGH THE CROSS

For many of us the expression "one body" has meant

that there was no other. But we have seen that there

were several during the transitional era. The contrast

indicated by the word "one" is many members as a

rule (Eo. 12:4). But in the passage now before us the

contrast is not with many, but between two (Eph. 2:16).

These two He created into one new humanity, as well as

body. By reconciling both bodies to God through the

cross, He killed the enmity between them. This can only

refer to the shameful death of the cross, which put an

end to all fleshly pretentions, which was the only

thing that separated them, the two bodies, the members

of each of which were united by God's spirit due to faith
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in Christ. Let us remember that one body unites many

members into one, but the joint body joins two todies

into one.
THE END OF THE CIRCUMCISION

The Circumcisionists were joined to Israel by their

flesh. They continued to do their utmost to destroy the

one spiritual body, until the Jewish nation, as such, was

destroyed by the Eomans, when they leveled Jerusalem

to the ground and deported the remainder of the Jews.

From this time on these disappear from the pages of

God's revelation, and are not heard of again until we

meet them in the terrible end time foretold by Christ

and by John in the Unveiling, after the ecclesia which

is the body of Christ has been called above, as Paul re

vealed to the Thessalonians. Some Jews now claimed to

belong to this group, but there can be no body based on

physical precedence in this administration of spirit.

But there were Jews, such as Paul and especially

Timothy, and many more like them, especially in the

dispersion, who belonged, by birth, to the flesh-spirit

body, but by faith, and by repudiation of their fleshly

standing, to the believers among the nations. When the

great truths of Ephesians were revealed, the circum

cision body had vanished from the scene, along with

Israel as a nation, and with the gradual repudiation of

fleshly advantages, such as Paul had. So there were two

bodies of saints left after the Jewish nation disappeared,

who held the same position precisely. Hence these two

bodies were joined at the inauguration of the secret of

this administration. Not merely the members of these

two bodies were united to one another, but the bodies,

as such, were joined into one, with all differences be

tween them obliterated.

When I first noticed the fact that the Jews in Jeru

salem who sought to murder Paul, at his last visit, had

believed (Ac. 21:20), I could not trust my eyes, or
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understand how one who has faith in Christ could

possibly be so murderously inclined against any fellow-

believer. They had nothing but an inference that Paul

had brought Trophimus beyond the court of the Gen

tiles. Moreover, he had not taught men anywhere against

the people and the law, and the holy place (28). These

were "Christians"! (Ac. 11:26). But since then I have

had similar treatment from brethren of much greater

spirituality with less provocation. Every mature be

liever must be prepared for such treatment from the

immature, even when he seeks to help them to grow.

THE CENTRAL WALL OF THE BARRIER

In Ephesians (2:14), the central wall of the barrier

in Herod's temple is used as a symbol of that which

caused and perpetuated the presence of two bodies, not

joined together. Its razing points to the joining of the

two bodies. Now we know that they were not joined

until after Paul supposedly tried to smuggle Trophi

mus, the Ephesian, into the temple area, and until the

wall was broken down by the troops of Titus, in the

year 70 a.d. Many of the Circumcision believers must

have persished in Jerusalem at that time. As we hear no

more of them in the Scriptures, except the judgment of

the Jewish people, through Paul, in Eome, we may take

this destruction of the wall as the time when peace was

made, and the joint body took the place of the previous

two bodies, and the present administration began.

THE COMPOSITION OF THE BODY

The members of the human body vary very much in

function, in rank, in power, and other matters. So it is

with its spirtual counterpart. Paul said of the Corinthi

ans, we all are baptized into one body. Hence every

believing Corinthian was included. They were a motley

lot, and show clearly that nothing else makes the mem

bership of the one body but the possession of the holy

spirit by faith. Some of them would not have been given

a place in a respectable assembly, while others were of
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high rank. There were schisms among them and strifes

(1 Cor. 1:11), not many wise or noble, but weak and

stupid, and ignoble and contemptible (1:27), fleshly,

minors (3:1), weak and immoral. Yet, in one spirit, they

all were baptised into one body. It is the spirit which

makes the unity, not the individual attainment, or con

duct or morals. J0INT

The word "joint'7 does not indicate that the previous

"one body" of saints among the nations was discon

tinued and a new one constituted. Neither was the body

of circumcision saints, composed of Paul and Barnabas

and other Israelites, broken up. The contrary is indi

cated by the word joint. The slight barrier between

them, consisting entirely of physical differences, such as

circumcision and baptism and ritual, was now discarded,

and this greatly strengthened their spiritual unity. In

fact, no act of union was necessary, for they automati

cally became joined by the existing spiritual unity.

INSTALMENTS IN CORINTHIANS

To the Corinthians Paul wrote plainly to the effect

that maturity was still future, and that they were still

in the instalment stage. He shows also that the change

from childhood to adultness was not effected in a mo

ment, but was gradually made by steps, and some things

would cease. Prophecies and languages were still being

given. These were temporary signs, languages for un

believers, prophecies for believers. In maturity they

would cease, for they would no longer be necessary (1

Cor. 13). Second Corinthians goes a step further. Here

Paul himself recognizes the futility of the flesh, so that

circumcision is discarded. The new humanity was

created at that time. The evangel for today is based on

the conciliation of the world, not on the kingdom of

Israel (2 Cor. 5:15-21). a.e.k.

{To "be continued)
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10 Now you fully 'follow me in my * solution 'is 'imminent. I have con-

-teaching, -motive, purpose, faith, tended the ideal 'contest. I have
•patience love d fiihd

aching, motive, purpose, faith, tended the ideal 'contest. I
•patience, love, endurance, perse- finished my' career.^^i nave fcept

cutions, -sufferings, such as oc- 8 the faith. Furthermore, there is
curred to me in Antioch, **>» in 'reserved' for me the 'wreath of
Icomum/cu'in LystrarAci^perse. righteousness, which the Lord, the
cutions such as I "undergo, and out just Judge, will be paying to me in
of them all the Lord rescues me.2d» that 'day; yet not to me only, but
•Now, all, also, who are wanting to also to all who "love His advent
live devoutly in Christ Jesus shall 9 Endeavor to 'come tod me quickly

13 be 'persecuted. Yet wicked ftmen 10 for Demas, loving the current *eon,
and swindlers shall 'wax on worse forsook me and went tato Thessa-
and worse, deceiving and being de- lonica, Crescens tato Galatia, Titus

" til k • • • u U Ho DaImatia- Luke only is with
Now you be remaining in what me. Taking Mark, 'lead him back

you learned and verified, being with you», for he is useful to me
is •?WBrj 11*?*, =°who™ y°u learned « *>for serviCe.c°4MNow Tychicus I dis-

rt, and that from a babe you are * patch '"to Ephesus. When you

tSrSft!. .*5f fCredi SCrlp" >eome> "brin« the t^eling cloaktures which are able to make you which I left in Troas "with Carpus,
wise -for salvation through faith and the scrolls, especially the vel-
which ism Christ Jesus. . « lums. Alexander the coppersmith
and^L hS '1"T^by S°d' "d^P^yed to me much ^evil: ™"
and is beneficial «for teaching, the Lord will be paying him in ac-
*for exposure, "for 'correction, is Cord with his acts^wh^mTou abo

» Sat £?&£« mf f8hte0USIle!s' 'guard' against, for very much has
Jf a ^SPa * «d may be W he withstood words of ours. *At my
S °U* f°r 6Very ftrst defense not

theVad, n3SS SftS ad- ^ SiT^ ** ?, T
a vent and His kinirHnn, • n«7,M JfcL m8 the heraldmS may •» fully dis
word 'Stand F^it ilT charSed' and aU the nations should

themselves teachers in accord with » Greet Prisca and Aquila Ro168 and
« their own desires, i™1 and, indeed, the household of Onesiphorus. i10
they will be burning their hearing 20 Erastus remains in Corinth, yet
away from the truth, yet will be Trophimus, being infirm, I left in
'turned11 aside ™to myths. 21 Miletus. Endeavor to 'come before

5 Yet you be 'sober*1 in all things, winter. Greeting you is Eubulus
suffer evil as an ideal soldier of and Pudens and Linus and Claudia
Christ Jesus,1Ti612do the work of an and all the brethren.
evangelist^fiilly discharge your 22 The Lord Jegug Chrigt be wJth

« service. For I am already a 'liba- your spirit! Grace be with =you!
tion, and the period of my dis- Amen!
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USING YOUR VERSION

Are you getting the full benefit from your copy of the
Concordant Version ? Do you understand the meaning of all
the little signs, abbreviations, and symbols that appear in the
text of the International Edition? It is my prayer that the
Lord will use this little article to increase the blessings that
you get from your study of His Word, by explaining, in very
simple language the meaning of many of these perplexing
little signs.
Reproduced on the opposite page is a sample page from

the International Edition of the Concordant Version, to which
you can refer as you study this article.

THE BLACK FACE

You will notice that about ninety per cent of the text is
printed in black face type. Everything printed in black face
bold type directly represents words found in the original
Greek manuscripts. The translators of the Concordant Ver
sion have tried to choose the very best English equivalents
to stand for each Greek word, and, wherever possible, to use
only one English term to represent each Greek one uniformly.

THE EXTRA BLACK FACE LETTERS

In 2 Tim. 3:10, the first line on the page, you will notice
an extra bold letter "u" in the second word in the sentence.
This means that this word "you" is the important word in
the original Greek, and the one that you should emphasize
in your reading. Watch for the words with the "extra bold"
vowel letters, for they are the key words in each sentence.

The translators have tried to put them first in the English
sentence, whenever possible, for this is where they are found
in the original Greek.

THE LIGHT FACE LETTERS

In this same first verse on the sample page (2 Tim. 3:10),
notice that the words "me in" are in light face type. You may
omit these words in your reading and study, if you prefer,
as they are not in the original manuscripts, but were added
to make the sense clearer in English, or to make it read more
smoothly.
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THE LITTLE DOT MEANS 'THE"

In the second line on the page you will notice that every
word has a little high dot (#) before it. This dot tells you that
in the Greek manuscripts this word has the word "the", the
definite article, in front of it. In Greek they use the word
"the" much more often than we do, and it is important to
study the words that it precedes, as this little word says
emphatically that Paul doesn't want you to follow him in
any teaching, or any motive, but in his "the" teaching, and in
his "the" motive, etc. It points to a certain particular one,

GRAMMATICAL SIGNS

In verse 11, the word "undergo" has two little grammatical
signs before it ("°), which tell you, if you refer to the flyleaf
which explains all of the signs, that this verb is in the "Fact-
State" case in the Greek. In verse 12 the words "live" and
"persecuted" have another little sign before them ('), telling
you that they are in the "ActING" case, which shows action
going on right before your eyes. If you wish to be more
literal, you may read this verse like this: "Now, all, also,
who are wanting to be living devoutly in Christ Jesus shall
be being persecuted." If you would like to more thoroughly
understand the way that the Greek verb "works", you can
find a lot of helpful information in the chapter on "The
Revision of the Greek Grammar", beginning on page 333 of
the Introduction to the International Edition.

THE SIGN OF THE PLURAL

In chapter 3, verse 14, on your specimen page you will find
special sign(5) before the word "whom."a special sign(5) before the word "whom." This very helpful

little sign tells you that this word is actually plural in the
Greek manuscripts, even though the English word could mean
either singular or plural. This sign is only added to the
English word when you can't tell from the word itself
whether it is singular or plural, or where a plural Greek
word idiomatically requires a singular English equivalent.

WORDS OMITTED IN THE ENGLISH TRANSLATION

Occasionally, a word must be omitted from the English
translation, even though it is in the original Greek. However,
since the translator wanted to show the reader exactly how
the Greek reads, he printed the word omitted in small
superior Roman-face letters between the words of the Eng
lish translation. In 2 Tim. 3:13, notice the little word "on"
between "wax" and "worse."

PREPOSITIONS CHANGED

The prepositions, like to, in, for, against, toward, etc., are
the most changeable and idiomatic parts of any language.
Therefore it is practically impossible to use only a single
English preposition to represent a certain Greek one in every
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place where it occurs, and still make good sense in English.
Therefore one must be substituted quite frequently for
another, but whenever this has been done, the one that is
actually found in the original is shown by means of small
italic superior letters before the substitute used in the Eng
lish translation. Because there is not room for the whole
preposition, they are usually abbreviated, and these abbrevia
tions are explained on the flyleaf of your version. In 3:16
notice wfor (actually, in Greek it is toward), in 4:4 ^to
for on, 4:13 *with for beside, 4:16 *At for in, 4:18 4ofor for
into.

PORTIONS OP WORDS OMITTED

In order to be very exact, this translation even indicates
when a portion of a word is not included in the English
translation. In 3:13 the little italic h before men, indicates
that the Greek word is really humans, so that it doesn't
mean that just men (males) will wax worse and worse, but
rather that all humans (including women) will become
corrupt.

In verse 9 of chapter 4 the Greek word is toward, not to,
which is why the word has a little superior d following it.
In verse 10, Demas, literally, went into Thessalonica, Crescens
into Galatia, etc. In verse 16, there is a small * following the
word no indicating that this is a different negative word
than the one ordinarily used. English has only one word
"no," but Greek has two. The "no1" represents the more
absolute Greek negative.

FIGURES OF SPEECH

Important figures of speech, like a figure of likeness
(indicated by a small p, see the word Ffollow, 2 Tim. 3:10),
association (shown by a small A, see the word Aeon, 4:10),

near association (a small N, see the word Nman, 3:17), and
metaphor (a small M), are all indicated in the text itself, and
are fully explained in a chapter on Figures of Speech, be
ginning on page 363 of the Introduction.

I have not attempted to make a full explanation of every
sign and abbreviation and symbol found in the text of the
International Edition of the Concordant Version. That is
done quite adequately in its Introduction. However, I hope
that this article will help some of you to use more of the
helpful information that is available to you in your copy.
It will be of tremendous help to you when you are studying
God's Word, because it will give you new insights into the
elusive beauty of the inspired Original, which you bypass
when you simply read the English text. Thousands of hours
of painstaking work by willing helpers were expended to give
you all these added helps. Please use them! D.E.K.

Don't TRY—RELY!
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ONE LORD, ONE FAITH

Have you ever watched your hand as it did something for

you; as it held a pencil and wrote, or held a dish towel to

dry dishes? Your hand, one part of you, is a good example of

what the body of Christ should be. Do you see the parallel?
Note in 1 Cor. 1:10 that Paul is entreating us, through the

name of our Lord Jesus Christ, that all of us may be saying

the same thing, and that there may be no schisms among us,

but we may be attuned to the same mind and of the same
opinion. Why should this matter? Isn't it all right for each

member of the body of Christ to attend the church of his choice
and believe any doctrine he pleases as long as a basic love for,

and faith in Christ exists? Evidently not, for we are entreated
by the words of God not to have any divisions or separations
(schisms) and to be of the same opinion.

Can you imagine what it would be like if your thumb had a
mind of its own and did as it pleased, and your other fingers

all acted independently, too? When your brain said to your
hand, "Pick up the pencil," each finger would do whatever it

felt it would like to do, rather than listening to the head and

playing its simple but important part in picking up the pencil.

Such a hand would be quite useless to you, wouldn't it? The
hand has a very special function in relation to the rest of you

and, in the same way, the body of Christ performs a very

special function in relation to the rest of creation. Each
finger does not have a mind of its own, nor does each finger

follow a different brain; no, all the fingers, and the thumb,

listen to one brain and the brain tells each part of the hand

what to do, and so the hand is a beautifully coordinated,
useful thing. If we, the ecclesia of God, would stop everything

we are doing and just let the one Head, Christ, lead, what a

beautifully functioning thing the ecclesia would be—no

schisms, no variance of opinions: All would be attuned to the
same mind. In Ephesians 4:3-6 Paul talks about the unity of

the spirit—one body and one spirit, according as you were
called also with one expectation of your calling; one Lord,

one faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, Who is
over all and through all and in all. He didn't leave much
room for schisms there, did he?

We must give the adversary due credit for being such a
clever deceiver. He has made man think that democracy

means tolerance of schisms in the ecclesia of God, and it is

quite an accepted opinion that "It makes no difference what
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faith you belong to, as long as you all belong to some faith."

Yet we read that there is one Lord and one faith. Can you see

the deception? It is well hidden in our system of life; we must

beware of such things, so that we may by no means "still be

minors, surging hither and thither and being carried about by

every wind of teaching, by human caprice, by craftiness with

a view to the systematizing of the deception" (Eph. 4:14).

How easy it would be to thwart the adversary's systems of

deception if we all stopped our activities long enough to read

His Word and find out what He wants us to do. If we discover

that our walk is not in line with His Word, we can be sure

that we are being deceived by a system.

We must endeavor to be of one mind so that we do not

thwart the purpose of our being. Christ must be Head over all,

to the ecclesia which is His body, the complement by which

all in all is being completed. (Eph. 1:22). This is the purpose

of the body of Christ. Can His body function well if within it

there are members advocating their own ideas, members

fostering schisms and priding themselves on having different

opinions? Let us, as far as possible, follow His Word, not

human caprice nor deceptions that have been so systematized

that we no longer question them. A finger by itself is

practically useless and so it is with each of us individually,

but once the members are attuned to the same mind they

become effective.

"As children of light be walking (for the fruit of the light

is in all goodness and righteousness and truth), testing what

is well pleasing to the Lord. And be not joint participants in

the unfruitful acts of darkness, yet rather be exposing them

also, for it is a shame even to say what hidden occurrences

are done by them. Now all that which is being exposed, by the

light is made manifest, for everything which is making mani

fest is light. Wherefore He is saying, Rouse! O drowsy one,

and rise from among the dead, and Christ shall dawn upon

you! Then be observing accurately, brethren, how you are

walking, not as unwise, but as wise, reclaiming the era, for the

days are wicked. Therefore do not become imprudent, but

understand what the will of the Lord is." (Ephesians 5:9-18).

—Contributed

NOTICE TO OUR READERS

From our sister in the Lord, Gertrude Hough, of Almont,

Mich., comes word that she will no longer be able to act as

the editor of our Young People's Department. Therefore, from

now on please send any written contributions for the depart

ment, as well as questions and other suitable material to our

business office at Saugus, California. We will continue this

department in the magazine as long as the Lord prompts our

friends to continue to submit suitable material for it. We wish

to thank Miss Hough for her untiring efforts and faithful

service in behalf of our young folks in this department of our

magazine.
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REV. F. H. GILLETTE

We have just received word of the passing of our brother in
the Lord, F. H. Gillette, of Phoenix, Arizona, on Monday,

November 26, at 6:30 a.m. Brother Gillette was at one time

pastor of a church, but his conviction of truth forced him to

declare it to his congregation, resulting in his being relieved

of his pastorate. Later, he taught the Concordant Ecclesia in
Denver, Colorado, for a number of years, until his move to

Phoenix. David Knoch and I had the pleasure of visiting him

in 1954, at which time we urged him to use his talents to write

articles for the Young People's Department, but he was unable

to do so because of failing health. He had a unique and forceful

presentation, and a number of recordings, on tape, have been

preserved. We shall look forward to seeing him again in the

morning! e.o.k.

NEW ADDRESS

We have not moved, but the County of Los Angeles has

recently assigned us a street number, which should now be
used as our address for all mail pertaining to business, such as

subscriptions, orders, etc. Personal mail for Mr. and Mrs. E. O.

Knoch should also come to this address. Our new street number

address is 15669 West Iron Canyon Road, Saugus, California.

Mail for the Young People's Department should also be sent

here, but other correspondence pertaining to the Editor, or for

Mr. or Mrs. A. E.Knoch personally, should be sent as before, to

2823 East Sixth Street, Los Angeles 23, California. The address
of the Assistant Editor, David E. Knoch, is 15667 West Iron

Canyon Road, Saugus, California.

CONCORDANT VERSION OF THE GREEK SCRIPTURES

The Complete Edition of the Concordant Version is now out

of print, with the exception of a few copies with slight defects,

bound in boards, library style. To replace the Complete Edition,

we will have, D.V., a Concordant Library, bound to match the

present International Edition. The first volume of this will

contain the Greek with sublihear, with an extensive Introduc

tion, as in the Complete Edition, but will not contain the

English translation or the notes. The text is to be obtained

by using the International Edition, and the notes will be
published in a separate volume later. The Greek-English

volume should be available by the time this reaches you. It will

sell for $5.00 in the leatheroid and $7.50 in leather, Bible style.

UNITED GATHERINGS IN ENGLAND

On Sunday, Oct. 7, the last United Gathering of 1956 was held
at Tamworth, England. Addresses were given by Bro. J. T.

Harris on "Dust Thou Art," Bro. Struthers, "Believest Thou
This?" and Bro. H. Jones, "Truth for Today." The dates for
United Gatherings this year have been set. They will be Apr. 28,
at Mansfiield; May 26, Sheffield; June 16, Birmingham; July 7,

Manchester; Sept. 16, Beeston; Oct. 7, Tamworth. h.w.j.
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OUR GLORIOUS EXPECTATION

We do not look for any signs which must precede our

snatching away to meet our Lord in the air, nor do we

calculate the date by any system of chronology, for Paul

knew far more along these lines than anyone else, and he

included himself when he wrote to the Thessalonians:

"we, the living who are surviving..." Yet there can be

no doubt that it is nearly two thousand years nearer than

it was in Paul's day. Let us glory in this, that, in

spirit, Christ is continually with us, and His personal

presence is always imminent. This is the greatest help

to those in the midst of the trials and tribulations of this

nether sphere.

But to those of His servants who are in sympathy with

His plan and purpose in dealing with the earth and

mankind, especially His people Israel, the course of

events in the world today is full of interest and promise.

Half a century ago we would not have thought it

possible for us to remain down here to witness the pro

phetic developments which are recorded daily in the

newspapers. Since then there have been world wars,

and rumors of wars are without end.

But far more significant than these has been the fate

of God's favored people, the Jews. Murdered by the

million, driven from country to country, it began to

look as if they would be exterminated, but, instead of

that, they have actually gone back to their own land,

and formed a government, even while still estranged

from Ieue and in unbelief.
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One of the special signs of the last days is the forma

tion of a league of nations. We know that, in the end

time, the Adversary's christ, the man of sin, will rule

over all humanity, and the league of nations seemed to

be the preparation for this. Yet it failed to accomplish

very much. But the present united nations seems to be

able to accomplish more, and so may be the beginning

of the last world empire under the antichrist. Its most

significant act was the recognition and support of the

new nation of Israel in the long lost land of promise.

Now the old feud between Israel and Esau has broken

out again. The people of the promise is surrounded by

its ancient enemies, but so far has not only held its own,

but has the support of most of the great nations of the

western world. It really looks as if it were there to stay.

The head of the united nations is chosen from one of

the smaller powers. It is not difficult to see how a great

genius from tiny Israel should be elected some day. In

this way the stage seems to be set for the great tragedy of

the end.

But, before that day can come, and God's wrath is

poured out on mankind, we must be caught away to meet

the Lord in the air, and ever be with Him and associated

with Him in His great work of subjecting and recon

ciling all to God. May our hearts unite in one great

welcoming shout, "Come, Lord Jesus! Come!" a.e.k.

MARY A. GAGE

For many years associated with the Concordant group In

Minneapolis, Minnesota, Sister Gage of late years had resided

in San Bernardino, California. Although it involved a trip of

about 60 miles each way, she and her husband often came in

to the class at Los Angeles. She was loved by all who knew

her, and will be missed, though not mourned as by those who

are not privileged to have the blessed expectation which we

know is now the stay of her husband, who survives.
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THE BODIES IN ACTS

Now that we have fixed the starting point of the era

preceding the present (which constitutes the last part

of the previous administration), let us consider its

course and the principal characters in it. When Sergius

Paul (Interval) was called by our apostle Paul, what

was the effect on the two classes of Israelites, unbelievers

and believers? This is brought before us vividly by the

"acts" of Sergius Paul, Bar-Jesus, John Mark, Barna

bas and James, including his followers. Actions speak

louder than words, and this book speaks to us largely

through the acts of its actors, as well as by their words.

These reveal to us the attitude of the Jewish believers,

which show very clearly that they, at least, did not take

their place as members of the same "body" as the

aliens. Eather they, as a body, sought to subject the be

lievers among the nations to their hostile decrees.

SERGIUS PAUL

The case of the proconsul Sergius Paul was quite

remarkable. To begin with, there was nothing Jewish

a;bout him, as there was with his fellow-countryman,

Cornelius, who lived on the sacred soil of the promised

land, and was devout, fearing the God of Israel, with

his whole house (Ac. 10 :l-2), and was virtually a part of

the nation (gu body) of Israel. In contrast, Sergius Paul

lived on an island in the sea, which is used as a figure of

the restless nations in the Scriptures. Very little dis

tinguished him from the rest of the aliens, except that

he called for Barnabas and Saul, seeking to hear the
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word of God. No doubt God had called him first by put

ting this call into his heart. May we not consider him,

the first one so called, as typical of all those who were

called later, and the beginning of the spiritual body of

Christ, that is, all the uncircumcised believers?

BAR JESUS

In opposition to Sergius Paul, we have Bar Jesus

(son-of will-be-saviour), but otherwise construed as

"Magician," who really was a prophet, but a false one,

who withstood the true prophets, Barnabas and Saul,

and sought to pervert the proconsul from the faith. He

prefigures the fate of the Jewish nation, or body, which

also was doomed to darkness by Paul, at the close of

Acts (28:26-27). Paul's words to him blinded him. This

is one of the chief features of the whole book of Acts,

the opposition to the evangel by the unbelieving nation

as a whole. It continues to this day, yet will last only

for an era, or appointed time. The present era is much

longer than that covered by the book of Acts and reaches

clear on to the restoration of Israel in the kingdom,

which may occur before very long.

JOHN MARK, BEFORE

Bar Jesus stands for the unbelieving Jewish nation.

But the call of Sergius Paul disturbed believers also.

John Mark, who, unlike Paul and Barnabas, had not

been severed for the work by the holy spirit (Ac. 13:2),

was related to Barnabas by fleshly ties. Barnabas had

been severed from him, and he should not have been

taken along. So, after the call of Sergius Paul, he left

them and returned to Jerusalem. Later, when Paul

wanted Barnabas to go with him to revisit those whom

they had reached, Barnabas insisted on taking John

Mark with him. But Paul counted the man who had

withdrawn from them as unworthy of a further part in

this work (Ac. 15:36-39). He was still in the physical

union made by circumcision, yet also had the spiritual

bond of faith in Christ. He represents those of this class
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who, later, remained after the eireumcisionist believers

were wiped out. JOHn mark, after

The question is apt to come up, what became of the

eireumcisionist saints after the present secret admin

istration began? Mark helps us to answer one aspect.

They were divided in their attitude toward the uncir-

cumcision. The mild circumcisionists, like Mark, later

learned to recognize God's called among the nations.

John Mark had shown some interest in them, else he

would not have considered going with Paul and Barna

bas. Later, perhaps after the rabid circumcisionists,

like James, the half-brother of our Lord, were wiped

out and disappeared from the scene, then he learned

the power of Christ's cross and our death and crucifix

ion in Him. Then Paul called him "useful to me for

service'' (2 Tim. 4:11). Such are the Jews who are

called since then. They lose their fleshly standing alto

gether in the joint body.

JAMES THE HEEL

The very name of Jacob (miscalled James) should

give us a hint of his place and practice. His ancestor,

Jacob, met Ieue Alueim at Peniel (Facing-subjector),

and was transformed from"HEEL-er" to " Straightened-

by-suBjECTOR" (Israel). But we never read of such a

change in this James. Instead of appreciating and

acknowledging the superior spiritual gifts granted to

the uncircumcision, he led his followers in forming de

crees (Eph. 2:15) which were against them and hostile

to them (Col. 2:14), when, if he had at all grasped the

full significance of the cross, he would have acknow

ledged the futility of the flesh. There is no inspired re

cord of what became of this "body" of "believers", but

they never could be incorporated into the joint body of

this administration, so they probably perished in the

vast slaughter which drove out the Jewish nation when

Jerusalem was destroyed and the temple burned to the

ground.
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THE VARIOUS BODIES

Thus there are several " bodies" during the era of

the book of Acts. The unbelieving Jewish nation was

actually called a gui, body (Is. 51:23). Nation is gui, in

Hebrew. The believers in the nation were united to

Christ by spirit, as well as to the nation by flesh. This

fleshly body perished as a nation. Individuals were scat

tered everywhere but, until recently, they had no na

tional existence. This fleshly unity can have no place in

the joint body of Christ.

But there were two bodies of believers, also. The one

held together by fleshly ties also perished, so far as flesh

is concerned. There can be no physical unity today. But

those who dropped this fleshly unity still had the spirit

ual ties that held them to Christ. This body it was which

joined the purely spiritual body of believers among the

nations, to form the joint body.

JERUSALEM

In recent times there has been a movement in Europe,

which seeks to revive the Jewish body which once existed

separate from the saints among the nations, before the

setting aside of fleshly Israel. But it goes further back,

denying the crucifixion of the flesh, and bases its exist

ence on physical relationship with Christ. This is the

reversal of the process in the Scriptures. It really has a

"scriptural'' basis in the book of Acts, before the joint

body existed, and distinguishes between Israelitish be

lievers according to the flesh, and non-Jewish believers.

But it acknowledges other believers and has considerable

fellowship with them, so that both together give us a fair

picture of the situation before the believing bodies were

joined. THE TW0 bodies

We must remember that one of these bodies was

based on flesh as well as spirit, the other on spirit alone.

The believing Jews in Jerusalem were united by cir

cumcision as well as faith. They would have been in the

same body as the believers among the nations if they
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had died to the flesh* But their fleshly prerogatives kept

them from being one with them entirely, and, instead,

they built a barrier between them. But some of the Jews

outside Jerusalem, notably Paul himself and those com

ing under his teaching, came to apprehend the cross of

Christ, so dropped their fleshly ties and were reckoned

as members of the spiritual body alone. But it was a

slow process, which was not completed till after Israel

was doomed. barnabas

Perhaps the case of Barnabas will help us to see how

the rift between the two bodies started. His name means

son-of-prophesy, though it seems to have taken on the

secondary sense of consolation (Parakleseos in Greek,

Nchm in Hebrew). All the other names like Bar Abbas,

Bar Jesus, Bar Jonah, Bar Sabbas, separate the Bar, so

why not Bar Nabas, rather than Barnabas? His original

name was Joseph, Will-be-gatherer, or Adder (Ac.

4:36). When Saul tried to join the disciples, they feared

him. Then it was Barnabas who tried to join Saul to the

previous apostles, but he made a very poor joint, and

Saul was sent back to Tarsus by the Jerusalem brethren

(Ac. 9:26-30).

Barnabas was a Levite (Ac. 4:36), so was one of the

elite of the Circumcision. Paul was only a descendant

of Benjamin. In writing to the Philippians (3:5) he

boasts of his fleshly elevation, but his ancestral tribe

was inferior to Barnabas', as the tribe of Levi was

especially chosen, out of Israel, to serve in the sanctu

ary, so was nearer to Ieue Alueim than any other tribe.

He far outranked Paul in the flesh, so we always read

of them as Barnabas, (first) and Saul, to begin with

(Ac. 11:30; 13:2, 7; 14:14). The elders in Jerusalem, as

late as the apostolic council in the holy city (Ac. 15:25),

put Barnabas before Paull They never recognized his

spiritual pre-eminence.

Even when Saul was severed for a special work, he

was subordinate to Barnabas (Acts 13:2). When
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they made the first convert from among the nations,

Sergius Paul, then Saul was also named Paul (Ac. 13:9)

to identify him with the firstfruit from among the guim,

and connect both with the interval which began at that

time. But, immediately after the mentioning of the new

name, we read, "Paul, being filled with holy spirit,"

blinded the unbelieving nation of Israel, in the person

of Bar Jesus. Then Barnabas and John Mark are casu

ally mentioned as "those about Paul." (Ac. 13:13).

Thenceforth it is usually Paul and Barnabas (Ac. 13:

43, 50, 15:2, 2, 22, 35). This connects the new interval

with spirit, and with the callousness of Israel, that the

complement of the nations may be entering (Ro. 11:25).

JOHN MARK

The next step in separating the two bodies of believers

on the basis of fleshly precedence, was the defection of

John Mark, which we consider separately, and continue

with the case of Bar Nabas, the priest, according to the

flesh. After the Jerusalem conference, in which the

apostles and elders placed a yoke on the neck of the

disciples (Ac. 15:10), even though Peter objected to it,

as repudiating the grace of God (Gal. 2:11-21), and

Paul was forced to carry the decrees to the Uncircum-

cision, Paul proposed to Barnabas to visit the brethren

where they had been (Ac. 15:36). Barnabas wanted to

take along his relative according to the flesh, who had

deserted them right after the conversion of Sergius

Paul, the firstfruit of the nations.

THE BEGINNING OF ANOTHER BODY

This conflict seems to have been misunderstood, as a

rule. It really was based on t&e antagonism of flesh and

spirit/Mark had evidently left them after the first-fruit

of the nations had come in. Now, however, the apostles

and elders, and especially James, or Jacob, the brother

of our Lord according to the flesh, had put them under

a humiliating "law of precepts in decrees." So he was

ready to go along with Barnabas, his relative, again.
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But this was too fleshly for Paul, who was a spiritual

giant compared with these circumcisionists. Thus began

the formation of a distinct "body," the members of

which would by no means be members of the same body

with the hated guim.

PETER, JAMES A SEPARATE BODY

The decrees were distributed by the hand of Barnabas

(first) and Paul (Acts 15:25). But the Circumcision

themselves did not abide by them. When Cephas, the

chief of the apostles, came to Antioch, among the uncir-

cumcision believers, he ate with those of the nations,

according to the terms of the decrees. But when some

special friends of James came along, he shrank back,

fearing those of the circumcision! Peter afraid of James!

Thus the split between the believers of the nations and

those in Israel was widened. They certainly were not

members of the same body! How can the head say to

the feet, I won't have anything to do with you? The

Circumcision believers were a body, spiritually, distinct

from the unbelieving nation. And some of them kept

apart from the spiritual body among the nations.

ANGLO-ISRAELISM

One movement which has attained great proportions

today is called "Anglo-Israelism." About half a cen

tury ago I was deeply interested in a series of books

called "Our Race Series," which brought forth a pro

fusion of so-called "evidence" to show that the English-

speaking peoples, broadly speaking, are the descendants

of Israel, and that the family of David has been contin

ued through the British throne. As I had begun to take

a deep interest in the Scriptures, but was very immature,

I tried to test the conclusions by the facts in history and

the actual facts in the United States, England, the

Continent, Egypt and Palestine, in each of which I

found evidence to the contrary, so I could not accept it.

It would take too much space to give a full account

of this investigation and the inconsistencies unearthed.
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The vital point we wish to press now is the total worth-

lessness of any physical unity at the present time. Even

if its claims were allowed, that would be utterly futile,

for even David himself, in this secret administration, if

he believed the truth now in force, would not press his

claim to the throne on the basis of his physical descent.

The truth for today, as revealed in Paul's epistles from

Borne, utterly abolishes all physical superiority and

earthly ascendency. Anglo-Israelism absolutely ignores

the truth of the cross of Christ and the spiritual and

celestial character of this administration.

GRACE

The one body in Corinth (1 Cor. 12:12) seems to have

had as many varieties of believers as any of which we

know. Some were, doubtless, worthy characters, but

others had sunk very low in the moral scale. Some may

have been wise, and many otherwise. Certainly none of

them knew "present truth," for that was not revealed

until much later. Many seem to have been carried away

by the lesser graces. Maturity had not even come! All

this shows clearly that membership in the body does

not depend on a single superior qualification, but only

the pure grace of God. Can it be otherwise today! Can

we not say that, if we claim to be in it because of any

attainment of ours, then we ourselves are lacking of

that apprehension of God's grace, which is the only

basis of membership!

CIRCUMCISION ECCLESIA

After the destruction of Jerusalem, when a large part

of the Jewish nation perished, we hear nothing more of

the"Jewish-Christian"ecclesia. In fact, after the truths

of the perfection epistles were revealed, all blessing

became spiritual, among the celestials (Eph. 1:3), so

there can no longer be a circumcision ecclesia. All at

tempts at forming one only destroy the unity of the

spirit and the unity of the faith (Eph. 4:3, 13). In

stead of making another body they only seek to disjoin,
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by denying the cross, the one joint body which distin

guishes God's operations in this secret administration.

Anglo-Israelism, as a religious movement, also ignores

the cross by injecting fleshly relationships into the

ecclesia, from which they were banished. Even if they

should be correct in making the Angles and their de

scendants, descendants of Israelites (which I have thor

oughly tested and discarded), the result would be a

fleshly unity, not a spiritual one, claimants of earthly,

physical blessings, which even Israel cannot have in this

administration, and entirely out of line with the truth

of the joint body, which ignores the flesh, and joins

believers of all nations into a joint body.

MEMBERSHIP IN A BODY

No member of our physical body had to qualify in

order to be a member. The same is true of the figurative

bodies. Membership in Israel came by birth, and did

not depend in the least on the status of the member or

his attainments. So with the spiritual bodies, faith, not

works, the possession of holy spirit, which is a pure gift

of God, alone are sufficient to qualify for membership.

If it depended on maturity, it would be an open question

if there is such a thing on the earth. Those who are

mature would be the last to insist on their attainments.

SIGNIFICANCE OF DEATH

The death of an actor signifies the end of his part in

a play. In the same way we are informed of the end of

the actor's role in Acts, as well as the nature of the part

he played. In several cases the term " death" is not

used, in order to indicate the kind of character he repre

sented. Ananias and Sapphira gave up their souls, to

indicate their forfeiture of the blessings of the kingdom.

Stephen was put to repose until the kingdom comes.

James (Jacob-us) was "assassinated" because of his

opposition to the reception of the saints among the na

tions. Though it is outside the record of Acts, the same

is true of Peter, who was to suffer a violent death in his
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old age (Jn. 21:18-19, 2 Pt. 1:14). The body which they

represented all died, not being requited with the prom

ises (Hb. 11:13). Saul was stoned, but Paul remained to

the end.

A very significant method of killing was pelting with

stones. This was the usual way in Israel, and was freely

used against the heroes of faith who died, not antici

pating deliverance, that they may be happening on a

better resurrection (Hb. 11:36). In Acts the stoning of

Stephen speaks to the enlightened heart of the post

ponement of the kingdom until the resurrection after

Christ's return to Israel. He will rise and be rewarded

in the terrestrial kingdom. Therefore he is not spoken of

as dead but "put to repose" until the kingdom comes of

which he was a faithful herald.

The only escape from the divinely given law is by

death. Paul was a wretched man under law (Ro. 7:24).

He was alive once, apart from law, but, when it came,

he died. Sin, getting an incentive through the precept,

deluded him and through it killed him (Ro. 7:12). In

his Roman epistle, this is the basis on which the grace of

justification and reconciliation rest. As he wrote to the

Galatians, through law he died to law, that he should

live to God. So long as the believer in Christ clings to

law-keeping, he cannot enjoy the great grace gifts that

come to us through the death of Christ, and through our

spiritual death, nor can he realize the unity of the joint

body, which is based on the death of those under law, to

the law.

The severance between Paul and Mark was based on

the law given to Israel. They were under the Mosaic law,

while those of the nations who believed were not. Later

James sought to make a special law, so that there could

be a meausre of fellowship, but this was based on flesh,

and only widened the breach between them. Therefore

it was abrogated by Paul, as a "law of precepts in

decrees" (Eph. 2:15), "which was against us, which was
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hostile to us." (Col. 2:14). There could be no joint body

until it was out of the way. The law of Moses, also, was

a great obstacle to fellowship, for it was based on flesh

and works, while the grace brought through Paul was

spiritual and based on the blood of and faith in Christ.

After the Jerusalem council in the fifteenth chapter

of Acts there were two sets of laws that split the be

lievers in Christ into three bodies. Not only the Mosaic

legislation for the nation of Israel, but our Lord's flesh-

brother and the Jews with him, actually made a set of

decrees for the saints of the nations to keep. This was

the worst cause of the division. It was like the soreg

around the temple courts, which kept the nations out of

the holy places, when, in spirit, they could enter the

holy of holies, much nearer than even the Israelites could

do in the flesh. No one thinks of obeying this law now,

but in the later Acts period, until Bphesians was written,

it split even the saints under Paul's ministry into two

bodies, the Hebrews and the nations.

The Mosaic law was as hard and unyielding as stone.

It was first engraved in stone, to signify its inflexible

character. So stern were its decrees that it had to be hid

in the coffer of the covenant, under the propitiatory

shelter of its lid. Once this was removed it dealt out

death (2 Sam. 6:6-7). Even the penalty of breaking it

was stoning. Those who profaned the sabbath (Nu. 15:

32-35), or made light of the Name (Lv. 24:14), or served

other gods (Dt. 13:10), etc., etc., were put to death by

stoning. His hearers threatened to stone Christ, but He

never transgressed the law. They stoned Stephen (Ac.

7:59) contrary to the law, to show the failure of Israel.

They stoned Paul, but, in a figure he rose from the dead,

in order to portray his death to the law (Ac. 14:19).

God's picture book of nature is full of helpful lessons

and contrasts. Our Lord used one of these to illustrate

the meaning of spirit. It is like a blast of wind, a power

ful force, made of the life-sustaining atmosphere, apart
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from which we cannot breathe and live. What a contrast

is the picture of the law! It was engraven in dead and

death-dealing stone, inert, hard to move, on which

nothing can grow. But it is a good means of dealing out

death to a law-breaker. 0 that God would open the eyes

of His own to see how lifeless and deadly the law is!

Not only was the law engraven in stone and securely

secreted from sight in the coffer of the covenant in the

holy place, lest it deal out death to those exposed to it,

but the whole of the holy courts about the temple, in

our Lord's day, were enclosed in a stone wall which

forbade any alien to merely enter the outer court. This

stone wall is comparable to the decrees issued by James

in the latter part of Acts. The law and the decrees were

a double deterrant to keep the saints of the nations away

from God and spiritual life (Eph. 2:15, Col. 2:14).

The great change from law keeping to crucifixion took

place in the interval when Paul wrote his transitional

epistles, especially Corinthians and Galatians. There

was an intense struggle between Paul and the Circum-

cisionist law-keepers which resulted in death for both.

The law-keepers died out literally in the terrible times

which destroyed Israel as a nation. Those crucified with

Christ died spiritually and lived a resurrection life.

The conflict between law and grace is still carried on

in Christendom. There are powerful sects which fail to

realize their crucifixion with Christ, and cling to law-

keeping, because they have never realized that the law

was given only to Israel, and even if they had been under

it, they have been put to death to it (Ro. 6:14, 7:4).

Paul, who had been under law, died to law. Spiritually

speaking, all believers in the book of Acts were put to

death by the law, the greatest killer of all time.

The truth which is elsewhere didactically taught,

especially in Paul's epistles, that blessing comes through

death and resurrection, is well illustrated in Saul-Paul's

part in Acts. He was present at Stephen's assassination,
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but little dreamed that he would suffer the same fate.

But his part did not merely call for a future resurrec

tion of the body. It also indicated a present resurrection

of the spirit. When the Jews stoned Saul at Lystra

(Ac. 14:19) Paul enacted this by rising, and going

right on with greater effect than before. All under law

have been stoned to death, in spirit, and now walk in

newness of life. This could not be shown until Saul was

stoned and left for dead, because it did not apply to the

Circumcision saints before this time.

FLESH AND SPIRIT

Herein lies one of the great distinctions between the

present grace and the kingdom message. Then the bodies

of the saints will not live until some time after the re

turn of Christ on the Mount of Olives. But we die to

the flesh when we believe, and enjoy resurrection life

in our spirits now, even before our bodies are vivified

and given a celestial form. But these will not be soulish

bodies in the future, but spiritual bodies.

CHRIST NOT STONED

The Jews wished to stone the Son, when He was among

them (Jn. 10:21-39), but He stopped them by asking,

"Because of what act...are you stoning Me?" Yet they

could point to no lawless act. Our Lord was the only One

Who fulfilled the law, so it could not kill Him. But they

did claim that He blasphemed when He said, "I and My

Father are one." But this was a great truth, seldom

received today, that those to whom the word of the Sub-

jector comes are also subjectors, or alueim, hence one

with the Subjector, Al, even as His name is part of their

title. The result was, that the Lord, Who fulfilled the

law, was not put to death by it, either in spirit or in

flesh, but suffered a death at the hands of aliens which

was cursed by the law, and far more dreadful in order

to suffer the curse of the law which He had fulfilled.

THE CURSE OF THE LAWS

"Accursed is everyone who is not remaining in all
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things written in the scroll of the law to do them...

Accursed is everyone hanging on a tree" (Ga. 3:10, 13,

Dt. 27:26, 21:23). With these two quotations the apostle

Paul contrasts the Acts period with the present. The

Circumcision were under the curse of the law of Moses

and caused division. The believers among the nations,

the Uncircumcision are not under any law, but delivered

from it by the curse of Christ on the cross.

THE TWO CURSES

The curse of the law and the curse of the cross are the

two keys to the contents of the book of Acts and the

present secret administration. The law of Moses, with

that made by the Circumcision leaders, caused the divi

sion into two bodies, while the word of the cross later

wiped all the differences away.

THE CIRCUMCISION BODY

The question arises, What became of those of the Cir

cumcision body, headed by Peter, who did not accept the

secret evangel, as heralded by Paul? As Peter himself

had one of the highest places in the kingdom on earth,

it is clear that he could not also be among the celestials.

And, although it is not recorded in Acts, we know that

he suffered a violent death, accordhjg to Christ (Jn.

21:19) and Peter himself (2 Pt. 1:14). It is more than

likely, then, that all of the Circumcision believers lost

their lives in the terrible times when Jerusalem, their

headquarters, was destroyed, leaving the field clear for

the new administration of the secret.

Death, in the book of Acts, ends the career of kingdom

characters. They gradually die off. But, Paul, though

stoned to death, lived throughout its course, and those

whom he reached are not only given spiritual life in

Christ, but the record of their physical career is in

harmony with this, for there is no instance of the death

put on record in its pages. a.e.k.
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THE DISINTEGRATION OF

LANGUAGE AT BABEL

In God's grand purpose to reveal Himself, He needs

contrasts. In the eon before the flood, he parted mankind

into only two divisions, the line of Cain and the line of

Seth. After the deluge, in the present eon, He uses many

divisions. First, there were three, based on Noah's sons.

But these were not enough to engender the confusion

and strife which His plans demand. The strongest tie

holding mankind together was the use of the same

language. They could all communicate with one another,

and probably employed the natural language with which,

like the lower animals, mankind had been endowed at

creation, as we find it recorded in the inspired oracles.

Many attempts have been made to return to this ideal

condition, in the hope that it would diminish strife

among the peoples. But they do not succeed, because

this is contrary to the divine counsels for this eon.

THE ORIGINAL LANGUAGE

What language did Adam and the ante-dUuvians use?

All living souls seem to have some means of communi

cating with one another, and the higher ones use sound

to some extent. Adam was the head and highest of them

all. There was no one to teach him a human tongue. Yet

he was endowed with the organs of speech and hearing.

He did not use English when he said: "The sound-ot-

Thee I-hear." Probably he made sounds like the Hebrew

Ath quirk shmo-thi, for there is no reason to suppose
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that he used any other language when he wrote his

annals. So we are quite sure that he was endowed with

an ideal, natural language, and understood that of the

animals (Gn. 3:1-2). The latter can be learned by us to

a limited extent, and so can Hebrew, although it has

come to us only with an impure "lip," or pronunciation,

and will be purified in later generations. This may be

done to some extent even now.

THE TWO LANGUAGES

We do not read of any change in this language during

the eon before the deluge. Indeed, until Babel, the entire

earth was of one lip, one speech (Gn. 11:1). This is ideal,

and it is possible that, in the new earth, when all is

restored, this same language will again prevail. It is a

terrestrial language, suited to the earth, so it may not

be used by us among the celestials, but it may be neces

sary for us to learn it in our contacts with terrestrial

souls. As divine revelation has come to us in two distinct

forms of speech, we may be sure that both will be used

in that eon, without the need of translations. So it may

be wise to learn as much as possible of these two tongues

beforehand.
FROM THE EAST

The first migration of mankind was "from the east"

to the west. Mount Ararat was considered to be east.

Indeed, so it is, from the divine center of operations,

which is the land of promise. This is the center of the

surrounding continents, Eurasia and Africa. But they

do not seem to have gone very far west at first, for they

wished to establish the center at Babel, in the land of

Shinar. In fact, Mt. Ararat is almost due north of Shinar,

and near the sources of the two rivers which bound

that land. Their movement was down, for, in traversing

the high country which lies between, they probably fol

lowed the course of the Euphrates, which flows almost

due west as first, then east, and could not do otherwise

than descend.

Lower down their jouney westward was stopped by
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the desert between Mesopotamia and the Mediterranean.

I crossed it by automoblie, and found only one place,

Butba Wells, where there was any amount of water.

Even though it took only a day and a night to go clear

to Bagdad, on the Tigris, it was so trying that I did not

want to return that way, but found no other route

except along the upper course of the Euphrates, to come

into Palestine from the north. But there was no trans

portation at that time. So it was of old. The westward

march of mankind was stopped by the hardships of the

desert and the allure of the Mesopotamian plain. Here

was level land with a stream of water on both sides, the

most favorable conditions for luxurious living. It is

possible that most of them migrated to the east, for

there we find the densest centers of population today.

THE LAND OF SHINAR

The name Shn-or has two stems, repeat-naked, which

may denote Double-city. Hitherto we do not read of any

city after the deluge, so Babel probably was the first. If

it was built on both sides of the Euphrates, as it was in

later times, under Nebuchadnezzar, then the idea of

double was well warranted. Indeed, they did not want

a land, but a city, yet they needed land to feed the

people. It may be translated the land of, or belonging

to Double-city. What a contrast to Jerusalem (Tenancy-

of-Welfare)! It needs no tower to reach the heavens,

and no stream to furnish it with water. Babel is low, it

is high, and its liquid refreshment comes from the

heavens above. Shinar was the most fertile, well watered

land they had come to in their migration from the ark.

It seemed useless to search further, although they had

been expressly told to roam in the earth (Gn. 9:7).

PLANNING, HUMAN AND DIVINE

Ieue has marvelous plans for the blessing of humanity,

arid for His own glory. Men, however, are concerned

about their own name and ambitious designs. His charge

to them had been very plain: "Fill the earth and subdue
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it." (9:1). Instead of doing this, they propose to settle

in one spot. Then they followed the lead of Cain, in the

previous eon, who built a city instead of becoming a

rover and wanderer in the earth (Gn. 4:12-17). So now

they not only build a city, but a tower (a "great", in

Hebrew), in order to elevate themselves rather than

Ieue Alueim. To this day such a motive is deemed

laudable, and has a large place even in the service of the

Subjector.

The exclamation, Prithee I denotes / pray thee in Eng

lish. It stands for the Hebrew grant, as may be seen

in Zc. 11:12, "Grant my hire." The A.V. "go to",

means nothing to us today. They are seeking each

other's support in a very popular measure. This seems

to have occurred before Nimrod established several

cities in the land of Shinar, so there was no central

power or leading spirit, but only spontaneous, common

consent. They all wanted to share in their mutual

magnification. They would build a big city and live

together, and erect a permanent memorial of their great

ness by means of a high tower, which all of them could

see from their residences. This would keep them to

gether. By co-operation they could get along without

God. This was the first co-operative. All creation is

for God9s glory, but they seek to make a name for them

selves. But it came no nearer to His, than their tower

reached into the heavens.

THE CONFUSION OF TONGUES

In those days houses were mostly built of clay. Such

buildings were surprisingly comfortable and permanent.

They were much used in the early settlement of the

southwestern portion of the United States which has a

climate similar to Shinar. They probably used this for

their homes, but it would not support a high tower.

This should be built of stone. But there is none in Shinar.

So they made imitations by burning the bricks and using

asphalt for mortar. So they built a tower, and made a
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name for themselves, lest they be scattered aver the sur

face of the entire earth, and thus fulfill the will of the

Subjector. But He did not allow them to have their

way, as He did Cain. If He had used compulsion, it

would probably not have been permanent, and His

plans required a prolonged cause of division. So he

simply "confused their lip," as the Hebrew has it, so

that they could not understand one another. This has

continued to the present, and is still the cause of much

misunderstanding and strife.

THE MEANING OF BABEL

The name Babel (B-6Z) is composed of two Hebrew

stems, the common connective B, which means in, and

bl which means disintegrate, or, idiomatically, confuse.

This main stem (bl) is used in several words which may

help us to see its significance, such as decay, carcass,

deluge, fail. These suggest that the languages were not

only different from the original one which had been

spoken by all heretofore, but are decadent, changing for

the worse. The word th-bl, disintegrating (habitance),

is also helpful to show that these languages were like

the earth's surface, continually being eroded and rotting.

So are the most of earth's languages to this day. Not

only do they differ from one another, but each one is

deteriorating with time. The original language, Heb

rew, was not so. Even if, at present, it is so fearfully

spoiled, outside of the Scriptures, it will be restored in

the future (Zph. 3:9).

DISINTEGRATION

As we have seen, the stem bl disintegration denotes

more than merely different languages. Each of these,

like the mortals who speak them, are dying, and some of

them are dead. In most countries we can see the process

going on. They deteriorate into dialects. English is so

pronounced in some regions that most of my readers

might not be able to understand it. So in Germany.

They usually speak the Platt of the region as well as the
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Hoch, or High. In France they have the patois (pa twa)

in the provinces. So it is in the Orient also. The dying

race speaks different and decaying dialects.

TRANSLATION

The lack of a pure natural language is a very serious

hindrance today, especially in making translations of

the Scriptures, and in international diplomacy. Such

words as " democracy" have very different significations

in the East from those they have in the West, so that no

genuine agreement seems possible. This leads to mis

understandings and strife. In the Scriptures the many

loose, discordant versions have created untold confusion.

The only escape from this seems to be the closest possible

conformity to the inspired originals, in which the con

fusion is effectively counteracted by the usage of the

spirit of God.
UNIVERSAL LANGUAGE

We all want peace, and most of us would put forth

some effort to obtain it. Many are in favor of a world

unity, such as a league of nations, or at least of an

international language. In my lifetime there have been

a number of artificial languages, such as Volapuk and

Esperanto, crazy quilts with patches from many tongues,

which attained considerable popularity. These were in

tended to cement the nations together, or at least a large

block of them. One, I remember, used roots common

to several European languages, so was easy to learn. If

I remember correctly skrib was used as a stem for

everything connected with writing. It suited my scrib

bling very well!

THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGES

The attempt to account for the great variety of

languages by evolutionary development has failed. There

are related languages which were probably developed

from one original tongue, but many tongues bear no

recognizable relation to the rest. This condition con

firms the Scriptural account, that they did not all spring

from one source, but are the result of some external
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disturbance. Missionaries have found the languages of

some of the most backward people very complicated, and

able to express nuances which are absent in the so-called

"civilized" tongues. The most damage is done when we

treat Hebrew as derived from other tongues.

DECADENT LANGUAGES

As this is written in English, it will be our best illus

tration of this process. Going no further back than old

German, it developed a dialect, named low german, in

the lowlands which became Dutch, and crossed the

channel with the Angles and Saxons, with still less

grammar, which we call English. Perhaps we should go

one step further and call the language of North America

the lowest German, but it differs too little from Euro

pean English to deserve a distinct appellation. Of one

thing we may be sure, and that is that most languages

spoken today do not go back very far and even those

that do, as Greek and Hebrew, have suffered from mis

use. There is quite a difference between classical and

modern Greek, and even between ancient Hebrew and

the way it is spoken and written today. American slang

is evolution in reverse.

BABYLON—GATE OF GOD

The very name, Babylon, is a sample of this confusion.

In the pure lip, used before this time, the name was

Bbl, and it remains so throughout the HebrewScriptures.

But in the Greek, one of the other languages, they have

altered the involuntary vowel between b and I to u, and

have added -dn. Moreover, though we are distinctly told

that its name is called B-bl, because there Ieue Alueim

bl disintegrates or confuses the lip of the entire earth

(Gen. 11:9), nevertheless in the Encyclopedia Britan-

nica we read that Babylon is "the Greek form of Babel

or Bab-ili, 'the gate of God'"! Thisis found in the

German Meyer's Conversations-Lexikon also. Moreover,

Davidson's English translation of Fuerst's Hebrew and

Chaldee Lexicon, by many considered the most scholarly
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and weighty (over five pounds!) of them all, says "it is

not impossible that the name was originally formed from

66 bl court (gate) of Bel, or from br-bl (bir) Belus-town,

or the like." (!) Just a lot of babble!

INSPIRED HEBREW

But this is only a very simple example of what the

scholars do with the whole Hebrew vocabulary, so that

they force the confusion into God's inspired revelation.

Not only this name, but most Hebrew words they seek

to trace back to the languages which were the result of

the confusion introduced at Babel! Unless a name is

Hebrew, and so a part of divine revelation, its signifi

cance is not important. If it is Hebrew and especially

where the context expresses its force, then we should not

seek elsewhere for its meaning.

HEBREW PRESERVED

But why and how was Hebrew preserved? In order to

reveal Himself to the inhabitants of the earth, it is

absolutely essential that leue Alueim employ a natural,

unalterable, terrestrial language. He gave an appro

priate medium of expression to all the animals at crea

tion, which they have retained to this day. They have

obeyed His primeval law to fill the earth, so they still

retain the tongue imparted to them at their creation.

Only humanity refused to obey His eonian mandate,

and it has suffered for it ever since, as we do today. But,

during this wicked eon, leue still speaks to mankind, so

He selected and segregated the line of Shem-Abraham-

Israel, and revealed Himself to them by means of the

records written before the deluge, and continued to use

the same language in further revelations. These were

in the tongue inherent in Adam at his creation. He

could also speak and understand the languages of the

animals, which have not changed. Some of this we still

use today.

Hebrew (obr~i) denotes PASS-ite. As a descriptive

term it is first used of Abram (Gen. 14:13). It cannot
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refer to the descendants of Eber (Gn. 10:24) for that

would include Joktanites and others. It is used only of

Israelites in contrast to others. Later is was used for

the language, as in Luke (23:38), John (5:2, 19:13, 17,

20), Acts (21:40, 22:2, 26:14), and the Unveiling (9:11,

16:16). It was used of those who were true to the tradi

tions and the language, in contrast to Hellenists, who

no longer used Hebrew in common conversation. It was

not used in later revelation or in reaching the Uncircum-

cision while Israel is stubborn and cut out of the olive

tree, and time stands still, so the name Ieue cannot be

used, for it is an earthly language, and not adapted to

a celestial revelation. To prepare for this the Hebrew

Scriptures were translated into Greek. When Israel no

longer was true to Ieue, their Alueim, He no longer

spoke to them in Hebrew, as Isaiah had foretold (Is.

28:11), but in a tongue adjusted to it by the Septuagint,

and to the celestial revelations which have come through

the Anointed, Who came from above and Who will reveal

the Father to the whole universe.

HEBREW TODAY

Even Hebrew has sadly disintegrated. When Judah

was deported tbey passed back to Babel from Ieue and

His land, they took up the language spoken by the

descendants of Shem who had not passed on to the

promised land, and used what is later called the "ver

nacular" (dialektos) in the Greek Scriptures. But when

the Jews later did much worse than this, by rejecting

their Messiah, and were deported among the nations,

then they corrupted the pronunciation so fearfully that

they could not even converse with one another when

they met. They tried to remedy this by adding the

points, but these only preserved and perpetuated their

fearful fallacies. There were two clashing schools, one

at Tiberias and one at Babylon, the latter working on

the spot where the confusion first began. But they

introduced it into the one language which had escaped
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before. So Hebrew today needs to be purified, and rid

of all the false ideas and additions and pronunciation

derived from the nations where they are deported.

CONFUSION OP TONGUES

Experiences I have had have helped me to grasp much

of the force of the confusion due to different languages.

In St. Louis some sections were mostly French, some

German, with English the prevailing speech. Being a

little "Dutchman/7 as the Germans were called, I was

envious of the few children who spoke English at home.

I thought it a very queer lingo, in which you must be

careful not to spell a word as it is pronounced, or pro

nounce it as it is spelled. Then, when we went to far-off

Lohs Anghaylays (Los Angeles), where most of our

neighbors spoke Spanish of a sort, there was still more

confusion. But I became inured to confusion when we

settled in a house with a Danish lady, with English

people across the street, an Italian on our right, Germans

on our left, French in our rear, in a Mexican neighbor

hood, not far from Chinatown. That was far more con

fusion than there was at Babylon, later, when I visited

its site.
EXAMPLES

Just a single example to show confusion in action: A

French lady came to our front door and knocked. As my

mother was out, I opened it and asked her what she

wished. She asked me, in good English (of which I was

glad, as my French was even worse then than it is now),

"Have you a kitchen for sale?" I hardly knew what to

say. We had just built our house, and had a kitchen,

but how could we sell it ? She saw that I was dumb (in

both senses), so she raised her voice and shouted, "A

kitchen! A pullay!'' But this did not help, as we did not

even have a pulley. So she was disgusted with me and

left. Later, I asked my mother what the lady wanted.

She knew French, so she said, "I told her once that we

had a chicken, a pullet, which we would sell her if she

wished one." There! I had lost a sale! A good sales-
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man would have sold her something, but I am no good

at selling.
MAKING A NAME

God, the Subjector Who Will-be-ing-was, is making a

name for Himself by means of His creation and His

creatures, especially mankind on the earth. The heavenly

hosts are learning of His might.and majesty, His wisdom

and His love, by His dealings with the sons of Adam.

Now when they oppose His plans and seek to make a

name for themselves, and to live together in one place,

He could have once more drowned them as He had done,

and so put an end to their self-adulation. But He had

promised not to repeat that adjudication. His further

plans called for mortals scattered over the entire earth,

at enmity with one another, to form a foil for the

future kingdom of His Christ. We are all witnesses of

the success of His plan. But when men manage to

rebuild Babylon and unite mankind under a single

ruler, then He will use the terrible judgments of the

Apocalypse to put a full end to their opposition.

babel's later history

Peter, the principal apostle of the kingdom, should

have occupied his throne in Jerusalem and ruled one of

the tribes of Israel (Mt. 19:28). But where do we find

him? In Babylon! And there, instead of living for the

eon and reigning, he became decrepit and was executed

against his will (1 Pt. 5:13). Such is also the fate of

the erstwhile "Hebrews!" In the language of symbols,

which was not affected at Babel, it indicates that Israel,

the nation through whom Ieue will rule the nations is

in confusion, especially as to the kingdom ecclesia, of

which Peter was the foundation. This is signified also

by its present plight. It has become a nation in the land

once more, but it does not possess either the capital or

the temple area, the only divine locations where their

rule and religion belong. And they lack the great King-

Priest Who alone can restore these to them.
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THE MYSTERY OF BABYLON

In our pamphlet on "The Mystery of Babylon," we

deal exhaustively with the future fate of Babel, so we

will give only an outline here. True Israel is figuratively

called the wife of leue, but the false nation, the rejectors

of their Messiah, after the present secret administration

has called the body of Christ to Him in the air, it will be

figured by the false woman brought before us in His

unveiling (Rv. 17:1). This woman, Babylon the Great,

in the time of the end, before the advent of their

Messiah, will have a kingdom over the kingdoms of the

earth, a false imitation of the Messiah's millennial reign.

It will be headed by hebrews (Passers), but in the

opposite direction from that taken by Abram. They will

be taken from the land back to Babylon. It will be a

financial sovereignty, so they return to Babylon in an

ephah, a commercial measure, borne on the wings of a

stork. This is still future, but is partly fulfilled, for the

Jews are back in the land of promise, from which they

will fly back to Babylon, and set up a kingdom by their

own, a financial might, before Christ comes, which will

be doomed to utter destruction. a.e.k.

A PERSONAL WITNESS TO THE TRUTH

A few copies of this series of letters written by Miss Agnes

A. Sterling to the Session of Westminister Presbyterian

Church, with replies, on the occasion of her resignation (by

request) because she could no longer subscribe to the Church's

"Confession of Faith" have come to light. Those who have

requested them in the past may now have them and others

desiring copies should write before these are gone. e.o.k.

INDEPENDENT HOPI MISSION

A few excerpts from the report of this mission follow: "We

have just opened a new Sunday School class ... at Hotevilla.

This village has ... been very hostile to all church movements.

We would like to ask you to remember this in your prayers.

... Here, at home, we have a nice little group. .. Our mid-week

prayer sessions are well attended. We know that Christ is

our only hope for progress... and also He is our only hope

for salvation in this world..." Mb. and Mrs. Fred A. Johnson
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HEAVENS AND EARTH

If God's revelation dealt with the unlimited reaches

of space, we would never be able to grasp it. So, also,

with time. In God's Word, however, it is bounded by

definite duration and dimension. There was a time be

fore the eons, and there will be a time after the eons,

but God's Word is practically confined to the five inter

mediate divisions which are named eons. Corresponding

to this, the terrestrial sphere comprising the heavens

and the earth, to which God's revelation is largely

limited, is composed of five divisions of space, beyond

which are the celestial regions, with the sun, moon and

stars. Eoughly speaking, these five physical divisions are,

from the bottom up, land, water, atmosphere, and two

heavens above it which some call the stratosphere and

the ionosphere. These are arranged, broadly speaking,

according to their "weight," or rather, their attraction

to the center of the earth. The solid substances, being

heaviest, are at the bottom, the fluids, especially water,

are next, the gases are above these, first the atmosphere,

then those above it, of which we know comparatively

little, as they are not habitable by humans.

THE TERRESTRIAL SPHERE

Those Bible students who have seen that the book is

practically confined, in time, to the eons, may have won

dered if a similar thought is applicable to space. Al

though the sun, the moon, and the stars are mentioned

in the Scriptures, we seem to have no distinct revelation
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as to their history. It may at least be wise to consider

the possibility that all revelation outside of Paul's

epistles is confined to the "terrestrial," that is the earth

and the heavens which surround it. Paul, however,

speaks of the ON-heavens, the celestials, as if this were

outside and beyond the earthly and the heavenly sphere*

Even in Genesis there is a slight hint of this, for, after

the creation of the heavens and the earth, we are told

that Alueim made the stars also, as if these were not

included in the previous creation.

THE FIRST CREATION

The Scriptures begin with the creation of the heavens

and the earth, that is, the terrestrial, not the celestial,

spheres, all which pertains to the earth, not Which is on,

or above, the heavens, in which are the luminaries, the

sun, moon, and stars. They not only begin with this

limitation, but tell us nothing about any other creatures

in space beyond the heavens, except in the epistles of

Paul and the letter to the Hebrews. These will need to

be equipped with celestial bodies in order to live above

the heavens. We speak loosely of "the stars of heaven,"

as if all space beyond earth's surface were heaven. The

Scriptures make the great division between the terrestri

al heavens (literally, places) and the celestial regions,

which are not dealt with when dealing with mankind on

the earth. the land

The lowest of the five sphere is solid land, in contrast

to the second, fluid water, and the three above, which

are gaseous, the atmosphere of oxygen and nitrogen, the

two higher probably of still lighter materials. As the

land is under our feet, and we can descend into its

depths and climb its heights, we all have a superficial

acquaintance with it. Our bodies are composed of some

of its elements, and we must continually absorb food

from it into our systems, consequently it is the principal

source of faded figures expressive of spiritual truth:

High and low, wide and narrow, great and small, far
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and near, and many other like terms are first applied to

physical features of the land and then used of realities

in the spiritual sphere throughout God's revelation.

THE WATER

Water, also, is easily apprehended by our senses, so

it is often used in the Scriptures in a figurative sense.

Our lives depend upon it, so it is used of that which

gives spiritual life. It is much used for cleansing, so it

is applied to the Word of God, as a purifier from the

stains of sin. In baptism, it symbolizes the cleansing

which is accomplished by the spirit.

THE ATMOSPHERE

The atmosphere is especially helpful in giving us an

understanding of what is meant by spirit, for it, unlike

solid or liquid substances, cannot be seen or felt or heard,

unless it is in motion. Even though its substance is so

tenuous when still, in action it may be a tremendous

force, so very fitly illustrates the unseen operation of

God's spirit.

LAYERS—THE FLOOD

During the eons there are further readjustments of

these layers to correspond with God's peculiar purpose

in each administration. The deluge was the first of these

adaptations, in which the waters above the lower atmos

phere descended to the land, according to the Scriptures.

Judging from its effects on the longevity of the race, as

recorded in revelation, the air of that day, the "breath

of lives," was replaced by a mortal mixture of hydro

gen with oxygen which we breathe today, which, like

the rain on the land, gradually disintegrates the human

frame, even while it supplies enough vitality to sustain

life for a limited period.

THE LAYERS OR SPHERES

In these days the scientists have named the layers of

transparent gases above us "spheres." They call the low

er one the troposphere (our atmosphere), which gets

colder the higher you go. In it clouds form, by decreas-
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ing the temperature of rising vapor. The next layers

they call the "stratosphere'' (spread-sphere) in which

there are said to be no great temperature changes, the

lower part of which is supposed to be ozone, which has

a light blue color. Above these, we are told, is the iono

sphere (go-sphere) of which little seems to be known.

The word atmosphere (A.V. firmament, Hb. stamp)

seems to confirm the idea of layers above the air, which,

by their weight, stamp it down upon the surface of the

earth. The fact that the word heavens (shm4m places)

is plural in Hebrew seems to give divine confirmation to

these layers or strata above us.

That there is a layer above the lower atmosphere

seems to be confirmed by the experience of radio opera

tors. My son found he could reach listeners at great

distances better, sometimes, than those not so far-away.

This is explained by what they call the Heaviside layer,

which bounces the electronic impulse back as if it were

a rubber ball, so that it comes back to the earth's sur

face a long way off. He could easily reach the Philip

pines, and kept in touch with them for a long time,

although he had a comparatively weak sending set. We

bring this in here to show that the Hebrew plural form

is not merely due to the supposed ignorance of the

ancient Hebrews, but is inspired by God, and is in har

mony with the facts of nature, as demonstrated by the

latest knowledge in that realm.

THE VARIOUS SPHERES

Nowadays much more is known of the various layers

of the gaseous envelope of the earth than formerly.

They divide into three spheres. Although the word "at

mosphere" is generally applied to all, we will use it

specially of the lower layer, (which is stamped [rgo]

down by the upper layers), roughly about eight miles

high. Above this is called the troposphere, then the

stratosphere, to about fifty miles, and then the iono

sphere, to over five hundred miles.
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THE STRATOSPHERE

The next sphere above that in which we live, about 8

to 50 miles high, is strangely changeless. The tempera

ture is nearly constant, there are no winds or clouds.

The most interesting feature for us at this time is that

the air up there is composed of ozone. This is heavier

than oxygen, so could easily descend to the earth if the

nitrogen were removed. This seems almost "unnatural"

to us, as, indeed, is much else in this eon. The great

judgments which are impending will probably be used

to bring about a great change before the millennium,

and during the great conflagration which precedes the

new creation. It may be that God will use the oxygen

and ozone to make a chemical change, much greater

than the physical one at the deluge, in the past.

THE THREE WORLDS

The present heavens and earth are almost exclusively

referred to in the Scriptures, as almost all of its history

was enacted within it. It was commenced by making

the first earth a chaos, followed by the readjustment

detailed in the first three days of Genesis one. This was

a physical change, largely accomplished by water. The

future restoration will be inaugurated by fire, a chemical

recreation. The remarkable feature about this is that

the scientists seem to be oblivious of these things, al

though the evidences abound in the physical sphere,

which is their specialty, and the theologians, who have

the evidence in the spiritual record of the Creator Him

self, often share the oblivion of the scientists, as pre

dicted long ago (2 Pt. 3:5-13).

THE FIRST CREATION

Our only source of direct knowledge concerning the

original earth and heavens is found in the Scriptures, as

humanity was not created until later. We know that the

first creation was not a formless waste, as our popular

versions imply, for it was not created a chaos (same

word as in Gen. 1:2, where it became a chaos) but was
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formed to be inhabited (Is. 45:18). Creation implies the

very opposite of chaos. This is also evident from the

condition of its inner structure today. A geologist will

tell you that the strata of the earth today are mostly

misplaced, composed of "faults," but it is clear that it

was once in perfect order, layer upon layer. Some great

catastrophe has thrown the strata into great disorder.

Moreover, the coal seams show that the surface was once

covered in part with vegetation, and some of this was

subjected to enormous pressure and buried deep be

neath the surface. This earth was not a chaos, originally,

but became one. And it still is in some measure.

THE PRESENT WORLD

The present world is a readjustment of the chaos of

the former world. It is not a new creation, as the first

and the third, where all is ideal, but an intermediate

system of disintegration (thbl), as the Hebrew describes

it, in which nothing is permanent, but all is going to de

cay. Its very entrails are spewed forth by volcanoes;

the surface is eroded by rivers; the water is mostly

saline; the winds are often agents of destruction; the

light is driven out by darkness nearly half the time, and

even the sun sometimes destroys by the fervency of its

heat. This world is that part of God's plan of the eons

which demands the presence of evil, to enable Him to

reveal Himself as Saviour, Justifier, and Reconciler.

These adverse conditions will be much ameliorated in

the millenium, and will be entirely eliminated in the

new creation. THE W0RLD T0 ^^

The only way to restore the earth and the heavens to

their primeval perfection is a chemical change. The

chaos of the first heavens and earth was accomplished by

water, but the new creation will consist of a radical re

creation by fire. All the elements which compose the

physical world in which we live will be put into the fur

nace, and separated into individual atoms, then re

grouped into entirely new substances which will never
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disintegrate. The principal agent of disintegration, the

sea, will be absent (Rev. 21:1). All will be made new.

There will be no night. The very gold, which we treas

ure so greedily, will no longer be corruptible, or rust

(1 Pt. 1:18), but be clear and incorruptible, and silver

is not even mentioned. Nothing will be " restored" but

marvellously re-created and glorified on the earth. In

the heavens there will be a corresponding glory, and in

the celestial realm, where we will reign, will be a glory

indescribable by mortal tongues.

THE REST OF THE UNIVERSE

In Genesis we read of the heavens and the earth in the

first three days, but then we are told of the celestial

luminaries, the sun and the moon and the stars on the

fourth day, as if they had not been included in the

previous creation of the heavens and the earth. This

same division will be found throughout the Scriptures,

although the popular translations have obscured it. This

will be more fully expounded later. Meanwhile such

expressions as through, higher than, up over, and the on-

heavenlies, or celestials, should enable us to consider

the heavens and the earth as only a comparatively small

part of the universe, on which God is revealing Himself,

His power and wisdom and love by a background of

chaos, evil, and enmity.

SCIENTISTS OBLIVIOUS

" Scientist" denotes knower. They have learned lately

a great deal about the earth and even the heavens. But

they are oblivious of the fact that a previous earth,

cohering out of water and through water cohered by the

word of God, through which the then world, being

deluged with water, perished (2 Pt. 3:5-6, Gen. 1:2).

The evidence of such a catastrophe is not only recorded

in revelation, but is written clearly in every section of

the earth's crust, and reiterated by aerial disturbances,

so that the earth's surface is continually disintegrating

and the climate makes marshes and dooms deserts and
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days of the year to 360, as at the beginning, and in

scriptural chohology.

HEAVEN RECOILS

Such a sudden and violent shift would affect the at

mosphere also. All the dust-like particles would be

thrown upward and the sun and the moon would appear

as they do when seen through a heavy cloud of dust,

only, in this case, "heaven recoils/' and seems to rush

in the opposite direction, leaving a perfectly transparent

"heaven" in which the Divine Majesty reveals Himself

to human gaze! No such exhibition had ever been made.

He had made Himself evident to Israel on Sinai, but

here He is revealed to all mankind. What a cure for

infidelity! No more brazen challenging for God to show

Himself! What a powerful and effective beginning for

the millennium! It all seemed to be a terrible evil to

them, but it was really a most beneficial event.

THE TRUMPETS

The seventh seal restores the earth to its rightful

Owner. It is expanded into the seven trumpets (Rv.

8:1-12). Under this there are preliminary physical

manifestations, thunders, and voices, and lightning and

an earthquake (5). In contrast to the sixth seal, this is

mostly enacted in the atmosphere, rather than the solid

earth. Yet both come from above, outside the earth itself,

in order to show that the inflictions are supernatural

and divine. They also fall on the surface of the earth and

its waters and its verdure.

THE EONIAN REVERSAL

Most of us have the mistaken notion that God is try

ing to improve matters today and needs our help. The

contrary is true. His eonian operations are of two kinds.

Up to the present He is making matters worse and worse,

but this may culminate soon in the fearful judgments

of the "end" of this trend. Then He will begin to make

it better and better. Each eon in the past will have its

counterpart in the future. The first creation at the be-
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ginning balances the new creation at the end. The eon

before the flood has its match in the millennium. Even

the present eon is divided into two corresponding parts

by the cross of Christ. Before that God called out a

people for the redemption of the earth. Afterward, con

tinuing even today, He is calling those who will recon

cile the celestial hosts.

EVIL PREDETERMINED

As we go further into the details of the divine opera

tions at the beginning, may it reveal to us two great

truths which are almost unknown today, or, perhaps we

should say, nearly universally denied, in both the mater

ial and the spiritual spheres. These are that God, the

great Subjector, determined the course of the eons be

fore man could interfere, and, secondly, that, from His

first recorded act after creation, when He made it a chaos

and vacant, until the cleansing judgments which are

now impending, He imposed upon it such evil condi

tions that humanity could not be aught but evil, apart

from a special impartation of His spirit to those who

believe Him.

The creation of the heavens and the earth was the

beginning of the grand operation of the eons. If we

turn to the consummation which ends them, we will find

the final activity, which will complete the subjection

begun so long before. The beginning, however, was in

the physical sphere, but the end will be in the spiritual.

As the sudden disruption of the earth was followed by

a week of readjustment, so the insubordination of the

first human is being followed by the gradual subjection

of all mankind in the eonian times. At their conclusion

the Father will have subjected all under the feet of the

Son, by means of His spirit. Then the Son Himself will

no longer subject others, but be subjected Himself. Then

one spirit of subjection will prevail, so that the Sub

jector, by His spirit, will become All in all. He was All

in Himself, then All in His Son, and, later, All in His
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saints at their verification, and will be All in all the rest

of humanity at the consummation.

CREATION—WHY SO

Once we know that the material creation is God's

revelation of Himself in a tangible form, which human

ity can perceive, it takes only a short step to realize

why it was later made as it is. It was created perfect in

the beginning. But this failed to reveal the deepest and

most precious attribute of God's heart. Therefore, when

it was readjusted from the disruption of the second

verse of Genesis, it was permeated with evil, such as

intermittent darkness, and with combinations of life-

giving with death-dealing elements in the air and water

and land. This was done in such a way as to bring about

the evil eons, and the greatest of all sins, the crucifixion

of Christ, by which His love is fully revealed. Yet this

will be remedied by a new creation. But this is not the

only result. It also gives us a preview and a picture of

the spiritual course of God's method of uniting all to

Himself at the consummation.

NEW CREATION

The mere fact that there will be a new creation in

which darkness, and the other deficiencies of this read

justment, will be removed, should show that this arrange

ment is by no means ideal. Why do away with the

night and the sea and the decadence introduced just

before the eonian times, if these were perfect equipment

at their beginning? And how can we avoid the clear

indication that the spirit of Alueim was responsible for

these temporal deficiencies?

CREATED EVIL

A truth greatly needed in these days by those who

wish to understand and appreciate God's eonian opera

tions, is His deliberate and designed use of evil. If we

can show this on the grand scale of the eons, it may

help much to recognize it in the minor relations of life.

One reason why this is not generally recognized, is the
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unscriptural idea of punishment that prevails. All judg

ment, which is really righting wrongs, has been per

verted into vindictive punishment with no hope of

correction, such as the theological theory of the final

fate of the unbeliever. The Subjector's great readjust

ments in commencing each eon have been popularly

degraded from preparations for future eons to visita

tions of vengeance for past misdeeds.

PUNISHMENT

Before I examined the vocabulary of the Scriptures

scientifically, I was under the impression that it was full

of the idea expressed by punish or punishment. I cer

tainly was biased in favor of it. But, now that I look for

it among the list of English words used to make the

Concordant version, I find only three occurrences in

the whole book. Not once is it needed in the Hebrew.

There is plenty of judging, correcting, etc., but not pun

ishing. In the Greek it is used twice of Saul of Tarsus'

treatment of those he persecuted (Ac. 22:5, 26:11).

Here it fits well, for, as Aristotle says of the Greek word,

it is penal, and indicates the satisfaction of the one who

inflicts it. Only those who believed on Christ were pun

ished by Saul, not those who rejected Him! In Hb. 10:

29 punishment is only a supposition concerning the un-

worthiness of those who trample under foot the Son of

God. God gets no satisfaction out of the suffering of

His creatures, but visits evil on all, even on Christ and

Paul, for their own good and for the benefit of others.

THE DELUGE AND THE RESTORATION

Both the deluge and the restoration (Ac. 3:21), which

precedes the kingdom of Christ, are readjustments, pre

paring for the impending eon. Far too much emphasis

has been laid on the idea that they both are the punish

ment for the conduct of mankind during the previous

eon. The mere fact that they fall upon comparatively

few of the ante-diluvians and of those in this eon (for

most have died before they are inflicted), should show
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that they can reach only a minute minority of the great

mass who have sinned in the foregoing eon* Billions who

have lived in this eon have already died, and will not

suffer the impending inflictions. All of these, who are

not believers, will be judged at the great white throne,

not during the readjustment for the succeeding eon. In

this these catastrophies are alike. They are preparatory,

not personal or penal.

DELUGE READJUSTMENT

As all flesh was ruining its way on the earth (Gen. 6:

12), and mankind was to be given a new start in the

impending eon under a different form of subjection, and

only Noah, who was just by faith, had found grace, with

his family, all the rest of the race was drowned in the

deluge. In this way the race itself survived, and was

given a new start.

Physically, this present eon was to be an era of failure

by disintegration (Heb. bl). So it was commenced with

a major example of it, for the word deluge (mbul) has

this meaning, and Babel (bbl), which tore mankind

apart, was also of this nature. Even soil on which no

moisture has fallen before, is now being eroded by the

rain. Mankind was held together before the flood, by

having one succession of rulers, the firstborn succession of

Adam. Now they are split apart, into many nations, by

a motly mass of rulers, in order to make man's rule a

RESTORATION

In contrast to this, many will be saved through the

impending indignation. We know of 144,000 especially.

The fact that a third of mankind will be slain by the

sixth messenger (Ev. 9:15, 18) leaves the impression

that many will go through the indignation, not only in

Israel, but also among the other nations, to form the

nuecleus of the kingdom of the Son of humanity over

the whole race.

Physically, the changes will be beneficial, as a rule.

The great earthquakes (Rv. 8:5, 11:13), especially that
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one which jars every mountain and island out of its

place (Rv. 6:14), may be used to change the earth itself

back to its normal and orignial place, and bring back

the climate, and restore the year back to its normal and

orignal length of three hundred and sixty days.

GOD IN PHYSICAL SPHERE

In the physical sphere God alone acts to prepare and

adjust the elements for each eon. No human would pre

sume to have had any hand in these great transactions.

We have learned how to predict the weather, to a limited

extent, but who would even dare to turn back a tornado,

or stop a cyclone? All we have done along this line has

been to darken the atmosphere with smoke or infest it

with deadly fumes. A single major earthquake calls for

more power than the combined might of all mankind.

Now that we have learned to harnass the atom, our main

purpose, apparently, is to destroy one another with it.

The counterpart of God's physical operations will be

found in each eon. The offensive sin of Adam channelled

chaos into the spiritual world. In this mankind lived

before the flood. There was spiritual darkness, thirst,

and hunger, which everwhelmed them all in death, even

before the deluge. Yet they lived much longer than we

do today. In the counterpart of that eon, long life will

be restored, and, the Second Adam will reverse the

downward course introduced by the first. So we see that

God's great plan is essentially a reversal. Let us remem

ber this in our study of the beginning.

VIBRATION THE ACTION OP SPIRIT

The fact that the vibration of the spirit introduces

the whole account of the readjustment, and that no

other action is needed to account for the results, seems

to show clearly that all further change is due to this

activity of the spirit. As not only light, but water an£

air and land are essential for life on earth, and the

spirit is called the spirit of life (Jn. 6:63, Rv. 11:11),
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fche forms of life that follow, the vegetation, the souls in

the water, in the atmosphere, and on the land, including

humanity, are all due to this primal pulsation of spirit.

This seems to give some validity to a basic theory of

science, that light and life are the expression of periodic

vibration. This is not modern, but was taught long be

fore the coming of Christ, and may have been based

upon this divine revelation. The different forms that the

same material can take, as ice, water, steam, should

help us to see its possibilities.

LIGHT

One thing seems well established, both by God's Word

and His works; that light is udulatory energy. First

of all, it enables us to see. But it can also be transformed

into warmth and work. It raises enormous amounts of

water in the form of vapor, which, falling back upon the

earth, and running down as streams, may be harnessed

to produce electricity, and reappear as light, to shine in

the darkness, even as at the beginning. To the spiritual

observer the daily change from darkness to light repeats

before his wondering gaze the first grand achievement

of the vibrating spirit in the preparation of the earth

as the stage on which the tragedy of the eons is being

enacted.

But the light spoken of in Genesis did not come from

the sun, for the celestial luminaries could not be seen

without an atmosphere, and were not listed until the

fourth day. Strange to say, men used to ridicule this,

although they themselves were able to light up the night

to some extent. In the far future they will have no need

for the sun nor the moon, for the glory of God will

illuminate the holy city, new Jerusalem (Rv. 21:22-23).

And night will be no more, and they have no need for

lamp light and sunlight, seeing that the Lord God will

be illuminating them (Rv. 22:5). a.e.k.

(To be continued)
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THE PHILIPPIAN LETTER

Let us read the whole book of Philippians, taking special

notice of the following things:

First, we should observe that it was not written by apostles,

but both Paul and Timothy bow their necks beneath the yoke as

slaves of Christ Jesus. This gives us the first clue as to the

subject of this marvelous book. Service and suffering are the
special messages in this epistle. Here we are concerned with

deeds done rather than words spoken; with our earthly walk

rather than our heavenly position.

Secondly, notice what a happy epistle it is. Paul rejoices

over the Philippians who have always participated with him in

the work of the evangel. Paul rejoices and bids those in Christ

Jesus to rejoice in the Lord. The use of the word Lord, or
Master, again speaks to us of service. This service is participa

tion in the evangel. That is not limited to heralding but

includes living the evangel.

We are shown how we should walk by means of four notable

examples. The Lord Himself (Phil. 2:1-8), Timothy (2:19-23),

Epaphroditus (2:25-30), and Paul (3:1-15). These may not be as
picturesque, or as much noted and studied today, as are many

other biblical characters, but they are the four most perfect
examples for the truth of today. Later we will study each

character, so that we can see what lessons each of them has for

us young people of the twentieth century.

While we are young it is natural for us to be happy. When

disappointment or sorrow comes we feel the weight of the

universe on our young shoulders, but the resilience of our

spirits rises above our grief. As we grow older, we tend to lose

that youthful "bounce" unless our faith is firmly anchored in
Christ our Lord. We need the knowledge of God, our Father, and
the assurance we have in His Word of His plans for us, to keep

us rejoicing in spite of the sadness and sorrow which must

come to all of us.
So let us study His Word whenever we can. It will help us

so much, to get a good grasp of the glorious truth that is in

Christ Jesus, for this is the only knowledge which can keep us

always rejoicing in the Lord. l.n.g.

There are too many people going around who know too much

and love too little.
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USING YOUR KEYWORD CONCORDANCE

Have you ever wondered why the Concordant Version reads
"God, make a propitiatory shelter for me, the sinner!" instead
of "God, be merciful to me a sinner!" in Luke 18:13? Or per
haps you may have wanted to know why it reads "Greater love
than this has no one, that anyone may be laying down his soul
for his friends," in John 15:13, when the King James Version
reads "life" here. The answers are easy to find if you know
where to look. You could find out by looking up the passages in
the Concordant Greek Text, but an even better and far easier
way to find out what you want to know is by looking up the

key words in your Keyword Concordance, which is included
with the International Edition of the Concordant Version.

BASED ON THE ORIGINALS

The Keyword Concordance is much more than just a handy
"verse-finder," like other small concordances. It is based on
the original language of inspiration, used in the most ancient
manuscripts. Where other concordances fail to show the in
consistencies of the translation on which they are based, this
concordance provides the vital information needed to test the
validity of any rendering in any English translation.

In the Keyword Concordance all of the English words that
have been used to represent a certain term in the Greek
originals are listed together in one place, not separately under

each English word that has been used, as is done in a simple
Bible concordance. You can look up any of the English words
(arranged in alphabetical order) that has been used in either

the King James version or the Concordant Version and you
will be referred to the proper "key" word where all of the
references have been grouped.

INCONSISTENCIES BECOME APPARENT

At first glance, this may seem indeed a very cumbersome

arrangement. But the reason for grouping the English words

in this way is so important, that it actually is the most valuable

feature of the whole Keyword Concordance. When the words

have been arranged in the conventional way, with each equi

valent of a certain Greek word listed in a different spot in the

Concordance, you have no way of spotting the inconsistencies

that have made their way into the version through unsystematic

translation. In the examples already stated at the beginning of

this article, you would have no way of knowing that the word

translated "merciful" in Luke 18:13 is not even related to the

ordinary word for mercy, used throughout the"NewTestament."

In the same way, if you looked up "life" in the ordinary con-
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cordance you would not realize that the word which is used in

John 15:13 is not anything like the ordinary word for life, but
is rather the word usually translated "soul."

SOME HELPFUL HINTS

In order to show you a few helpful hints about using your

Keyword Concordance, if you will turn in it to page 134, we will

consider the word "great." The Greek word is mega which you

will recognize in the word megra-phone which is an instrument

to make sound greater. After the Greek word mega, which is

printed in italic (slanted) letters, you have the word great

printed in small capital letters. This is the "standard Eng

lish equivalent" which is used wherever the Greek word mega

occurs in the "New Testament" in the Concordant Greek Text

which has a uniform English equivalent below each Greek word.

However, in the idiomatic English version found in the

International Edition of the Concordant Version, the word

great would not make good English in many of the places where

this Greek word has been used. It was thought better, in

Mark 14:15 to translate it a large upper room, rather than a

great one. In Matthew 27:46 it was necessary to translate

"Jesus exclaims with a loud voice," although the same basic
idea of the Greek term is expressed. In Luke 4:38 it is trans

lated as a high fever, and yet you can see that the idea is still
the same. However, you will observe that in most cases the
Greek word has been translated by its standard equivalent,

GREAT.

KING JAMES VERSION RENDERINGS

At the very end of all the references, about half way down the
first column on page 135, you will find the following:

"exceedingly1, great148, greatest2, high2, large2, loud88, mighty1,

sore1, strong1, the more1, to years1."
This tells you the different words that have been used in the

Authorized "King James" version to represent the Greek word

mega. The numbers tell you how many times it has been
translated by this word. For example, "high2" means that mega

is translated "high" twice in the "King James" version. In an
ordinary conordance you would have to look up this word under
each one of these English words to find all of the references
where it has been used, but in the Keyword Concordance you
have them all here in the same place so that you can study how
God has used this Greek word in all of His divine contexts, and,
in this way, learn exactly what He meant by it.

In the next paragraph you will see:
"great, big1, enough2, proportions (such)8, many™, size

(what)2, (exceeding g) greatest1, (shew g) magnify1, (very g)
most1."
The words in light face type are the words used in the King

James version. The words printed in heavy face type are the
words used in the Concordant Version in place of them. This
means that the King James version has incorrectly used the
English word "great" to represent all of these other Greek
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terms which the Concordant version has distinguished and
translated "big, enough, such proportions, many, what size."

The superior figures tell you the number of times that the King

James version has incorrectly used the word "great", which
belongs to the term mega, for these other Greek words.

OTHER VALUABLE FEATURES

Notice on page 134 under the word "grave" after the reference
1 Ti. 3:8 there is a small a&s*. This means that this word is only

found in the manuscripts a (Alexandrinus), b (Vaticanus), and

s* (Sinaiticus, first editor), but implies that it was omitted by

the original scribe who penned Sinaiticus. On the same page

under the word "grasp" you'll find one reference in the second

paragraph (sJn 6:17) in parenthesis. This means that this

word occurs here in the Sinaiticus manuscript only, but the

fact that it is in parenthesis denotes that the compiler of the

Concordant Version preferred another rendering to this one,

which had the backing of the majority of good manuscripts.

Under "gratuitously" note the small * before the Rev. 21:6
reference. This means that the word occurs in a Vision here.
Under "grass" note the letter * before a number of the references

which means that in those cases the word is in a Parable. In

this same manner, if the word is used figuratively, the reference

will have a small » or * or n or m or i or s and these letters in

dicate the same figures of speech here as in the version proper.

The meaning of each small letter is given on the fly-leaf of the

version and explained in the section on figures of speech in the
Introduction (pp. 363-380).

THE LITERAL EQUIVALENTS

By studying the literal standard equivalents, like give-gush

for "gratuity", you can gain great insights into the true Scrip

tural meaning of these terms. Often they illustrate an abstract

idea in very vivid picture-word form, which will illuminate
the deeper meaning of difficult words.

No amount of description of this Concordance will help you
understand its many useful features as well as making a

continual effort to use it as much as possible in your Scripture

study, so that its lengthy lists of occurrences no longer mystify,
but rather clarify the precise meaning wrapped up in every

single term which God has purified and refined for the purpose
of revealing Himself through His own inspired Words. d.e.k.

SOME QUESTIONS ABOUT WHAT YOU HAVE READ

1. Give two reasons why Philippians is believed to be largely
an epistle concerned with service and deportment.

2. Four people are described for us in Philippians as ex
amples for us to follow. Can you name them?

3. Describe an important difference between the Keyword
Concordance and other small Bible concordances.

4. What do the small superior figures after a word (like big1)
mean?
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THE DISRUPTIONS

The meaning of the compound disrupt (kata-bal-) down

cast is satisfactorily settled by its contexts. In 2 Cor.

4:9 we read,

persecuted, but not forsaken,

cast down, but not perishing,

It is parallel to persecuted, and closely allied to aban

doned or destroyed. The A.V. also has cast down. The

word foundation, which the A.V. uses for the noun, they

use for themelios place-care also, so make no distinction

between them, which is most unscientific, for the two

terms are antonyms, opposites, not synonyms. We must

be consistent, if we wish the truth.

THE EVIDENCE FOR " DISRUPTION''

As many of our friends may not have seen the evidence

which compelled us to change from the usual rendering

" foundation " to disruption about fifty years ago, we will

briefly recapitulate it here.

The Greek word is kata-bole DOWN-CASTing. The main

stem, cast, suggests forcible motion, i(cast into the fire

(Mt. 3:10). This is seen in some derivations as belos

arrow, bole a stone's throw, ek ballo out-cast, eject, ek

bole jettison, dia-bolos THRu-CASTer, adversary, and often

with an evil implication. It is not used of laying down.

There is no other word in the divine vocabulary which

demands the rendering disruption. But the popular

translation, foundation, is needed for another stem,

place-care, which suggests careful motion, such as the

cautious movements of a mason when building a wall.

This is reflected in its derivations, such as meditate,
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regret, repent, etc. The use of these two distinct and

partly conflicting stems for one English word is not only

contrary to the fundamental principle on which a con

cordant version is founded, but it also disrupts the truth.

THE SEPTUAGINT USAGE

One of the best tests of the significance of a Greek

word in divine revelation is its usage in the Septuagint,

which was translated by Jewish rabbis and used by our

Lord and His apostles. The following is a list of all the

Hebrew stems which they translated by means of this

Greek stem, kata bal:

chrs devote, doom Jb. 12:14, Ez. 26:4, 12.

Iqch aftermath Ez. 33:4

ntsh let-go, abandon Ez. 29:5

nphl cast, fall 2 K. 3:19,25, 6:5,19:7, 2 Sa. 20:15, 2

Ch.32:21, Ps.36(37) :14,72(73) :18,105(106) :26,

27, 139 (140) :10, Pr. 7:26, Jr. 19:7, Ez. 6:4,

23:25, 30:22, 32:12, 39:3, Dn. 11:12

nthtz break-down Ez. 26:9

phrtz breach Jb. 16:15 (14), Pr. 25:28

shtm grudge Jb. 16:10(9).

shchth ruin Ez. 26:4

shphl low Is. 26:5

Not one of these stems conveys the idea of founding,

but some, such as doom, abandon, fall, break down,

breach, ruin, are almost synonyms of disruption, and

incompatible with foundation.

_J[ncontrast to this the Greek themelios, place-care,

foSEa^ represents the Hebrew stem sd found 22 times,

and a slightly different form, th&melioun, at least 30

times. The only other Hebrew equivalent worth mention

ing is arm un, high, or citadel, which, of course, is well

founded. Negatively, as well as positively, the Greek

O.T. used by the early believers, on which the new

revelations were based, distinguishes radically between

DOWN-CASTing, disruption, and place-care, foundation.

In the inspired Scriptures, almost all of the occur-
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rences refer to the disruption of the world. The diction

ary tells us that the world denotes the heavens and the

earth, the universe, or its inhabitants and their con

cerns. The Concordant Lexicon defines kosmos as

"system, world, an orderly arrangement, adornment

1 Pt. 3:2, especially the constitution of human society

in a given period of time." The Septuagint translates

Hebrew words by it which the C.V. renders implement,

deed, host, beauty, luxury, ornament. From this it

is seen that it- may apply to any SYSTEMatic arrange

ment, whether material or spiritual. As we shall see,

disruption is used of both the material mirrors, as well

as their spiritual counterparts, to indicate the four great

cataclysms in the history of the earth, the first of which

consisted in making the earth a chaos and vacant, and

its corresponding evil, usually, but non-scripturaily

called the "fall" of Adam, which is much the same idea.

THE FIVE WORLDS

As is shown in The Divine Calendar, there are five

worlds in the eonian times, corresponding to the eons,

and these are separated by four disruptions, inter

mediate periods in which there are great changes, two for

the worse and two for the better, and all with a physical

aspect which mirrors its spiritual counterpart. The

first physical disruption is recorded in the forefront of

revelation, after the creation of the heavens and the

earth, by which the earth became a chaos and vacant.

The corresponding spiritual disruption could not occur

until there was another creation. But, soon after Adam

was formed, he and his wife sinned and so shattered

the beautiful relationship between them and their

Subjector. This formed the first spiritual disruption.

THE FIRST DISRUPTION

When Adam and Eve were first formed there was

perfect harmony between the man and his Subjector

on the one side, and with his wife on the other. This

was in the sphere of spirit. Just as there were two
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creations, one of the heavens and the earth (Gn. 1:1)

and the other of humanity (27), so also there were two

disruptions. In the latter, Eve listened to the serpent,

ate the forbidden fruit and Adam offended the Sub-

jector by his disobedience, so that they became mortal

and were driven from His presence. The harmonious

relationship of humanity with the Creator was dis

rupted. In the course of time this led to bloodshed,

when Cain, the first human to be born, murdered his

brother, due to the previous " disruption of the world."

The "system" is not limited to the earth, but includes

the creatures on it. Both will be restored, the earth as

well as mankind.

TfiE ANCIENT WORLD

The second, the "ancient world" (2 Pt. 2:5), which

failed under Adam's headship, was closed by the deluge,

which disrupted the waters above and drowned the hu

mans beneath, and so prepared for the present evil

world. In the future, the earth and mankind are to

undergo terriffie physical changes, as recorded in the

Unveiling. Along with these will come the disruption

of the present system of society, so that Christ will be

King over all the earth in the fourth world. In pre

paration for the fifth world the whole terrestrial sphere

will be consumed by fire and mankind will be judged

before the great white throne. Thus there are four dis

ruptions in all, of which the physical changes correspond

closely to the spiritual.

DISRUPTION INDEFINITE

The phrases "from the" and "before the disruption"

are printed with a light face "the" in the present C.V.,

to show that there is no article "the" in the Original.

But few seem to note this fact or take heed to its

message. The disruption here indicated is world dis

ruption in general, a condition, a fact, not any special

act, but necessarily beginning with the first of the

series. It embraces physical as well as spiritual disrup-
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tion, the so-called "fall" of Adam as well as making

the earth a chaos and vacant, briefly, before, or from

the operation of evil in the earth or in humanity. If a

particular world had been intended it would have been

named and preceded by the article the. We may change

the C.V. to "world disruption" in the future.

CREATED AND DISRUPTED

Just as Adam was created quite perfect in his way,

but became a sinner, so the earth also had been created

fit for habitation, but became a chaos and vacant. In

both cases there was a "disruption of the world," and

this phrase may well refer to either or preferably to

both, for both together commence an interval in which

God, by means of both material and spiritual disruption,

reveals Himself as Saviour and Lover, preparing for the

revelation of His power when He will create them anew.

Each one of us will go through this process also, both

physically and spiritually, and, at present, is in a con

dition akin to the "disruption of the world." This

should help us to grasp the force of this expression.

THE WORLD

Only one "world" or system could have existed when

Cain slew Abel. As this term usually refers to the

order or arrangement of human society, it goes back to

the subjection of Adam under the Alueim, the Sub-

jectors, and his descendants. It was this miniature

world which was disrupted when Adam sinned, trans

gressed and offended God. The slaying of Abel by Cain

was the most flagrant and atrocious result of that dis

ruption, the first time that human blood was shed by a

fellow human. If the world had not been disrupted,

Cain would not have slain his brother.

BEFORE AND FROM

Before any disruption God loved His Son (Jn. 17:24)

and foreknew Him as the flawless and unspotted Lamb

(1 Pt. 1:20), and chose us in Him (Eph. 1:4). This
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shows that sacrifice was in God's heart even before sin

was introduced. But it was not till Adam's sin, or from

a disruption, that His Kingdom was made ready (Mt.

25:34), blood was shed (Lu. 11:50), the works occurred

(Hb. 4:3). Then the suffering of Christ was due (Hb.

9:26), and, in a sense, He was the Lambkin slain as soon

as sin entered (Rv. 13:8). The names of all in the scroll

of life were entered in that far distant past, so the dis

ruption did not affect their fate (Rv. 17:8).

sin's disruption and repudiation

The effects of the initial disruption could only be met

by sacrifice (Hb. 9:26). So Abel sacrificed a sin-offering.

But Cain refused to do this, and brought a bloodless

offering of fruit, which God could not accept, as it

failed to recognize the curse of death (See C.V.). It

is only at the conclusions of the eons, and of the worlds,

that the sacrifice of Christ will have its full effect. Then

sin will be repudiated as an instrument of divine revela

tion, so there will be no more disruptions after the con

summation. By means of these disruptions, countered

by the sacrifice of Christ, God will draw all mankind

into the embrace of His paternal love.

The observant reader will have noted that the record

in Genesis, as we have expounded it, is in practical

accord with the assured facts of science. How could it

be otherwise? The same Subjectors Who created the

heavens and the earth inspired the record. Prom the

theological viewpoint it has been suggested that there

are three alternatives, as follows: 1. Science and faith

are irreconcilable. 2. They need to be "harmonized."

3. Faith and science are on two different levels and have

two distinct functions. But we have found that they

not only agree, but have the same function on two differ

ent levels. As indicated by our title, nature is a material

mirror of spiritual truth. They are like two notes, an

octave apart, and so produce the harmony of the uni

verse.
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Science and theology are antagonistic as to the age of

the earth. But scientists also disagree among them

selves. Geologists and biologists, we are told, make it

much older than astronomers. I suppose the theologians

are agreed that it is about six thousand years old. But

that depends on the mistranslation of the opening words

of revelation, and the false assumption that Adam, the

progenitor of the human race, was created at that time.

The Scriptures do tell us the age of humanity, but even

that has been much shortened by the copyists of the

Hebrew text. The Concordant version has made a pro

longed effort to give the correct Adamic reckoning, but

not the date of creation, for that is not revealed. So it

seems that both science and theology may be reconciled,

for they are mutually ignorant, and make much ado

about a matter which neither understands.

UNSCIENTIFIC THEOLOGY

The Subjector clutches the wise in their craftiness

(1 Cor. 3:19). If theologians were really scientific in

their deductions from the inspired Originals, they would

not ignore the word become (eithe) in the sentence "And

the earth became a chaos..." (Gen. 1:2). If it were

absent, then they would be justified when inserting is,

for this is understood in Hebrew in such cases. Neither

would they mistranslate kataboles (DOWN-CASTing), in

the phrase "before the foundation of the world" (Eph.

1:4). The word for foundation is themelios place-care.

Few scientists would commit such palpable falsifications.

By a simple glance at the present condition of the strata

of the earth they would confirm the Hebrew text, but

oppose the theologians. The evidence in the earth and

in the Book agree. Only the translators disagree with

both because they refuse the evidence in the record they

are supposed to expound and defend.

THE DAYS OP READJUSTMENT

These two willful alterations have totally obscured the

function of the week's work. Instead of being a gradual
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creation, it was the readjustment ot a chaos, to prepare

the scene for the presence of humanity. Adam could

not have lived on an earth which had become a dark

abyss. He needed light and air and land and vegeta

tion and animals and luminaries. So these were made

before he was created on the sixth day. On the first

three days there was no creation whatever. The water

and the land were certainly created earlier than the

chaos that existed on the first day. The next creation

mentioned in the account were the living souls, birds,

fish and sea-monsters on the fifth day.

the "days"

We do not know how long the seven "days" lasted.

But we do know that God called the light day, and the

darkness He called night. So it was not a "twenty-four

hour" day. This makes sense, for He does not work at

night (Jn. 9:4). It denotes a period of time when no

work is done. Only two days in a year are of equal

length, so the length of each day is not an essential

factor. In fact the heavens and earth were created in

one day, not seven (Gn. 2:4). And there is a figurative

Lord's day which will last a thousand years. (Zech.

14:1, Joel 2:1). All this in God's Word should keep us

from insisting on a twenty-four hour day or half of it,

though it may have been so.

THE CREATOR NOT TIRED

Our most popular version says that God rested from

His work (Gen. 2:2,3). This comes perilously close to

irreverence. God is not a man. No work can make Him

tired. He ceased from further work. In Ex. 20:11

rested should read stopped. So elsewhere. The law

stopped all work on the sabbath, and had to be obeyed

whether men were tired or not. Nothing is gained by

determining the exact duration of God's operations,

especially since this has no spiritual significance. It is

important to limit the number of days to six, and the

length of the week to seven, for man should sweat six
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days for his own living, as a result of the curse, to form a

background for God's grace in the seventh.

THE BIBLE "NOT SCIENTIFIC"

Some would like us to think that the Bible is not a

scientific work, so it need not agree with science! Alas!

This is all too true! By this I do not wish to insinuate

that the inspired Scriptures, written in Hebrew and

Greek, are not reliable. Quite the contrary! Except for

the slight amount in which their text has been altered in

transmission, they are far ahead of science, which is only

lately catching up in some matters. It is our transla

tions which are not scientific. For instance, the A.V.

commences, "In the beginning God created the heaven

..." But the Hebrew has shmlM heavens. Only lately

have the scientists recognized three different strata in

the atmosphere. When the Scriptures spoke of on-

heavens, they translated it celestial correctly twice (1 Co.

15:40), but in many other places they ignored the on-,

and confused it by rendering it with forms of heaven.

The on- may have dropped out in copying occasionally.

Our popular translations of the Bible are not scientifi

cally made. If they were, there would be no real clash

with true science. Neither is much of science really

scientific. When good sense is used in both realms they

do not merely agree, but the physical facts mirror

spiritual truth, and this throughout the Scriptures. For

example, I have long used the Scriptures as a guide to

health. When I found that Daniel's diet consisted of

seed food (not pulse, Dn. 1:12, 16) I tried to help my

inherited dyspepsia, by doing the same, and it has

proved a great boon. On the contrary, when I read that

David prayed, "Purge me with hyssop" (Ps. 51:7), I

proposed to use hyssop (caper) as a purgative, but I

checked the word purge, to be safe, and found that it

meant "make a sin-offering/' not purge at all! The

"Bible" led me astray!

The Scriptures in the original do not clash with real
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science, when consistently translated. But when a dis

cordant version masquerades as a true transcription of

God's Word, then it clashes with all knowledge. And it

is doubly dangerous, when supported by learned men

who are giving their lives to the study and dissemina

tion of God's revelation. When I found that the A.V.

did not agree with the facts in nature, I went to Pale

stine to check it on the spot. This confirmed my suspi

cions. Therefore we have given each plant and animal

a single name throughout, as well as limiting every

expression to one equivalent whenever possible. That is

not only concordant but scientific, in the best sense of

1"TlP WftTfi
ioic wwu. THE gHApE of THE EARTH

I was once considerably concerned not to allow my

previous education, not only in biblical, but also in

secular science, especially astronomy, to influence my

study of the Bible. Was the earth a comparatively flat

surface, as a limited part of it seemed to be from obser

vation and the Bible, or was it an enormous curve, as

astronomy taught ? As there was no possibility of rising

high enough to check this, I made a journey to San

Diego, the best point to view an eclipse of the moon at

the time, so that the earth's contour could clearly be seen

as its shadow crept over the surface of the satellite. Its

circular shadow on the moon conclusively convinced me

that it was a globe, and that the Scriptures used the

common figure of implication. Now, photographs taken

from a great height clearly show its curved contour.

Besides, judged by the background of stars, the sun

appears to go around the earth once a year, not every

day.

Hebrew uses the same figure in relation to the contour

of the holy land. Shphl means low. The A.V. translates

it vale, valley, and plain. But there are other Hebrew

words which undoubtably must be used for these terms.

So I spent a day while in Palestine visiting the shephelah,

and found that it referred to the foothills between the
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plain along the shore of the Mediterranean and the cen

tral mountain region. It looked low, but only from

above. It looked high from the shore. So nearly all

such terms are relative, as they appear to the senses of

the common folk who use it. Perhaps the coast dwellers

may have called some of them hills! We live on Euclid

heights, but above us are the foothills and above them

are the mountains. In comparison with them we are

low.

In English the sun sets, but what this means literally

is not clear. In German it goes under. But in Hebrew

it in-s or enters, but what is not said. Such expressions

are not a safe basis on which to reason about the sun's

movement. We also say that it sinks, like the German.

These examples are given to show that no idiomatic

language, not even the Hebrew, can determine the literal

motions of objects the eyes behold, but only the apparent

motion from a given standpoint. Many words of loca

tion cannot be absolute, but must be relative.

EARTHQUAKES

Perhaps the most impressive evidence to show that the

earth is a chaos, is to live through a severe earthquake,

and study its cause and results. I once lived in an

" earthquake country" near Mt. Tauquitz, which the

Indians blamed for the shocks. Realizing this, I built an

"earthquake proof" building of well-braced timbers,

filled in with bricks held by cement. It was well that I

did, or I might not have survived to write this. The

quake was so severe that it threw a bowl of water clear

across the room. It broke down walls in San Jacinto,

the nearest town. The roads had a crack every few

yards.

Earthquakes come with some regularity in certain

well defined regions. San Francisco had a rather severe

series of shocks recently, along the same lines as about

fifty years ago. That quake cost many lives and almost

destroyed the city. The place where this is written has
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one occasionally. The point is that they are the result

of "faults" in the earth's surface. These must have

been produced by an earth-wide shock before historic

times, which at the same time threw the earth off its

axis, so that the north star seems to move, and the north

magnetic pole is not at the geographical pole. These are

clear evidence that the earth has had a tremendous

shock, and is off its axis.

- Ask any builder how he would duplicate the "faults"

in the earth's crust. He would tell you that the only

practical way would be to build it right first, and then

break it apart later. Such fissures and upheavals must

arise from a perfect original. I have built some walls

and seen others which had been cracked by an earth

quake. They were of the same nature and appearance

as the earthfaults, that is, a continuous, but uneven,

break, which could be fitted together again if it were

practicable to move both sides.

"*""*" the moon

As the moon is spoken of as under the feet of Israel

in the future (Un. 12:1), it may well be a symbol of

evil and the powers of darkness, especially of the adver

sary. This would link the physical and spiritual disrup

tions together, both being effected by the powers of dark

ness and of evil. But this is only a suggestion, as there

does not seem to be definite evidence in the Scriptures to

this effect, so we do not teach it, and do not seek to

defend it.

It has also been suggested that the moon caused the

disruption by striking the earth like a meteor, making

a deep depression in the south Pacific ocean, just as the

meteors of the end time will readjust it for the following

millennial reign (Rev. 8:10). This would badly wrinkle

the moon's surface, which is much more distorted than

that of the earth. This is a good thing, for otherwise it

would reflect much less sunlight than it does, for a

smooth globular reflector would divert very little light
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to any given point, such as the earth. But the mountains

on the moon, some of which are much higher than any

on the earth, reflect some light to the earth, even if they

are near its varying rim.

In this case, as the moon was cast down (2 Cor. 4:9),

disruption was literally a fact, and no other word could

destcribe it better. The application of this word to the

result of Adam's offense may be taken from this earlier

disruption in the physical realm, as they are parallels,

as most of the terms in our spiritual vocabulary are

taken from the former.

The stubborn fact faces us: There is disruption, both

in the physical as in the spiritual world. The latter is

fully revealed in God's Word, and was due to the intro

duction of sin and evil soon after the creation of Adam.

The second disruption, the deluge, has likewise left its

mark, not only in the Scriptures, but in the skies also.

The future disruptions will all be double, and are

revealed beforehand for faith. Great calamities will

visit the earth before the Messianic kingdom, and a com

plete conflagration before the new earth. Why should

the Scriptures not record the first one, which is so fully

embossed upon the surface of the earth and reconciles

true science with religion? It is, but it takes a spiritual

eye and God-given faith to believe His Word. -A-
We cannot say that Satan caused the disruption of the

earth, neither did he directly cause the entrance of

sin but we do know that the Adversary is sinning from

the beginning (1 Jn. 3:8). He does not always do it

directly. In Eden he sinned through the serpent. And

in these last days he has many human mediums who do

his will. But, thanks be to God, His panoply provides

us with the truth and the faith to extinguish the fiery

arrows that assail us.

PERSONAL DISRUPTIONS i—

Each one of us has had a personal disruption ever

since Cain, the firstborn of humanity, for this is the
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term used of the discharge of eggs in the case of Sarah

at the conception of her son Isaac, according to Hebrews

11:11. As a result of Eve's offense, Ieue Alueim said

to her, "In grief shall you bear sons" (Gen. 3:16). So

it is that, not only are we all suffering because of the

effects of the initial disruption of the earth, but the

later disruption that severed our first parents from God,

also introduced a continous series of them at the, birth

of our bodies. Normal childbirth was not^originally

intended to be painful, but now every human is not only

"born in sin," but it is a grievous process in order to

remind mankind of their first mother's introduction of

disruption into the spiritual world.

Hitherto many of us have thought of a "world" or

system, as either physical or spiritual, whereas it in

cludes both. It takes the earth as well as humanity on

it to make a complete world. And both are affected

at the beginning of each eon.

The Adversary hates this truth and has tried to erase

it from the pages of the Bible, although it is written in the

rocks, and may be read on the sinful, offensive heart of

mankind from its attitude toward its Subjector. It is the

very first act of each human, even before birth, when, as

an egg, it bursts forth from the ovary of its mother during

her prime, or, later, in the case of Sarah (Hb. 11:11).

The whole terrestrial system, as well as God's revelation

is permeated with the evidence of disruptive evil, and

looks forward to the gracious and glorious deliverance

from it through Christ Jesus, so that God may be All in

all.

How blessed are they, whose eyes behold,

How His words and works God's love unfold!

A.E.K.

CHART OF THE EONIAN TIMES

Friends who have ordered the free leaflet containing, on one
side, a list of the Divine Names and Titles, with a Chart of the

Eonian Times on the other, and been disappointed because it

was out of print, may now order copies of the revised edition.
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THE ADMINISTRATION OF PROMISE

The administration of promise is the second of eight

divisions into which this eon is divided. These cover by

far the greatest part of divine revelation. The previous

" ancient" eon was divided into two, due to the change

from innocence to conscience. The present varies from

the introduction of government under Noah, promise

under Abram, Law under Moses, the Incarnation under

Jesus, the Pentecostal under Peter, Mercy and Grace un

der Paul, and Judgment under the Man of Sin. Each

step is cumulative, and affects us today. We are still

under government, as introduced by Noah, and faith

as introduced through Abram. This is the subject of the

present meditation.

As the purpose of leue was to rule the world through

a chosen nation, and this was to come through Noah's

son Shem, he is given two genealogies (Gen. 10:21-31,

11:10-26). The first, like that of Ham and Japheth,

traces his descendants in a general way, with no special

future nation in view. The other is confined to what

may be called the Messianic line, as it is repeated in

Christ's genealogy in Luke (3:23-28). These two gen

ealogies coincide as far as Peleg (Distributer), for then

the land was distributed (10:25). Beyond that the

annals complete the gap up to Abram, for through him

leue purposed to raise up a nation through whom all

the rest should be ruled and blessed (11:10-26).

TERAH

After the annals of the sons of Noah have been briefly
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presented, we are introduced to a group through whom

would come the nation and the To-Subjector of all the rest.

Terah, like Noah, had three sons, Abram, Nahor, and

Haran, and a grandson Lot, like Canaan. But Haran

died, and Nahor did not go with them all the way, so

our chief interest is centered in Abram. His name

signifies Father (Ab)-high (rm), but he had no son, or

any prospects of having one. He was nothing but "a

perishing Syrian"(Dt. 26:5) who served other gods

(Jsh. 24:2). Yet through him and his seed the sub

jection of the nations would be accomplished in the next

eon, the messianic millennial kingdom.

IDOLATRY

Both the beginning and end of this eon finds the world

steeped in idolatry. At the end, after the saints have

left this scene at the Call of Christ in the air, the man

of sin will demand the worship of all. In the beginning

almost every division of mankind had its false god.

Even the line of Shem and the ancestors of Abram no

longer worshiped Ieue Alueim.

THE STATE OF THE WORLD

There was a time in the world's history when all had

turned away from Alueim. As Psalms 14:2-3 puts it

Ieue from heaven gazes on the sons of humanity,
To see if there is, forsooth, an intelligent inquiring for
All withdraw. Together they are spoiled. [the Alueim.
No one is doing good. There is not even one.

Since the time of Abram there seems to have been a

continuous line of those who worshiped Him. So also

before the deluge, and afterward in the line of Shem,

until we come to Terah and his sons. Joshua, at

Shechem, speaking to Israel, told them that Terah, the

father of Abram and Nahor, served other gods (Jsh.

24:2-3). So such seems to be the crisis in which Abram

was called, and the new administration of Promise was

begun. When the situation was most impromising, and

there seemed to be no possibility of future blessing, then
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the promises began which eventually led to the blessing

ofaU.

Abram's relatives in the east continued to worship

other "gods," as is shown in the conversation between

Jacob and Laban, when Jacob ran away and Laban

overtook him on his return to Canaan. Laban said,'l The

Alueim of your father yesternight spoke tome.." And,

"Why have you stolen my alueim?" (Gn. 31:29,30)

THE DEATH OF TERAH

The genealogical annals of Terah are very long (11:27-

25:11), and will appear on many pages of the Concor

dant Version, yet he himself died almost at thebeginning.

Abram has no annals for himself, even though the record

of his activities (12-25:11) are about the longest in the

whole record. Terah started Abram's history by leaving

Ur (Aur Light) of the Chaldeans (K-shd-im-e Demoni

acal'). It is possible that this indicates their forsaking

the teaching of demons. Terah headed his party for the

land of Canaan. But he went no farther than Charan

(HEATed), for he died there.

NO ANNALS OF ABRAM

When musing upon the book of the Beginning we

may wonder why there are no genealogical annals of

Abra(ha)m. We have annals of Adam, Noah, Shem,

Terah, Ishmael, Isaac, Esau, and Jacob, but none of the

one who has the most prominent place, and, in some

ways, influenced this eon more than any other. These

all, however, are concerned primarily with the physical

aspect, in which there is generation. But, in Abram's

case, this side is suppressed as much as possible. Figura

tively speaking, he had no physical offspring. Even

when he did generate the promised seed, he sacrificed

him in a figure. This is the side of his history which is

stressed, and which calls for the lack of physical annals,

but an unusually long spiritual record (Hb. 11:12, Ro.

4:19).

Abram (Ab Father, rm high) had a very appropriate
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and suggestive name. To be sure it must have been very

tantalizing to him during the long years when he was a

father without a single child, let alone a son. This may

account partly for the actions of his wife. In those days

this was deemed a downright disgrace, altogether apart

from his suggestive appellation. Yet how fine it is,

when applied to his spiritual family! (Ro. 4:11). All

who believe are his offspring. Most of those who read

these lines have the right to call him my Abram, my

exalted father, in faith.

ABRAHAM

The name Abram refers to his spiritual seed, while

he was figuratively dead. When his physical seed is

promised, the name is enriched by a single letter, in

order to conform to this further blessing. Instead of

Ab-rm, he is now Ab-r-e-m. This seems to be abbreviated

from Ab-rm-em (Father-high-clamor, or -throng), and

is based on the fact he is to become the forefather of a

throng of nations (Geri. 17:5-6). These were to be

identified by the sign of circumcision, to remind them of

their spiritual heritage, for even his physical seed sprang

from flesh already deadened (Ro. 4:19). He had to be

invigorated by faith, which they also greatly need.

LIKE THE PRESENT

Although the administration of Promise is very differ

ent from the present, nevertheless it has far more in

common with ours than any other. This is the case

because both are based on the grand doctrine of justifica

tion by faith. That is why Paul can build much of his

teaching on the dealings of leue with Abram. After the

patriarchs the dealings of leue with the nation of Israel

are based largely on the law, which is on a much lower

level, so is out of line with His present grace, and con

trary to present truth.

PROMISE, A NEW DEPARTURE

In the eon before this, leue Alueim put Adam in the

midst of luxury, and warned him, lest he should lose
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it (Gen. 2:17). Noah, also, was apprized of the coming

judgment (Hb. 11:7). He even received a promise for

the future. This is the new method, elaborated in the

life of Abram. It is important to note that these prom

ises are not based on anything that anyone was or had

done, but were altogether sourced in the purpose of the

Subjector alone. It was part of His great plan of

subjecting all to Himself. He needed a people and a

nation of His own, and a man through whom to bring

them upon the scene, and Abram was chosen as their

forefather, because he was physically tmfitted for the

task. It must be made clearly evident that all is of God.

That is why it could be promised beforehand, and why

its physical fulfillment was made practically impossible,

from the human side. PR0MISE

The promise was by no means confined to one nation,

or to Abraham himself. He, indeed, was to be blessed

and to have a great name. But the best of all was the

promise that he was to become a blessing to others. Ieue

Alueim is the great Blesser, and Abram was chosen as

His channel of blessing, until all the families of the

ground shall partake of it. Here is where the nation

which sprang from Abraham has hitherto failed. It

has tried to monopolize all the blessing for itself. The

full fruition of this part of the promise will not appear

until the greater Son of Abraham is upon His throne.

The charge to Abram was threefold: He was to leave

his land, and his kindred, and his father's house (12:1).

These evidently were hindrances to the course which

Ieue had planned for him. His land was probably given

over to demon worship. His kindred also had alue, or

to-subjectors, other than Ieue, such as Rachel, Jacob's

wife, had stolen from her father, Laban (Gen. 31:30-32).

Terah had, indeed, set out for Canaan, so he seemed to

be the least objectionable. But he did not go all the way.

He did not merely interrupt his journey at Charan, but

built a permanent dwelling there. The reason for these
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severances was this, that he was to begin anew, and

receive a land, and generate a nation and set up a house

of worship apart from and above all the rest, and sub

ject these to Ieue, his Subjector.

LOT

Abram seems to have obeyed his instructions. He

left his land and his father's house, and his kindred. We

are not told that he took Lot. Rather, Lot went with

him. As Haran, his father, had died, and Abram had no

son, it seems that Lot adopted Abram for his father.

But he seems to have inherited his father's cattle, which

he kept separate from Abram's. Later on, when there

was a contention between their graziers, Abram insisted

on parting from him. So Lot was severed from the

promise, for he left Abram for the rich pasture of

Sodom, and became involved in the curse of Canaan.

THE CURSE OF CANAAN

Why was Abram sent to Canaan? It seems that, when

the land was distributed under Peleg (10:25), the

descendants of Canaan, who were cursed by Noah (9:25)

were temporarily given the land later allotted to Israel,

and seized by them under Joshua. The Canaanites for

feited their right to the land by their immoralities.

This is clearly shown by the cities of Sodom and Gomor

rah. So Abraham and his seed were used by the Alueim

to judge these nations, and their land was allotted to

Israel as a tenancy, as long as they did not also defile it.

ARRIVAL

Abram seems to have gone as far as Shechem, about

the center of the land, and stopped there (12:6-7). The

promise had been given at a distance from the land, but

now he was in the midst of it. So Ieue appeared to him

again and confirmed it on the spot: "To your seed am

I giving this land." But Abram and Isaac and Jacob

did not build themselves homes in the land. They lived

in movable tents. Their only permanent structures
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were altars, for worship is the immovable and irrevocable

recognition of the true Owner. Cain built a city con

trary to the Subjector's command. At Babel men

started to build to make themselves a permanent name.

The men of faith built only at God's command, as Noah

built the ark. In the land the patriarchs built nothing

but altars as a sign that the land was Ieue's to perpetu-

ity* altars
The patriarchs Abram, Isaac and Jacob built seven

altars in the land, in five places. Abram built four, at

Shechem (12:7), at Bethel (12:8, 13:4), at Mamre (13:

18), at Moriah (22:9). Isaac built one at Beersheba

(26:25). Jacob built one at Shechem again (33:20)

and one at Bethel again (35:1, 3, 7). These were the

outward symbols of their inward subjection, and their

worship of the real Owner of the land. This was all

the payment He required. Later on, the altar was part

of the elaborate tabernacle and temple ritual. But, when

ever their hearts were not in their worship, the temples

and altars were destroyed, and the land was taken from

them. Today they are claiming it without offering

aught to Ieue, but they will not be permanently blessed

in it until they once more worship the perpetual Pro

prietor, Ieue Alueim.

THE LAND NOT EDEN

The land promised to Abraham was not another Eden,

where the moisture continually came up and watered

the surface. It was not even like Egypt or Mesopotamia,

where the water of a stream could be applied by human

labor. The dwellers in the land depended almost entirely

on moisture from above. The rain from heaven was

entirely in God's hand. Its quantity and seasonable-

ness determined their welfare to a large degree. Too

little or none meant famine. At the wrong time, it could

do a lot of damage. Ieue used it to bless and to chastise

His people (Amos 4:7). In the day of Ieue, He will
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use the rain to control other nations also (Zech. 14:17).

In the administration of promise we are introduced

to a new method or principle of subjection, that of faith

in God's word, as distinct from obedience to His will.

Strange as it may seem, the word-stem amn for faith,

or believe, does not occur in the Scriptures until we read

that "Abram believes in Ieue Alueim, and He is reckon

ing it to him for righteousness" (Gn. 15:6). This is very

important, and seldom fully understood, so is worthy

of further investigation. Abram was not righteous be

cause of what he did, for he often failed and did the

wrong thing. But he was reckoned righteous neverthe

less for his faith. Ieue never accused him of failure or

sin, but counted him as just, no matter what he did.

If the reader will carefully read the episode concern

ing Abram's journey to Egypt and back, from the time

he left Bethel to his return, to it, he will see that all of

it was reprehensible and contrary to God's will. Yet not

one word of censure will be found, except by Pharaoh.

Commentators have criticised freely, with such truisms

as, "It is better to starve in Canaan... than to live in

luxury in Egypt." Yet Abram was blessed in both

places! Pharaoh was good to Abram, so that he came to

have a flock and a very heavy herd of cattle and asses

and menservants and maids and jenny asses and camels

(12:16). When he returned, he was richer than ever,

not only heavy in cattle, but in silver and gold. When

we criticise Abram, even for his lack of faith, we miss

the point of the passage, and are ourselves at fault. He

was justified by faith, not by his conduct.

Abram had been told to go from his land to Canaan,

and that this would belong to his seed. A full measure

of faith would have deduced from this that he would

not perish in it, but would be kept in any circumstances.

Yet he was not told to remain. In the days of Isaac

there was another famine, and Ieue appeared to him,

and told him to remain in the land. As a result he not
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only survived, but reaped a hundredfold when he sowed

(26:1,12). Still later, there was a famine in the days of

Jacob. He would not leave the land, but sent to Egypt

for provisions, until Joseph sent for him, and all Israel

left the land to serve as slaves in Egypt, as had been

revealed to Abram (46:3, 15:13).

The fact that Ieue said to Isaac, in this connection,

that Abram had hearkened to His voice and kept His

charge, His instructions, His statutes, and His laws

(26:5), shows that He did not reckon it against Abram

when he left the land for Egypt but that He wished to

reveal His care for him even in an alien land. Abram

sought to protect himself from danger, but his unworthy

subterfuge of telling a half-truth proved entirely un

necessary, for Ieue had to step in and send contagions,

great and evil, on Pharaoh and his household, although

they had not intended any harm. This shows a method

of divine dealing, in justifying one who has faith, which

does not seem just to those unacquainted with God's

ways, but which apply to all, who, like Abram, believe

Him.

In commencing a new line of divine dealing by means

of Abram, it was necessary to show it in action. In the

first place, belief in Ieue (15:6) is the general attitude

toward God which led Abram to go to Canaan, and to

build altars to worship Him. He did not necessarily

have that fulness of faith that trusted Ieue implicitly

on all occasions. If blessing depends on unbroken accept

ance, unwavering response, then no one could be awarded

His gifts. The merest flicker of faith, to begin with,

suffices to show the presence of the holy spirit, and is

enough to give the assurance of divine favor. We will*

not condone his leaving the land, or lying to Pharaoh,

but rejoice in the blessed outcome, due to God's grace,

which justified Abram's sins and made his acts just.

He not only justified him because of his faith, but us

also, so we praise and worship Him for dealing thus
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with us in this era, through Christ Jesus, our Saviour.

When a similar truth was first made known by Paul

in connection with judgment, and it had been shown that

the injustice of the Jew commended the righteousness

of God (Ro. 3:5-8), some reasoned that we should be

doing evil that good may be coming, without any refer

ence to God's wise control. Paul did not even answer

them. As a matter of fact men do just that to their

children. A wise father disciplines his children in order

to keep them from doing evil. But God has a deeper

and greater end in view, that He may be revealed to

them as good and gracious and loving, not alone in the

transcendent blessings which will be ours in the future,

but also through the preparatory evil which we are now

called upon to endure.

Not all are included in the ranks of faith. In Abram's

day he seems almost alone. And even today, with

Christianity spread over a large part of the earth, real

faith is not too plentiful. What, then, is the fate of

unbelievers? God is the Saviour of all humanity,

especially of those who believe (1 Tim. 4:10). Salvation

by faith is not the portion of all mankind, but only of

those chosen beforehand for it. The rest will be saved

through sight, at the judgment. Salvation by faith is

a high privilege, and should be cherished as such by all

who are fortunate enough to enjoy it.

From the divine standpoint, all that Abram did was

right, for it revealed God's method of operation in

grace, so Abram is not charged with any wrong. Indeed,

he prospered. God was back of all he did. Yet He

disciplined Pharaoh even when he was about to do

wrong, unwittingly, and had not yet committed the sin.

Abram was told to go away from his kindred (12:1),

which he evidently did. But Lot (WRAPper), his father

less nephew, went with him, without an invitation. Here

again, we can see that this was wrong. Nevertheless, it

is just as evident that it was God's intention, for he is
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a necessary contrast to Abram, especially in Ms relation

to the judgment of Sodom and Gomorrah. Besides,

Lot was a just man (2 Pt. 2:7). He fared marvelously

well in material things by his association with Abram.

But he was actuated by sight, rather than faith. When

their herds became too large to be kept together, he

should have left the choice pastures for his benefactor.

When there was contention, it was his place to yield to

the elder man to whom the promises were given.

Throughout the present eon the parable of faith vs.

sight applies, as we see it in the story of Abram and Lot.

Abram's faith looked forward to the future, but Lot

took advantage of the present. There is a sense in

which all believers are given their choice. Demas, lov

ing the present eon, forsook Paul (2 Tim. 4:10). The

riches and rewards of this world are often very alluring,

even though they, like Sodom, are doomed to be

destroyed. But the riches in the future world of resur

rection are too nebulous and distant to attract those

weak in faith. Few who hear the story of Lot can see

that they are also attracted by rich rewards, which are

the counterparts of Sodom's fair fields for us. Then we

are provided for, and faith is no further needed to pro

vide us with satisfying sustenance.

After Lot had left Abram, Ieue not only renewed his

promises to him but emphasized them, especially as to

his seed. All the land that he could see in every direc

tion, was his to use for the eon. And his seed was to be

as the soil of the land, uncountable. But he still re

mained a stranger and a sojourner in it, for he actually

had no allotment of sufficient size to plant his foot (Gn.

13:14, Ac. 6:5). For Ieue he builds an altar, for His

is the land, yet he himself only tents in it, for it was his

only by faith in the promised future.

All this is in contrast to the course of Lot. No

promises were given to him. If he had been shown the

future, he would have been told that none of his choice
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land would be his, but all would be destroyed. Moreover,

his seed would be the result of a drunken debauch, and

given a name as shameful as Abram's was glorious. Lot

was captured, together with his people and his goods,

in the war that came soon after. Abram, on the con

trary, delivered him and his. Lot lived in a house in the

city (19:3), and attained to some eminence, for he sat

in the gate where the judges ruled. Abram lived in a

tent, but built a permanent altar, and became the inter

cessor, seeking to save Lot and the whole city of Sodom

from destruction.

Justification by faith is one of our greatest treasures

today. Indeed, our other blessings are based upon it,

for it alone makes peace with God possible (Ro. 5:1).

Nothing can condemn us (Ro. 8:1). Like Abram, once

we believe Him, however it may seem to us and to others,

all our acts are according to the Subjector's intention,

and are used by Him to work out His will. We make

no pretense of being righteous in ourselves. If we were,

the sacrifice of Christ would not be needed. But our

failings, together with His work in Christ, constitute

the divine combination which carries out the purpose

of the eons, and displays the essential love, on which

the future is founded. This is infinitely more impor

tant than any self-righteousness that we might claim.

But the truth concerning the function of evil cannot

be imparted to those who have not learned its lesson,

for then its purpose could not be accomplished. Only

those given the spirit of God by receiving His revela

tion, and believing Him, can be justified in this eon.

Abram was often unjust in his actions. He was not

justified by what he did, but by Him Whom he believed.

As subjection is accomplished through to-subjectors,

His sons by faith, these are the subjects of justification

in this eon. The rest are left for later eons, in which

the sons are used by the Son to bring the rest into the

circle of subjection. a.e.k.



Material Mirrors of Spiritual Truth

HEAVENS AND EARTH

(continued)

GRAVITATION

The unusual word levitation will be used here for

want of any well-known term. It may be easily remem

bered by the term levity, lightness, as opposed to gravi

ty, weighty. It is the reverse of gravitation and makes

things ascend, rather than descend. The simplest and

earliest example was land and water. At the readjust

ment (Gn. 1:2) the earth became a chaos, so that water

and earth were mixed. But the force of gravity, though

not specifically mentioned in the Genesis account, soon

changed the surface to water, for, when the spirit vi

brated, it was over the surface of the water (Gn. 1:2),

making what might be called a marsh. Indeed, the Greek

equivalent (buthos) is called a marsh (2 Cor. ll:25),f

and the verb (buthizo) means swamped or submerged

(Lu.5:7,lTi.6:9). ^^

The A.V. says that the spirit moved upon the face of

the waters (Gn. 1:2). This is very vague. That version

used the word "move" for at least thirteen different

Hebrew words, so most of them must be discordant. The

proper word to express this idea, rmsh move, they usu

ally render "creep." The word we render vibrate here,

occurs only three times, and even they render it shake

and flutter elsewhere. These are interesting examples.

Jer. 23:9 they translate "all my bones shake." Dt. 32:11

is "As an eagle... fluttereth over her young." These

passages show that the motion in Genesis was a rapid to
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and fro vibration, as when a vulture hovers over its

fledglings. This vibration may be so fast that the eye can

not follow. Such is the action of spirit in the physical

realm. light and levitation

When the spirit of God vibrated over the surface of

the water, producing light, it did not affect the chaos

below it to any great extent, so that it is still to be seen

below the earth's crust, but it did alter the weight of

some materials so that they seemed to go contrary to

gravity, and to rise. This process is now being used to

turn crude oil, a heavy black fluid, into asphalt, oil and

gas. The oil, like the water, rises, and the gas ascends

still higher. This simple method changed part of the

primeval chaos into gases, which formed the layers above

the land, called the heavens. The different layers were

determined by their specific gravity or weight, as brought

about by their temperature.

The vibration of the spirit produced light, and the

accompanying heat, and this varied the weight of some

of the water, making it lighter than the atmosphere; and

so formed a layer above it (Gen. 1:6).

LIGHT AND GRAVITY

It seems that the various layers were arranged by the

light and the resultant heat. We see examples of it often

in connection with water. The heat of the sun changes

water into vapor, and it rises into the upper stratas of

the atmosphere. There it cools, and descends as rain.

Standing on the hills back of Tiberias, we may visualize

the water rising from the dank depths of the Dead Sea

and floating north as clouds to the heights of Hermon,

and clothing it with its white "mantle of snow. This in

turn descends into the bowels of the mountain and

emerges in the lusty spring of the Jordan and flows

down to lake Galilee at our feet. Thence it snakes along

to the dread Dead Sea, the lowest place on earth, only

to repeat the succeeding cycles.
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LEVITATION

"Specific gravity," or weight, does not necessarily

agree with the state of matter, whether gaseous or liquid

or solid. Water is a good example. As a vapor, it rises

in the atmosphere. As water, it descends. But, as a solid,

it does not sink in water but floats as ice. And this also

is determined by light, especially sunlight, which was

the first thing produced by God's spirit, on day one. So

that, during the eons, God works by means of vibrations

which produce light and heat, or, more generally, radi

ation. A "day11 is usually limited to its effect on the

eyes, but it also implies the feeling of warmth felt by

the skin. LIGHT

All motion and power in the universe may be traced

back to vibration or oscillation or radiation produced

by spirit, and is perceived by human bodies by means

of touch and sound and sight. The word "light," as the

immediate product of the spirit's operation, was not

merely a means of sight, but, like the light today, the

source of all power and motion and life. The separation

of the atmosphere from the waters was probably accom

plished by the heat of the "light," which separated the

volatile and lighter elements from the water and land

and formed the atmosphere, besides vaporizing some of

it into a volatile gas, which rose above the atmosphere.

It still dries out the ground and raises the water to the

sky, whence it returns through the influence of cold, or

a lack of heat, which changes it back to snow or water.

RADIANCE

Unless we perceive this all-pervading radiant energy,

we will fail to see the majestic glory of these first few

statements of Holy Writ, and, still worse, the much

greater omnipotence and life-pervading energy of God's

spirit in the higher realms of life and intelligence, of

which it is a tangible expression. The childlike simplicity

of the opening sentences of this account seems to hide

from people of small intellects the awful grandeur and
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magnitude of the truths revealed. Only those who have

learned to know and love the Author, may be able to

appreciate the greatness of the glory to which it is

the vestibule. May He give the reader a heart full of

wonder and worship, as this opening vista of God's

grand operations breaks upon the view!

DARKNESS—LIGHT

Darkness is symbolic of death, even as light is of life.

While the Light of the world was forsaken of His Alue,

darkness covered the whole land (Mt. 27:45). Nearness

to the Deity is indicated by light, for He is Light, and

in Him there is no darkness at all (1 Jn. 1:5). We all

were once darkness, yet now we are light in the Lord

(Eph. 5:8). Acts of darknessare unfruitful (Eph. 5:

11). The things of darkness are hidden, not revealed

(1 Cor. 4:5). It blinds, so that eyes cannot see. The

whole world is in darkness, but the saints have the

light of life. But, even they, if their light is darkness,

then it is darkness indeed (Mt. 6:23)! That, alas! is the

present fate of all who do not believe all of God's

revelation. LA?D

Thus we see that the forces at work in the readjust

ments of the heavens and the earth were the same that

are operating today. On the surface of the earth some of

the moisture is continually being pulled up by levita-

tion, or reducing its weight, and gravitation pulls what

remained down into the depressions on the earth. But at

that time this feature was a settled condition until the

deluge. Now we see it going on all the time, for it por

trays many great truths that are in operation in this

eon. By the spirit we are being pulled up into the

celestials where the ozone of the spirit imparts light and

life and blessing, but we are also pulled down by the

weight of our flesh, to sink in the sea of salty waters.

LIGHT IN ATMOSPHERE

The air is the medium of light. The Hebrew Scriptures
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call it the atmosphere (rqio stamp). The A.V. renders

it " firmament." It is the means through which the eyes

can see, not only the luminaries above the earth, but all

objects on its surface. Light is not visible in a vacuum.

If a ray of light enters one end of a glass box which is

empty of it, it will come out at the other end, but cannot

be seen travelling through it. Humans and animals

cannot see or hear or livewithout the atmosphere. It

provided the "breath of the living" which made Adam

a living soul (Gen. 2:7).

LIFE IN THE ATMOSPHERE

The air is essential to soul life on the earth. Human

beings cannot live without it, so expire in an enclosure

where the air cannot come. Neither can they live long

beneath the waters of the earth, or on the highest moun

tains for lack of sufficient air. Those of us who have

climbed even a few thousand feet find ourselves short

of breath. If the air in an enclosed space is replaced by

a different gas, the lack of oxygen will soon cause un

consciousness and death. Even if only the oxygen of the

atmosphere is withdrawn, life is impossible. This shows

that air is composed of deadly, as well as life-giving

elements. We have only an " earnest" of life-giving

oxygen, even as believers have only a promissory portion

of God's holy spirit, and are largely composed of dying

and deadly elements. 0XYGEN

Oxygen is very plentiful, compared with other ele

ments which compose .the material creation. It forms

about one half of the crust of the earth, and two-thirds

of the bodies of the soul life. Water is seven-eighths

oxygen. In there it is found only in combination with

other elements. But in the air it exists as free oxygen,

though mixed with four times as much nitrogen. It is

responsible for combustion, which tears down many

compounds by decay, or rust, or fire. Nothing will burn

without it. And it is the life of all that lives.

Ozone is said to be present in quantity only far above
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the earth. It acts like oxygen, only stronger, and de

composes in the presence of heat and moisture, but dis

infects, deodorizes, and bleaches. It occurs in nature

where there are electric sparks and lightning.

OXYGEN AND NITROGEN

In artificial respiration it is not necessary to supply

all of the atmosphere. Of the two main gases of which it

is normally composed, only oxygen is used. Nitrogen,

although nearly four times as plentiful, does not seem to

supply any vital element in breathing. All who had the

breath of the spirit of the living were drowned in the

deluge (Gn. 7:22).

Therefore it seems to have been a form of oxygen

which Ieue Alueim blew into Adam's nostrils which

made him a living soul. The repetition of the phrase the

spirit of the living occurs only when Adam's descendr

ants were drowned at the flood, suggesting that the ante

diluvians had a special measure of life, which is not

granted to those who lived after it. This would account

for the fact that they lived almost ten times as long as

the later Biblical limit of seventy years.

THE BREATH OP THE LIVING

Our physical vitality is like our spiritual life in this,

that we have only a fraction of what we could have. The

vitalizing oxygen is only about a fifth part of the at

mosphere. The emphasis laid on the vitality of the

breath imparted to Adam, seems to indicate that he re

ceived a much greater amount of oxygen than we do. At

that time, before he, and Eve in him, ate of the tree of

the knowledge of good and evil, we were not dying to

die, as we are now, but received enough vital force

through light and breath, and water and food to keep us

alive indefinitely. The lessening of vitality at that time,

however, seems to have come through the food, but it did

not shorten their lives nearly as much as is the case after

the deluge. a.e.k.
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THE ACTORS IN ACTS

The cherubim (as-many) had four faces, one a lion,

corresponding to Matthew, one the face of a bull,

Mark, one of a human, Luke, and one a vulture, John.

The lion stands for kingship, the theme of Matthew, the

vulture of heavenly flight, as in John, but the human of

humanity, as in Luke, which deals with Christ's rela

tion to the whole race. Luke is the introduction to Acts,

and God's dealings with all men, not Israel alone. Luke's

account deals with what Jesus began to do and teach

(Ac. 1:1) and Acts continues this account. We should

never mix the "gospels" together, as is done in a

diatessaron (thru-four), which combines them into one

narrative and destroys their differences. Let us care

fully note these, and enjoy the special feature of each

message.

Even as Luke does not deal with Christ as King, nor

as Servant, nor as the Son of God, but with Him as the

Son of Adam (Lu. 3:38), such is His character and

activity in the book of Acts, although the actors in it,

and especially the readers of it, try to see in it Christ's

royal claims, as set forth in Matthew's account. The

paramount lesson to be learned from this is that, con

trary to the ideas of Peter and the Circumcision, their

message was not to be confined to the nation of Israel,

but should have embraced every nation, all humanity,

even though the apostles and other believers were to be

used as the channel of blessing to the rest. But they

did not understand this, hence Israel was repudiated

and the evangel is sent to the nations by another channel.
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Another point is important. We should not view the

actors in Acts as chance personalities, each of whom

plays as he pleases, but as actors who represent vital

trends in the great drama of the eons. They seem to

act casually, as if they had no script, yet in reality they

unconsciously conformed to the plot prepared for them

by the great Playwright Himself, although they were not

aware of it at the time. They embody great truths,

important trends, and if we recognize these, their every

move takes on a significance altogether beyond their

personality. And, like the lives of our Lord, the play

confines itself to a distinct phase of God's plan. In Acts

Peter is not sitting on a throne, judging a tribe of

Israel, according to Matthew, or is merely a servant, as

Mark, but has a message for all humanity, as in Luke,

even though he failed to fulfill it. This failure is the

important point.

The stem of Luke's name, Louk-a,s, is seldom used. It

seems to signify sun-beam, in distinction from many

other special terms for light. There is another Luke,

whose name has been changed to Lucius (Louk-ios) in

our version. This keeps us from seeing the close con

nection between them. The ending -as is merely the

nominative masculine form, while -ios means Cyprus-mw.

Through the Latin lux, lucis, light, we have the English

lucent shining, lucid, lucifer, transient, transmitting

rays of light. In these words we can also see the change

from Lufce to Lucius, although the sense is the same.

Their careers also are essentially the same, but this Luke

(Lucius) was present in Antioch, with Saul, even before

Paul was separated (Ac. 13:1). And he was with

Paul when he wrote the epistle to the Romans (Ro.

16:21). This Luke was from Cyrenaica, on the coast of

North Africa, opposite Greece. This explains his Greek

name. As the sun is very bright there, this may account

for the name Sun-beam.

Dr. Sunbeam! What better name could a "physi-
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dan,"-or rather healer, have than this? It fits us, not

only physically, but spiritually also. What remedy is

there in the entire pharmacopoeia which compares with

it? Air on which the sun has shined is charged with

vibrant energy. Few plants can live without it. Yet

even clearer is the picture when applied to the spirtual

sphere. The sun, the source of this vibrant energy, is

in the celestial sphere, where our blessings, in this secret

administration originate (Eph. 1:3). And our spiritual

health and wealth depend upon the measure in which

we enjoy these blessings. Is it not remarkable that the

one physician from among the nations, who had no

opportunity to practise in the previous period, now

comes along and prescribes just what Paul gives us at the

very beginning of his Ephesian epistle (1:3)?

Have you not wondered why Luke's name never

appears in "Luke" or the "Acts," both of which he

seems to have written? Of course, Mark is not named

in his account, but he comes before us in Acts. But the

reason is clear. Matthew and John are clearly confined

to Israel. They should never be even "applied" to the

other nations, or to believers in them. But Mark deals

with Christ as the Servant, so is not directly related to

Israel's functions as a priest kingdom. But Luke

concerns all mankind. Therefore he probably wrote

"Luke," and the Acts, in both of which the other nations

have a place. As a believer among the nations he wrote

these two, but in neither of them was he able to exercise

his function of a sunbeam, or physician.

Luke was a representative of those saints among the

nations who go with Paul all the way to Rome. He

leaves his early ministry in the book of Acts and goes on

to maturity. Quite a few followed Paul to Rome, such

as Aristarchus, Mark, and Justus, who had been Paul's

fellow workers for the kingdom of God and were of the

Circumcision. Others, such as Demas (Public), who

later abandoned him (like Christendom at large), and
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Luke, the beloved physician, were of the nations. What

pathos lies in the simple line, "Luke only is with me" I

(2 Tim. 4:11). He undoubtedly ministered to Paul,

who once could send handkerchiefs from his cuticle to

clear diseases from the infirm (Ac. 19:12), but now is

Paul, the aged (Phn. 9), who recognized that the period

of his dissolution is imminent (2 Tim. 4:6). Like His

Lord, he had healed others, yet now, with a physician,

he could not even cure himself!

LUKE FOR THE PHYSICAL

As our blessings are spiritual, very little is told us

about the physical side of truth for today. Luke's case

fills this gap; so is very helpful and worthy of much

meditation. It is in utmost harmony with the truth that,

although Paul was in spiritual communion with the

saints to the very last through written communications,

yet all their physical bodies of flesh had left him—except

Luke! So none of our spiritual blessings will ever leave

us, no matter how near we are to death's door, but

physical comforts will come only through sub-celestial

channels. We can, as it were, bask in the sunshine, and

use physical means of alleviating or curing our physical

frames, but no miraculous methods remain.

SUNSHINE IN THE MILLENNIUM

Originally, humanity exposed their skins to the sun

shine whenever it was in the sky. We read neither of

clothing nor of housing to begin with in Eden. Perhaps

the vital aura which then clothed them, not only was

their attire but also protected them from sunburn. The

sun shone directly on them before tiiey became mortal,
so it may have supplied them with vital energy. In the

millennium it seems that this will be sevenfold (Isa.

30:26). In the torrid zone the heat of the noonday sun

is almost unbearable. How then would it be if sevenfold?

Even now the vegetation can't endure as much as that

quantity. It seems that, in the millennium, some pro

vision will be made for the reception of sevenfold
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vitality without any added heat. All this should help us

to see the source of our physical vitality in sunlight, and

what a fine figure it is of our spiritual life, which also

comes to us from the celestial regions, beyond this

terrestrial, disintegrating habitance.

SPIRITUAL SUNSHINE

But literal sunbeams affect only our physical frames.

The spiritual sunbeams, the light that comes to us from

the celestial truths, such as our calling, our future

bodies, our kingdom, our blessing, our glory—these are

the rays that not only vivify our spirits, but also have a

marked effect on our souls, and thus our terrestrial

bodies also. PETER compared with paul

One of the most striking and instructive methods of

clarifying the book of Acts is to draw a contrast between

the two chief actors, Peter and Paul. Their acts speak

to us in a tongue which we can understand far better

than a learned dissertation on their personal character

istics. As they do things that they dislike, in spite of

themselves, we can sometimes see the hand of God very

clearly, reaching through the gloom which sometimes

seems to surround them, as He works His will, by using

even their waywardness. Peter was, or should have been,

the leader of the Circumcision, and is identified with

their fate. Paul is closely associated with the believers

among the nations, and is symbolic of their fortune.

PETER AND THE NATIONS

In Luke's account, which concerns the Son of human

ity, the Lord appeared to the eleven, and opened their

minds to understand the Scriptures, and charged them

to herald the pardon of sins "to ALL nations" begin

ning from Jerusalem (Lu. 24:14-48). This Peter and

the apostles were very tardy to do. Indeed, they

heralded to many repatriated Jews, in the languages of

the other nations, but there is no record that the apostles

made any effort to reach the sons of Ham and Japheth,
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in the beginning of their ministry. Later on they re

luctantly gave the nations a place below themselves, yet

turned over their evangelization to Paul, who was an

apostle of a different order.

HAM, SHEM, AND JAPHETH

There are intimations throughout the Acts to the

effect that the nations shall hear. Philip evangelized

the Ethiopian potentate, who was a son of Ham. Peter

himself most reluctantly went to the centurion Cornelius,

who belonged to the line of Japheth. The apostles all

came of the line of Shem. So it was that, at the very

beginning of the Acts of the apostles (and others!), the

whole of humanity was reached representatively. I

well remember when dear Dr. Bullinger first saw this,

and wrote to me about it in his overflowing joy. Now

we also see how this harmonizes with Luke personally

(Dr. Sunbeam), who belonged to the nations and wrote

both his account of our Lord's life and the Acts to

Theophilus, whose very name tells us that he was a

friend of God (Theo-Qod, and phil fond).

THE MESSAGE TO ISRAEL

Peter and the apostles faithfully and fearlessly ful

filled their mission to Israel, but not to the other nations.

Peter was especially bold and braved the displeasure of

the religious authorities, so that the number of the

disciples increased to about five thousand (Ac. 4:4).

Later they chose seven men to serve at tables, so the

apostles would be free to dispense the word (Ac. 6:1-6).

Yet two of these, Stephen (wreath) and Philip, took

part in the preaching. Stephen, after a long discourse

before the Sanhedrin, became the first martyr. This

terrible deed sealed Israel's doom. The message con

tinued to be heralded, so that there came to be tens of

thousands of "believers" (Ac. 21:20-22). Yet these,

in turn, were so zealous of the law and against the

message of Paul to the nations, that they sought to

assasinate him.
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When Stephen was assasinated, we are introduced to

a new character in the drama. The presence of Saul of

Tarsus at the assasination of Stephen marks a critical

crisis in the plot. In view of what follows, the rejection

of Stephen presaged the repudiation of Israel. At the

same time the presence of Saul of Tarsus, as a confirmed

murderer, prepares us for his future career of dispensing

grace to the nations. Israel clings murderously to their

own legal righteousness, leading to their destruction,

while the course of Paul, the worst of them all, prepares

a background on which to reveal transcendent grace to

the other nations.
SON OF MANKIND

We are repeatedly reminded of Stephen's spirituality.

At the end of his long address before the Sanhedrin,

after he accused them of persecuting the prophets of

old, he looked up into heaven, and perceived the glory of

God and Jesus standing at His right hand, he said, "Lo!

I am beholding the heavens opened up, and the Son of

Mankind standing at the right hand of God" (Ac. 7:55-

56). The title here used is a clear indication that he

was aware of the scope of the evangel, that it included

all humanity. But those who took this stand were per

secuted by their own nation.

A descendent of Ham, an Ethiopian eunuch, a poten

tate of Candace, queen of the Ethiopians, a reader of

the Hebrew scriptures, came all the way to Jerusalem

to worship the God of the Jews. Such a prominent public

character must have made quite a stir in the city, so

that his presence was generally known. He must have

approached the temple as closely as the soreg, the wall

which kept all non-Jews out. Could it possibly be that

the disciples or the apostles did not know of it? Why

then did they not take advantage of his presence to

preach the gospel to him ? What an opportunity! Ethi

opia was hard to reach in those days. Why didn't they

preach Christ to him? From their conduct elsewhere,
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it is evident that they did not intend to fulfill their

commission to the nations.

PHILIP AND THE ETHIOPIAN

God's purpose must be fulfilled. If the officials dedi

cated to a task do not even attempt it, He uses lower, but

better servants. As He used Stephen to go before the

Sanhedrin, He later uses Philip to send the evangel to

the sons of Ham. When the Ethiopian was already on

his return journey at some distance from Jerusalem,

Philip was sent to give him the evangel. It was all

pre-arranged. The eunuch was reading the best possible

passage in Isaiah, on which to base the evangel. He had

understood enough to ask an intelligent question. Here,

first, the evangel was brought to Ethiopia, a nation

other than Israel. The sons of Japheth came later. Yet

Philip does not continue this work, but disappears from

the scene. gAUL 0F TARSUS

Once again the narrative is interrupted by the injec

tion of the call of Saul. The apostles had neglected to

go to the sons of Japheth, so a new instrument must be

prepared to go to the rest of the nations. But, as it

became more evident that Israel nationally would not

receive the evangel of Christ, and so provide the mis

sionaries for the other nations, provision must be made

for a new and different evangel, in which Israel would

have no pre-eminence, but grace would reach all. The

call of Saul will be considered in connection with Paul's

evangel, later. Meanwhile the apostles and believers

will be tested by the call of Cornelius, a son of Japheth.

In the case of Cornelius we have an elaborate narra

tive which is intended to show, by both acts and words,

the refusal of Israelitish believers to be used as a

channel of blessing to the other nations. They either

wanted to keep the blessings for themselves, or at least

to dictate to the others. They had the attitude of many

believers today. They are the elect, the final object of
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all God's purpose, instead of seeing that their selection

finds its true object and fulfillment in being a channel of

blessing to the rest. Let us mark closely the attitude of

Peter and those with him to this clear and conclusive

indication that this evangel is for all the nations, as

their Lord had said.

Peter explained the matter fully to the Jerusalem

circumcisionists (Ac. 11:1-18), so that, at length, they

actually acknowledged, "Consequently, to the nations,

also, God gives repentance unto life!" Now, we might

imagine, they will obey the charge that "there is to be

heralded in His Name repentance for the pardon of sins,

to all nations..." (Lu. 24:47). But the very next

sentence concerning their activities, ends with the limita

tion, "speaking the word to no one except to Jews only"

(Ac. 11:19). The next paragraph, which seems to say

that they spoke to the Greeks, should read Hellenists,

that is, Greek speaking Jews, according to Vaticanus,

one of the best manuscripts. So it was that the Hellen

ists of Antioch formed the first "Christian" ecclesia out

of Jews! That was because they translated the Hebrew

name Messiah into the Greek Christ, the Anointed.

First let us note that Cornelius (Latin HoRN-ed) was

a most exemplary character, against whom the Jews

could bring no charge. He was eminently worthy of

the blessings bestowed. All that was wrong with him

was his descent from Japheth. Being a devout man who

feared God with his whole house, and doing many alms

and beseeching God continually, he approached per

fection in the flesh. All that he lacked was the holy

spirit. Yet Peter called him *' contaminating'' and ' * un

clean"! The other apostles and brethren charged Cor

nelius with "uneircumcision," even though he had been

cleansed by the holy spirit! They were forced to the

conclusion that God gives the nations also repentance

to life, but ignored it and opposed it none the less.

(To be continued)



WHAT ARE THE THREE HELLS?

Christ, after He had suffered and died for our sins,

was sent to hell, but was not forsaken there, according

to Peter's speech on the day of Pentecost (Ac. 2:27, 31).

As I had always heard that only the wicked went to hell,

this startled me, and made me look and see if any other

than the wicked were spoken of as going there. I found

that Jacob spoke quite casually several times of going

there when he was about to die. He was a heel, but

could hardly be classified as wicked, for he was later

named Israel, Uprightness of the Subjector. But Christ!

And right after He had lived a life of love, and accom

plished the most meritorious deed that will ever be

committed! Why should He go to hell?

As hell preachers quote again and again, "the wicked

shall be turned into hell," it seems worthwhile to look

into this passage more closely. I was astonished to see

how many different words were used in other passages

instead of turn, such as turn hack, turn again, be re

stored, he returned, bring back, come back, go back,

return again (369 times), etc. By far the most of them

mean to return to the place whence you had come. And,

then, another Hebrew word (ephk) evidently really

meant turn. So the text should read, "the wicked shall

return to hell." They have been there before! If the

translators really knew what hell is, you can't blame

them much in changing it. But did they? The word

simply means imperceptible. We would probably say

unconscious in death. So they wouldn't feel it even

if it were fire!

When I was in Palestine I had a good opportunity of

testing this. I lived near the spot where Capernaum

had been. Our Lord predicted that it would be thrust
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down to hell (Mt. 11:23, Lu. 10:15). I returned to it

several times, although I could not perceive anything

there. The town had utterly disappeared. But I

should have expected just that, for the name "hell," in

the inspired original, is a-des, un-perceive! The dead

know not anything (Eccl. 9:5). They could not feel,

hear, or see anything before they existed, and their

soul, or perceptive faculty, leaves them when their

bodies also return to the soil and their spirits return to

the One Who gave it. Then death is a return of all three.

When living in Jerusalem I went down to the ravine

of Hinnom, called "Gehenna" in the Scriptures, but

translated "hell" in our Bibles. It was a very hot day,

but down there it was much cooler than in the city, since

they no longer burn the rubbish there, as in our Lord's

day. It was burned on the opposite side of the city.

I understand that the bodies of criminals were once

burned in Gehenna, where I had been, but nothing like

that is done any more. So I have carefully investigated

two of the "hells" of the Bible but I translate the one

at Capernaum "the unseen," for the Greek word means

un-perceived, and I could not see anything there but a

lot of open country. The one below Jerusalem I give

the same name as the Hebrew, Ravine of Hinnom, for it

was a cool, shady place.

The other "hell" in the Bible, Tartarus (2 Pt. 2:4)

is for "angels that sinned." I have sinned, but I am

not an angel, so I probably would not be allowed to

enter. Besides, who knows where it is? I would like

to see it, as I have visited all the other English hells,

though I am told that the revised German Bible has

five altogether. But I am too old to travel, now, so I may

not have this pleasure!

I am looking for Christ to come to the air and call me

to Him there, after He has given me a celestial body,

able to travel in space far beyond the terrestrial atmos

phere, to the celestial realms. But, if I die before then,
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my soul will sleep peacefully in the imperceptible state,

commonly called "hell" in the Bible, for my work is

mostly done and I am very tired.

Soon after I returned from these hells, I was awakened

at midnight, by the phone. When I gave my number,

a rough voice told me to "go to ..hell." I wanted to tell

him that I had just returned from two of them, but he,

very disrepectfully, hung up. If he rings again I will

have to decline, for the Jerusalem hell must be very

near the border between Israel and Jordan, where they

have been fighting, and then I may have to revise my

opinion of hell! It may have been turned into a

theological hell!

HELPING CIECULATE THE TRUTH

Our friends could help in spreading the truth, espe

cially the Concordant Library, particularly the Version

volumes, if they would inquire at their book dealer

before ordering them from us. Point out its advantages,

and, when possible, have someone else inquire also. Our

Greek Text is not like others, for anyone can use it with

the English equivalent under each word, and the Greek

text originals are worth a million apiece, the most

valuable volumes in the world!

THE HEBREW SCRIPTURES

We are hoping, D.V., to be able to issue Genesis as the July

issue of Unsearchable Riches. We would covet your prayers

in this matter, that the Lord will give the needed strength and

wisdom, so that the work may redound to His honor and glory.

Prophecy is of such vital interest, with world conditions as

they are, that we felt constrained to mention our 591 page

book, "The Unveiling of Jesus Christ." It takes up in detail,

each chapter of the prophetic section of Scripture commonly

called "Revelation," including a discussion of The Mystery of

the Seven Stars, The Mystery of God Finished, and The

Mystery of Babylon. The price is $3.00 postpaid. We also have

on hand a number of the paper covered part of the Concordant

Version, "The Unveiling of Jesus Christ," with notes. In order

to get them into circulation, we will supply these at five cents

each, for postage and packing cost only. Send all orders to

the Saugus office. e.o.k.



Young People's Department

TO GOD BE THE GLORY

Dear young believer, beloved in Christ, we have so much

to learn, if we are to be in accord with the realm to which
our Father has called us; much to perfect in our walk, in our

service, in the man within; but in our haste to become mature,

let us not fall into a trap of the adversary. Surely we all
realize how slowly and artfully and insiduously he works.
Just as he would have us fall apart into sects and denomina

tions, he would have us all look at ourselves so much that no

time would be left to look to God and grow in the realization

of what He is and what He does for us. And just as the god
of this eon has been successful in dividing up God's saints

into churches, denominations and sects, he may also be

successful in causing us to take our eyes away from Him, so
that we emphasize our own achievements or failings. Haven't
you met believers who could only see what they themselves
had done, and never saw all that God is doing for them? Why,
if one day passes when we don't look to God in praise and joy
we ought to shout "Stop!" because with each day we should
be feeling in our hearts the gratuity of the grace of God, with
praise and joy to the laud of His glory. Truly, our loving
Father should be receiving our applause, not only because of
His powerful operations of creation, but because, in Christ, He
makes known to us through the Scriptures, His glory (Bph.

3:16), His mercy (Eph. 2:4), His grace (Eph. 2:7), and His
wisdom (Eph. 1:8). Let us note how God reveals Himself,
through His dealings with us. So many believers today are

remaining in an enigma of doctrine, viewing God as the un
yielding Subjector of law and punishment, or at best, lenient
to those who decide "of their own free will" to believe in
Christ. As a result, the glory of God is well nigh blotted out
because of their "get-what-you-earn" concept of His dealings
with us. What a revelation to find quite the opposite in the
Scriptures!

A study of His grace alone shows us how much we receive,

and how little we earn. First, God conciliates us to Himself
and gives the dispensation of the conciliation—God at peace

with man, and the bountiful blessings that result. We are
entreated (2 Cor. 6:1) not to receive this grace of God for
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naught, and certainly not to ignore it altogether. Let us not

preach the indignation of God on mankind, repentance, works,

and forms of piety. Rather, in accord with the dispensation of

the conciliation, as revealed in the third chapter of the

Ephesian epistle, "the administration of the grace of God" in

which we of the nations, who were once apart from Christ,

having no expectation and without God, have become near by

the blood of Christ (Eph. 2:13); that in spirit, we should be

joint enjoyers of an allotment, and a joint body, and joint

partakers of the promise in Christ Jesus in accord with the

gratuity of the grace of God. No longer are we guests, no

longer are we the puppy dogs under the table, wanting the

crumbs, for in Christ we become joint enjoyers, joint body,

and joint partakers. It is difficult for you and me to truly

imagine what it would be like to be apart from Christ, with

no expectation, without God, being unable to pray to Him each

day, so accustomed are we to the glorious riches of His grace.

What did we do to "earn" this access to the God and Father

of our Lord Jesus Christ?

We may be further humbled at the realization that in grace

are we saved through faith—God's oblation. His achievement

are we (Eph. 2:7-10). Yet, not only are we saved in grace,

but justified gratuitously in His grace (Rom. 3:24), for a

righteousness of God through Jesus Christ's faith is manifest

for all and on all who are believing. Is it not wonderful to

realize the glorious riches that are ours? Yet there is more;

the apostle Paul explains in the epistle to the Romans what

are the riches of God's grace to us in our justifying. Note

the word gratuity; it is from the same word-root as the word

oblation and is well placed in speaking of His grace in the

5th chapter, verses 15-19. Man would have it: one offense

for judgment, and many offenses for grave punishment, but

such is not the case. From one offense (in Adam) came

judgment, but from our many offenses came the just award

for all mankind for life's justifying. So that we not only

receive salvation as a gift of God's immeasurable grace, but

we are deemed justified (not forgiven nor pardoned as if we

were once unjust, but rather pronounced "not guilty" in

Christ), in spite of our many offenses, receiving a righteous

ness of God!

What a contrast this is to the attitude in which so many

believers abide: man, useless, failing, sinful, lost. Truly, in

this enigma we may be wallowing in sorrow and self-pity;

and, were it not for Christ's blood, we would all be lamenting

in our sinfulness: But we have a righteousness of God(!)

procured in the one just award, which will be revealed in the

oncoming eons, for the laud of His glory. Indeed, the

adversary would love to have each of us, as members of

Christ's body, caught in the inertia of sorrow, looking at

ourselves. What a temple of God we would be, wailing to

Him to save us from ourselves, to make us perfect, as though
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we had not Christ! Where would be the rejoicing, the joyful
heralding, the evangel of peace, the expectation, the love?
Almost as a culmination do we find in Ephesians that He

not only chooses us but designates us for the place of a son

for the laud of the glory of His grace (Eph. 1:3-5). In accord

with His spiritual blessings He chooses us before the dis

ruption of the world; in accord with His love He designates

us beforehand for the place of a son through Christ Jesus.

Yes, in the Scriptures are revealed the transcendent riches
of God's grace! He blesses us with every spiritual blessing

among the celestials, in Christ, in accord with this adminis

tration of faith, not works.

And finally, "... to you it is graciously granted, for Christ's

sake, not only to be believing on Him, but to be suffering for

His sake also ..." (Phil. 1:29). And what a gift it is to be

able to suffer for His dear sake, the eyes of our hearts having

perceived the riches of the glory of the enjoyment of His
allotment among the saints; His love for us, in accord with the

delight of His will, for the laud of the glory of His grace

which He lavishes on us in all wisdom and prudence. Let

us speak to ourselves in psalms and hymns and spiritual

songs, singing and playing music in our hearts to the Lord,

giving thanks always for all things in the name of our Lord

Jesus Christ, to our God and Father. We have much to re

joice in, for He is the God of glory (Phil. 4:19), the God of

mercy (Tit. 3:5), the God of grace (Ro. 6:23). To the only

and wise God be glory for the eons of the eons (1 Tim. 1:17).

Amen! —Contributed

PHILIPPIANS 1:9-11

Let us read and ponder these verses.

"... That your love may be superabounding still more in

realization and sensibility..." Realization of what?

Read Colossians 1:9-10 and Ephesians 1:15-18. Here we have

the same prayer, the same word: realization of Him. Realiza

tion of God, of His presence, His power, His will. This word

translated "realization" has a thought closely associated with

appreciation.

We should not only have a constant realization of God, of

His presence, His love, and His glory, but also an appreciation

of Him should be ours constantly. Just to grow in a realization,

an appreciation of God should be our constant craving, our

continuous goal. His love should fill us, His presence thrill us.

He is our "All in all" now, as He will be "All in all" to the

universe at the consummation (Col. 1:18-20).

Then Paul adds the word "sensibility." He is concerned

about how the believers will work out, or live the new truth

which he has just given them in the letter to the Ephesians.
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Will they discard the things of the past, the ceremonies and

rites that are no longer important, and press forward to the
new truths that have been revealed, through Paul, or will they

cling to Jewish rites and Jewish truths and become stumbling
blocks?

Will they realize that they are now circumcised in Christ's

death, baptised by the spirit into one body, needing no addi

tional rites, but are complete in Himt (Col. 2:10-14).

Paul had just given the churches the complete revelation of

Ephesians, and his prayer was that they might grasp the
glorious truths that had been presented to them.

"... For you to be testing the things which are of conse

quence ..." There are so many things to see, to hear, and to

do today, that it must be difficult for young people to decide

just what things are of consequence. But here we are given

a measuring stick. We must determine if our activities are

"for the laud and glory of God" (Phil. 1:9-11).

What a different story the history of the Church might be, if

we had realized our celestial calling and destiny and had

dropped those practices and truths that concerned God's ter

restrial people. There could have been unity and harmony

instead of divisions and fightings. There might have been far

fewer stumbling blocks.

Much of the Church work of today is simply "busy work"—a

waste of precious time and a device of the adversary to crowd

out the study of God's Word and a deeper understanding of His

plan and purpose.

What things are of consequence? We should concentrate on

learning the teaching of Paul's perfection epistles: Ephesians,

Philippians and Colossians; the latest revelations of Paul which

complete the Word of God (Col. 1:25-28).

What were some of Paul's latest revelations? One Lord, one

faith, one baptism, one body, a joint body, our celestial calling,

the reconciliation of the universe, our completeness in Christ.

The secrets in these revelations are precious and satisfying.

Not empty words but living truths are the things of conse

quence. Are you acquainted with them? l.st.g.

A NEW FEATURE

We are adding a new feature to the Young People's Depart

ment, a Question and Answer Section. We hope in this way to

be able to help you with the Scriptures that are puzzling you.

Send your questions direct to Mrs. Norma Geiger, Box 92,

Elgin, Oregon. She will attempt to deal with your questions

and answer them with the Scriptures and the help of studies

that have appeared in Unsearchable Riches.

We don't really know truth if we don't practice .it.
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PREFACE

Wherein does a concordant translation or version differ from others? It
is generally acknowledged, first of all, that the inspired Original is the only

infallible evidence for divine truth. Consequently the nearer we can get

to that, the safer we are. It is also beyond question that, even in the

Original, the meaning of any word or expression is determined by the

contexts in which it is found. Hence the earnest truth seeker will not

depend on learned lexicons, or scholarly commentaries to settle the

sense in which any word is used, but upon a concordance of the Original.

Comparatively few are able to use such a work intelligently except through

the medium of their mother tongue, so a concordance of the original words

in any translation which they understand is by far the best book for the

sincere student of the Sacred Scriptures.

The concordances of George V. Wigram, which give every word of the

Hebrew, Aramaic and Greek Scriptures in alphabetical order, and, under

each, quote a line including the English equivalent of all of its

occurrences as found in the Authorized Version, are, next to my copies

of the Original, the most helpful books I have ever bought. My first copy,

containing all the Greek words, was used so much it disintegrated over

thirty years ago. When I started work on the Hebrew words I knew that

the book, in its ordinary binding, would never last long enough to finish

that version, so I had a cloth hinge put on every page, at a cost of forty

dollars, so that it is in usable condition yet, though some pages are torn

and all are worn.

But these, though they are concordances so far as the arrangement

is concerned, reflect the discordances of the Authorized Version, for they

expose the grave inconsistencies of that translation, and the clashing cross

wiring of its renderings. But this is true of all other versions known to

us, including even the Revision, and all modern versions, some of which

are much better than the revered English classic, as far as truth is con

cerned. I was especially fond of Rotherham's version, as he seemed to be

the most consistent, and did not shrink from using "impossible" English

in the service of the truth. The tables showing the renderings of "eon"

and "eonian", at the end of our booklet, "All in All", will prove how much

he excelled the others in consistency. At first I was strongly inclined to

use the word age for the Greek aion, as Rotherham had done. But lit the
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language of the ordinary man, an age is much shorter than an eon, for he

has been taught that there were "middle ages" and "dark ages" (plural)

in the present single eon. Then the compound "age-abiding" literally

denotes abiding for one age, whereas eonian clearly includes all the eons

clear up to the consummation. Now, when we have the actual words of

inspiration, eon and eonian, in our own tongue, why muddle matters by

using human substitutes which will only confuse the ordinary person?

Our Lord spoke of eonian, not age-abiding or eternal or everlasting life.

Why alter it?

At first I tried to use Hotherham as an aid in making a concordant

version, but I soon found him a hindrance rather than a help, as he did

not seem to have any apparent system in forming his vocabulary, nor

had he made a concordance of his version. I greatly admire his motive

and his scholarship and would trust him rather than any other translator.

But my object was the very opposite of this. I did not want to lean on

any man, least of all on myself. Could we not have a translation which

exhibits the facts of God's revelation in such a way that no one is depend

ent on any intermediary? A uniform, exclusive sublinear comes as close

to this as is humanly possible when it is complemented by a concordance

of the Original. This is true of any language. I cannot conceive of any

other plan which so nearly excludes the bias of the translator or puts the

student into possession of the facts, subject to his own decision. Of course

it cannot exclude the prejudices and predilections of its many readers,

but it should help to correct them.

Should it be necessary to press the point that a Concordant Version,

in any language, is to be differentiated from all others? By its uniform

sublinear and its ultimate concordance of the original, it is not only

unique, but allows the compiler to step back and say, "I implore you not

to depend on my fallible and fleeting opinions, yet I do beseech you to

consider the evidence which we have made so easy to consult, and base

your conclusions on the facts alone. I am not an authority, but the facts

presented have been checked by many aids, and may be depended upon."

If you know of any other publication which gives you anything like this

unbiased presentation, and does not depend on human opinion, I will be

glad to know of it.

What version, after it was completed, made an exhaustive and detailed

concordance of the minutest variations, not only of the words, but of

every form of each word, just to check its accuracy? This alone meant

many years of tedious toil. So far we have never had the means to pub

lish this concordance, but the International Edition has benefited by this

unexampled effort to obtain the highest degree of faithfulness to the

Original.

In the version, however, there is a human element, but far less in a

concordant version based on a uniform sublinear and exhaustive concord

ance of the Original than in any other. To make readable English de

mands a knowledge of figures of speech, especially idiom, in both the

Original and in our own tongue. Moreover, even figures, including idiom,

are by no means absolutely lawless, but can be classified and controlled by
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comparison with other occurrences of the same figure, or similar usages

of the same word. In this respect the Concordant Version is unique also,

for it indicates the common figures both in the text and in the concordance.

Moreover, uniformity and consistency can be greatly aided by mark

ing all the figurative usages of each word at the same time in a

concordance, rather than occasionally, at each occurrence in the text. We

have already done most of the figures in the Hebre.w Scriptures. They

are entered in Wigram's concordance and in a card index first, so that

they can be arranged in any order desired for study, and, God willing,

will be published for the benefit of those whose hearts are set on digging

deep into the treasures of God's Word. In doing this work we are

learning much ourselves and are impressed by the clarity and certainty

which it imparts to the realm of thought which is usually very vague in

the minds of Western peoples. We know of no other version which

provides such help.

Living in a land whose physical features, topography, climate and

water supply are probably more like that of Palestine than any other

place on earth, I could see that the Authorized Version had been trans

lated by men who were strangers to the land of promise. A single word

will confirm this. In this climate, with little rain for half the year, the

streams are dry in summer, though they may be raging torrents in winter.

The Spaniards, who settled this country, call them arroyos. This is the

meaning of the Hebrew nchl, which the A.V. renders brook, flood, river,

stream, and valley. Its most conspicuous feature to a Westerner they

missed, for it is a sandy waste much of the year. We render it water

course. Here we have many of these as well as high snow mountains,

foothills, a lake below sea level, a desert to the east and the sea to the

west.

We studied books and maps to get a clear conception of conditions

which would affect translation, but were not satisfied, so made a trip

nearly halfway round the world to get a firsthand view of the people as

well as the land, on the spot. This has kept us from many a mistake in

local coloring. After all, one who aspires to understand and reproduce God's

revelation in the vernacular, should shun no effort to prepare himself

for the task. How many modern Bible translators have lived in Palestine

long enough to become familiar with the facts of the physical background

in divine revelation?

In such a matter as idiom one who has had much experience has a

great advantage. I have often thanked God that English was once a

foreign language to me, and a very idiotic one in some ways it appeared

to be at first. My mother tongue was almost as odd in other ways, but I

did not notice that until I knew both. Now that I deal constantly with

four languages, and have compared the Greek idiom of the Scriptures

with the Hebrew Scriptures throughout, I do not try to make a literal

English caricature of every idiom in the version. I let my readers know

the facts in the sublinear, but I do not destroy the concordance of the

version by altering all normal English idioms to conform to it, when the

results might be misleading to the ordinary reader. The version is, of
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necessity, somewhat idiomatic when this is necessary to carry over the

sense of the original. The sublinear, on the other hand, is perfectly

uniform and literal.

The different departments of the work are done by specialists. One

works on the grammar, another on the figures of speech, etc. This

method makes them more expert than one man could possibly be. Almost

all great achievements are accomplished by the cooperation of specialists.

Although the compiler checks and passes upon all the work, he is by no

means to be credited with all that is done, although he assumes responsi

bility for it.

The two principles underlying the vocabulary—each word of the

original having an exclusive, constant English equivalent when idiom

allows, and each English equivalent being assigned to represent only one

word of the original language—leading to otherwise unattainable accuracy

and consistency, are used in compiling the vocabulary of the Concordant

Version, and no other.

The restoration of the Hebrew text has taken most of our time for

the last fifteen years. We know of no version which has made a comparable

effort to recover the ancient inspired readings. No one not actually

engaged on it can have any apprehension of the labor involved. Thousands

upon thousands of readings have been entered on slips, along with the

evidence of the Septuagint. Vast concordances of the Greek version have

been made in the past, but this appears to be the first comprehensive

attempt to use them and incorporate and indicate their readings in an

English version. If this had already been published we would not

devote so much time a*nd effort to it. In every case we seek to serve

ordinary people, and present the facts in such form as they can easily

understand.

There are many translations. Some seem to think that the C.V. is

only another of the same kind, dependent on the authority or scholarship

of the translator, instead of an entirely different combination of a con

cordance coupled with a uniform, literal translation and a version, which

provides ordinary folk with the facts needed to ascertain what is in the

inspired Original. We will not allow anyone to depend upon our ability

or lack of it. We will not come between them and God's revelation. Our

long life has been devoted to the building of a bridge, like that which

led to His sanctuary in Jerusalem, over which they themselves may cross

into His holy temple, and hear His words with their own ears, and see

His glory with their own eyes, without any mediator other than our

Saviour, Christ Jesus, the Son of God's love. A.E.K.



INTRODUCTION

THE CONCORDANT VERSION OF THE HEBREW

AND CHALDEE SCRIPTURES

GOD HAS SPOKEN! He talks to us in foreign tongues. Nothing is so imperative as a

firsthand knowledge of His inspired revelation, without the intervention of human faults

and disabilities. This is made impossible by the usual methods of translation. We can

come much nearer to the ideal through systematic obedience to the laws of language,

because, first of all, it leads to much greater accuracy, and, secondly, it is self-corrective.

A word uniformly translated absorbs its true intent from its contexts. The plan has

been tested in translating the Greek Scriptures, in several languages. After a long trial

it has proved most satisfactory. Many contradictions have vanished. Much fresh truth
has been discovered. Difficult theological problems have been solved. It is invaluable for

enlightening the heart with the glories of God and His Christ.

The plan of the Hebrew concordant version is essentially the same as that employed

in translating the Greek. Wigram's Englishman's Concordance was used in the prelim

inary work. It contains every Hebrew word found in the Scriptures, usually followed by

all of the passages in which it occurs, as rendered in the Authorized Version, as well as
two indexes. The English index lists every English word used in the A.V., followed by

every Hebrew word which it translates. The Hebrew index lists all the Hebrew words

and every English word used to translate them.

The English vocabulary was formed as follows: The occurrences of each Hebrew

word were studied as listed in Wigram, and the nearest English equivalent was written

in his concordance. This was entered or underlined in the English and Hebrew indexes.
Whenever it was discovered that a term had served as the translation of another Hebrew

word it was crossed off, and all other translations of the Hebrew word chosen were
likewise struck out. This process of elimination was continued with frequent changes
and revisions, over a long period of time, until most of the words in the divine vocabulary

seemed to have been given their nearest English equivalent.

As an example, we will take the well-known stem kphr, which sounds like our English
word cover, and is generally given this meaning by scholars. This word is often trans

lated "atonement" in our venerable Authorized Version. It may help us to grasp the

basic meaning of this stem If we consider its renderings. These are: appease, atone

ment (make), bribe, camphire, cleanse, disannul, forgive, merciful (be), mercy seat,

pacify, pardon, pitch, purge, put off, ransom, reconcile, satisfaction, sum of money, vil
lage ; besides bason, hoarfrost, lion, and young. It will be seen from these that the stem

does convey the general idea of a cover. But the examination of another stem, kse, will

show that this must be rendered cover. It is almost always so translated in the Author

ized Version. Only occasionally we find clad, close, conceal, hide, overwhelm, raiment,

vesture, all of which are closely allied to cover. No other English word will do as well

as cover for the Hebrew kse.

But we should not use the same term, cover, for both kphr and kse. A closer exam

ination of kphr will show that it always refers to a protective cover, a shelter. This will

be found a far more satisfactory equivalent. The word atonement does not convey the

full sense. The Greek translation uses propitiation, which is far better To keep the

connection between this and later revelation and, at the same time, show the simple force

of the stem, we render it "propitiatory shelter."

In this way the vocabulary of this version was built up before it was used in trans

lation. This method forces us to be more consistent and accurate than would be possible

without it. The chief advantage, however, is this, that it largely eliminates private

opinion in the rendering of any particular passage. The words have already been fixed

before the compiler comes to turn the sentence into English.



Introductory Remarks How the Work was Done
The usual lexicons and other works of reference were not neglected, although, in

most cases, they proved too inaccurate to be helpful. The fauna and flora were given
special attention, including a sojourn in the Holy Land, and a study of the dress, custom?

and manners, many of which remain today as they were in ancient times. A number of
other translations were consulted, but little help was obtained from them because their

vocabularies are discordant.

When the meaning of a word or a reading of the text is not certain, we strive to

incorporate the evidence in our rendering. Thus the word lbb heart (2 Sa. 18:8) evidently
refers to baked bread of some kind. So we render it heart shaped 'cakes*. This shows
that the Hebrew was heart and the Septuagint has cakes. The word shape is not in either,

but is needed in the verb (2 Sa. 13:6) to indicate the action, shape heart rcakes*. With

this evidence the student can form his own conclusion.

In order to secure uniformity, a card index was made of every form of every Hebrew

word, and to each was added its English standard. The whole Hebrew text was copied,

on special sheets, in English, or Latin, letters, so that the standards in the index could

be placed beneath each word, making the sublinear uniform. As a companion to this,

a complete Hebrew lexicon was written in loose leaf form, to record the standards and

register further improvements.

After the vocabulary and grammar had been settled in this manner, about half of

the Hebrew Scriptures were translated tentatively, using Ginsburg's MasoreticQ-Critical

edition of the text as a basis, in order to test the vocabulary and the state of the text.

The poetical portions were chosen because they contain many literary forms, especially

parallelisms, with their synonyms, which are a great help in further refining the vocab
ulary, and in recovering the ancient text. Not many changes were needed in the vocab

ulary, but the consistent renderings revealed the fact that even the Masoretic text, in

many cases, has failed to preserve the original rendering. The rabbis seem to have

realized that the text was gradually becoming more corrupt, so they sought to stereotype

the form it had in their day. They did not change it, even when they knew that it was

wrong, but put some of these mistakes on record in the margin.

HOW THE WORK WAS DONE

It is practically impossible to understand or appreciate this version without knowing
something of the method and the tools used in producing it. For clarity's sake, these
will be discussed under the following heads:

1. The Restoration of the Text and its Pronunciation.

2. The Revision of the Hebrew Grammar.

3. The Compilation of the Vocabulary.

4. Idiomatic English, Spelling, etc.

5. The Function of the Signs, Type Faces, etc.

6. Figures of Speech, including Skeletons.

7. The Select References.

8. The Keyword Concordance.

1. THE RESTORATION OF THE HEBREW TEXT

AND ITS PRONUNCIATION

The Hebrew Text we have today differs considerably from that which was originally

given. Since the days of the Masorites, the preservers of the traditional text, there

seem to have been no great number of vital changes, for their system of counting the

letters and cataloguing other facts has tended to stabilize their text. This is especially
true since the invention of printing. But the very fact that it was deemed necessary to

protect the text by "putting a fence about it" suggests that corruption had been at work

for a thousand years before. No Hebrew manuscript (except Isaiah) goes back more
than a thousand years. Before that, old copies were usually destroyed when new ones took

their place. The Greek and other translations, some of which go back a thousand years

earlier, reflect a text which often differs from the one now used in making our Bibles.

THE ANCIENT FORM OF THE LETTERS

We can go back to the days of Hezekiah for the forms of the Hebrew letters. We

have the recently unearthed Lachish letters and the Siloam inscription, which once was

in the wall of the tunnel running under Ophel, about twenty feet from the pool of
Siloam, to show us just how they wrote Hebrew before this time and until the deportation.
This alphabet is shown on the fly leaf. With the return from the deportation the Jews
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Hebrew Pronunciation A Nature Language

brought with them the Aramaic dialect and the square characters which are now generally

known as "Hebrew." These letters were probably used in writing the Syriac or Aramaic

portions of the Scriptures, but not for the rest. The original forms were abandoned

because the people no longer were acquainted with them.

HEBREW PRONUNCIATION

The ancient Hebrew letters are no longer in use. So-called "Hebrew" Bibles realty

employ an entirely different alphabet, which is variously termed Chaldee or Syriac or

Aramaic. In the course of time the pronunciation of the vowels changed, so a new and
different pronunciation was added by means of so-called "points," little dots and dashes

beneath, in, or over the letters. The original vowels, however, were retained, except that

u and i were often omitted in spelling, because their sounds were already indicated by the

points. Today, however, the vowel points themselves are variously pronounced by dif
ferent classes of Jewish scholars, and the whole matter is in confusion. We avoid this

difficulty in the simplest way. We use a Latin (or English) character for each ancient

Hebrew letter, including the vowels, and ignore the uninspired "points," which add
nothing to the sense, but only duplicate the vowels, as a rule. When the vowel has

dropped out, we replace it.
The following examples will make this clear. The first is all vowels, the second

mixed, and the third all consonants. The word "oue," depraved, was doubtless pronounced

just as it is spelled, in ancient Israel. Now that two little characters, like capital T's,
have been added under the o and u, the usual way of transliterating it into English
would entirely ignore the real vowels in the word. The word, "adm", human, also has two
small T's beneath it. In English we spell Adam with two a's, but the second a is not
pronounced. We say adum. This slight u sound is often needed in Hebrew to pronounce

a word and must be supplied. We call it the "involuntary vowel," because it comes of
itself when we try to pronounce two consonants one after another. Our next example

calls for two of these. The word "nphsh" soul has points that would make it nephesh,
which is almost the same as nwphwsh. It is possible that words like nphsh are defective.
We may insert u, as in nuphsh or nphush, if we discover evidence that it has dropped out.

The original pronunciation of Hebrew, the manner in which David and Abraham and
Adam spoke the tongue of inspiration, is a problem which we thought far beyond our
range. As we did not deem it essential we gave it small attention at first. Later, when
it seemed wise to put the inspired text before our readers in well-known Latin in place
of Chaldee characters, we found it necessary to determine, to some degree of accuracy,

what are the nearest equivalents, so that there would be at least an approximation to

the facts. The efforts made in this direction have been far more convincing than we

anticipated, hence we will give a short account of the means used and the results attained.

Wouldn't it be marvelous if we could read the Hebrew psalms as David did? Of one
thing we may be sure. If he listened to the liturgy of a Hebrew synagogue, he would

probably find it difficult to understand his own compositions, even if they were read in
faultless Hebrew, according to the standards of the Jewish rabbis. The reason is that

the language has changed so much, especially in the vowels, that it sounds very different.

In fact, I am told that the various classes of Jews cannot understand one another
because of their clashing pronunciations^ The very same text read by an Ashkenazim,

or German Jew, sounds quite unlike the reading by a Sephardim, or Spanish Jew.

HEBREW A NATURE LANGUAGE

Sounds in nature do not change. The peoples of the earth are continually varying

their mode of talking, but the voices of the animals and the sounds made by inanimate

objects continue as they were in the beginning. A stranger in a foreign land, who is

homesick because the voices all about are barbarous, can cure it by going among the

animals, for these speak the same language as those at home. The dogs bark, the hens

cackle, the roosters crow, the donkeys bray in the same dialect wherever we find them.

In its close connection with nature we may find a key to the pronunciation of the Hebrew

tongue, as it was spoken in the days of old, before the Jews learned many other languages

and adapted their own to these outlandish tongues.

The first hint of this that I came across was the word bqbq. This is the name they

gave to a bottle. If we empty a fluid out of a narrow-necked container* which has no

means of allowing air to enter it to displace the fluid withdrawn, the flow will stop

occasionally so that a bubble of air may slip by. In doing this it makes a characteristic

sound, buq-buq, which gives the vessel its name in Hebrew. Now an American bottle,

or an English one, or even a Chinese flask all make the same sound if they are shaped

the same, and this has always been the case. We may, then, conclude that all bottles
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How the Greeks Pronounced It Shibboleth and Sibboleth

or narrow-necked containers can speak one word of Hebrew correctly, and it will be our
duty and pleasure to learn it from them.

But we can learn much more than that. We know what letters were used to repre
sent this sound in Hebrew, b, u and q, so we have a clue to their true and ancient pro
nunciation, especially if this is confirmed by other similar cases. Just lately a worker

on the Hebrew called my attention to the word heart, which we have made Ibub. (It is

usually shortened to lb). Now listen to a heart beat. Is not this as close as we can

get to the sound made by it? This is hardly clear enough to base much upon, but it

seems to confirm what we have learned before. We now know the sounds of four letters

in Hebrew.

Now let us inquire of the birds. The partridge seems to know one word of Hebrew.
Its call is qra, and this is also its name (1 Sam. 26:20). And this is the sound it still

makes after thousands of years. So once again we have a q sound, besides r and a.
Though we cannot feel nearly so safe in basing anything upon them, it does seem

that some words have come down to us altered but very little by the course of time.
Such a one is ebuni, which is practically the same as our ebony. This adds to our list

e and n and i, though we will find that i is ee rather than ih. The word qnmun means

cinnamon, so is nearly Hebrew, and adds the letter m to our list. Some English words

from the Hebrew are helpful, as iubl jubilee. Amn (Amen) corroborates what has been said.

COMPARISON WITH THE GREEK

Perhaps the best human means of checking the ancient pronunciation is to be found

in the transcription of Hebrew names in the Septuagint. Being human, we cannot place

much reliance on details, but a general view should give us an idea how Hebrew was

spoken in the third century before Christ, when the Septuagint was translated. Where

this agrees with our findings in other fields it should be final. This we find to be true

for most of the letters. A vowel or two and the labials are the only exceptions. We

find that the comparison breaks down, however, where the Greek has no equivalent, or

where the vowels have already begun to vary in Hebrew.

I am indebted to friends for a list of over five hundred proper names which gives

the spelling of the Greek and the Hebrew, and a column for every Hebrew letter showing
which Greek letter was used in transcribing it.

The easiest way to examine this table will be to check off those letters first which
are settled beyond a doubt by the figures. Thus Hebrew b is rendered by the Greek b 112

times with only six departures, and g is g 27 times with only two. The following letters
are likewise determined once for all by this table: d 80(2 off), z 28(1), th 60(9), i 194(14),
1 128(3), m 149(4), n 123(4), r 155(2). ph 47(only 3 p). About half of the letters need
no further examination because the evidence against them is not of sufficient weight to

warrant it.
Some of these, however, are of special interest because the Greek distinguishes closely

related sounds. Thus th is used only once for t, while t is so transcribed 13 times,

though 9 times it is also made th. Scholars today, while they would probably acknowledge

that these letters were quite distinct in primitive Hebrew (in which alone we are inter

ested) would give th both sounds, that is, almost identical with t when it has a dot

within it. This, however, seems to be the result ol contact with other languages, as this

table shows, and not the pure Hebrew we are after.

Modern Hebrew has both p and ph (or f). The difference is indicated by a dot in

the letter, which hardens it to p. Independent investigation led me to conclude that

ancient Hebrew had no p. It was always soft, ph (or f). But this was challenged, so a

friend went through the proper names in the Septuagint at my request, and found that p

was never used in pure transcriptions. While in Palestine I was struck with the name

of the Arab newspaper Falastin (in place of Palastin), and I found that the Arabs there

could not pronounce the letter p. Evidently it is not used in modern Arabic. Further

inquiries confirmed this. The table now made seems to settle the matter finally, fn is

used 47 times and p only 3 times. In these cases the Greeks did not transcribe, but

spelled as was their custom, just as we do so often in English. We will not transcribe

Phr in our translation, but make it Persia, for so we are accustomed to call the country

in our own language.

The Hebrew letters s and sh have a story all their own. It seems that these letters

are easily confused. In parts of Europe the colloquial dialect uses sh for s always for the

people cannot pronounce s. The opposite seems to have been the case in Ephraim in

early times (Jd. 12:6). When Jephthah with his Gileadites defeated them and caught

them at the fords of Jordan, he tested them to see if they were Ephraimites by asking

them to say Shibboleth. But it seems that this tribe could not pronounce the sh sounds,

so they said Sibboleth, and paid for it with their lives. Correct pronunciation may be
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The Palatal Letters Hebrew has Vowels

more vital than it seems! For my part, I refuse to endanger my life, like most scholars

do, by putting a dot on the top of the sh to make an s out of it. Remember the Ephraim-
ites at the fords of the Jordan!

But Greek has no sh. How, then, could they translate this passage? Very simply!
They left out a part and only said that the Ephraimites could not pronounce the word.

The two versions of the LXX I have consulted carefully avoid the word shibboleth because

the Greeks also could not pronounce it. Each one translates it by a different Greek word.

Does not this show conclusively that there was no sh sound in Greek? Hence it is clear

that we cannot get this sound through the LXX. So also with tz. Greek could not dis

tinguish between these three letters. Therefore s does duty for them all. We are more

fortunate. We have no letters, indeed, but we have combinations, and can pronounce

the sounds of sh and tz, so can keep them distinct from s.

THE PALATAL LETTERS

In the palatal letters ch, k, q, we seem to have much confusion. Even today the

western languages cannot really represent the sounds in Arabic by their alphabets, and

few can readily pronounce them. I remember speaking to an Arab in Tiberias who was

explaining to me the difference between the pronunciation of Semek, a wady right across

the lake, and Semakh, the town at the southern end of the lake. To me the pronunciation

seemed to be practically the same. I could not "frame to pronounce" the difference

between the final k and kh, though I could discern it. The English have the same diffi
culty with the Scotch ch, which both the k and kh of the Arabic closely resemble. The

best we can do is to have a distinct character for each, according to its location in the

alphabet, and to assign to these characters the sounds of the Hebrew as they are ascer

tained.

It is said that k and q are very frequently interchanged in cognate languages. The

same word spelled with k in one will be q in another. The usual idea is that q is

"harder," being produced in the back part of the palate, with more effort than k. The

difference seems to be beyond most westerners. As, however, we have the letter q as

well as k, and it is quite possible that it differs in the right direction, minute as it may

be, it seems most practical to use it to distinguish these two letters from each other.

Anyone who will examine a number of Hebrew grammars, especially in different lan

guages, will see how inconsistent their spelling is. The English works generally spell

the name of the light class of Hebrew verbs kal, but on the continent some make it Qal.

The latter appeals to me as more practical if k is to be used for k, but it is not worth

while to differ with the textbooks on this ground.

As Greek has no q they sought to distinguish it from k by making the q k and the

k ch as a rule. They then had no letter left for ch, so they usually omitted it, 51 times

out of 71, and used ch when they carried it over, thus confusing ch and k, which they

rendered ch 49 times out of 57. The lesson we should learn is that the Hebrew k should

be sounded softly (perhaps kh will express it), but q hard. It would not be wise to

follow the confusion of the Greek transliteration at this point. It arises from a lack of

sufficient characters and the aspiration which they gave their initial vowel at times,

without representing it in writing. After a vowel ch is usually ch. Before a consonant,

at the beginning of a word, it is replaced by a vowel, probably with the aspirate implied.

Chnne becomes Anna, English Hanna, which is often changed to Anna.

THE HEBREW VOWELS

Vowels are the most unstable sounds in any language. Even in the living languages,

there is more difference in these few letters than in all the rest combined. The enunciation

of an American differs from the literary English chiefly in this regard. Hebrew has

changed greatly in the course of time. The alteration has been so great, indeed, that

the old vowels are now silenced, and a new set has replaced them. Even when the

Septuagint was made this process was well under way. In the names, a was rendered

by a(78), e(20), §(or ay)(22), o(9), and 5(or oo)(3). The letter e was made a(12),

e(l), 3(2). o(7). U was transliterated a(5), e(2), i(l), o(5), u(20), 5(63). I was

written a(2), e(6), 6(2), i(194), o(l), u(l), 5(2). O appears as a(35), e(16), 6(7),

o(13), 5(2). So great is this confusion that it has hardly any weight in deciding the

proper pronunciation of these letters. But, in contrast with present practise, u is a

vowel (not v), and so is e (not h), and o (not ng).

If the transliteration of the proper names sheds little light, it at least shows that
they are vowels, and that is most important at the present time, when a and o are
denied even a letter, being given only apostrophies which have no sound at all. Hebrew
had (and pure Hebrew has) vowels, just like other languages. These must be restored.
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How We Transliterate The Samaritan Bible
A glance at the order of these letters in the Hebrew alphabet will almost suffice to identify
them and give each its proper sound.

In the alphabet on the fly leaf we have tried to show the corresponding letters in
the Latin (or English), the ancient and modern Greek, the Aramaic (commonly called
Hebrew) and the real original Hebrew as shown on the ancient remains, such as were
found at Lachish. The recently found manuscript of Isaiah, which may go back to the
century before the birth of Christ, has the vowels as we have restored them in the Con
cordant Hebrew text, on which this version is based. The location of the vowels in the

alphabets (as they should be) seems to be the best indication of their pronunciation.

In each alphabet the most open of all the vowel sounds seems to come first. It is
a (ah). That this was so in Hebrew seems to be settled by the cry of the partridge.
This is the most-used sound in the proper names, so there seems to be little doubt that
the Hebrew a was originally a[h], as in father.

The vowel u (now usually given as v or w) is found in the full spelling of buqbuq,

hence it has the sound of long u. This is confirmed by the fact that the LXX transcrip
tion makes it either u or o.

That i (pronounced as long ee) is i seems settled by the Greek transcription. There
is no case for .the present method of making it ahee.

That the letter o (generally represented by a reversed apostrophe (') is a real vowel
is clear, for it is always represented by one in the transcription. Coming between mn
and p in the alphabet, it seems the only one for the missing o sound.

TRANSLITERATION OF THE HEBREW

Our system of transliteration is as simple as it can be. It may be used with any
Hebrew text or lexicon, with the equivalents shown on the flyleaf.

THE RESTORATION OF THE ORIGINAL HEBREW TEXT

When the present traditional text is consistently translated, much of it makes no
sense. Hitherto it has been left to scholars to extract a rational rendering by consulting
the context of their own opinion of what was intended. In one of the most scholarly
editions of modern times, the learned editors simply omitted many phrases and passages
because they could not make anything out of the Hebrew text before them. In order
to determine the true condition of the text and provide a basis for its restoration, the
compiler translated most of the literary scrolls, from Job to the end, strictly according
to the Masoretic edition by Christian D, Ginsburg, and published by the Trinitarian
Bible Society. The result shows that the original text must be recovered before a con
cordant version is possible.

Now that it was clear that much work was needed to restore the text, various helps
were consulted, such as Kennedy's "Aid to the Textual Amendment of the Old Testae
ment," Davidson's "The Hebrew Text/* as well as the notes in Ginsburg's Introduction
and margin. As all of this fell far short of our expectations, a painstaking comparison
was made with the three most ancient manuscripts of the Septuagint, and, in some parts,
with other Greek versions, Aquila, Symmachus, Theodotion, and the Hexapla of Origen.

As the Septuagint proved our best aid, it will be well to consider it more closely, and the
relation of the later Greek versions to it* The books of Moses were also checked with the
Samaritan Pentateuch, which supplied quite a few words which had dropped out.

After all this work was done, the whole was checked by the evidence provided by the

ancient manuscript of Isaiah, recently discovered. It also uses the so-called silent con
sonants as vowels.

THE SAMARITAN PENTATEUCH

After carefully comparing the Samaritan text with the Masoretic, as printed in
modern editions, as well as with the tentative Concordant Hebrew Text, we have come
to some conclusions which may be valuable in the recovery of the primitive original. The
text used was that found in Kenmcott's great edition, dated 1776, which seems to be
based on a collation of about a dozen manuscripts for the whole and several more, on
occasion. It is not printed in full. Only the variations from the Hebrew are shown.
This makes it easy to see the differences and judge of their character.

The Concordant Hebrew Text is much fuller than the Masoretic because we have
restored thousands of vowels which have dropped out. Many words are admittedly
"defective" in many of their occurrences, the lacking letters having been replaced by
the modern vowel points. These being gone, we replace the lost letters in the text.
These letters had gradually disappeared. Thousands of them are still present in the

Samaritan text and this again lacks some that are in the Masoretic copies. They all
were undoubtedly present in the text from which both of these were derived. The fact
that we, without the Samaritan text, were able to restore so many letters which it retains,
shows that we are on the right track in our efforts to reconstruct the original. This
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assurance alone is worth all the labor expended on the comparison. As these letters

affect only the spelling of the Hebrew, there is no way of showing this in a version.

The principal value of the Samaritan text for a version lies in the recovery of the
words and passages which have dropped out of the common text. These are marked *. . ."

in the version. In many cases they agree with the Septuagint, the ancient Greek version.
In that case the restoration is practically proved to be correct. Throughout the five

books of Moses, to which the Samaritan text is confined, the symbol '...» will be found.
This denotes that the Septuagint and the Samaritan agree in restoring to the text the word

or words between the 7 and tt. We feel that they must have belonged to the original,
hence value them as most precious treasures and vital parts of God's revelation, which
have been lost a long, long time, but now have been restored to the ordinary reader of
the Scriptures. THE ^

The Greek version of the Hebrew, which was made by Jewish rabbis about the third
century before Christ, differs considerably from the present Hebrew text. As the manu
scripts of this version go back more than five hundred years earlier than the oldest
Hebrew, and were made from a text more than five hundred years earlier still, it con
tains evidence for a text at least a thousand years previous to the Hebrew text now in
circulation. Hence we make much use of it in recovering the original which lies back of
both. The Greek suffers from some of the same faults in transmission as the Hebrew.
A single letter in Hebrew, which can easily drop out or be mistaken for another, may
need a whole word in Greek (as it does in English), which is not nearly so easily taken
for another. Hence the Greek is a safer witness in some ways.

LATER GREEK VERSIONS

About the second century after the coming of Christ, several fresh Greek versions,
or revisions, were made, conforming to the Hebrew text of that time, which were much
nearer the Masoretic text of today than that used for the Septuagint. Only fragments
of these remain. They may offer slight aid in restoring the text, because the Septuagint
does not always give a close rendering of the original, and is itself subject to errors of
transcription. Three of these ancient versions are of special note. Each has a character
of its own. But they have not nearly the weight of the earlier Septuagint because they
were made from a much later Hebrew text, after a period of fierce controversy, in which
the temptation to alter the Hebrew was very strong.

AQUILA'S LITERAL TRANSLATION

In the controversies of the early centuries, the Jews claimed that the Septuagint

differed from the Hebrew, so they rejected it. This was partly because a new school of

Jewish interpreters had formed another Hebrew text, which differed from the earlier

one on which the Septuagint was based. To serve those who did not understand Hebrew,

a very close, literal translation was made by Aquila. It is so crude that it can hardly

be called a version. When there had been no change in the Hebrew, it sometimes gives

a closer rendering than the older Septuagint.

THEODOTION'S REVISION

Another Jewish proselyte, Theodotion, revised the Septuagint to conform it to the
later Hebrew text. He is not literal like Aquila, yet he actually transliterates about a
hundred words. In some places his version was used instead of the Septuagint. As some

of the quotations found in the inspired Greek Scriptures agree with his version, there
must have been an earlier revision, at least of portions, on which he based his work.

SYMMACHUS' IDIOMATIC VERSION

A version expressing the sense in Greek idiom seems to have been the aim of Sym-
machus, who is said to have been a leader of the Ebionites. As a result, his version is
of little help in restoring the text, except in connection with other evidence.

ORIGEN'S HEXAPLA

As the Septuagint differed from the Hebrew, Origen, who lived in the third century,
sought to revise it, so as to conform it to the Hebrew text of his day. As a tool for
this work he wrote the so-called "Hexapla," with six columns, as a rule. In the first

column he wrote the Hebrew words or phrases, one under the other. In the second he

spelled the Hebrew, as well as he could, in Greek letters. In the third he gave Aquila's
literal renderings. In the fourth was Symmachus*. The fifth had the current Septuagint.

The sixth gave Theodotion's version. As Origen assumed the purity of the Hebrew text

and labored to conform the Septuagint to it, marking as doubtful everything which did

not agree with it, his work had a false start and has little value, except as evidence

of the state of the texts in his day. Only fragments of his work have come down to us.

TEXT OF THE SEPTUAGINT

The latest edition of the Septuagint, issued in 1935 by Rahlfs, is based mainly on
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the three most ancient manuscripts, Vaticanus (b), Sinaiticus (s), and Alexandrinus (a).

These are the same as those used in compiling the Concordant Greek text. Hence it is

fitting to use them in restoring the Hebrew. The margin gives their readings, so that

the experience gained in compiling the former work helps us to evaluate the readings of

these great witnesses, and it is not necessary to blindly follow the main text as it stands.

This work is probably the most valuable aid in recovering the ancient Hebrew original.

The main improvement needed is to conform its text to the Hebrew when one of the

manuscripts is in agreement with it. This we do, and so have the best tool for restoring
the ancient text of inspiration that has yet been found. As a result the Greek and
Hebrew agree. They make good sense in translation and are in harmony with their
contexts and with each other.

THE LUCIANIC READINGS

The Lucian revision of the Septuagint, made in the last quarter of the third century
by an elder of the ecclesia at Antioch, contains readings not found in other manuscripts
which point to a Hebrew original evidently superior to the Masoretic text. As the

Rahlfs edition with which we compare the Hebrew is based on a very thorough study
of this evidence and fully recognizes these in the text or footnotes, they have helped us
to restore some important passages.

MISTAKES IN THE SEPTUAGINT
The .Greek version suffers somewhat from the same kind of mistakes in transmission

as the Hebrew. Generally, Greek words have more letters, and these are more distinct

from one another, but sometimes one word is taken for another. In Mai. 1:3 the Greek
reads boundaries where the Hebrew has mountains. The difference between the two is

very great in Hebrew, but very small in Greek. Boundaries is [hioria; [W\ori is moun

tains. Hence we reject the Septuagint reading, and use the Hebrew. In confirmation
we may note the fact that Edom is mountainous, and it makes a more vigorous sense

to threaten that these mountains are to become a desolation, than the boundaries.

OMISSIONS FROM THE HEBREW TEXT

Hear the word of Ieue, ye captains of Sodom!

Give ear to the law of [our] Alueim, ye people of Gomorrah! (Is. 1:10).

This is a perfect parallelism if we leave out the pronoun "our." The Greek omits
the whole word fh'iemdn, (our). The Hebrew ending —nu (our) looks very much like

the letter m, and was substituted for it by mistake. The ancient text probably agreed
with the Greek, as +M« would occasion very little change in the appearance of the Hebrew,
but demands the addition of a whole word in the Greek. The omission of "our" improves
the parallelism. Besides, the possessive pronoun does not spem to harmonize with the
place of distance given the people by the bold figure used. Here apostate Israel is com
pared with Sodom. As such, God is not their God.

OMISSIONS IN BOTH TEXTS
The Greek translation sometimes reads differently from the Hebrew, and concordances

which connect the two are at a loss which word stands for which. Gn. 18:1, for example,

ends with the phrase as the day is warm in Hebrew, yet has only midday in Greek. One

cannot well represent the other. But if we take both, then there is quite an improve

ment, for it is at noon that the day is warm. Therefore we add "at noon," seeing that

the Hebrew equivalent of the Greek calls for NOON as its standard. Combining the two,

we have Abraham sitting at the opening of the tent at noon, as the day is warm. This
gives a harmonious and satisfactory sense. The words from the Septuagint are distin

guished for the reader by being enclosed by the superior figures 70 thus: rat noon*.

The Concordant Version was started with the intention of cleaving closely to the

Masoretic text. Vhen this proved clearly impossible, we turned to the early versions,

especially such as were literal in their renderings. But we found many differences in

these also, because most of them were made from a text corrupted by the great contro

versies which followed the coming of Christ. Eventually it became clear that the safest

evidence for restoring the text is found in the so-called LXX, the Septuagint, which was
made ,*efore the advent of the Messiah. Our text, therefore, is based on all the worth

while evidence at ottr command, but especially on the Masoretic Hebrew text as restored

by the Samaritan Hebrew (in the Pentateuch) and the Septuagint. It does not neces

sarily agree with any, but is the result of their evidence combined with the context.

Special attention was paid to parallelisms and other literary structures, for these are

often decisive in establishing the ancient reading.

The procedure is as follows: The margins of Ginsburg and the readings of Davidson

are transferred to our Hebrew text. Then it is compared with the Samaritan, in the

Pentateuch. Then the Hebrew and Greek texts are collated, and the differences noted

on the Hebrew and a record kept in the Greek by underlining all words which disagree.

Greek words -which do not appear in the Hebrew are put in parentheses. Omitted words
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are indicated by empty parentheses. Then each variation is considered from various stand

points, according to the circumstances. Often the question arises, Is there a Hebrew

word corresponding to the Greek, that looks much like the Hebrew in the text? The

Greek word is examined in a concordance that gives all of the Hebrew words which it

translates in the LXX. Thus, in Gn. 4:7, apostrophe, FROM-turning, refuge, does not

agree with the Hebrew thshqe, run about. But, if the q is changed to b (which is quite

similar to it) then the Greek and Hebrew agree, and we have restoration.

Hebrew is the basis of the Concordant Version, even when it follows translations

in other languages. Each word is first restored to Hebrew, and then turned into English

in accord with our principles and standards. The versions are too loose and discordant

to use in direct restoration. Usually there is sufficient evidence to fix the precise Hebrew

word of the ancient original, but sometimes there is a slight question as to the exact

rendering. In this case the word or phrase is followed by a small, high question mark (?).

This does not indicate necessarily that we doubt its correctness. It shows only that it is

not based on direct evidence, but deduced from facts, and such a deduction is always

questionable among mortals. Our aim in a concordant version is to keep strictly to the
facts, and to avoid the human element, but, when this intrudes, we wish our readers

to be aware of it.

QUOTATIONS FROM THE HEBREW

(Ps. 8:2, 4-6, Mt. 21:16, Hb. 2:6-7)

Inspired quotations from the Hebrew in the Greek Scriptures are the best evidence
for the integrity of the Hebrew text. When these agree, we may be sure that we have

the real original. When they disagree, we must make sure that we have a real quotation,

and not an adaptation, or a mere allusion or reference.

In the second chapter of Hebrews, verses six and seven, we have a quotation from

the eighth psalm which agrees very closely with the Hebrew text as it now stands. Only

two expressions really differ, so that the Hebrew text needs to be changed. There are

other slight variations,, but these arise from the idioms of the languages. The Hebrew

Ps. 8:2 reads found strength where the Greek has attune praise (Mt. 21:16). In verses

four to six, the Greek has messengers, where the Hebrew has Alueim. The phrase, "ordained

strength," was changed to "established strength" by the English Revisers. But it seems

wrong to found strength* as the Hebrew actually says, out of the mouth of sucklings.

We expect something to come out of the mouth, and this is what we find in the inspired

quotation, attune praise. Let us see if the Hebrew scribe may have slipped up in copying

this, after the Septuagint was translated. The Hebrew reads: isdthoz. In the Aramaic

square letters, in which Hebrew was written after the return from Babylon, these letters

have many strokes in common with iklthon, which means conclude a response. Now if

we will turn to the passage in Matthew (21:15), we will see that when the boys in the

sanctuary cried, saying, "Hosanna to the Son of David!" the chief priests and scribes

resented it. They did not respond, but the boys did. The proposed rendering fits in

perfectly.

Our Authorized Version did not follow the Hebrew in rendering "Thou hast made

him a little lower than the angels." The'Revisers changed this to "gods," with the

margin "Or, the angels, Heb. Elohim." Here again there is quite a similarity between

the two renderings in Hebrew, due to the fact that the letter m (meaning from) stands

before God. The Hebrew reads maleim (from God). This might easily be copied by mis

take from mlakim (messengers). The letters are the same except the e and k, although
two are transposed. The evidence of the inspired quotation, besides the Septuagint (which

would be sufficient by itself), justifies us in restoring the text to messengers. This does

away with a grave difficulty. Man was not made a little lower than God! To interpret

it as meaning a little while, only makes matters worse, as if we would yet be the equals

of the great Subjector! The argument in the epistle to the Hebrews is decisive. There

the Son of God is better than the messengers (Hb. 1:2-14). In contrast to this, as the

Son of Mankind, He was made a little lower than the messengers for the suffering of
death. Mankind is made some whit inferior to the messengers. Only in Christ, and as

partakers of His glories, can mankind take a place superior to messengers. Of this the

Psalmist was not aware.
DEFECTIVE SPELLING

Many vowels are left out of modern Hebrew texts, principally as a result of the

additions of the vowel and other signs. A comparison of parallel passages, such as

2 Sa. 22 and Ps. 18, makes it evident that this is mostly a matter of chance. The Psalm

has about twenty more vowel letters, as well as mn for m (which both mean from) twictf.

The vowels u, i. e, and a, are often omitted because they can be replaced by signs, and
are usually serviles, which do not affect the sense, but the grammar. We strive to spell

all words in full.
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♦ £8 the,^ptuagint often 8Pens Achan with an r in place of an n. and this means
trouble, and the valley has this name, we correct Achan to Achar throughout. The Hebrew
words look alike, thus: jay okn,-oy okr.

2. THE REVISION OF THE HEBREW GRAMMAR

Grammatically, Hebrew belongs to an entirely different group of languages than
English. Much confusion has been introduced by using grammatical terms which are
foreign to Hebrew, and not only do not fit, but denote forms which do not even exist.
The Hebrew "verb" is quite different from the English. It has no tense. It changes its
form slightly to express being and causing, and has passives of these, as well as a

reflexive form. All this is done without auxiliaries, by simply prefixing, inserting, or

affixing a letter or two. In English we usually add an auxiliary, as be, have, or cause or

self, but often our word fits one of these forms without change, as be blest (state), be

blest [by] (passive), bless self (reflexive). The two great classes of verbs in Hebrew are

called the Complete (Perfect) and the Incomplete (Imperfect).

In a concordant version the grammar must be consistent and the English equivalents

have uniform and exclusive standards. This has necessitated a thorough revision of
Hebrew grammar. It has been reclassified according to the facts. New names have been
given which express the function of each form. Much contained in former grammars
has been verified, but far-reaching changes have been made, so that this version should,
under no circumstances, be used with other grammars, but compared only with the brief
presentation given herewith. It is based on an exhaustive concordance of every form

found in the Scriptures, and a special card index of all the branches of the verb. Only

such changes have been made as were dictated by the actual evidence and the principles
underlying the laws of language. It will help to point out those features in which this
version differs from the usually accepted grammars.

THE ORIGINAL NATURE LANGUAGE

Hebrew, being the original, inspired tongue, not confused by the disintegration of

Babel, cannot be translated into a modern language uniformly as the Concordant Version of

the Greek Scriptures was done, but must use several grammatical forms for one Hebrew

form to give the time, to suit the context. The very same letter combination, though having

the same broad significance, may have a different usage, due to the context.
As the older Hebrew grammars referred to the "preterite" and the "future" of

Hebrew verbs, we gave this a prolonged test. But we were forced to the conclusion that

the Hebrew verb does not indicate the "tense" or time by modifying the spelling of the

verb, but, as Samuel Pike said long ago, "In the Hebrew language, it is taken for granted

that a person may know by the very scope, drift and currency of what he reads, whether

it is the history of a thing past, a prophecy or promise of things future: or a doctrine or

moral observation about what is true at present, or continually, and the like; so that there

is no necessity to distinguish the one from the other by the use of tenses. And it is very

evident that this is not the proper design of them in the Hebrew; for both the tenses,

called the preter and the future are used equally and promiscuously in prophecies or

promises of things long to come, and of histories of things long past. So that, when

in Hebrew we are reading history, we must translate the future as well as the the preter

tense, as if relating what is past; and in prophecy, we must explain the preter as well as

future tense, as speaking of things to come."

God's revelation is on a higher spiritual plane than other literature. Especially in

prophecy, both past and future, God sometimes speaks of things as if they are being

enacted before our eyes. John, in his apocalype saw and heard what he records, although

they were in the far future. So there are times when the present participial form, —ing,

is appropriate in English (see Gen. 1:2, 3, 4, etc.)

HEBREW IDIOM

As Hebrew grammar is much simpler than later languages, the forms cover more

ground than they, so exact equivalents depend on the context as well as the form. Thus

it is with breath of lives (nshmth chiim) or of the living. As the Hebrew is plural, the first

may be closer to the original, but, as it is not clear English and the word living implies the

plural in this context, it may be preferable. Names, also, may be adapted to their

application. Moses (Mshe), for instance, means Removed, when used of his removal from

the water (Ex. 2:10). But it is more than likely that it includes his life-work as the

Remover of Israel from Egypt to Canaan.
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THE HEBREW VERB

Much obscurity has been introduced into the study of the first language of mankind by
the use of grammatical terms, such as past, present, and future for which Hebrew has no
forms. The person of verbs is indicated by prefixing the first part of primitive pronouns
or affixing the latter part to a stem, which, by itself denotes third person, he, or it. This
method divides the verb into two great classes, which we may call the Complete and the
Incomplete forms. The Complete form calls mostly for the English Indefinite (incorrectly
called the "Present"), or the Past tense, whereas the Incomplete form usually is rendered
by the Present Participle (—ing), or Future, since this form is usually used of actions
not yet completed. This agrees with the usual division into Preterite (Past), and future.
In some new grammars these are called the Perfect and Imperfect states. In all cases,

however, it must agree with the tenor of the context.

The Hebrew language, like living objects in nature, and unlike the lifeless angular

contraptions built by man, conforms to its surroundings, and varies to suit circumstances.

Occasionally there are additional letters, as a, e, u, i, n, th, for various reasons, such as

emphasis, or ease in pronunciation. It is exceedingly condensed, and was a laborious and

expensive method of writing, so we must expect brevity to be the rule.

The accompanying table, the Chart of the Hebrew Verb, shows the prefixes

and endings of the three Persons, singular and plural, for the Complete and Incomplete

forms. The three dots represent the usual three stem letters.

CHART OF THE HEBREW VERB

COMPLETE INCOMPLETE
...thi I a... (FEMININE)
...th YOU th... th...i

(sing.)

HE or IT »...

...e SHE th...

...nu WE n...

...thm (masc) YE th...u th...ne

...thn (fem)

...u THEY i...u th...ne

Generally Idiomatic English "I write"
"I write" equivalents governed "I am writing"

"I wrote" by the context. "I will write"

Passive of Complete form made by prefixing n to the stem.
Reflexive (self) form made by prefixing eth to the stem.
Imperative (command) form made by prefixing en to the stem.
Causative form made by prefixing e to the stem and inserting i between the second and

third radicals (or stem letters).

Besides the two classes above, Hebrew verbs have two Branches, Causative and* Reflexive,
(self); two Modes, Indicative (I-do) and Imperative (Do); two Voices, Active and
Passive; two Verbals, Infinitives (to-) and Participles (-ing). These are reflected, as
nearly as possible, by the idiomatic English equivalents.

The Participles and Infinitives, being of the nature of an adjective or a noun, may be

so rendered, to agree with the context.

PASSIVE VERBS

The nature of the Simple and Causative Incomplete classes of verbs is such that they
cannot be inactive or passive, so these have no such form. But the Simple Complete form
indicates its Passive (Niphal) by prefixing n... to the Indicative, or en... to the Impera
tive. In the Causative Complete branch, the Passive form (Hophal) is indicated by the
omission of the i of the Causative Complete form (e... for e. .t.).

The Reflexive Self branch (Hithpael) by its nature cannot be passive.

IDIOMATIC CAUSE FORMS

Other words must often take the place of cause. In place of cause light, cause ear and
cause alive we must say cgive light, cgive ear and cpreserve alive.

TIME OR TENSE

In Hebrew it is not necessary to change the verb to suit the time. They say simply "I go

tomorrow" or "I go yesterday," not "I will go tomorrow," or "I went yesterday." Their

simple method is just as clear, when the context indicates the time. Yet, even then,

idiomatic English forces us to insert the time words or forms. As the time is indicated, to
put these auxiliaries, will and the form went (which includes the word go) in lightface,

might be misleading, so we serve this notice on the student, that these words have been

added or adapted by us for the sake of English idiom, and he must consult the context for

the evidence.
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THE MASORETIC GRAMMAR

From the inception of this work, about a half century since, we decided that the

points in the Hebrew texts are not inspired. But we supposed that some of them were
used to indicate letters that had been dropped to gain space. Recent finds show that this

is not the case. These letters are lacking as well as the points. This has led us to revise

the grammar, omitting everything entirely dependent on points.

Before this, the grave difficulties attending an accurate and concordant rendering of

these forms had led us to doubt their existence. They seem to have been an attempt of

the Masorites to register varieties of usage rather than grammar. As these differ in

the idioms of all languages, they vary with each word, and are explained in the lexicon.

For instance, lmd learn is used of things, teach of persons, in English. This is indicated

by another word in the context, not by a grammatical alteration in the spelling of the word

learn. The meaning is the same if we say learn others, as in Hebrew. Modern usage only

requires the change.

In the noun it is usually supposed that Hebrew has no neuter gender, but we name
the so-called "masculine" an indefinite, and thus cover all genders.

The so-called "infinitive" and "participle" we call verbals. The former is a verbal

noun, and belongs with the Complete forms; the latter is a verbal adjective, and belongs

with the Incomplete forms. As these are very often the same in form as nouns and

adjectives, they are often translated as such.

The so-called Hebrew "root" we call the stem, as this figures its function far better

than a root system, out of which the main stem of a plant emerges. Instead of "radicals"

we have stem letters. And this leads us to speak of the modifications of the stem, which

spring out of it. as branches.
A "conjugation" of the verb we call a branch because it is an addition to the simple

stem, and springs from it like the branch from the stem of a plant.

A special effort has been made to distinguish the various branches, as this has been
largely overlooked hitherto. We differ in making- the simple stem a state, rather than
an action, as a rule, and use the auxiliaries is and have to express this in English. In
this way we are able to distinguish the simple stem of the Complete form from the other

branches, which has hitherto seemed impossible in many instances.
As so few of the Chaldee grammatical forms occur in the Scriptures, we do not

publish special tables. We have compared the Chaldee with the Hebrew and used the
same standards in comparable forms. In general the so-called Peal ~ Kal, the Fael a Piel,
the Aphel - Hiphil. the Ithpeal - Hithpael.

Regularly, when the simple stem denotes a state, as be resolute, the Cause and the Self

branches use these very words in the English renderings. The word resolute (amtz) may

be rendered "Be resolute!" (Dt. 31:6) in the simple stem, "cause [your heart] to be
resolute" (Ps. 27:14) in the Cause branch, and "[make] themselves resolute" (2 Chr. 13:7)
in the Self branch. This simple method can be used throughout the sublinear whenever the

Hebrew simple stem denotes the state of being something, as above.

HEBREW CONTEXTUAL

The context is employed by Hebrew for brevity's sake and to assure safety, far more

than in the Teutonic languages into which it is mostly translated, therefore it cannot

always be translated without relying on the connection to a large extent. For instance, it
does not use the stem be, expressing mere existence, because that is self-evident. But the
form cause-be, is often used. Even become must often be varied to "come to be," or bcome,
or even bee, to accord with English idiom. But the sense is always the same. In the Greek
Scriptures the word be seldom occurs, and is either emphatic or a figure of speech, as in

the phrase "This is My body.*'

WORD BUILDING

The Very simple structure of the language, being based on comparatively few stems,

which, like trees, have branches, but unlike them each branch varies a little in its fruit,
makes the various members of a word family (to change the figure), with one basic trend,

yet very different in character.

THE PRONOUN

Pieces of the pronoun ai*e added to verbs, nouns and particles in Hebrew in order

to express the person, singular. I. yon. it (or he) : and plural, we, ye. they, with special

forms for the feminine, you, she, ye, and they. See the table of verbs for this use. The

fragments follow in the Complete forms, but precede, or are on both ends, of the word in the

Incomplete forms.
As suffixes, pieces of the pronouns are largely used to point out the object in verbs,

me, you, him, her, us, you (plural), and them. But they indicate the genitive, or posses

sion, in nouns, my, your, his, her, our, your, their.
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The Hebrew Elements Plural Implies Two

When a separate object is needed they are added to the sign of the accusative, or
object, ath. See the table of Pronouns.

GRAMMAR OF THE PRONOUN

SEPARATES

PRONOUN

USED WITH

VERBS

SUFFIXES OF

NOUNS

anki, anuki, ani I i- ... thi —4 my

athe you you- ... th —k your

ath you/

eua he it-, he- ... —eu, —u his

eia she she- ... e —e her

SUFFIXES OF

VERBS

—ni me

—k you

—eu,—u him

—e her

SEPARATE

OBJECT

ath i —me

ath k —you

athu —him

ath e —her

anchnu, anu we we- ... nu —nu our —nu us ath nu —us

athm ye you/) ye- ... thm —km yourp —km Youp ath km —Youp

athne, athn ye/ ye/- ... thn —kn yourp/ —kn Yovpf

erne, em they they- ... u —em, —m their —em, —m them ath m —them

ene, en they/ —en, —n their/ —en, —n them/ ath n —them/

THE HEBREW ELEMENTS

In the margin of the Concordant version the Hebrew is transliterated in italic type.

The English transliterations use SMALL capital letters for the stem or central meaning,

and common type for the modifications.

THE DEFINITE ARTICLE

The Hebrew definite article E corresponds somewhat in usage to the English "the."

In the version a high period is used when the article cannot be expressed in English.

When the article is lacking in Hebrew we omit it, if possible, in the version. If

"the" is used in the version where it fails in the Hebrew it is printed in lightface type.

Proper names of persons or cities are always without the article. Especial care is

needed with such names as Adam which may mean human or humanity.

A noun with a possessive affix never has the article, as susi, my horse (never Esusi,

the my horse).

THE HEBREW PLURAL

The plural, in Hebrew, denotes two, unless the context calls for more, so that it is

necessary to add the numeral two at times, as when the Hebrew fifty and hundreds must

be rendered two =hundred a fifty (Ex. 30:24). Three parallel lines (=) indicate the plural

in Greek, but only two (=) in Hebrew.

FORCE OF AUXILIARY LETTERS

In the formation of words and names, the stem is usually modified by the addition or

insertion of auxiliary letters, such as the vowels a, e, i, u, and consonants b, k, 1, m, n.

Some seem to have a somewhat constant force, as the letter n for the passive, i for the
causative, th for the self branch of the verb. In a few this seems quite clear. The letter

b (in) suggests inclusion, the letter m (from) derivation, to form noucis from verbs, the

letter th (give) dispensation. The letter a seems sometimes used as an intensive. These

terms must be given their widest meaning to cover all cases.

The letters of the Name of the Deity, Ieue, are translated for us in the book of the

Unveiling of Jesus Christ (1:4, 11:17, 16:5), so that we know their force when used of
time: I (will) e (be) u (ing) e (was). According to this, i has the general sense of
causation, e of existence, and u of continuance. As the letter e is the (unused) verb be, and

u is constantly used for and, and the i is used in the pronouns I, my, and me, and to form

the causative verb, it may suggest the widest sense of causation.

Many names of persons in the Scripture have a stem which can be determined from

its usage in general. Thus dm denotes like. But why was an a prefixed when applied to
Adam and humanity? As these are most like Alueim of all land life, we suggest that the

a is intensive, and makes the meaning likest.

Three rivers of Eden have an i inserted in their stem, so we end all their names with
—er to show that it is caused by their action. Phishun (Pison) is Diffuser, Chuile

(Havilah) is Travailer, Giehun is Forth-rusher. Eve's name, however, is Chue, as the u
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denotes continuance we render it living, not liv-er. The peculiarities of modern languages,

however, demand a departure from uniformity and accuracy in most cases, so the work

is only suggestive and should be viewed in the light of the context.

As an important example, let us take the letter 1. Before and distinct from a word, it
has the general force of to. With an emphatic or nominal a- in front of it, it may be
simply an emphatic form, or indicate a nuance which we are not able to express in
English. But a- makes nouns, so it may mean to-er, one who directs or turns something

or -one to aught else. The Septuagint translates it The-os Plac-er, and uses it of the Deity.

There is much else that confirms this, and a study of God's consummation shows that it

has the special sense of Subjector (1 Cor. 15:28). So we use SUBjECTor as our standard.

3. THE COMPILATION OF THE VOCABULARY

THE ENGLISHMAN'S HEBREW CONCORDANCE

The dire need of a concordant version was first suggested to the compiler by the

use of Wigram's concordances. Under the words of the original, these concordances give
the passages as rendered by the Authorized Version, with their translation in italic letters.
One would expect each Hebrew word to be represented by the same English term, with
a few variations for the sake of idiom. This is so in some cases. Nevertheless many
renderings are startlingly inconsistent. But the worst feature of such a version is the
cross-wiring. Not only are many expressions used for a single word in the original, but
these, in turn, serve to render other Hebrew words. This makes clarity and exactitude
impossible.

To clear up this confusion, the contexts of each word were examined in order to
discover the nearest English equivalent. This was underlined or entered as the exclusive

term for this word only. The same was also done in the Hebrew and English indexes.

To avoid being used for any other term, it was crossed out wherever it occurred else

where. In this way a concordant, exclusive vocabulary was built up. It was modified

only when English idiom demanded it.

Word families were also studied in this way, and each stem of one, two, three or

more letters was given a comprehensive STANDARD, which was distinguished by CAPITAL

letters. By associating all words from the same stem together, the field of evidence for

the meaning was widened. This was especially helpful when there were few occurrences,

or the contexts gave no assistance.

Concordances of the Greek translation, with their indexes, which show what Greek

words were used for each Hebrew expression, and the number of times, were a great
help, not only in fixing the exact sense, but in adapting the version to that of the Greek

Scriptures. The same things were given the same names when practicable. In collating

the Greek with the Hebrew in fixing the text, the original was continually checked by

the translation.

The literary form of large portions of the Hebrew, especially the numerous parallel

isms, call for a close discrimination of synonyms, which helped much to refine and con

firm our findings. By working with the whole vocabulary at once, it is possible to sort

out the nearest English expressions much more satisfactorily than by dealing with only

one word at a time. There is always a possibility that the English term fits another

Hebrew word more closely and vice versa. The only drawback is a small amount of

stiffness and awkwardness due to the emphasis, syllabication, or other obscure and

unimportant causes, which we seek to overcome by slight adjustments in the English

diction. The strangeness will disappear with use.

THOUGHT-RHYMES AS AN AID TO EXACT TRANSLATION

It is well known that the Psalms are "poetry/', although only the Scotch paraphrases

seem to show this in English. We think of poetry as metrical or rhyming. But, notwith

standing earnest efforts to discover some such literary features in the Hebrew Scriptures,

it is questionable if they exist. Indeed, even if there were, how difficult would this be to

translate closely! Instead, as everyone who reads the Bible attentively has doubtless

observed, Hebrew poetry consists rather in the repetition of harmonious or nearly syn

onymous ideas, that is, in thought-rhymes. As an appropriate example, consider the

words Hosea used to close his prophecy,

Who is wise also understands these things,
Understanding, he also knows them.

One of the chief tasks of a translator is to discover the exact thought area covered

by each word, and to distinguish it from its near neighbors. Thus, in the parallel couplet
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Thought Rhymes Thought Divergence
just quoted, we have three words, wise, understand, know. It is neither easy nor prac
tical to test these English equivalents by seeking to define them by words. A more direct
and satisfactory way is to interchange them and note the effect. Suppose we render the
couplet thus i

Who understands is also wise in these things,
And knowing, he also understands them.

But, alas, the understanding are not always wise, and one who understands has
already gone beyond mere knowledge. The test brings out the beauty of the text as first
translated, where wisdom has the highest place, understanding next and knowledge last.
The wise will first understand Hosea's message, then they will make it their possession
in the form of knowledge. Is it not clear that these words should never be interchanged
in translation ? It is one of the commendable features of our honored Authorized Version
that it usually keeps them distinct. Yet, with regret, we note that it uses wise in place
of understanding (Prov. 17:10, 28:7) where the distinction may not be so clear. But is it
not just as good English to be consistent in these passages ? We would suggest:

A rebuke is 7dismaying? one who has understanding

More than a hundred smitings in one who is stupid.

He who preserves the law is an understanding son,

Yet an associate of prodigals confounds his father.

Our venerable version also renders another Hebrew word, which denotes intelligent,

by means of wise. In these cases, to use a pardonable pun, the translation cannot be said

to be wise! Among others we would suggest (Prov. 17:2)

An intelligent servant shall rule over a son who causes shame,

And shall be apportioned a lot among brothers.

THOUGHT DIVERGENCE

Unlike the poetry of sound, thought stanzas may show contrast in place of concord.

They may be parallel in form, but antithetic in thought. They may give us antonyms in

place of synonyms. Yet these literary forms are also valuable in fixing the thought

contents and limits of the Hebrew words employed and help much in choosing the most

suitable English equivalents. The following is a familiar example (Prov. 10 :1) :

A wise son is rejoicing a father,

Yet a stupid son is the humiliation of his mother.

4. IDIOMATIC ENGLISH, SPELLING, ETC.
CONTROLLED IDIOM

Idiom is the figure of speech which, to a large extent, renounces uniformity, and

expresses a thought in accord with the peculiarities of a language. All versions are

idiomatic, but the Concordant Version endeavors to keep the idiom under control, so that

the translator cannot introduce his own ideas under the cover of idiomatic language. The

A.V. renders the word for hallow as follows: proclaim (a solemn assembly 2 Ki. 10:20),

prepare (war Jr. 6:4), sanctify (a fast Joel 2:15). The first two words, proclaim and

prepare, do not express the sense of holy at all, and it is hardly good English to sanctify

a fast, nor does it agree with the previous renderings. We have rendered it consistently:

proclaim or herald a holy war (or assembly, or fast), thus giving a uniform rendering in

accord with present day English.
The sublinear manuscript, as in the Greek, is uniform in its translations, without any

regard for understandable English. It is an intermediate form, using English words after

the Hebrew manner. The version, however, is the complement of the Hebrew, and uses
the English words according to the English idiom. It is not uniform, but consistent, or

concordant. Our venerable Authorized Version is supposed to be very idiomatic English,
unlike the Hebrew. But a comparison of the most popular passages will show that its
attractive style is not due to the pure English of the translators' day, but because it has
followed the Hebrew. It was not "good" English until custom and age and associations
transformed it into the best diction in the language. This has encouraged us to do like

wise, even at the risk of temporary unpopularity, for only by cleaving closely to the

Hebrew can we carry oveu the emphasis and other literary features which reveal the
vivacity and force of the inspired original.

OMISSIONS OF THE PRONOUN

The pronouns, I, you, he, she, they, etc., are omitted without further notation, when

English idiom does not demand it and the sense is clear, in the following cases, among

others: When verbs follow one another, the later pronouns are understood in English.
When Hebrew uses forms which imply the pronoun even when a noun is present, as,
And he-takes . . . Eleazar. This we render And Eleazar takes, omitting the he. Such
phrases as which ... in her are resolved into in which, dropping the last pronoun, whicb

is unnecessary for the sense.
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THE EMPHATIC PRONOUN

Ordinary English diction has a very weakening effect on its verbs, for it usually puts

the pronoun first, which is the emphatic position; The languages of the original use only

one or more letters added to the stem, without affecting the emphasis. Therefore we put

the pronoun after the verb when it is not emphatic. Yet if the pronoun is repeated in the
inspired text, we repeat it, and put it first. In this way the point of the passage is made

prominent, and the person is emphasized, if needed, yet the act when this is the real point.

MEANING AND USAGE

A uniform sublinear can give us the meaning of the words, but a concordant version

must pay attention to their usage also. If the Hebrew connectives in, to, and from were

always carried over into a version, it could no longer be understood. Usually they may

be used. "In the beginning" is just as clear in English as in Hebrew. But we cannot

say, "sway in the fish" (Gn. 1:26). We say sway iover. In this case we point out the

change by putting a small i for in before over. This is done throughout when practicable,

where English usage demands a word with quite a different meaning. But the Hebrew

usage is retained as much as possible when it is understandable, for the Authorized

Version has shown that it can readily and happily be assimilated by our tongue.

THE IDIOM OF THE ARTICLE (THE)

As there is some difference in the usage of the article in Hebrew and English, it is

indicated in the Concordant Version by means of an inconspicuous dot when absent, and

printed in lightface type when inserted in English. We cannot well say, "Yet spirit of

Alueim is vibrating over face of the water." We must insert "the" thrice. "Yet the spirit

of the Alueim is vibrating over the surface of the water." (Gn. 1:2). On the other hand,

English idiom forbids us to say, "And making is the Alueim two the great the luminaries."

We must omit the two articles and say, "And making is the Alueim two 'great 'luminaries."

The two high dots show that the is in the original.

The so-called "indefinite" article (a or an) has the force of one, hence does not take
the place of the missing Hebrew article. In neither Hebrew nor English has the article
the force of the only one, but rather implies others, if emphasized.

THE SIGN FOR THE OBJECT

The Hebrew ath, commonly called an "article," simply points out the accusative
case, or the object of the verb. There is no particle in English which has this force,
so we replace it by a short stroke, like a xgrave ^accent, to show where it occurs in the
original and to indicate the fact that the following noun is not the subject, but the
object of the sentence.

SPECIAL HEBREW IDIOMS

The A.V. translates the literal Hebrew "to die you shall be dying" (Gn. 2:17), as

*'thou shalt surely die." Yet the event agreed perfectly with the literal Hebrew, but not

with the English version. Adam became mortal and eventually died, just as his descend

ants do today. This idiom occurs quite often. We do not wish to follow the example

of the A.V. in interpreting this form of expression. It probably is used as a figure on

many occasions in order to stress a statement, but it may also be quite literal, as in

the case of Adam. Figures, as a rule, need not be interpreted, but may be carried over

from one language to another. Hence it seems wisest to introduce this form of expression

into our version in some cases, and depend upon its context to teach the English reader

its force and function. When it is used to strengthen a statement, we usually repeat the

verb twice, separated by a "yea" in lightface type. In Gn. 50:24 Joseph tells his brothers,

"Yet visit, yea visit will the Alueim you." When this is not possible, and an adverb is

supplied the initial letter of the repeated verb is affixed to it. If we used surely in this

passage, we would put a small v, in Roman type, before it to show that it is a repetition of

the word visit in the Hebrew text. It would read vsurely visit.

When it was deemed necessary, we have coined a new word. Due to the theory of

evolution the word species has lost its definite meaning of an interbreeding community,

such as is indicated by the Hebrew "min" (cause-from), so we have used a combination of

from, the meaning of the Hebrew, and kind, the familiar term of our most popular

version, and separate them by a hyphen, and suggest that it be adopted into the English

vocabulary (Gn. 1:11, 12, 21, 24, etc.).

THE SPELLING OF THE PROPER NAMES

In the margin we spell all Hebrew proper names as they should be pronounced,

translated from the Original, so that all will have the evidence before them.
Names variously spelled in the A.V., as Hezekiah, Hizkiah, Hizkijah, are rendered

uniformly Hezekiah. The letter j and its sound dg are unknown in Hebrew, so we avoid
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it when possible. Usually the A.V. ends words with a, when the Hebrew has it, but
with ah when the original has e, so we have carried out this rule more uniformly.

By applying the two cardinal principles of a concordant version, many names had
to be slightly changed, but not enough to bring in confusion in the minds of Bible

readers. Thus Iddo, standing as it does for six distinct Hebrew names, has been
changed, in five instances, to Adu, Ioddu, Oddua, Oddu and Oddia. These conform more
closely to the Hebrew, yet are very similar to Iddo.

Many Hebrew names have the divine titles Al or Ieue as part of their composition.
Thus we have Beth-el, or Beth-El, or Bethel. In order to indicate the presence of the
title we would prefer to spell it Beth-Al. But it would be impracticable to carry this
out uniformly, and spell Nathanael as Nathana-Al. We use Beth-El. The inscriptions
found at Lachish show conclusively that, in ancient times, names ending in —ie, were
changed to —ieu when the action indicated was in progress. As only part of the name
Ieue Will-be-ing-was is affixed, it does not indicate the name of the Deity, but only a part
of its meaning. Affixed, —ie means -will-be, —ieu, will-be-ing as in Irm-ie-u Jeremiah
Exalter-will-be-ing. Prefixed, it means the same, as in Ieu-shuo Josua (Jesus) Will-be-
saving.

Where there are two spellings in use, neither of which corresponds to the Hebrew,
as Shealtiel and Salathiel, we have combined the two parts which are most nearly cor

rect, as Shalthiel.

THE MEANING OF THE NAMES

The meaning of the names, as given in the margin, has been the subject of prolonged

research. As we already knew most of the stems, we have tried to fix the force of the

servile letters, but this is very difficult in English, for they cover a vast variety of words

in our tongue, seeing that it, unlike Hebrew, comes from the confusion of Babel* We have

striven to come as close as we could, but often it is not satisfactory. It will be understood,

therefore, that this is still under investigation and subject to further study and improve

ment, although anything like perfection is not to be expected.

Extra heavy vowel letters in proper names, indicate which syllable should be stressed

when pronouncing these names. When an extra heavy vowel letter occurs in other words,
however, it indicates that the word was the first word in the Hebrew sentence, and is
therefore emphatic.

THE DIVINE NAME AND TITLES

How many gods are there? The Bible speaks of Alueim (To-subjectors) as "God"

over two thousand times. But it also makes it plural, "gods", about one-tenth as often.

It renders Al (Subjector) uniformly "God" over two hundred times. Alue (To-subjector)

is also rendered the same, "God," or "god" over fifty times. Yet Ieue (Will-be-ing-was)
is also rendered God (with small capitals) nearly three hundred times. A student would

need to be very dense, mentally, if this does not confuse and confound him. Halfway

measures might even make the matter worse. So the only possible way of being a real

help to those who wish to know God, their Subjector, and His spirit operating in humanity,

is to go back to the original, inspired titles, as is done with nearly all other names and

use the inspired Hebrew pronunciation, and put the meaning in the margin.

In order to express the transcendent truth that the one spirit of our God (Al) acts

through several channels, yet is the same spirit of subjection, the plural form Alueim or

Alueim (without the m in Hebrew), take a singular verb. It may be incorrect grammar,

but it is truth that transcends the rules of a human language.

It is practically impossible to learn, from modern translations, when the To-Subjector,

the Son of Al, the Anointed, or Christ, Jesus, our Lord, appears on the pages of the

Hebrew Scriptures. Of course the spirit of both Al and Alue appear constantly in the

title Alueim. This is plural (-im) only in the sense that Al operates by His spirit in and

through Alue, the «To-A*subjectwor (Jn. 1:1) and others who also partake of this spirit,

as prophets, including all who are energized by the holy spirit of Al, the Subjector. These

are "three in one," in anticipation of the future consummation, when all are subject to Al,

the Subjector, and He becomes All in all (1 Cor. 15:20-28).

5. THE FUNCTION OF THE SIGNS, TYPE FACES, ETC.

The shortcomings of our Concordant Version are publicly displayed on ©very page

by the presence of the signs and the use of lightface and boldface type. English idiom
insists on words not in the Original, so we put these in lightface type. It demands that

we omit some words. These we add in very small letters, which will not interfere with

the reading. Even if it forces us to place the words so as to obscure the emphasis, we

preserve this by means of extra bold letters.

When the article (the) is omitted, a high period is placed before the word to which
it belongs. When it is inserted in English, it is printed in lightface type.
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If we must use a singular where the original has a plural, two horizontal lines are
added if it is deemed worthwhile.

The untranslatable particle ath, which points out the object of the verb in Hebrew,
is indicated by a small, slanting stroke 0) like a grave accent. If our principles did not
require that we reproduce everything in the Hebrew in the English version, we might
have overlooked this particle, which is sometimes mistakenly called an "article." Besides,
the sign not only shows that ath is in the Hebrew, but points out the object of the verb,

which is welcome in English, because the objective form is usually lacking there.

TEXTUAL SIGNS

The Concordant Hebrew Text is not based solely on the Masoretic or Traditional

manuscripts, handed down by Jews, but uses the Septuagint, the Samaritan Pentateuch,

and occasionally the Syriac, the Qumran and other manuscripts, in order to restore

the original Hebrew text. For this reason we indicate the source of each rendering

whenever it differs from the modern Hebrew. As the Septuagint is usually recognized

by the number seventy, we place a tiny italic 7 before and a ° after every passage which

is based alone on this ancient Greek version. As we do not merely turn this into English,

but first into Hebrew, and this into English, there may be a slight element of uncer

tainty, at times. In this case we put a small italic f in place of the °.

In the books of Moses the ancient copy known as the Samaritan Pentateuch has been

compared with the usual text. It has preserved some readings which have fallen out.

We use an italic capital 8 before such a passage and a small n after it. In case the Sep

tuagint concurs, both are indicated by putting 7 before and n after it. When a reading

is found in both of these important manuscripts, it is usually adopted.

The Syriac version is also considered. In case a reading comes from it, an italic c

follows the passage. The Syriac is used only to confirm a Septuagint or a Samaritan

reading. Then an italic 7 is placed first and an italic c last where the Syriac confirms the

Septuagint, and an italic capital s and a c where the Syriac confirms the Samaritan read

ing. The 8 and c do not stand for Syriac alone, for we do not record such readings, but

for the Samaritan and the Syriac combined.

The small italic question mark f is not intended to give the impression that we doubt

the appropriateness of the rendering, but that it is not based on first hand evidence,
hence is not as well authenticated as the rest of the text.

About the time of the return from the captivity, the ancient Hebrew characters were

changed to the square Chaldean letters which are in use today. At that time some of the

custodians of the text, called Sopherim, made some alterations in it. Fifteen of these

are indicated in the present Hebrew text. Besides this, in 134 cases, they altered the

divine name, Ieue (Jehovah) to Adon. The vowel points of Adon were always placed

under Ieue, out of mistaken reverence. So arose the pronunciation Jehovah. We have

always restored these passages when they affected the translation, and have marked

them by placing an italic capital s before and small ph after each case.

The so-called "Severin" readings have been treated the same as other marginal

notes, which are usually incorporated into the text without further comment.

HOW EMPHASIS IS INDICATED

We stress our statements, especially when our feelings are roused, by putting the

most vital word first. So, in the Hebrew Scriptures, the main thought of a sentence is

usually found in its leading expression. If we emphasize this, it usually gives us the

point of the passage. This is often lost in a version, because the order of the words is

determined by idiom in English, so that the emphatic word cannot come first. In the

Concordant Version the emphasis of the original is preserved, whenever possible, by the

order of the words, and, besides this, one or more letters are printed heavier and slightly

larger to show which word should be stressed, even if it is not first.

Once we know the principal point in a passage, the rest of it falls into place. English

idiom, we regret to say, often refuses to give the emphatic word its proper place. In most

cases we may have transgressed our idiom by leading off with the verb/in order to put the

stress where it belongs. This will be forgiven by all who have learned to value the correct
emphasis. Those who bear with it will find it very agreeable when once accustomed to it.

The pronoun is emphatic when it repeats what is already implied in the verb. But

when the objective pronoun is preceded by the sign of this case, much consideration has

led us to conclude that there is no special emphasis. The particle ath does not show the

weight of the word, but the direction of the thought. This we indicate by a slight

stroke 0) whenever it occurs, as it cannot be translated. If it is emphatic, we ought to

stress all words before which it stands, not only the pronouns.

CONCORDANT CHRONOLOGY

The Concordant Version presents to its readers a new, simplified chronology based
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entirely on the inspired text. It gives the number of years from the creation of the first

man, Adam, to all important events up to the crucifixion of the Second Man, the last

Adam, since which event time is not reckoned in the sacred scrolls. It goes from the

year Adm 1 to 5498. This is the natural way. The so-called B.C. dates have a wrong end,

and count backward unnaturally, so they are difficult to grasp, besides being several years

astray. The Adm dating has a correct starting point, and is much easier to follow. This

new system of dating will greatly simplify and clarify the course of events in Holy Writ.

The name Gainan (Lu. 3:36) has dropped out of the Hebrew chronology, but is found

in the Septuagint, the Greek translation. This shows that the Septuagint probably has a

more correct chronology, so we use this translation for the life span of the patriarchs.

This makes our chronology longer than usual. Special problems about the dates will be

explained in the margin, when we come to them. As the period measures the years

between the creation of the first Adam and the crucifixion of the Last Adam, the two greatest
events in human history, we propose to call it the Adamic chronology, abbreviated, when

necessary by using the Hebrew spelling Adm. Thus the crucifixion took place in Adm 5498.

THE MARGINS

The margins of the version are placed near the center of each page opening, to make the

text more readable, and to place each entry as near as possible to the part to which it

refers, so that it can be seen at the same time, without shifting the eyes.

Hebrew Names. As it appears to be impracticable to revise all the Hebrew names, it
seemed best to give their Hebrew spelling, with their meaning in the margin. As we

already had a list of the stems with their meaning, we had a comparatively good basis,
on which to found their main meaning. But the finer shades, due to the servile letters

attached to the stem, are often difficult to express in a modern language, so we hope

that our readers will at least use these findings as the basis for further research. To aid

those who wish to pursue this study, the equivalent of the basic stem is put in small

capital letters, and the serviles in common type.

Idiom. Often English idiom for a given Hebrew word does not agree with the literal
equivalent, so we use a substitute and put the Hebrew in the margin. Thus son is rendered

age, young, cub, etc.
Margin Skeleton. In order to remind the reader of the vital connection of the parts

to each other, the skeleton is repeated at the beginning of each section to which it refers.
The connecting link (or links) which is common to both sections is repeated before each.
Thus, in Genesis we have 1:1-2:4 Annals 2:4-50:26, for one gives a brief history of the
heavens and the earth, and the other of the patriarchs.

The Skeleton Page Headings. To further assist the reader to intelligently grasp the
relation of each part to the whole, the main sections of the Skeleton are repeated above
the pages of every opening, after the abbreviation of the book. The principal sections of
the Skeleton are given in order to keep the reader informed of the main themes still under
consideration. Thus, at the time of Abram's call we are reminded that this is in the
Annals of the Patriarch Terah, then Abram was called (12:1), and promised a seed in
which all the families of the ground are blessed (12:3;.

6. FIGURES OF SPEECH, INCLUDING SKELETONS

The figures are indicated by small capitals, as shown on the flyleaf of the version.
Further information concerning them may be found in the treatise on Figures of Speech

in the Introduction to the later Greek Scriptures. Hebrew is florid with figures and has

some forms which are seldom found in English, so receive individual treatment.

LITERARY CORRESPONDENCE

A concordant version should exhibit as much as possible of the concord found in the

original, especially such as affects the translation and helps to recover the true text.

Hence, in poetic passages, lines that are parallel in sense are indented alike when possible.

Besides, groups of lines are related to each other by this means. This often reveals a

marvelous method in the arrangement of the thoughts, far superior to that found in

human literature.

When the same subject is dealt with in a passage more than once, that which lies

between is more or less parenthetic. It sometimes helps to skip from one to the other

if we wish to get another aspect of a given subject. Thus, if we wish to study the subject
of light in the first chapter of Genesis, we would find its two aspects in verses 2 to 5,

and verses 14 to 19. To connect corresponding passages, each has a reference to the

other in italic numerals to distinguish them from the regular references. Themes which

do not regularly affect the literary framework are covered by the regular references.
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Thus all the theophanies to Abraham and Jacob may be found easily, for after each one

there is a reference to connect it with the rest.

In prose this correspondence is not so readily displayed. In order to call attention
to it, we have made separate paragraphs, when possible, where corresponding sections
begin, and indicate their relation by means of reference numbers in the margin beside

each with the general subject printed between the reference figures. Besides this, we put

a little space between these- sections to separate them from the rest. In the first of
Genesis, the last part of verse 2 through to 5 deals with light, and corresponds with verses

14 to 19, which treats of luminaries. Verses 6 to 8 refer to the atmosphere and the

water, while verses 20 to 23 deal with life in these elements. In the same way verses

9 to 13 give us the dry land, and verses 24 to 31 deal with life in this sphere. It is

helpful to associate these related sections and compare them with one another.

These correspondences are parts of larger sections. Thus the first verse of Genesis

corresponds with the long passage including the six days, from the last part of verse 2

to chapter 2, one giving the creation and the other describing its readjustment on earth.

Verse 2 and verses 1-3 of the second chapter are complementary. The first gives the ruin,

the second the restoration of God's work. See the Skeleton Index.

In poetry, correspondences abound. Often two lines form a parallelism. It would

be impracticable and cumbersome to point these out by references, as in prose. They
can be more clearly indicated by indentation, putting parallel lines the same distance

from the left margin, with, perhaps, a correspondence reference for the larger divisions.

Short correspondences, parallel to a third, start the second with a capital letter, thus:

And 'prostrating is the human, And abased the man,

And the eyes of the lofty are 'lowered.

A knowledge of, the literary structure of any portion of divine revelation may be

helpful in understanding its message. The corresponding sections throw light upon each
other. As the usual paragraphing and punctuation often hide these correspondences,

and they may be found at some distance from one another, we have tried to exhibit them,
not only by paragraphing, but by spacing between paragraphs and by special references

printed in the margin. The word or words printed between the two references tells the

general subject of both corresponding sections, although each section may show a contrast

rather than a likeness. The hyphen in compound members ties them together consecutively,

as if they were words.

7. THE SELECT REFERENCES

From the select references given in the better bibles we have selected those which

are of value and rejected those which are merely superficial and may lead astray. With

these and the structural correspondences and the Hebrew-English concordance which

will accompany the completed work we hope to provide the student of the Scriptures with

the best of all tools for finding and enjoying the infinite harmonies of God's revelation.

THE VERSE NUMBERS

The numbers of the verses of our Authorized Version do not always agree with those

of the Hebrew text, or in parallel passages, as Psalms 18 and 2 Samuel 22. In such cases

we give both numbers, the Hebrew slightly smaller than the A.V. figures, in order that

the student may not be confused.

8. THE KEYWORD CONCORDANCE

A concordance based on a discordant version is apt to become a discordance. Even

when the words are separated according to the originals which they represent, the result

ing complexities are too great for the ordinary intellect to grasp. Only a concordance

of the Greek, Hebrew and Chaldee can display the concord of the inspired original. But

even this is practically impotent because so few can use it, and even those who know

the languages of inspiration are held in thrall by the versions and traditions of their

environment. A concordant version makes it possible to have a concordance of the

original in any language. It is the best proof of the integrity of the version, a safe

guard against its corruption, and a key to its contents. x

The Hebrew-English concordance, like the Greek-English Keyword Concordance, plans

to place all of the English words used in it in alphabetical order so that each one may

be easily found. Then it gives the passages in which it occurs, or a keyword which

recalls the context. As it is a concordant version, this will be a Hebrew concordance

also, and show where the equivalent Hebrew word appears, so that its usage can be

studied and its contexts considered. Where a number of English words are used for one

Hebrew they are grouped together under the principal English rendering.

It will probably not be published until after the version has been printed.
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THE SAGRED SCRIPTURES

SKELETON INDEX

The physical form of God's inspired revelation reveals its Divine origin, for it corre

sponds closely in its structure to His living creatures in other spheres. Therefore we call

the following outline of the contents of the Scriptures "skeletons." They are always

balanced, composed of two corresponding parts, like a living, organic being.

Hebrew (right to left) Inspired Scriptures (left to right) Greek

Israel (Shadows) , God (Alueim) Revealed (Light) Christ

Animals (Shelter from Sin) Sacrifice (Sin Repudiated) Christ

The Hebrew Scriptures correspond to the Greek, the wrongly called "Old Testament"

to the "New." In the former God is disclosed through Israel by shadows, in the latter

He is revealed in Christ, the Light of the world. The principal mode of revelation is

Sacrifice. In this we can see the same correspondence, for the animals slain could only

provide a shelter from sin, but the crucifixion of Christ repudiated it altogether.

THE HEBREW SCRIPTURES

The Law (Divine) The Nation of Israel (Human) The Writings

Joshua to Kings (Historical) The Prophets (Predictive) Isaiah to Malachi

Originally, the Hebrew Scriptures were segregated into the Law, the Prophets, and

the Literature, in that order. But now the Hebrew, and especially the later versions,

have altered it. We would like to restore this order, as herewith shown, putting the Law

at the beginning, the Literature at the end, to balance it, and the Prophets, which are

further divided, in the center. The main subject, The Nation of Israel, balances Alueim's

direct revelation through Moses with man's thoughts concerning Him in the Literature.

The Historical are complemented by the Predictive Prophets. The first record Israel's

past, the second foretell its future.

THE HISTORICAL PROPHETS

Joshua, Judges (Theocracy) Rule (Kingdom) Samuel and Kings

Joshua (Salvation) THEOCRACY (Declension) Judges

Samuel (Restoration) KINGDOM (Declension) Kings

The Prophets deal with Rule in Israel, and are divided into Historical (commonly

called "Former") which give us an inspired record of Israel's past history, and the

Predictive (or "Latter"), which look forward largely to their future.

The Historical Prophets are divided into two corresponding groups, the first recording

the rule by Alueim, and the second by Man. The Theocracy again falls into two parts

which record the Salvation under Joshua, and the Declension under the Judges. The rule

by Kings is divided similarly in Samuel and Kings.

THE PREDICTIVE PROPHETS

Isaiah (Salvation) Restoration (Salvation) Minor Prophets

Jeremiah (During) Deportation (After) Ezekiel

The Predictive Prophets are divided into two concentric groups. The inner pair,

Jeremiah and Ezekiel, are based on Israel's Deportation, while the outer, Isaiah and the

Minor Prophets, taken as one, reveal the nation's Restoration.

(Political) THE MINOR PROPHETS (Religious)

Hosea (Conjugal) Apostasy Relationship Apostasy (Elective) Malachi

Joel (Nations) Jehoshaphat. Day of Ieue . .Jerusalem (Nations) Zechariah

Amos (to Babylon) Ruin Temple Glory (from Babylon) Haggai

Obadiah (Edom) Doom (Babylon) Habakkuk

Jonah (Saved) Nineveh (Destroyed) Nahum

Micah (Samaria, Jerusalem). .Controversy.. (the Nations) Zephaniah
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The Minor Prophets deal with two aspects of Israel's salvation, the Political and the

Religious, devoting six corresponding books to each.

Hosea, the first, tells of Israel's apostasy in her Conjugal Relationship to Ieue

from the political viewpoint, and corresponds with Malachi, the last, who deals with their

apostasy from their Elective Relationship religiously.

Joel, the second book, corresponds with Zechariah, next to the last, in that both deal

with the other nations in the day of Ieue, one politically in the vale of Jehoshaphat,

tne otner religiously in Jerusalem.

Amos and Haggai, tne third from each end, take up the Temple before and after the

Babylonian deportation. The lirst empnasizes its ruin, the second its giory.

Obaciiah and Habakkuk tell of the doom of Edom and Babyion.

Jonah and in anum both denounce iN me veil, but the city repents and is saved in one

case, but destroyed in the other.

Micah and Zephaniah reveal the controversy of Alueim. On the one hand it is with

Samaria and Jerusalem. On the other it is with the other nations,

THE WRITINGS (LITERATURE)

Praises [PsalmsJ Comments... [Chronicles] Words of the Days

Rules [Jfroverbsj Conduct LEeciesiastesJ The Assembler

Job (Jfersonai) Evil (.National) Daniel

Song of bongs Love Lamentations

Ruth Faithfulness Esther

Ezra (Religious) Restoration. (Political) JNehemiah

The order of these books, reading down the left side and up the right, is not certain,

but this arrangement seems to show that, as elsewhere, there are two treatments of every

subject in the collection, in Jfraises (commonly called ir'saims) we have man's Comments

on Alueim's dealings with His people, yet in "Words or the uays" ((Jhronicies) Alueim says

what He thinKs of tneir doings.

Conduct is viewed from two angles in Rules (Proverbs) and The Assembler (Ecclesiastes).

Personal Evil is the theme of Job, but Daniel traces its national course up to the Kingdom

of Christ. Love leads to the joys of the Song of Songs and the tears of Lamentations.

Faithfulness is exemplified in a foreign land by both Ruth and Esther. At the Restoration

after the seventy years' deportation, Ezra restores the temple and Nehemiah the walls of

Jerusalem.

THE LAWr

The Beginning (Origin) The Twelve Tribes (Organization) The Words
[Genesis] [DeuteronomyJ

The .Names [Exodus] Testing [Numbers] In the Wilderness

Offerings and Shelter Worship Offerers and Festivals

[Leviticus]

Now that we have given a skeleton of the whole of the Hebrew Scriptures in a

general way, we will take up each book (as we come to it), and show the correspondence

of its parts, as far as is practicable. A glance down the central column will be the

quickest and best index of its contents, and help in understanding its message.

The five books of Moses, called the Law, are pivoted on the Worship of Ieue,

which is their central subject, in Leviticus. It, in turn, is divided into two corresponding
parts, dealing first with the Offerings and the Shelter they provided, and balancing this

with the Offerers and the Festivals. On either side of Leviticus we have the Testing of
the tribes, first in Exodus, then in Numbers, which is aptly named "In the Wilderness"

in the Original. Beyond these, on either side, this division commences with Genesis,

which gives us the Origin of the Twelve Tribes and closes with Deuteronomy, which

attends to their Organization.

IN A BEGINNING (GENESIS)

1 :l-2:3 Creation Heavens and Earth Annals 2:4-50:26

CREATION 1:1-2:3 (=2:4-50:26)

1:1-2- Originally Earth Readjusted 1 :~2-2:3

THE ORIGINAL EARTH

1:1 Created to be Indwelt (Is. 45:18) Chaos and Vacant 1:2-

THE READJUSTED EARTH l:-2-2:3 (=1:1-2-)

1:2-31 The Six Days' Work The Seventh Day's Cessation 2 :l-3
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THE SIX DAYS' WORK 1:-2:31 (-=2:1-3)
-2-5 Separation Light Luminaries 14-19

6-8 Division Waters and Atmosphere Living Soul 20-23
9-13 Fruit Land .Living Soul 24-31

THE ELEVEN GENEALOGIES 2:4-50:26 (=1:1-2:3)

2:4-4:26 Heavens and Earth The Patriarchs 5:1-50:26

HEAVENS AND EARTH 2:4-4:26 (=5:1-50:26)

2:4-25 Human, 3:1-24 Failure. Failure 4:l-24t Sons 4:25-26

HUMAN FORMATION 2:4-25 (=4:25-26)

7:4-7 Man Formed.. Sexes Woman Built 2:18-25

8 Planted—9 Food Garden—Trees Serve 15—Not Eat 16-17

10 Four Heads River Four Names 11-14

HUMAN FAILURE 3:1-24 (=4:1-24)

1-5 Serpent Creatures Cherubim -24

6 Knowledge of Good and Evil Trees Tree of Lives 22:24-
7 Man-made Girdle Skirts Clothing Alueim-made Tunics 20-21

8-12 Man, 13 Woman Judgment Woman 16, Man 17-19

14 Serpent Cursed Prediction Seed Promised 15

1-16 Cain and Abel..... .FAILURE OF SONS 4:1-24 (=3:1-24) Enoch 17-24

25 Seth REPLACEMENT SONS 4:25-26 (=2:4-25) Enosh 26

THE PATRIARCHS 5:1-50:26 (=2:4-4:26)

5:1-6:8 Adam (Mankind).. Progenitors (Israel) Jacob 37:1-50:26

6:9-9:29 Noah—10:1-11:9 Sons Forefathers Esau 36:1-8—Sons 36:9-43

11:10-26 Shem Chosen Isaac 25:19-35:29

11:27-25:11 Terah Hindrance Ishmael 25:12-18

The bulk of the book of The Beginning is taken up with the lives of The Patriarchs.

Each is introduced by Genealogical Annals. Except for one, these are arranged to form a

reversal. The Annals of Adam are complemented by that of Jacob, the Progenitor of

the nation of Israel, Alueim's chosen people. Noah and his sons are balanced by Edom and

his sons. All mankind (adm) sprang from Noah. Edom is from the same stem, Adm,

not "Edom." The two Chosen seeds, Shem and Isaac, counterbalance each other. So do

the two Hindrances, Terah and Ishmael.

ANNALS OF THE PATRIARCH ADAM (MANKIND) 5:1-6:8 (=37:1-50:26)

5:1-5 Sons and Daughters Generation Daughters and Sons 6:1-3

5-6:31 Firstborn Outstanding Men Distinguished 6:4-7

5:32 Noah begets Sons New Beginning Noah finds Grace 6:8

ANNALS OF NOAH 6:9-9:29 (=36:1-8)

6:9 Before the Deluge Time After the Deluge 9:28-29

6:10 Shem, Ham, Japheth Sons Shem, Ham, Japheth 9 .-18-27

6:11-13 Corrupt The Earth Replenished 8:21-9:17

6:14-22 The Ark Provision The Altar 8:20

7:1-24 Enters Noah and the Ark Leaves 8:1-19

THE EARTH REPLENISHED 8:21-9:17 (=6:11-13)

8:21-22 with the Earth Alueim's Covenant with Noah 9:8-17

9:1 Blessed Noah and his Sons Fruitful 7

2 over the Animals Government over Mankind 6

3 Flesh Food Diet No Blood 4-5

10:1-32 Nations Divided...... .ANNALS OF NOAH'S SONS Nations Scattered 11:1-9

THE NATIONS PARTED 10:1-32

10:1- Shem Names, Location Sons of Shem 21-32

-1- Ham Names, Nations Sons of Ham 6-20

-1 Japheth Names, Coastlanders Sons of Japheth 2-5

THE NATIONS SCATTERED 11:1-9

Unity—2 Shinar The People Unity 6-7—Babel 8-9

Man's Building City and Tower Ieue Sees 5
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10-25 Shem. THE ANNALS OF SHEM 11:10-26 Terah 26

THE ANNALS OF TERAH 11:27-25:11

11 z27-22:19 to Isaac's Birth Abram to Abraham's Death 25:5-11

. 22126-24 Nahor Sons of Relatives Keturah 25:1-4

'23:1-20 Sarah's Death Old Age .Isaac's Marriage 24:1-67

ABRAM TO ISAAC'S BIRTH 11:27-22:19

11:27-12:3 Call, Isaac Promised The Seed Isaac Blessed, Trial 22:1-19

12:4-9 Canaan Sojourn Gerar 21:22-34

12:10-20 Egypt Denial of Sarai Gerar 20:1-18

—13:1-13 Lot Separation. —-Ishmael 21:9-21

—13:14-18 Land Fulfillment —Seed 21:1-8

14:1-24 War, Rescue. Abraham.. Lot in Sodom ..Destroy, Rescue, Msgrs. 18:-16-19:38

15:1-21 Made Covenant of Faith Renewed 18:1-16-

16:1-16 IshmaeJ. Slavery.. .The Two Seeds.. .Freedom, Isaac 17:15-27

17:1-3 Prost-ation Abram's Seed Circumcision 17:4-14

COVENANT OF FAITH MADE 15:1-21

1-6 Seed Object .Land 7-21

FREEDOM, ISAAC 17:15-27

17:15-16 Seed—17-20 Laughter Sarah... Seed 21-22—Circumcision 23-27

FAITH COVENANT RENEWED 18:1-16-

18:1-2 Appearance (Three Men) Ieue (Three Men) Departure 18:16-

18:3-8 Reception Abraham. Conference 18:9-15

DESTRUCTION OF SODOM 18:-16-19:38

18:-16-33 Ieue Abraham .Ieue 19:27-29

19:1-26 Messengers Lot Daughters 30-38

IEUE AND ABRAHAM 18:-16-33

-16-19 toward Abraham. leue's Attitude to Sodom, Gomorrah 20-33

LOT AND THE MESSENGERS 19:1-26

1-3 Enter Lot's House Messengers Warning to Leave 12-22

4-11 After Messengers People of Sodom .Destroyed 23-26

SEPARATION OF ISHMAEL 21:9-21

9-10 In the House. Hagar and Ishmael....... .Out of the House 15

11 Abraham Suffering Hagar 16

12-13 Intervenes Alueim Intervenes 17-19

14 Wilderness, Beersheba Hagar and Ishmael Wilderness, Paran 20-21

SOJOURN IN GERAR 2! 22-34

21:22-24 At that time Time Many Days 34

25-26 Taken—27 Covenant The Well Digged 28-31—Covenant 32-33

ABRAHAM'S TRIAL 22:1-19

1-10 Charge and Journey .Isaac .Return 19

11-12 Charge Recalled ... Calls Blessing Promised 15-18

13 Sacrifices Ram .Abraham. Names Ieue Jireh 14

23:1-2 Death—3-18 Treaty, Tomb SARAH 23:1-20 ....Burial IP—Confirmed 20

3-11 Abraham Bargains. THE TREATY 23:3-18 .Bargain Closed 12-18

23:3-4 Asks Tomb—5-6 Granted.ABRAHAM BARGAINS 23:3-11 7-9—Aquired 10-11

ISAAC'S MARRIAGE 24:1-67

1-54- Mission Eleazar Return -54-67

ELEAZAR'S MISSION 24:1-54-

/ Blessed in All..: Abraham. .Blessed Exceedingly 34-36
2-9 Oath and Commission. .. .Eleazar. .Oath and Commission 37-41

10-11 Journey Journey 42-

12-21 Prayer Worship Prayer -42-44

22-25 Rebecca 45-47

26 Ieue 48
27-32 Reception 49-53

33 Declined Entertainment. Accepted 54-
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ELEAZAR'S RETURN 24:-54-67

-54 Request for Departure. Return Request for Departure 56-60

55 Hindered Departure Expedited 61-67

THE ANNALS OF ISHMAEL 25:12-18

12 Birth Ishmael Death 17

13-16 Dwelling His Sons Dwelling 18

THE ANNALS OF ISAAC 25:19-35:29

25:19 Birth Isaac Death 35:27-29

25:20-22 Rebecca—23-28 2 Sons Wives—Sons..Rachel 35:16-20—Israel's Sons 21-26

25:29-34 Birthright Esau and Jacob Blessing 27:1-35:15

26:1 Gerar—2-5 Appearance Journeys.. Beersheba 23—Appear. 24-25

26:6-11 of Isaac .Wives of Esau 34-35

12-22 Separation ...Abimelech * Covenant with 26-33

ESAU AND JACOB 27 :i—35:15

27:1-28:5 Deception 27:1-40 Grudge -41 Departure 42-28:5

Reconciliation 32:3-33:17, Deception 33:18-34:31, iteturn 35:1-15

28:6-9 Esau's Wives, 10-22 Vision. Bethel

Jacob's Wives 29:1-31:55 Vision, Mahanaim 32:1-2

JACOB'S WIVES 29:1—31:55

29:1-14 Arrival Journeys Return 31:17-55

29:15-30:26 Service 30:27-31:16

THE RECONCILIATION OF ESAU 32:3-33:17

32:3-S Requested Grace Given 33 :-l-17

32:6 Announced Esau's Approach Seen 33:1-

32:7-8 Present—9-12 Prayer Conciliation Present 13-23—Prayer 24-32

THE ANNALS OF ESAU (CANAAN) 36:1-8

/ Lives in Canaan Esau (Edom) Leaves Canaan 6-8

2-3 His Wives... Family His Sons 4-5

THE ANNALS OF ESAU (MOUNT SEIR) 36:9-43

9-19 of Esau .Sons and Sheiks .of Seir 20-43

THE ANNALS OF JACOB 37:2-50:26

37:2-45:28 Joseph and his Brethren 50:15-26

46:1-7 to Egypt Jacob Removes to Canaan 46:28-50:14

46:8-25 Severally The Sons of Jacob Collectively 46:26-27

JOSEPH AND HIS BRETHREN 37:2-45:28

2-36 in Canaan Joseph in Egypt 39:1-41:57

38:1-30 Judah Brethren 42:1-45:28

JOSEPH IN CANAAN 37:2-36

2-4 his Brethren Seeking 12-17
5-11 Communicated his Dreams Counteracted 18-36

38:1-40:23 Humiliation JOSEPH IN EGYPT 39:1-41:57 Exaltation 41:1-57

JOSEPH'S HUMILIATION 39:1-40:23

39:1-2 In Potiphar's House Place In Prison 39:19-20

3-6- of Potiphar Confidence of Jailor 21-23

-6-18 Chastity Conduct Wisdom 40:1-23

THE CHASTITY OF JOSEPH 39:-6-18

-6-7 Request .Potiphar's Wife Request 11-12-

8-10 Refusal Joseph Flight -12-20

THE WISDOM OF JOSEPH 40:1-23

1-8 The Circumstances The Dreams The Solution 9-23

THE SOLUTION 40:9-23

9-11 the Cupbearer Telling the Baker 16-17

12-13 Interpretation 18-22

14-15 Request Made Joseph Request Forgotten 23

1-36 Foretelling JOSEPH'S EXALTATION 41:1-57 Fulfilled J7-57
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FORETELLING 41:1-36
1-4 Cows—5-7 Spikes Dream Cows 17-21—Spikes 22-24

8-16 Sought... Interpretation .Given 25-36

FULFILLMENT 41:37-57

37-46 Joseph -55-57

47-49 Plenty Dreams Famine 53-56-

50-51 Manasseh Fruitfulness Ephraim 52

JOSEPH'S BRETHREN 42:1-45:28

42:1-2 Purchase Food Commission Purchase Food 43:1-2 *
3 Journey—4 Benjamin Benjamin 3-14—Journey 15-

5 Egypt Arrival Joseph -15

6-24 in Authority Meeting Joseph as Brother 16-34

25-26 Money Returned Dismissal. Money Returned 44:1-45:24

27-38 Jacob .. .Return Jacob 45:25-28

DISMISSAL OF JOSEPH'S BROTHERS 44:1-45:24

44:1-13 Feigned.. True 45:17-24

44:l#-34 Brothers to Joseph Explanations Joseph to Brothers 45:1-16

THE FEIGNED DISMISSAL 44:1-13

1-2 Concealed. The Cup Discovered 4-12

3 Departure. Return 13

14-15 Joseph—16 Judah THE CUP SOUGHT 44:14-34 Joseph 17—Judah 18-34

1-2- Joseph— -2 Pharaoh THE CUP DISCOVERED 45:1-16.. .Joseph 3-15-—Pharaoh 16

3-4 to Brothers JOSEPH REVEALED 45:3-13 to Jacob 9-13

5 Alueim Sent Alueim's Intention to Preserve 7-8

6- Two Years famine Five Years -6

JACOB REMOVED TO EGYPT 46:1-7

I Departure Journey Arrival 5-7

2 Vision Aiueim Speaks Promise 3-4

8-25 Detail... NAMES OF ISRAEL'S SONS 46:8-27 Summary 26-27

3-15 Leah 16-18 Zilpah DETAIL.... Rachel 19-22—Bilhah 23-25

26 Entered, 66 SUMMARY 70 Came Out 27

EVENTS IN EGYPT 46:28-50:13

46:28-47:12 Arrival Israelites Stay 47:27-50:13

47:13-17 Sale of Cattle Egyptians. Ground and Selves 47:18-26

ARRIVAL OF ISRAELITES 46:28-47:12

46:28 Arrives in Goshen Jacob Settles in Rameses 47:11-12

46:29-30 Joseph Meets .Pharaoh 47:7-10

46:31-32 Planned—33-34 Given. .Presentation—Directions. .Made 47:1-2—Obeyed 3-6

STAY OF ISRAELITES 47:27-50:14

47:27 Dwells—47:28 Lives Jacob in Egypt Death 49:33-50:2—Mourn 50:3-14

47:29-31 to Joseph Burial. .to the Brothers 49:29-32

48:1-20 Joseph and his Sons Blessing. All Israel's Sons 49:1-28

48:21 Return to Land Joseph Double Portion 22

BLESSING OF JOSEPH AND HIS SONS 48:1-20
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A TEST PASSAGE

A concordant version of God's inspired revelation is the only kind which can convey

a correct and consistent conception of its contents. To give practical proof of its value

as compared with the venerated Authorized English Version, we will note briefly the

principal variations from it in the first few chapters of "Genesis," and show why th*

C.V. is to be preferred. At the same time we will point out where the ancient text has

been restored and how. All of this is necessarily brief. Many points are discussed at

length in our other publications.

As a rule we will indicate how the Authorized Version uses one and the same English

word for a number of different Hebrew stems, whereas the C.V. allows each English

expression to be used for only one Hebrew word, when possible.

Conversely, the same Hebrew word is translated by several different English expres

sions, whereas the C.V. gives each Hebrew one standard, and uses synonyms only when

forced to do so by usage and idiom.

The superior figures after many of the words indicate the number of different Hebrew

stems which are so translated in the Authorized Version. For example, 14 Hebrew stems,

zuo (stir), chphtz (incline), chrtz (spike, decide), ndd (wander), nuo (rove), nuph (wave),

suth (incite), phuq (issue), phom (agitate, move), qrtz (twitch), rgz (disturb), rchph
(vibrate, hover, be tremulous), and shrtz (roam) are all translated move14 in one or more

passages of the A.V. In the comment on Gen. 1:2 we condense this to move!4.
The italic figures, however, added to the Concordant rendering, show how often the

A.V. agrees with the C.V. by translating the same as it. Thus (see Gen. 4:3), the C.V.
renders the Hebrew mnche presents, like the A.V., in twenty-eight passages, including

Gen. 32:13, where Jacob gave a present to Esau.

This will show that the vocabulary of the versions does not differ nearly so much

as the uniformity, consistency, concordance, with which the words are used. The words

used in the Concordant Version are in blackface type.

Genesis] This is not in the Hebrew, and does not agree with chapter one at all, for

it deals with creation, chaos, and readjustment, not generation, which "Genesis" implies.

IN A BEGINNING] This is the title of the whole book, and applies to the second part

(chapter 2:4 to 50) on generation, as well as to creation.

2 was] In verse 3, it is clearly evident that this verb denotes become, and expresses

the change from darkness to light. Is. 45:18 says that the earth was not created as it

became. Hence we say, the earth became, without form] A.V. translates this Hebrew

word confusion, empty place, without form, nothing, nought, vain, vanity, waste, and

wilderness. These words represent other Hebrew words, except waste. The Concordant

Version uses chaos throughout, void]8 A.V. hag emptiness in Isa. 34:11. The C.V.

is always vacant, deep]8 The three distinct Hebrew stems rendered "deep" the C.V.

differentiates as shadow, drown, and submerged chaos. The Septuagint, made about

300 B.C., almost always has it abussos. moved]14 The spirit of God vibrated, as a

vulture hovering over its young (Dt. 32:11) or Jeremiah's tremulous bones (Jr. 23:9).

The kind of motion is evident from its effect. Light is a form of vibration. This

explains what follows, for light and heat separated the gases and liquids and solids.

3 Let there be ... was] These two verbs are exactly the same in Hebrew. This form is

neither imperative nor past, but may be rendered hundreds of times by becomes.

6 firmament] The Hebrew stem means stamp. Gold foil was stamped out in making

the vestment of the chief priest (Ex. 39:3); in creation the earth was stamped (Is.

42:5) or solidified by gravitation, and so also the gaseous envelope of the earth was
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stamped into a thin layer surrounding it, which we call the atmosphere. Without this

the light would be invisible, for light disappears in a vacuum. 7And coming is it to

be so* has evidently dropped out of the Hebrew. The Septuagint supplies it.

8 7And seeing is the Alueim that it is good0 has been preserved in the Greek version.

9 gather together] 15 No fewer than fifteen Hebrew words are represented by this

phrase in the venerable Authorized Version. As water can hardly be spoken of as

gathered, it is better to use our idiomatic phrase, flow together. 7And flowing together

is the water / under the heavens to one place, and appearing is the dry land0 is supplied

from the Septuagint.

10 gathering together] We use the word confluence for the flowing together of waters.

11 grass] 4 This Hebrew word the A.V. translates green and herb also. But other

stems fit them better. Other occurrences of this word call for a much wider term,

such as verdure. 7for its from-kind and for its likeness0 has fallen out of the Hebrew

text. 7andnc is found in the Septuagint, the Samaritan and the Syriac, so we are

compelled to insert it. yielding is literally doing in Hebrew. See the margin.

12 12 21 21 24 24 25 25 25 after his kind] The Hebrew connective here used means to

or for, but hardly after, even in the sense of like. Kind, a natural group, may denote

a race, a genus, a sort, or a variety, so is too indefinite a term to represent this

Hebrew word. The stem means from, and denotes all that descend from a creative

original by generation. Our nearest seems to be species. We call it a from-kind.

14 lights] This is a special form of the stem which denotes light givers or luminaries.

seasons]5 This word occurs over a hundred times, yet it is hardly ever translated

season in the A.V., but appointed, assembly, congregation, least, solemn, synagogue,

and time. But a special period of time is very often expressed by another Hebrew

stem, The word does not refer to the seasons of the year. It makes the heavenly
luminaries the great clock by which appointments are kept.

17 set]35 The Hebrew is literally give. It does not locate the luminaries in the atmos

phere, but records the fact that their light belongs there, and is not visible outside

the atmosphere, ogive light indicates that the Hebrew reads cause light.

20 20 21 bring forth abundantly . . . moving] Both expressions have the same stem, which

the A.V. also renders abundantly, breed, bring forth, or increase, as well as move and

creep. The context deals with the difference between plants and animals, so all breed

ing is out of place. As it is applied to the weasel, the rodent, the lizard and the

chamelion (Lv. 11:30), it cannot mean creep, either. The word roam seems to be

the nearest we have in English. Plants are stationary, but animals roam about from
place to place. 2021242:19 creature] The A.V. renders the word soul by any4,
appetite2, beast2 body7, breath1, creature9, dead8, desire5, ghost8, heart15, life119, lust2,

man8, mind15, one1, own1, person30, pleasure4, self19, thing2, will4, fish1, hearty1, mortal1,

etc., the number of times indicated, in the revered Authorized Version. Here, and

in verse 24, it is rendered creatures. In verge 30 it is thing (or it may stand for

life). The phrase living soul is used in verses 20 21 24 of animals before it is used

of a human being (2:7). It is applied to all creatures of the soil who are made alive

by spirit, hence have sensation. 20 2122 26 28 30 2:19 20 fowl] is now confined

chiefly to edible birds. Here the point lies in motion through the atmosphere, and

includes all with wings, flyers, the noun of the verb, fly.

21 whales] appears elsewhere as dragon, sea monster, serpent. The skeletons of these

that have been found show that they probably were monsters of various sizes and

shapes, creature] soul. See verse 20. brought forth abundantly] roams. See verse 20.

21 21 after their kind] for their from-kind. See verse 11. 22 fowl] flyer. See verse 20.

22 multiply] This weaker form denotes increase.

24 creature] soul. See verse 20. As these animals had both bodies and spirits, Nsoul

is the figure of Near Association, as indicated by n. Literally it refers to the posses

sion of sensation. 24 24 after his kind] for its from-kind. See verse 11. 24 cattlel This

is also rendered behemoth, but mostly beast, in the A.V., which is the constant C.V.

translation. 24 25 26 26 30 creeping thing] moving animal, which goes about seek

ing sustenance. 24 24 after his kind] for its from-kind. See verse 11. 24. 25 30 2:19

20 3:1 14 beast] 5 The A.V. translates five different stems by beast**«. This word is

simply living, and means any life, or animal.

25 25 25 after his kind] See verse 11. 25 that creepeth] moving. See verse 24.

26 7andn indicates that and is lacking in the Hebrew, but is found in both the Septua

gint and Samaritan texts, have dominion] Literally, it reads [put or keep] down.

The A.V. renders it prevail against, reign, and rule. C.V. has sway always, fowl] flyer.

See verse 20. 26 26 creeping thing that creepeth] moving animal moving.
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28 replenish] This is the common verb fill, and is often so rendered in the A.V.

Replenish now denotes to fill again. 7and 'over the beast0] is in the Septuagint and

Syriac. 7and over all the earth0] is supplied by the Greek translation, fowl] flyer.

See verse 20.

29 bearing] This is the same stem as the noun seed, yielding] This is the same as

bearing, above in the same verse, and, means seeding, meat] Obsolete for food.

30 beast of the earth] living one, or land life. See verse 24. fowl] flyer. See

verse 24. wherein there is life] which has in it a living soul. The word soul is omit

ted in the venerable Authorized Version, meat] Obsolete for food. No meat was

eaten before the deluge (Gn. 9:3).

2:1 Thus] 7 is the usual letter for And. It is a connective, not an adverb.

2 ended] 14 Elsewhere A.V. uses finish» mostly, like the C.V. seventh] Both the

Greek and Syriac versions have 7sixthc, which seems more in accord with other pas

sages. rested]12 ceasing, the passage "day and night shall not cease" (A.V.) shows

that it cannot denote rest from toil.

3 sanctified] In order to distinguish the forms of the stem holy, the C.V. uses be holy or

hallow for the simple stem, and sanctify for the causative, as in Nu. 20:12 (A.V.). The

A.V. also uses consecrate, prepare, proclaim, appoint, bid, dedicate, wholly, kept, etc.

rested] ceases. See verse 2.

4 Fgenerations] The A.V. uses this term for two different stems. To keep them dis

tinct genealogical annals is preferable here. This is the first of the eleven annals which

occupy the remainder of the book. It is used figuratively to denote the offspring of

the heavens and the earth, just as in 5:1, we have Adam's descendants- up to Noah.

Lord] The A.V. uses this expression for seven different Hebrew ones. This one is

generally called Jehovah now, although we transliterate the actual Hebrew, making it

Ieue (pronounced Eeehooeh). The C.V. distinguishes all the different divine titles.

5 plant]5 A.V. also has shrub in Genesis 21:15. The C.V. renders it consistently.
grew]12 This stem the A.V. renders bear, bring forth, branch, bud, spring up, etc.,

all of which are better expressed by sprout, till] suggests plowing and preparing

for seed. The Hebrew is a much wider thought, including all needful service. Figura
tively, Aserve.

6 mist... watered] An ascending mist dries the earth, but humidity from beneath
irrigates the surface. Five other Hebrew stems are rendered water by the A.V. This
one they translate moisten and give or cause, or let or make drink. See the margin.

7 dust]8 The A.V. renders this stem ashes, earth, ground, mortar, powder, rubbish,
as well. The human frame contains much moisture, and is continually renewed by
plants that grow only in oxidized earth which contains the mineral elements of which
it is composed, combined with water, that is, soil, breathed] This is not the verb of
the following noun, breath, but another stem, respire or blow, which the A.V. renders

also blow, give up, seething, snuff, etc. life] This is plural. This part of Genesis

deals with generation, and the breath here spoken of has been the basis of all the

living which have sprung from the first human, living soul] This identical phrase

has been rendered "creature that hath life" in 1:20, living creature in 1:21 and 24,
and life in 1:30, when applied to the animals. The C.V. consistently renders it
living soul, as it registers our likeness with the lower animals, not a contrast.

9 grow] sprout. See verse 5. pleasant]12 This stem they render covet, as the C.V.,

besides beauty, delectable, delight, desire, goodly, lust, precious, etc. Nsight] The
whole man covets, not merely the Nsight. It is figurative.

10 river]7 The A.V. also renders it stream2, which is the constant C.V. rendering,
water] irrigate. See verse 6.

11 compasseth]8 The stem here used is translated by about fifty variants in the A.V.,
meaning surround.

12 bdellium] This seems to be transliterated from the Hebrew bdulch. It is supposed
to be the pearl, river] stream. See verse 10.

13 Ethiopia] The Hebrew is Kush, the same as the son of Ham (Gen. 10:6). It is
not certain that it is the modern Ethiopia, compasseth] See 11.

14 Assyria] This may not coincide exactly with later Assyria, so the C.V. renders

it as^ the Hebrew Ashur.

15 7that He had formed®, Septuagint only, put]20 The stem here used means cause

stop, or leave, dress] is no longer used in this sense. It is the same word as "till,"

in verse 5, which the C.V. renders Aserve.

16 commanded]8 is used by the A.V. for say, speak, and instruct (C.V.). The latter
they render appoint, bid, charge, order, etc., as well.

17 surely] This emphatic adverb is often necessary, but in this case, the literal to die
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shall you be dying is an exact description of the mortality which came to Adam and
his posterity.

18 20 meet] These are totally different from the other Hebrew words for meet. Liter
ally they read as-front, which the C.V. renders idiomatically as his complement.

19 'furthermore0 was preserved by the Septuagint. Lord] fits the Hebrew Adun, but

not Ieue, Who is, and Who was, and Who is coming (Rev. 1:8). The Authorized Version
uses it for Adun (Adjudicator), and Bol (possessor), and master, and chieftain, and
chief, and general, beast] should be life. See 1:24. fowl] flyer. See 1:20. air]
should be heavens as 1:1 8 9 14 15 20 26 28 30 2:1 4 4.

19 20 Adam] the before a name makes it a common noun in Hebrew. It may, of course,
refer to him, yet not as an individual, but as a member of the race, creature] soul.
See 1:20. gave] 12 Nearly twenty wordg, including give, are used for call (C.V.)
cattle] beast. See 1:24. fowl] flyer. See 1:20. 'every0 dropped out of the Hebrew

text, beast] life. See 1:24.

21 deep sleep.. slept]. Two different words. The first is stupor, ribs]. This stem
is rendered beam, board, chamber, corner, leaf, plank, side in the A.V. Only here

is it "rib." It denotes an angular enclosed space. The "boards" of the tabernacle con
sisted of two planks, forming an angle vault. Here the female parts of humanity
are severed from the male, to build the woman. The breasts of the male are a vestigial
reminder that humanity was originally bisexupl. instead] Literally It is under, as

in Gen. 7:19.

22 made]14 This is a special term which the A.V. almost always translates build.
23 now]11 The same word the A.V. translates once in Gen. 18:32. 'her" The Samari

tan text and Septuagint supply this word.

24 leave]1* The A.V. has forsake (C.V.) 123 times, leave 67 times, cleave] This
hapless word has two opposite meanings, to cling and to separate, which is unfor

tunate in this context, so we avoid it. 7twon is added by both the Samaritan and the

Septuagint texts.

25 were .. ashamed] shame .. selves. This is the only occurrence of the reflexive or
self form. The C.V. seeks to convey all grammatical distinctions, such as this, even

if, at first glance, they do not seem to be important.

3:1 subtil] The A.V. only here. Elsewhere crafty and prudent, beast] living thing, or
life. See 1:24. 'serpent0 from the Septuagint. Yea]8 Indeed. No affirmation,

every] English idiom demands that we say aZany.

3 but] is literally and, which the context may give a slight negative tinge, oyet. The
A.V. uses but for fifteen different Hebrew stems, die] This should be dying, the
incomplete form.

4 surely die] This may be a figure, as in the A.V., but the context shows that it was
literal, for they became dying, or mortal, to eventually die.

5 gods] This is exactly the same as God, in the same sentence. How could they know
of other gods? See 3:22. We transliterate the divine titles, so this form is Alueim.

6 pleasant]12 The A.V. never uses this word for this Hebrew stem elsewhere, but
lust, desire, etc. The C.V. uses yearn and lust, to suit the context, desired]18 This is
the word the A.V. renders, "[Thou shalt not] covet." wise] This Hebrew word,
intelligent11, is also rendered heart1, wise18 in the A.V.

7 aprons] Elsewhere the A.V. has girdle, and the verb gird. But this is usually
narrow. When made of fig leaves it would be a girdle skirt.

8 voice] Walking makes a sound33, not a voice, cool] Nowhere else so rendered.
The same as spirit (1:2), and wind (8:1). trees] Only one tree. So Samaritan and
Septuagint also.

9 'Adam0 is supplied by the Septuagint.
10 'walking9 has dropped out of the Hebrew.

tl commanded] instruct. See verse 2:16 not] is used for nearly a dozen Hebrew
stems, which the C.V. keeps distinct. C.V. avoid,

13 beguiled] only here in A.V. Other places mostly deceive. C.V. always lure.

14 cattle] beast. See 1:25. beast] life. See 1:24. belly]5 from five stems in A.V.
torso. Occurs only twice (Lv. 11:42). dust] soil. See 2:7.

15 bruise] 8 This Hebrew word is also rendered break and cover in the A.V. C.V. hurt.

16 greatly multiply] The Hebrew figure, Multiplying, yea, multiplying seems more
expressive in this case, sorrow]20 A.V. grief, ten times, as C.V. 'the groaning off
is found in the Septuagint. conception] The same stem as mountain, it means
pregnancy, desire] The Septuagint has from-turn, which shows that shb has been
mistaken for shq, and that the early Hebrew read return or restoration.

17 'alone0 was preserved by the Septuagint. 'when you Aserve it0 is from the Septuagint.
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18 thistles] represents a distinct plant (2 Ki. 14:9). The word here is literally about-

about, and it would seem to include all weeds, bring forth] is the same word as 2:5
grow. It should be sprout.

19 face is literally noses, or nostrils. See margin, dust] soil. See 2:7 shalt.. return] It
is a present process also, you are returning.

21 coats] are outer, upper garments, but these were single tunics.

22 ever] is used by the A.V. for permanent24, further42, eon267, perpetuity2, continual8.

The word oulm, here used, is in the singular, but occurs often in the plural (Is. 26:4,

45 :17, 51:9). It is used of the past (Gen. 6 :4). It is often followed by and further

(Ex. 15:18). It is translated by the Greek aion, eon or age, in the Septuagint. Hence

it should be eon, a period with a definite duration, not endless.

24 placed]8 This stem the A.V. usually renders tabernacle. liim0 and 'And he set0
from the Septuagint shows that Adam tabernacled and the cherubim were set.
cherubims] The ending —im is plural and needs no s. every way] the reflexive, itself.

4:1 conceived] pregnant, from the stem prominent. In the margin is the meaning of
Cain's name, gotten]14 acquire, or get by one's own efforts.

2 again]1 proceeding, not repetition, keeper]12 grazier, from the stem, graze, sheep]6
flock of small cattle, as verse 4. tiller] Jacob served (not tilled) for Rachel (29 :18).

3 process] as in "the end of all flesh" (6:13). time]8 as in "God called the light
day"aQ7 (1:5). offering]? as a present^ for Esau (32:13).

5 respect]8 means give heed in other places, wrath]* as A.V., Ez. 3:14. "the heat
of my anger." 5 6 falling is figurative to express dejection.

7 accepted]12 reverse of previous figure Nliftw'. door]5 a tabernacle (3:24) has no
real door, like the temple (1 Ki. 6:31), which is a different word. This was an
opening, sin]5 A.V. has sin offering, elsewhere over 100 times. Cain had offered
a present offering without a sin offering, lieth]5 The firstling of the flock reclined

(4:4). desire] 'restoration', according to the Septuagint.

8 'Go will we to the field*, is supplied by the Septuagint and the Samaritan, slew]12
A.V. also has kill in 12 ;12. Another word is "slay."

11 earth]5 ground. Same as 2:15.

12 yield]l3 give, as in 1:29. strengthpo vigor. Nearly 30 Hebrew words are rendered
strength in the A.V. 12 14 fugitive]4 rover. There is no thought of flight, vaga
bond]2 wanderer, as A.V. in Prov. 26:2.

13 punishment]® depravity. Nine stems are not discriminated in the A.V.
14 earth]5 ground**. See verse 2 :5. hid] 16 conceal. Not the same as 3 :8. fugitive,

vagabond] rover, wanderer. See verse 12. slay] kill. See verse 8.

15 'Alueim0 was ip. the ancient Hebrew text, according to the Greek Septuagint version.

Therefore] 'Not.9 The letter a dropped out of the Hebrew text, slayeth] killing. As

in verse 8. Lord] Ieue. See 2:4] set] place, mark]15 sign, as in 1:14. upon]
for. Not like Ex. 13 :16. lest]4 to avoid. As 3 -11. kill]10 smiting*5**. So A.V. also
translates usually.

16 went out]3 faring forth, as 2:10, and often. 'Alueim0 was in the ancient text.

17 conceived] 4 pregnant, as in 4:1. after] 9 as. So A.V. very often.

19 other]6 second*™. As 1:8 and 2:13.

21 Ahandle Hb. grasp. See margin. Fig. Association, organ] Obsolete, shepherd's pipe.

22 also] moreover. See 3:6 and 4:26. instructor]8 Here only in A.V. forger.

artificer] may also be tool, brass] copper. Brass is an alloy, not used anciently.

23 hearken]3 cgive ear, causative of ear. Hearken belongs to hear, have slain] killed.

As in verse 8. wounding]10 injury. Another word denotes wound (Ez. 26:15). young

man]3 boy, as A.V. Jl. 3:3. hurt]io welt. Same word as "stripes" in Is. 53:5 (A.V.)

25 'Evec has been preserved in the Septuagint and Syriac. 'pregnant0 and 'saying0
have dropped out of the Hebrew, appointed]80 should be, set, the meaning of Seth.
slew] kills. See verse 8.

26 also] moreover. See 3:6. Enos] Enosh, as A.V. has it correctly in 1 Ch. 1:1.

'this one0 was preserved by the Septuagint. began] Septuagint differs. Hebrew looks

like 'wounded*. See 23. men] Not in Hebrew. Enosh seems to be meant. Lord]

Ieue. 'Alneim0 dropped out of the Hebrew.
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Heavens and Earth, Creation, Disintegration, Readjustment 1

A1 ueim IN A BEGINNING

COMMONLY CALLED

" GENESIS "
l Dt324 2S2231 Ps336 9

Pr3l9Ec3Hls4512jr5U5 H-23 Heavens and Earth=Annals 24-5026 ll Creation=Disruption 12-

jniiColi6HblioRv4ii Created by the Alueim were Hhe heavens and Hhe earth.
12- Disruption=Readjustment -2-24

t Is45is Jer423 2Pt36 2 ayet the earth became a chaos and vacant, and darkness

. . ><t _ . . was on the surface of the submerged chaos.
lsone spirit in plural

1-2-31 Readjustment- aYet the spirit of the Alueim is vibrating over the surface
Cessation 21-3 3 of the water. And saying is the Alueim, "Become light!"
-2-5 Light 14-19 4 And it is becoming light. And seeing is the AlueimHhe light,

s light is vibration that it is good. And separating is the Alueim between the
s Psll9i3o 2C46 5 light andbtthe darkness. And calling is the Alueimtothe light

4Ec3iili6 "day," andtothe darkness He calls "night."
5 Ps74ie 92210420 And coming is it to be evening and coming to be morning,

day one.

6-8 Atmos^Water- g ^ ^.^ fa ^ Alueim «Become sI;all an atmosphere

atmoBPherer9fo CTAMP in the midst of the water, and *coming is a separation be-
atn»makes light visible 7 tween water *and water." 7And coming is it to be so.0 And
waterabove(descends making is the Alueim Hhe atmosphere. And separating is
in deluge or flood). **e between the water which is t undert0the atmosphere and

s Tb37is Si365 Pr828 8 Mthe water which is'abovetothe atmosphere. And calling is
the Alueimt0 the atmosphere "heavens." 7And seeing is the
Alueim that it is good.0

And coming is it to be evening and coming to be morning,
the second day.

9-13 Land=Land- 9 And saying is the Alueim, "Flow together shall the water

life 24-31 from under the heavens to one place, and appear shall the

dry land." And coming is it to be so. 'And flowing together
is the water-'under the heavens to one place,.and appearing

iojb26io388Ps337IO is the dry land#« And calling is the Alueim tothe dry part

95510461366Jr522 «land» [or «earth"] and*0the confluence of the water He

Pr 829 calls "seas." And seeing is the Alueim that it is good.
11 And saying is the Alueim, "Verdant shall become the land

dFROM-cause with verdure; with herbage seeding seed 7for its from-kind
and for its likeness.0 7andB with the fruit tree whose seed is

yieidDODra jn it yielding fruit for its from-kind, on the land." And com-

i*Lu644i2 ing is it to be so. And forth is the land cbringing verdure;

herbage seeding seed for its from-kind/and for its likeness/

yieidDOiNG and the fruit0 tree whose seed is in it, yielding fruit for its

from-kind, on the land.0 And seeing is the Alueim that it is
good.

13 And coming is it to be evening and coming to be morning,

the third day.

-2-5Light i4-i' 14 ^nd saying is the Alueim, "Become shall luminaries in

i*Ex256272o35i4jrl02 the atmosphere of the heavens, 7to cgive light on the earth,0

to separate between the day anduthe night. And they come
to be for signs and for appointments, and for days and

is Ps83 7416-1715 years." And there come to bet0luminaries in the atmosphere

of the heavens to cgive light on the earth. And coming is n

to be so.
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Gn. 1 Heavens and Earth, Eeadjustment, Living Soul20 Land life24
** And making is the Alueim Hwo "great iuminaries, Hhe Al » eim

greater luminary for Ruling the day, and Hhe smaller 'in-2S53wSSS?)
17 minary for 'rulinjr the night, and Hhe stars. And bestowing bestowGIVE

Hhem is the Alueim in the atmosphere of the heavens to
18 ogive light on the earth, and to xrule in the day and in the impersonation

! night, and to separate between the light andwthe darkness.18 Ps831367
And seeing is the Alueim that it is good.

19 And coming is it to be evening, and coming to be morn
ing, the fourth day.

20 And saying is the Alueim, "Roam shall the water with the «-s Atmosphere*
roaming, living Nsoul, and tbe flyer shall fly over the earth Water souls 20-23

on the face of the atmosphere of the heavens." rAnd coming *9 27 is 94 5 LvlUs
M is it to be so." And creating is the Alueim '*great 'monsters. ** PslO425

and xevery 'living 'moving Nsoul, with which the water
roams, for their from-kind, and Aevery winged flyer for itsf kFROM-caused
from-kind. And seeing is the Alueim that it is good.

22 And blessing Hhem is the Alueim,tosaying, "Be ^fruitful
and increase and fill Hhe water'of the seas. And the flyer
is to be increasing in the earth."

23 And coming is it to be evening and coming to be morning,
the fifth day.

24 And saying is the Alueim, "cBring forthF shall the earth 913 Land=Land-
the living Nsoul for its from-kind, beast and moving animal We 24-31

and land life for its from-kind." And coming is it to be so.

*5 And making is the Alueim Hhe land life for its from-kind,
and Hhe beast for its from-kind, and *every moving animal
of the ground for its fromrkind. And seeing is the Alueim
that it is good.

26 And saying is the Alueim, "Make will We humanity in buAdmUKEst

Our image/andA<Z8according to Our likeness, and sway shall ** 27 5l 8 96 Ps86
they *over the fish of the sea, and *over the flyer of thePr822"81Jnll4Aci726
heavens, and *over the beast, and *over all land *lifec, and iClis-11 C0I15 Hbl3

*over every moving animal moving on the land." Ja39 Rv314
27 And creating is the Alueim vhumanity in His image. ln*727is-24

the image of the Alueim He creates Nit. Male and female He
creates Hhem. ««9i 7 Ps8s

28 And blessing Hhem is the Alueim. And saying to them is AcI4lT Hb26'8
the Alueim, "Be fruitful and increase and fill Hhe earth,
and subdue it. And sway *over the fish of the sea, and *over
the flyer of the heavens, rand tover the beast,c rand 4over all
the earth,9 and *over all life 'moving on the land."

29 And saying is the Alueim, "Behold, I give to you 'all
herbage seeding seed, which is on the surface of the entire
earth, and xevery 'tree which has in it the fruit of a tree

90 seeding seed. For you it is coming to be for food. And for
all iand life, and for every flyer of the heavens, and for
every moving animal on the land, which has in it a living
soul/all green herbage is for food."And coming is it to be so.

31 And seeing is the Alueim Nall nhat He had made, and, be
hold, it is very good.

And coming is it to be evening and coming to be morning,
the sixth day.
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Cessation 22 Annals, Human Formation5 Food917 Streams10 Serve15 2
I Dt426 Ps336 2P37 2

1-2-31 Readjustment-

Cessation 21-3 2

S 122 Ex2OH Hb44

Link 4

And finished are the heavens and the earth and all their
host.

And finishing is the Alueim, on the 'sixth0 day, His work
which He does. And ceasing is He 'on the seventh day from
all His work which He does. And blessing is the Alueim

xthe seventh day, and hallowing 'it, for in it He ceases from
all His work, which the Alueim creates to make.

These are the genealogical annals of the heavens and the
earth, *when they were created.

jb3826Ps90210414 2P37

7 120 319 23 722

PslO3i4 Ecl27 1C1545 7

Adml = b.c. 5465

8 Plants 15 8

HOdn Luxury

8 323 24 416 Is5l3

9 Food 16-17 9
9 322 Pr3l8 1130 Jn648

51 53 Rv27 222 14

Ieue
Will-be-ing-was

11-23 Heavens and Earth=Annals 24-5026 2-4-25 Human 425-26 4-7 Man-Woman 18-25

In the day Ieue Alueim made the earth and the heavens,
aild every shrub of the field ere it is coming to be in the
eartn, and all herbage of the field ere it is sprouting, at

that time Ieue Alueim does not cbring rain on the earth,
and there was no human to Aserve 'the ground.

aYet humidity is ascending from the earth and irrigates
xall the surface of the ground.
And forming is Ieue Alueim vthe human of soil from the

ground, and He is blowing into his nostrils the breath of
the living, and becoming is the humant0a living Nsoul.

And planting is Ieue Alueim a garden in Eden, 'in the
east, and He is placing there xthe human whom He forms.

And 'furthermore' sprouting is Ieue Alueim from the

ground every tree coveted *by the Nsight and good for food,

and the tree of the living in the midst of the garden, and the
tree of the knowledge of good and evil.

io Rivers n-14 io And a stream is faring forth from Eden to irrigate Hhe
irngatesDRINKizes garden, and thence it is being parted and bcomes to four

io Rivers 11-14 heads.
*Phish un DiFFusEr n The name of the one is Pisan It is .that surrOunding 'Hhe"

Hchut7cTravaileri2 entire land of Havilah, where there is gold, and the gold of
u 1029 2518 1S157 .that iand ig Sexceedinglyn good. There is the pearl and the

oRTH-RusHerij onyx stone# And the name of the second stream is Gihon. It

Rush Burly u is -that surrounding 7xthe° entire land of Rush. And the
*chdqi ONE-fieet name of the third stream is Hiddekel. It is -that going east

AAsfcur PRowing of Ashur. And the fourth stream, it is the Euphrates.
mPhr th Fruits

8 Plants 1515 And taking is Ieue Alueim xthe human 7that He had

is 324 formed0 and is leaving him in the garden of Eden to Aserve
it and to keep it.

le 3* 9 Food i6-i7 X6 And instructing is Ieue Alueim on the human, to saying,
lr 34 55 Exl9i2 211217 "From every tree of the garden, you are to eat, yea, eat.°Yet

Lv202 9 Nul5351K237 from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, you are

42 Ac5so Ro623 IP224 not to be eating from it, for in the day you eat from it, to

die shall you be dying."

4-7 Man-Woman 18-25 is And saying is Ieue Alueim, "Not good is it for the human

for him to be alone. Make for him will I a helper as his com-
19 plement." And 'furthermore0 Ieue Alueim, having formed
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Gn.2-3 Annals, Heavens and Earth, Woman built21 Serpent 31 Trees8
from the ground *all 'field life and xevery flyer of the heav
ens, He is also bringing it to the human to see what he will hiXAdmuKEst

callt0 it. And whatever? the human living Nsoul is calling10
20 it, that is its name. And calling is the human the names for f0 iGllo lTi2ia

every 'beast and for 'every° flyer of the heavens, and for all

•field life. °Yet for the human He does not find a helper as * \e . u e
his complement. wm-be-mg-was

21 And Ffailing is a stupor on the human, caused by Ieue Al u eim
Alueim, and he is sleeping. And taking is He one 'of his (To^s^rc~to°rs)

22 angular organs and is closing the flesh under it. And Ieue

Alueim isFbuildingHhe angular organ, which He takes from ang=angie vault Ez4l

the human, into a woman, and bringing her is He to the (A.v.=chamber)

23 human. And saying is the human, "This was 'once Mbone *of
my bones andMflesh from my flesh.t0This shall be called

24 woman, for from 7herw man is this taken." Therefore a man f*Mtl95 1C616 Ep53i

shall forsake xhis father and vhis mother and cling *to his
25 wife, and they 7twon becomet0 one flesh. And coming are

they two, the human and his wife, to be naked, ayet are not
shaming themselves.

31-24 Failure 41-24 31-5 Living Creatures -24

3 And the serpent comes to be the craftiest 'of all field' Nu2ie 9 Jb5i2 15s

life which was made by Ieue Alueim. And saying is 7the ser
pent0 to the woman, 'Indeed! "Then the Alueim says, *Not thenTHAT

eat shall you from °*any tree of the garden' ?" anyALL
2 And saying is the woman to the serpent, "From the fruitf 2l61T 1Ti214
3 of the trees of the garden we are eating, ayet from the fruit

of the tree which is in the midst of the garden, the Alueim

says, 'Not eat 'of it shall you, and not touchln it shall you,
lest you be dying/"

4 And saying is the serpent to the woman, "Not to die shall
5 you be dying, for the Alueim knows that, in the day you eat

'of it, ° unclosed shall be your Aeyes, and you become as the
Alueim, knowing good and evil."

6 And seeing is the woman that the tree is good for food, 6 Trees 22-24
and that it brings a yearning to the Aeyes, and is to be 6 Mt43-io ijn2ie

coveted as the tree to cmake one intelligent. And taking is
she 'of its fruit and is eating, and she is giving, moreover,
to her husband with her, and 7they are" eating.

7 And unclosing are their Aeyes, they two, and knowing are 7 Clothing 20-21

they that they are naked. And sewing are they fig leaves'17 R<>83

and making for themselves girdle skirts.

8 And hearing are they Hhe sound of Ieue Alueim walking 8-12 Man 17-19
in the garden in the windy part of the day. And hiding * 2S5241K146 Jr2324

themselves are the human and his wife from the Nface of Ep2i3

Ieue Alueim, in the midst of a tree of the garden.
9 And calling is Ieue Alueim to the human, and He is say

ing to him, '"Adam!0 Where are you?"
10 And saying is he 7to Him,0 "xThe sound of Thee 'walking0

hear I in the garden, and fearful am I, for naked am I, and I
am hiding." .

11 And saying is He 7to him,0 "Did anyone tellt0 you that you
are naked ? From the tree of which 7alone° I instruct you
to avoid eating, from it did you eat ?"
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Estrangement14 Judging16 Leaving Eden23 Cherubim24 Cain 41 3-4
i* Dtl36 Jb3l3312 And saying is the human, 'The woman whom Thou gayest,

withal, she gave to me from the tree and I am eating/'

13 Woman 1613 And saying is Ieue Alueim to the woman, "What is this
1S2C113 14 you do?"

And saying is the woman, "The serpent lured me and I

am eating."

14 Estrangement is 14 And saying is Ieue Alueim to the serpent, "«As you do

Asthat this, most cursed are you 'of every 'beast, and 'of all 'field
u Is6525 Mi7i7 iife On your torso shall you go, and soil shall you eat all

the days of your lives.

14 Estrangement is 15 "And enmity am I setting between you and bt the woman,

is 177 2U2 Ps4l9 ana- between your Nseed andbt her Nseed. He shall hurt your
Jnl3i8 Rol620 Ga3i6 Nhead and you shall hurt his Nheel."

13 Woman 16 16 7Andw to the woman He says, "Multiplying, yea, multiply-
i6 Mtl23 Lul3i Ga44 jng am j vour grief and 7the groaning of your pregnancy. In

lClls iTi2i415 grief shall you bear sons.

"aYet %y your husband is your 'restoration/ and he shall
rule *over you."

8-12 Man 17-1917 And to the human He says, ""As you hearken to the
asthat "voice of your wife, and are eating from the tree of which

n R0819-23 7alone° I instruct you,to saying not eat shall you from it,

cursed shall be the Jground 7*when you Aserve it/ *for your
7sakes.° In grief shall you eat of it all the days of your lives.

18 And thorns and weeds shall it sprout for you, and you
19 shall eat Hhe herbage of the field. In the Nsweat of your

*aceNOSES Aface shall you eat 7your° bread, till your return to the

19 27 PslO3i4 Ecus ground, for from it are you taken, for Msoil you are, and to

127 1C1547 2Th3io Soil are you returning."

7 Clothing 20-2120 And calling is the human his wife's name Eve, for she

*Chue Living becomes the Nmother of all the living.
20 412C113 1TI213 21 And making is Ieue Alueim for Adam and for his wife

tunics of skin, and is clothing them.

e Trees 22-24 22 And saying is Ieue Alueim, "Behold! The human becomes

as one of us,t0knowing good and evil. And now, lest he
stretchSEND stretch forth his hand, moreover, and take 'of the tree of the

23 living, and eat and live for the eon—!" And Ieue Alueim is
sending him away from the garden of Eden to Aserve Hhe

2k 29 4i4161S44 24 ground whence he is taken. And He is driving out Hhe hu-

Ps80i99i man, and is causing 7him° to tabernacle 'at the east *of the

garden of Eden.

i-5LivingCreatures-24 7And He set0 Hhe cherubim, andxa flaming'sword'turning

itself, to keep Hhe way of the tree of the living.
31-24 Failure 41-24 1-16 Sons 17-24

*Chue Living4, And the human knows xEve, his wife, and pregnant is she
°Qin Acquired and is bearing xCain. And saying is she, "I Facquire a man,
*Ebi Vanity 2m ^Ieue!" And proceeding is she to bearvhis brother xAbel. And

coming is Abel to be the grazier of a flock, ayet Cain be

comes a Aserver of the Jground.
s 317 juii 3 And bcoming is it, 'at the end of days, athat bringing is

Cain, from the fruit of the ground, a present offering to
a Lv33 4 Ps203 HblU 4 Ieue. Abel also is bringing, he, moreover, from the firstlings

of his flock, and from their fat. And heed is Ieue giving to
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Gn.4 Annals, Heavens and Earth, Patriarchs, Adam, Failure

Abel and to his present offering, ayet to Cain and to his AEM Vanity
5 present offering He does not give heed. And Ahot istoCain's °Ql* Acquired

anger exceedingly, and Ffalling is his face. { e .u e
6 And saying is Ieue 'Alueim* to Cain, "Why is to your anger Wiii-be-mg-was
7 Ahot? And why does your face Ffall? Would you not, should r Lv43 625 82

you be cdoing well, Alift it up? And should you not be cdoing2C52iEp52

well, *at the opening a Asin offering is reclining, and for
you is its 'restoration/ And you are ruler *over it." *«s*tfms;mqe6RUN-

* And saying is Cain to Abel, his brother, 7<<Go will we to about {literally)

the field."*1 And bcoming is it, *at their coming to be in the * Ijn3i2 juii

field,0 rising is Cain 'against Abel, his brother, and killing io Mt2335 HB1224

him.

9 .. And saying is Ieue 7Alueim° to Cain, "Where is Abel, your
brother?" And saying is he, "I do not know. The keeper of

10 my brother am I ?" And saying is 7the Alueim,0 "What have
you done ? The *voice of your brother's "blood is crying to

H Me from the ground. And now, cursed are you flby the
ground, which opens xits Fmouth wide to take your brother's

12 Mblood* from your Ahand. "As you are Aserving Hhe Jground, Asthat
it will not continue to give its vigor to you. A rover and a
wanderer shall you become in the earth."

13 And saying is Cain to Ieue 7Alueim,° "Too great is my
14 depravity to Fbear. Behold, drive xme dost Thou out 'today u 38 Nu35io

off the surface of the ground, and from Thy Nface shall I
be concealed, and become shall I a rover and a wanderer in
the earth. And it bcomes that "'anyone finding me will kill AnyALL
me."

15 And saying to him is Ieue 7Alueim,° "7Notc so. a'Anyone AnyALL
killing Cain, sevenfold shall it be avenged." And placing is is Ex4s 9171213
Ieue 7Alueim° a sign for Cain, to avoid "'anyone finding him Ez20i2 20

^smiting 'him. And forth is Cain faring from before Ieue
"''Alneim/ and is dwelling in the land of Nod, east of Eden. NNud WANDERing

^Odn Luxury

17 And knowing is Cain xhis wife and she is pregnant and 1-ie Sons 17-24
bearing xEnoch. And ^coming is it that he is building a city, **chnuk Dedicated
and calling is he rthe name of the city as the name of his
son, Enoch.

1* And born to Enoch is^Irad, and Irad generates NMehujael, *'Ovd City-suFFicEs
and Mehujael generates ^Methusael, and Methusael gene- MMchui-Al Wipe(out) -
rates xLamech. SuBjEcror

19 And Lamech is taking for himself two wives, the one uthMthushal-
20 named Adah, and the second named Zillah. And Adah is DYing-Asx

bearing \Jabal He becomes the forefather of the tent dweller hLmk To-reducb

21 and the cattleman. And the name of his brother is Jubal. He A°«fe Ornament
becomes the forefather of all who Ahandle the harp and the zTzle Shadow Shade

22 shepherd's pipe. And Zillah, moreover, she bears Tubal- ^Disintegrato
cain, a forger of every tool of copper and iron. And the sis- Jufobl jubilee
ter of Tubal-cain is Naamah. *a*«"ecRASp

f#Rull9 20

23 And saying is Lamech to his wives:

*'Adah and Zillah, hearken to my Nvoice!
Wives of Lamech, cgive Near to my saying! **Nome Pleasant

For a man killed I for my injury,
And a boy for my welt.

24 ttAs sevenfold is the avenging of Cain, Asthat

aThen seventy and seven is Lantech's."
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Sans and Daughters, Firstborn, Seth 54 Enosh7 Cainan10 5
Adm 230 25 Sons 26 25 And knowing is Adam 'Eve,' xhis wife, again. And 7preg-

*Chue Living nant" is she and bearing a son. And calling is she ^his name

*ShthSsr seth, 'saying/ 'Tor set for me has the Alueim another
vQin Acquired Nsee<j instead of Abel, for Cain kills him."

26 J1232 25 Sons 26 26 And to Seth, moreover, to him is born a son. And calling

*Anush Mortal \s he xhis name Enosh. Then 'this* one ?is wounded/ Yet he
calls *on the Nname of Ieue rAlueim.0

51-68 Progenitors 371-5026 51-5 Generation 61-3

i MtH Lu338 g This is the scroll of the genealogical annals of Adam: In
Ro5i41C1522 45 the day the Alueim created Adam, in the likeness of the

2 Alueim He made xhim. Male and female created He them.
Mdm LiKEst And blessing Hhem is He, and calling Hheir name Adam in

the day they are created.

Adm 230 3 And living is Adam rtwo* hundred and thirty years. And
s Ps5i5 R0512-19 begetting is he one in his likeness, according to his image.

4 And calling is he xhis name Seth. And coming are the Ndays
Al u eim of Adam, after his begetting xSeth, to be 'seven® ^hundred

sOTjECT-or-to-s 5 years And begetting is he sons and daughters. And coming

(To-subj tors) are all the Ndays of Adam, which he lives, to be nine ~hun-
Adm930 dred?rand thirty years. And he died.

56-siDistinguished64-rfi And living is Seth rtwo* "hundred yf and five years. And

*426 7 begetting is he MEnosh. And living is Seth, after his beget-
Adm435 ting xEnosh, 'seven9 "hundred yrand seven years, and beget-

* ting is he sons and daughters. And coming are all the Ndays
Adm 1132 of Seth to be nine =hundredyrand twelve years. And he died.

Adm 625 9 And living is Enosh 'a hundredsand" ninety years/And
^Anush Mortal 10 begetting is he ^Cainan. And living is Enosh, after his be-

"Qutnn Acquisition getting xCainan, 'seven9 =hundredyrand fifteen years. And

11 begettinsr is he sons and daughters. And coming are all the
Ndays of Enosh to be nine "hundred yrand five years. And he

Adm 1340 died.

Adm 79512 And living is Cainan ra hundred yrand*seventy years. And
MMetf-AlPraise-of-!3 begetting is he ^Malaleel. And living is Cainan, after his

SuBjEcror begetting xMalaleel,'seven0=hundredyrand forty years. And

14 begetting is he sons and daughters. And coming are all the
Ndays of Cainan to be nine =hundredyrand ten years. And he

Adm 1535 died.

Adm 96015 And living is Malaleel 7a hundred^1*and sixtyyrfive years.

*lrd Descended 16 And begetting is he \Fared. And living is Malaleel, after

his begetting \Fared, 'seven" =hundredyrand thirty years.
17 And begetting is he sons and daughters. And coming are all

the days of Malaleel to be eight =hundredyfand ninety-five
Adm 1690 years. And he died.

Adm 112215 And living is Jared a hundred yrand sixty-two years. And
xchnuk Dedicator 19 begetting is he xEnoch. And living is Jared, after his beget

ting NEnoch, eight 'hundred years. And begetting is he sons

20 and daughters. And coming are all the Ndays of Jared to be
Adm 1922 njne "hundred yr and sixty-two years. And he died.

Adm 1287 21 And living is Enoch ra hundred yrand0 sixty-five years.
uMthushichDm-vdll-22 And begetting is he ^Methuselah. And ^walking is Enoch

send v^th the Alueim, after his begetting 'Methuselah, 7two*
Adm 1487 transferred "hundred years. And begetting is he sons and daughters.
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Gn. 5-6 Annals, Patriarchs, Adam, Sons and Daughters26 Noah's Sons32
23 And coming 7aren all the Ndays of Enoch to be three =hun- MChnuk Dedicator
24 dred^and sixty-five years. And walking is Enoch Vith the ** 2K2n Hblls jui4

Alueim. And not 7found° is he, for taken was xhe by the
Alueim.

25 And living is Methuselah a hundred yr and eighty-seven Adm 1474
26 years. And begetting is he xLamech. And living is Methu- MMthushkh=

selah, after his begetting xLamech, seven =hundred yr and Die-wiII-send
eighty-two years. And begetting is he sons and daughters. LmfcToREDUCE

27 And coming are all the Ndays of Methuselah, Vhich he

lived,0 to be nine =hundredyrand sixty-nine years. And he ,

died

28 And living is Lamech a hundredyrand eighty-7eight° years. ^d™ *6i?
29 And begetting is he a son. And calling is he'his name Noah, N9* *

t0 saying, "This one will console us ^because of our 7doings,B c TOP
and 'because of the grief of our Nhands, ^because of the

30 ground which Ieue 7Alueim0 makes a curse." And living is

Lamech, after his begettingxNoah, five=hundredyrand 7sixty°-

31 five years. And begetting is he sons and daughters. And

coming 7arew all the Ndays of Lamech to be seven "hundred Adm 2227
yrand 7fifty-three° years. And he died.

532 New Beginning 68

32 And coming is Noah to be five=hundred years of sage. And ageson ss 101 mo
begetting is Noah 7three sons,0 NShem, ^Ham, and xJapheth, Adm 2164 Shem

sShm Place or Name HCfim Warm 3lphth EnticecI

6 Andbcoming is it that 'humanity starts to be multitudinous 5i-5 Generation 61-3

on the surface of the ground, and daughters are born to112* 52

2 them. And seeing are sons of the alueim Hhe daughters of

the human, that they are good, and taking are they for
themselves wives 'of all whom they choose.

3 And saying is Ieue 'Alueim,* "Not rabide9 shall My spirit in
the human for the eon, in wthat moreover, he is Nflesh. And
come shall his Ndays to be a hundred and twenty years." Adm 810

4 7«Nown the distinguished come to be in the earth in -those 5e-si Distinguished 64- 7

days, and, moreover, afterward, coming are those who are

sons of the alueim to the daughters of the human, and they

bear for them. They are the masters, who are from tBe eon,
mortals with the Nname.

5 And seeing is Ieue 7Alueim° that much is the evil of 'hu
manity in the earth, and every form of the devices of its Al u eim

6 rheart is but evil all rts days. And Regretting is Ieue rAl ^S
im° that He made ^humanity *on the earth, and grieving^ to

7 His Fheart. And saying is Ieue 7Alueim,° "FWipe will I Hhe
humanity, which I have created, off the surface of thep1:
ground, from human unto beast, and unto the moving animal,^
and unto the flyer of the heavens, for I cregret that I have
made them/'

8 aYet Noah finds grace in the Aeyes of Ieue 7Alueim.° 532 New Beginning 68
69-929 Forefathers 361-8 69 Time 928-29

9 These are the genealogical annals of Noah: Noah is a just9 &2 24 ?x
man. Flawless became he in his generations. vWith the

Alueim Fwalks Noah.

10 And begetting is Noah three sons, xShem, 'Ham, and \Ja« 610 Sons 918-27

pheth. ' J °532 9l8101 lchl4
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Masters 64 Humanity Corrupt11 The Ark14 Provision for21 Enter 77 6-7
11-18 Condition ^i-9i7 jfi And being ruined is the ^arth before the Alueim, and

I e k e 12 being Ffil!ed is the Aearth with wrong. And seeing is 'leue*
Willbe-ing-was Alueim Hhe Aearth, and behold! Ruined is it, for ruining is

13 all Nflesh Hts Fway on the earth. And saying is the Alueim
^Neks-tot to Noah, "The 'era of° the end of all 'human0 Nflesh is come

before Me, for Ffull is the Aearth with wrong 'because of
their presence.aNow behold Me ruining themVith the earth.

6x4-22 Provision 820 24 "Make for yourself an ark of sulphur "wood. With pnests

J4 Ex23 Is349 shall you make Hhe ark. And shelter Ht from the inside and

IS from the outside 'with a sheltering coat. And this is "how
Cubit=approx. 18inches you shall make 'Hhe ark:0 Three "hundred cubits is the

length of the ark, 7an<T fifty cubits its width, and thirty
iff 71186 id cubits its rise.'Narrowing' you shall make it*from the'mid

dle/ and to a cubit shall you finish it fromt0 above. And the
opening of the ark you shall place in its side. With nether,

second and third decks shall you make it.
j7Ps29ioi7 "And I, behold Me bringing xa 'deluge of water over the

earth to wreck all Nflesh, which has in it the spirit of the
living, from under the heavens. All "that is in the earth
shall expire.

18 "And I set *"up NMy covenant Vith you. And come do you
to the ark, you and your sons and your wife and your sons*

19 72 e Id wives Svith you. And ''of every beast and 'of every moving
animal and9 'of every 'living animal 'of all flesh, a pair from
all, are you, to bring into the ark, tocpreserve alive ^with you.

20 Male and female shall they bec. 'Of 'every bird or the flyer
for its from-kind, and 'of 'every0 'beast for its from-kind,
'and"'of every moving animal 'moving onn the ground for its

* *FROM-cause from-kind. Pairs *of all shall come to you, to ^preserve alive,

'male and female.0
21 "And you, take for yourselves 'of all food which is being

eaten, and gather it to you, and it comes to be for food for

you and for them."
t$ Wain 22 And doing is Noah«saccording to all which leue" Alueim

instructs vhim. So does he.

71-24 Enters 8i-i9 7 And saying is Ieue 'Alueimw to Noah, "Come, you and all

your household, into the ark, for xyou I see righteous before
*6i»Lvttiol*2 Me in 'this 'generation. 'Of every Aclean 'beast you are to

•1"man **»woman take to you seven by seven, the sire and his dam, and 'of the
beast which is not Aclean, of it a pair, the sire and his dam.

3 sAnd,w moreover, 'of the 7Acleanw flyer of the heavens seven

by seven, male and female, 'and 'of the flyer which is not
• • • ']j Aclean, of it a pair, male and female,0 to keep alive Aseed on

"J ^ the surface of the entire earth. For,toseven days further, I
will cause it to rain on the earth forty days and forty
nights, and I will Fwipe vevery 'risen thing which I have

* 85 made off the surface of the 'entire" ground."

5 And doing is Noah ^according to all which Ieue 'Alueim0
Adm2262 6 instructs him. And Noah is six hundred years of sage. And

7 the deluge of water comes to be on the earth. And coming
is Noah, and his sons, and his wife, and his sons' wives
Vith him, into the ark in view of the water of the deluge.

« 'Of the Aclean 'beast, and 'of the beast which is not Aclean,
and 'of the flyer, and 7'ofw every animal which is moving on
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Gn. 7-8 Annals, Patriarchs, Noah, Enter Ark9 Deluge covers Earth20
9 the ground, pair by pair they come to Noah into the ark, nNcJiStop

male and female, as w the Alueim instructs xNoah. Al u e im

10 And &coming is it, rafter° seven 'days, athat the waters of *TBc^b£ctorsS)
U the deluge come to be on the earth, in the sixyrhundredth n i2 4925Dt33is

year *of Noah's =life, in the second month, *on the 'twenty- 2K7210 Ecl23 Is24i8

seventh9 day *of the month. 'On 'this day rent are all the
springs of the vast submerged chaos, and theFcrevices of the vastMucH

12 heavens are opened, and ^coming is the downpour on the

earth forty days and forty nights. is IP320

13 *On thisvery day come Noah,and Shem,«Ham,andJapheth, aShm Place or Name

Noah's sons, and Noah's wife, and the three wives of his MChm Warm
14 sons, ^vith them, into the ark, they and every 'living animal Jiphth ErnicEd

for its from-kind, and every 'beast for its from-kind, and

every 'moving animal 'moving on the earth for its from-fkFROM"cause
kind, and every 'flyer for its from-kind, every bird of every

15 Awing. And coming are they to Noah into the ark, pair by
pair, 'of all Nfiesh, which has in it the spirit of the living. I5617

16 And those coming, male and female 'of all Nflesh, come as

wthe Alueim instructs xhim. And closing 7the ark° is Ieue
rAlueim0 about him.

17 And ^coming is the deluge forty days 7and forty nights9 on
the earth. And increasing are the waters, and lifting up Hhe

18 ark, and it is high above the earth. And having the mastery

are the waters and they are increasing exceedingly on the
19 earth, and going is the ark on the surface of the water. And

the water has the mastery exceeding exceedingly on the

earth. And covered are all the lofty 'mountains which are

20 under the entire heavens. Fifteen cubitst0 above has the
water the mastery, and covered are 7all° the mountains.

21 And expiring is all Nflesh 'moving on the earth, *of flyer,
and fof beast, and *of living animal/ and *of every 'roaming

22 animal 'roaming on the earth, and every 'human. Everyone

which has the breath of the spirit of the living in his Nnos-

23 trils,'of all^that were in the drained area, dies. AndFwiped 2s 2P25
off is xevery 'risen thing which was on the surface of 7all°

jthe ground, from human 'rto beast, 'rfrom moving animal

/rto the flyer of the heavens. And being Fwiped are they
from the earth. aYea, 7only° Noah is remaining, and what

24 is Hvith him in the ark. And 7lofty° are the waters on the
earth a hundred and fifty days.

8 aNow cmindful is the Alueim of xNoah and Wery living
animal and vevery 'beast 7and xevery 'flyer and ^every 'mov

ing animal0 which is Svith him in the ark. And the Alueim
is causing a wind to pass over the earth, and subsiding are

2 the waters. And being held in check are the springs of the <
submerged chaos and the Fcrevices of the heavens, and be-

3 ing shut up is the downpour from the heavens, and return

ing are the waters off the earth, going and returning. And
abating are the waters 'at the end of one hundred and fifty

days.
4 And resting is the ark in the seventh month, *on the

7twenty-seventh0 day *of the month, on the mountains of

5 Ararat. And the waters bcame to go and abate until the abatlngLAcidng
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All flesh Expiring23 Noah leaves Ark 819 Builds Altar20 Covenant21 8
e 1K64 Ez40i6 4116

7LvlU5Dtl4i4

month. In the Eleventh month0, 'on day one *of the
month, appear the Aheads of the mountains.
And it is ^coming, 'at the end of forty days, °that opening

is Noah a "porthole of the ark which he had made, and send
ing out is he xa 'raven 7to see if the waters are slight". And
forth is it faring, to fare forth and 7not° to return till the
drying of the water off the land.

And sending out is he xa 'dove from "him 7after it,0 to see

if the waters are slight over the surface of the ground. aYet
not find does the dove a resting place for the sole of her
foot, and she is returning to him to the ark, for the water
is on the surface of the entire earth. And stretching forth
is he his hand and taking her, and is bringing "her to him
into the ark.

10 And waiting is he further another seven days. And pro-

11 ceeding is he to send out theMove from the ark. And coming

is the dove to him *at eventide, and behold! A torn-off olive

leaf is in its beak! And knowing is Noah that the waters

are slight above the earth.

And waiting is he further another seven days, and 7once
more0 is sending out "the dove, ayet not any more to return

to him further.

And ^coming is it, in the year six 'hundred and one 7of
Noah's life/ in the first month, 'on day one *of the month,

drained are the waters off the earth. And away is Noah

12 »noreadd ctaking the "covering of the ark, 7which he had made,0 and
seeing is he, and behold! Drained are 7the waters from0 the

14 surface of the ground. And in the second month, 'on the
twenty-seventh day *of the month, the earth is dry.

15 And speaking is 7Ieue° Alueim to Noah,t0saying, i6"Fare

16 forth from the ark, you, and your wife, and your sons* and
17 your sons* wives Vith you. 7AndM every 'living thing which

is Vith you 'of all Nflesh, 'of flyer, and 'of beast, and 'of

every'moving animal'moving on the earth,cbring forthVith

you. They also are to roam in the earth, and to be Ffruitful,

and increase on the earth."

18 And, forth is faring Noah, and his sons, and his wife, and
19 his sons' wives Vith him. 7And° every 'living thing 7and

every 'beast/ and every 'flyer, *andB every 'moving animal

moving on the earth, *by their families they fare forth
from the ark.

Adm 2263

16 71 16 81

614-22 provision 820 20 And building is Noah an altar to Ieue 7Alueim,° and tak-

*Nch Stop ing is he fof every *Aclean 'beast, and 'of every 'Aclean 'flyer,
and is coffering up ascent offerings 'on the altar.

Will-be-ing-was

821-22 Covenant 98-17 21

21 2S235

And csmelling is Ieue 7Alueim° a Arestful "smell. And say
ing is Ieue 7Alueim° to His Fheart, "Not any more will It0
slight further "the ground for the sake of 'humanity, for
the form of the human Fheart is evil from its youth. Neither
again will It0 smite further "all living 7Nflesh,° as^l have

22 done. In the future, all the days of the earth, seedtime and
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Gn. 9 Annals, Patriarchs, Noah, Shem, Ham, Japheth, Flesh for Food3

harvest, and cold and warmth, and summer and winter,

and day and night shall not cease."

9 And blessing is the Alueim *N6ah and 'his sons. And say- & Blessing>
ing is He to them, "Be fruitful and increase and fill Hhe
earth 7and subdue it.0

2 "And the fear of you and dismay due to you shall bcome 2 Govern-e

on every living animal of the earth, aeven on every flyer of
the heavens, 7and° in all which is moving on the ground,

3 and in all the fishes of the sea. Into your Ahand are they
given.

"'And* every moving animal which1* is living is coming to -8 Food 4-5
be for food for you. As the green herbage I give to you rall.

*■ "Yea, only flesh 'with its Asoul, its blood, you shall not eat. -3 Food 4~5
5 Yea, and vyour blood for your Nsouls I will require. From-***922

the Ahand of every living animal will. I require it, and from r<M*ul "inquire

the Ahand of 'humanity. From the Ahand of a man's ^brother
I will require the Nsoul of a 'human. shedPouR-ouT

6 "The shedder of the blood of a 'human, *by a human his 2 Govern 6

blood shall be shed, for in the image of the Alueim has He6126

made 'humanity.

7 "And you, be 'fruitful and increase, sand" roam in the 91 Blessing 7

earth and 'sway* in it."

* And8aspeaking is the Alueim to Noah and to his sonsVith 821-22 Covenant 98-17

9 him,t0saying, "And I, behold Me Fsetting up xMy covenant"* uphaking
10 Vith "you and Vith your seed after you and Vith every l012124 2l9 Lvll4fl

•living Nsoul which is Vith you, *with flyer randn«with beast
and Vith all land life Vith you, 'with all faring forth from

11 the ark, for all the land life. And IFset up'My covenantVith8et ^rabinc

you, °that not cut off shall all Nflesh be in the future *by the
waters of a 'deluge, neither will there bcome a future deluge
7of water0 to wreck the 'entire' earth."

12 And saying is 7Ieue° Alueim 7to Noah/ "This is the sign of ' • .« •
the covenant which I am giving between Me andMyou andM g"
every living Nsoul which isVith you for generations eonian:

1? *My bow I Fbestow in a cloud, and it comes to be for a sign
14 of the covenant between Me andMthe Aearth. And it bcomes,

Vhen I cloud over the earth with a cloud, athen appears
15 7My°'Fbow in the cloud, and I am creminded of xMy covenant,

which is between Me and bt you and w every living Nsoul in
all Nflesh, and there is not to &come a futuret0deluge of #wa-

1* ter to wreck all Nflesh. And 7My°'Fbow bcomes in the cloud,
and I see it, to be creminded of the covenant eonian between
the Alueim and bt every living Nsoul in all Nflesh which is

17 on the earth." And saying is the Alueim to Noah, "This is
the sign of the covenant which I Fset up between Me and^^tupRAjaNe
all Nflesh which is on the earth." 6l0 Som 9l8-2?

IS And the sons of Noah who fare forth from the ark bare *Nch Stop
Shem and Ham and Japheth. (And Ham, he is the father of *$hm Place or Name

19 Canaan). These three are sons of Noah, and from these the *Chm Warm
entire earth is scattered over.

20 And starting is Noah as a man who rAserves? the ground, vK
21 and planting is he a vineyard. And drinking is he ;of the
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Government 96 Covenant9 Sons of Japheth 102 of Ham6 9-10
Al u eim wine and is drunk, and is exposing himself in the midst of

rKTwSSo 22 nis tent And seeinS is Ham (father of Canaan) xthe naked-
*Chm Warm ness of his father, and, 'faring forth/ he is tellingt0 his two

sshtnPlace or Name23 brotherstaoutside. And taking are Shem and Japheth ya
•garment, and are placing it on the shouldersb of the two,
and they are going backward, and covering *the nakedness
of their father. And their faces were backward, and the
nakedness of their father they did not see.

24 1S2537 jus 1C1534 24 And waking is Noah from his wine, and he knows xwhat

25 his 'small son has done to him. And saying is he, "Cursed
ofrionSuBMrrter be Canaan! A servant of servants shall he become for his

26 brothers." And saying is he, "Blest be Ieue, the Alueim of
27 Shem, and Canaan shall become his servant. Entice will the

Jiphth ENncEd Alueimt0Japheth, and tabernacle shall he in^the tents of
Shem. And become shall Canaan his servant."

69 Time 928-29 28 And living is Noah after the deluge three =hundredyrand
*NchSrK>*29 fifty years. And coming are all the Ndays of Noah to be
Adm26i2 nine -hundred*rand fifty years. And he died.

101-119 Sons 369-43 101-32 Nations 111-9 l- Shem 21-32 -l-Ham 6-20 -l Japheth 2-5

i 6io 713 9i81021 ichH 5 jo And these are the genealogical annals of

the sons of Noah, Shem, Ham, and Ja
pheth. And sons are being born to them

after the deluge.

The sons of Japheth: Gomer and Ma

gog and Media and Javan 7and Elisha,0
and Tubal and Meshech and Tiras.
And the sons of Gomer: Ashkenaz and

Riphath and Togarmah.
And the sons of Javan: Elishah and

Tharshish, Kittim and 7Rodanim.° From

these are parted the coastlanders of the
nations 'among their lands, each man to

his Hongue, to their families, in their na
tions.

And the sons ofHam: Cushand Mizraim
and Phut and Canaan.
And the sons of Cush: Sebah and Havi-

lah and Sabtah and Raamah and Sabtechah.

And the sons of Raamah: Sheba and
Dedan.

And Cush generates*Nimrod. He starts
to become a master in the earth. He be-

comes a master hunter before Ieue ?Alue-

„ T ff im.0 Therefore is it being said, "As Nim-
i*ll9islliiio rod the master hunter before Ieue." And

coming is the beginning of his kingdom
to be Babel and Erech and Accad and

n *Ark Long mm Dart 11 Calneh, in the land of Shinar. (From "that
°i:/neAs-LODGB-is sShn or Double-city 'land fares forth Ashur, and building is

AAshur PROGREssing he ^Nineveh and vRehoboth city, and >Ca-

NNinue PROPAGATEress ^Rchbuth Wn)E-will-be 12 iah, and 7xDesentf between Nineveh andbt

QKlch Maturity Calah. That city is great.)

^Ludiim GENERATors 13 And Mizraim generates 'Ludim and
Blazes NNphthchim OpENeds ^Anamim and NLehabim and 'Naphtuhim
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Gn. 10-11 Annals, Patriarchs, Noah's Sons, Shem's Sons21
14 and vPathrusim and ^Casluhim, whence *Phthrsim °Kslchim Cover-smooths

fare forth the Philistim and KDaphthorim. *hPhlshthim Distinguished-sirr-ites
15 And Canaan generates rSidon, his first- °Kphthrim ''Spheres' SiTzidun PRovision
16 born, and xHeth and Hhe Jebusite and Hhe ^Chth Dismay J/fcusi Trampledite
17 Amorite and Hhe Girgashite and Hhe Hi- AAmri SAYite GGrgshi Sojourn-cmsE-ite
18 vite and \Arkite and Hhe Sinite and HheHic/miLrving-ite AOrq i GNAwite sSini

Arvadite and Hhe Zemarite and Hhe Ha- THORN-BusH-ite AAmd i 'Sway-over-ite'

mathite. And afterwards the families of zTzmriWooL-ite HC7imtf»WARM-th-ite

19 the Canaanite are scattered. And coming °^no nSuBMrrter
is the boundary of the Canaanite to be '* 1*223 jr474 Am97 i*2S56-9Ezl63 45

from Sidon, as you Come toward Gerar sTzidn Provision <*Grr Chew

Unto Gaza, as you come toward Sodom °*Oze Strength sSdm FouNDed

and Gomorrah and Admah and Zeboiim, GOmre Omer MJmeLiKEst zTzboim Streaks
Unto Lasha. ^Lsho Safe

20 These are the sons of Ham, 'by their^Warm
families, *by their Hongues, in their lands,
in their nations.

21 And to Shem sons are born. Moreover,lm Shem 21-32 ^shm Place or Name
he is the forefather of all the sons of 21532924101

Eber. He is a brother of Japheth, the BObr Pass ^iphth^imcEd

22 eldest. The sons of Shem: Elam andB°l7m °BSCURity AAshurProgress^
Ashur, and Arphaxad and Lud and Aram A^"ph&s/ui fLion-spouT-DEPRivEf
7and Cainan.0 ERATor AArm Height °Qin n NEsrer or

23 And the SOns of Aram: tlz and Hul and Acquirer uC7zFix or Counsel HC/iuZSand
Gether and Mash. MM$h Remove 2s jblis 17 211

24 And Arphaxad 'generates Cainan and AArphkshd ?Lion-spouT-DEPRivE' °Qinn
Cainan" generates ^Shelach, and Shelach NEsrer or Acquirer ^Obr Pass

generates ^Eber. 2* Mis

25 And to Eber two sons are born. The
name of 'one is Peleg, for in his days the vPhlg Distribute

Nland was distributed. And the name of
his brother is Joktan. *lqtn SMAned

26 And Joktan generates rAlmodad and MZmuJrf CoMPREssing-FOND ^ShlphPuu.
xSheleph and \Hazarmaveth and xJerah,Hc^tzr^u^ENviRON-of-DEATH Jirch Spirited

27 and xHadoram and xUzal and ^Diklah, H^wwiOBTRUDing-HiGH vAuzl DEPARTing

28 and xObal and \A.bimael and xSheba,29and Ab^&I#maZFATHERS-SUBJECTOr 8hShb a Return
29 xOphir and xHavilah and \Fobab. All these °^phvr Ash HC^uiIe'Travailed Hubb Interior

30 are sons of Joktan. And coming is their
dwelling to be from Mesha, Hill0 you come MMish
toward Sephar, a mountain of the east. sSphrel

31 These are the sons of Shem, *by their ^
families, *by theirHongues, in their lands, |fl
*by their nations.

32 These are the families of the sons of ^..^ ,A0,HIM,h
Noah *by their genealogical annals, inNiVc7lSTOP %//osoDOM,d^
their nations. And from these the 'coast- ^#C0MQBMII"i
land*1 nations are parted in the earth after
the deluge.

11 aNow coming is the entire Aearth to be of one Alip, 7allc of m Unity 6-7

one "speech.

And &coming is it in their journey from the east, °that2 People 8-9

they are finding a valley in the land of Shinar, and dwelling ^hnor Double-city

there are they.
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The People a Unity II1 Shinar2 Babel8 Scattered9 Shem's Sons10 11
3-4 Building 5 3 And saying are they, each man to his associate, "Prithee!

m°idbrick Let us mold bricks and burn them *with a burning." And

asphciay (TuaiHDity) coming is the brick to be theirt0 stone, and asphalt becomes
•2S1281 theirt0 mortar.

4 los-io 122 4 And saying are they, "Prithee! Build will we for our-

Al u eim selves a city and a tower awith its Ahead in the heavens, and

(To-sEub]"Stors)S make for ourselves a Nname, lest we are scattering over
I e u e the surface of the entire earth."

Will-be-ing-was

s-4 Building s 5 And descending is Ieue to see Hhe city and Hhe tower

which the Asons of 'humanity build.

1 Unity 6-7 6 And saying is Ieue, "Behold! One people is it. And one Alip
is for them all. And this they started to do! And now nothing
will be defended from them of all ™that they will plan to do.

7 I821 Ex38 7 Prithee! Descend will We, and there disintegrate their Alip,

^that they may notAhear each manHheAlip of his associate."

2 People 8-9 8 And scattering vthem is Ieue thence on the surface of the
* Ac8i entire earth. And leaving off are they building vthe city 7and

BfifcZiN-DisiNTEGRATionp Hhe tower.w Therefore its name is called Babel, for there
9 Jb5i2 Ac24 Rv79 Ieue disintegrates Hhe Alip of the entire Aearth. And thence

See map page 53. jeue 7Alueim° scatters them over the surface of the entire

earth.

1110-26 Chosen 2519-3529 10-25 Progenitor 26 ^Shm Place or Name AArphkshd fLion-sPouT-DEPRivE'

Adm 2264 io 7And0these are the genealogical annals of Shem: Shem is a

*geson hundred years of sage, and begetting is he vArphaxad two

a 532 ichli8 Lu336 ii years after the deluge. And living is Shem after his beget

ting rArphaxad five "hundred years. And begetting is he
Adm 2764 SOns and daughters. 7And he died.0

Adm 239912 And Arphaxad lives 7a hundred and* thirty-five years, and

*3 he is begetting "Cainan/ And living is Arphaxad after his
begetting 7vCainan° four "hundred yr and three years. And

Adm 2802 begetting is he sons and daughters. 7And he died.*1

Adm 2529 7And living is Cainan a hundred and thirty years, and

*shlch Send begetting is he Shelach. And living is Cainan after his be
getting Sheiach three "hundred ?r and thirty years, and be-

Adm 2859 getting is he sons and daughters. And he died.0

Adm 265914 And living is Shelach 7a hundred andn thirty years, and
EO6r Pass 15 begetting is he \Eber. And living is Shelach after his beget

ting xEber 7three» =hundredyrand thirtyw years, and beget-

Adm 2989 ting is he sons and daughters. 'And he died.w

Adm 279316 And living is Eber 7a hundred andM thirty-four years and
*Phlg DisTRiBUTor 17 begetting is he Teleg. And living is Eber after his beget-

i6 1024 25 i7 Lu335 ting xPeleg 7two "hundred yr and seventy0 years, and beget-
Adm 3063 ting is he sons and daughters. 7And he died.M

Adm 2923 is And living is Peleg 7a hundred andn thirty years, and
RRou GRAz*r 19 begetting is he xReu. And living is Peleg after his begetting

NReu two "hundred ?r and nine years, and begetting is he
Adm 3132 sons and daughters. 7And he died.n

Adm 3055 20 And living is Reu 7a hundred and" thirty-two years, and
sShrug Intortwinet 21 begetting is he^Serug. And living is Reu after his begetting

*0Lu335 xSerug two "hundred yr and seven years, and begetting is he
Adm 3262 sons and daughters. 7And he died.w
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Gn. 11-12 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Abram's Call 121 Promised Seed3
22 And living is Serug 7a hundred andn thirty years, and Adm 3185
23 begetting is he xNahor. And living is Serug after his beget- BShmg Intertwin*

ting xNahor two "hundred years, and begetting is he sonsNWc^urSNORTer
and (laughters. rAnd he died.n Adm 3385

24 And living is Nahor 'seventyw-nine years, and begetting Adm 3264
25 is he Terah. And living is Nahor after his begetting xTerah TTh rch GivE-spirit

a hundred3"and "twenty-nine0 years. And begetting is he
sons and daughters. 7And he died.*1 Adm 3393

2S And living is Terah seventy years, and begetting is he *°-25 Progenitor 26
Wbram, xNahor, and NHaran. Adm 3334

1127-2511 Hindrance 2512-18 1127.2219 Isaac Birth 255-11 1127-123 Seed 221-19

27 And these are the genealogical annals of Terah: Terah be- *Abr™ Father-high
gets Vibrant, xNahor, and rHaran; and Haran begets xLot. H£™ Prominent

28 And Haran died ^in the presence of Terah, his father, in hL* Wupper
the land of his birth, in Ur of the Chaldeans. v** Light

29 And taking are Abram and Nahor to themselves wives. Oh^hdim 'Demoniacal
The name of Abram's wife is Sarai, and the name of Na-8Sfr»My-REGARDed-one

hor's wife is Milcah, the daughter of Haran, the father of MMtte Queen
30 Milcah and the father of Iscah. aYet coming is Sarai to be1'*** Overshadows

barren. No child is hers.

3* And taking is Terah NAbram, his son, and xLot, the son of " Ac7i-s
Haran, his son's son, and vSarai, his daughter-in-law, wife
of Abram, his son, and faring forth is 7hen Vith them from °Kno nSuBMirter

Ur of the Chaldeans, to go to the land of Canaan. And vAur Light
coming are they as far as Charan, and dwelling there aref"further
they. VkChrn HEATed

32 And coming are 7alF the Ndays of Terah to be two =hun- Adm 3469
dred?rand five years. And dying is Terah in Charan.

12 aNow saying is Ieue to Abram, "Gotoyou from your land * 244 Js242 HblU

and from your kindred and from your father's house to the ieue
2 land which I shall show you. And make you will I into a wni-be-ing-was

great nation, and bless you will I and make #your "name *Ex64'8
3 great, and become must you a blessing. And bless those will s 5024

I who bless you, and those making light of you will I curse.
And blest in you "and in your Aseed° are all the families of
the ground/' Adm 3469 124-9 Sojourn 2122-34

4 And going is Abram aswIeue speaks to him. And going
^with him is Lot. And Abram was seventy-five ?r years of

5 'age'when he fares forth from Charan. And taking isAbram
%Sarai, his wife, and vLot, his brother's son, and 'all their
goods which they got, and 'every0 *\soulN which they make
their own in Charan, and forth are they faring to go toward
the land of Canaan. And coming are they tod the land of
Canaan.

And passing is Abram into the land as far as the place1
of Shechem, as far as the 7hightf oak. And the Canaanite BbShkm Back
is then "dwelling" in the land. • 137 3320

And appearing is Ieue to Abram and is saying 'to him," See map page 57.
'To your Aseed am I giving 'this vland." And building is *28i9 356483 jsl62
7Abram0 there an altar to Ieue, Who 'appeared to him. And I813 jdl23 26
shifting is he thence toward the mountain 'on the east *of BBith'AlHouse-
Beth-El, and "there0 is stretching out his tent, with Beth-El of-SuBjEcror
'on the seaward side, and Ai 'on the east, and building is he Alo* Rubbisb-heap
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Canaan5 Altar built8 Famine10 Egypt10 Lot Separates 139 12-13
AAbrm Father-high there an altar to Ieue. And calling is he *on the Nname of

013139 ieue# And journeying goes Abram. And the journey is

toward the south-rim.

121020 Denial 20i-i8 10

BMterim Narrows going

jo 26i 4U4 Ruii in the land.

2S2U1K182 u And 6coming

*Shr iMy-RBGABDed-one ©that saying is Abram to , , , py

12 1 know that a woman of lovely appearance are you, and
s when it 6comes that the Egyptians see xyou and say, 'His

wife is this/ °then they will kill *me, «yet xyou they will keep
1*201213 aijve# gay> pray> that my sister are you, that it may be

well *with me *for your sake, and ta live may my Nsoul due to
you."

And 6coming is a famine in the land. And down is Abram
oing tod Egypt to sojourn there, for rheavy is the famine
th ld

ng is it, as w rAbram9 nears to come tod Egypt,
is 'Abram* to Sarai, his wife, "Behold, pray!

ll d

*Pfirde(Hfc.UNcovi»ed)

14 And 6coming is it, as Abram comes tod Egypt, «that the
15 Egyptians see xthe woman, that very lovely is she. Seeing

'her also are the chiefs of Pharaoh, and they praise rher to
Pharaoh, and the woman is "being taken to Pharaoh's house.
And to Abram is he good *for her sake. And 6coming is he
to have a flock *and a veryFheavy* herd of *cattle* and asses
and menservants and maids and jenny-asses and camels.
And touching is Ieue rAlueim° ^Pharaoh with contagions,

great rand evil/ also'his household,^in the matter of Sarai,
Abram's wife. And calling is Pharaoh to Abram and is
saying, "What is this you do to me? Why did you not tellt0

19 me that she is your wife? Why did you say, 'My sister is
she'? And I am taking rher to me for a wife! And now, be-

f * BETi^aft, hold your wife Hbefore you." Take her and go."
swijk 20 ^n^ instructing is Fharaoh the mortals ^concerning
* JL 'Abram.0 And sending xhim away are they, rhis wife and xallg y

"that is his, 'and Lot with him.11
Dead Sea

I3i-i3 Separation21o-2i 13 And up is Abram going from Egypt, he and his wife and

i 129 s 128 an «that is his, and Lot with him, tod the south-rim.
*Bith'Al House- 2 And Abram is very Fheavy in 'cattle, in 'silver* and in
of-SuBTEcror 3 'gold. And going is he, *in his journeyings from the.south-

'"further rim,a as far as Beth-El, as far as the place where his tent

"between4 came to be *at the start, between Beth-El and6* Ai, to the
ao» Rubbish-heap place of the altar which he made there <at the first. And

there calling is Abram *on the Nname of Ieue.
5 And, moreover, Lot, who is 'going xwith Abram, bcomes
6 to *have a flock and a herd and tents. And not rbearing is

the land Hheirt0dwelling together, for coming are their
r 1412 7 goods to be many and they cannot10dwell together. And

^coming is a contention between the graziers of Abram's
°JCnoniSuBMrrter cattle andbtthe graziers of Lot's cattle. And the Canaanite
*Phni VnxAGE-ite and the Perizzite are then dwelling in the land.

And saying is Abram to Lot, "There must not, pray,

come to be contention between me and6*you, and between
my graziers and6*your graziers, for mortals, brethren are

9 we. Is not the entire land before you? Be parted, pray,
fromonme. If to the left,°to the right will I *go. And if to
the right,«to the left will I cgo."

basmDISK 10 And lifting is Lot xhis eyes and is seeing 'all the basin of
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Gn. 13-14 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Lot to Jordan Basin11
the Jordan, for all of it was irrigated before Ieue wrecked Jlrrfn Descender

^Sodont and ^Gomorrah, as the garden of Ieue 7Alueim,° as lrrl«at«i*iNrfaed

U the land of Egypt as you come tod Zoar. And choosing isZTzuor Inferior
Lot for his "all the basin of the Jordan. And journeying isbaslnwsK °Omre Omer

Lot'east. And being parted are they, each man fromonhisLLufWRApPtf
*2 "brother. Abram dwells in the land of Canaan, and Lot °^norlSuBMrrter

dwells in the cities of the basin. And tenting is he as far as '"further
13 Sodom. aNow the mortals of Sodom are =evil and sinners ssimFouNDed

'against Ieue 7Alueim° exceedingly. See map page 54.

14 And Ieue 7Alueim° says to Abram after Lot was parted AAbrm Father-high

from^him, "Lift your eyes, pray, and see. From the place1*1551822217
where you 7now° are, northward and toward the south-rim

15 and eastward and seaward, for xall the land which you are ** 26s 28i3 3512 5024

seeing, to you am I giving it, and to your Aseed, till the eon.
16 And I make Vour Aseed as the soil of the land. wCould a *• 15s Hb3i 119-u

mant0count vthe soil of the land, moreover, then your Aseed Al u eim
17 shall be counted. Rise, walk in the land,t°its length andMts ^Sbj^SJ

width, for to you am I giving it, 7and to your Aseed, for the
IS eon.0" And tenting is Abram, and coming and dwelling *' M« 232 N11I322

among the oaks of Mamre, which are in Hebron. And build- MMmra'Bitterness'
ing is he there an altar to Ieue. ^Chbrun joiNed

f 1922 5 1520 Dt2ll 20 31113 Jsl24 1312 141-24 Sodom, Lot 18-16-1938

14 And ^coming is it in the days of 7the reign of0 Amraphel, ArAriufc Lion-like

king of Shinar,sandwArioch, king of Ellasar, 7and* Chedor-B^ A1-Stubborn
2 laomer, king of Elam, and Tidal, king of nations, that they Oh^lomr?ONSLA

make war *with Bera, king of Sodom, and 'with Birsha,

king of Gomorrah, 7and* Shinab, king of Admah, and Shem- lOilm
eber, king of Zeboiim, and the king of Bela. (It is now Zoar.) I'*™1

3 All these are joined*°at the vale of the 7salt° fields. (It is now BiBr
4 the salt sea.) Twelve years they serve AChedorlaomer, and Sh
5 «inn the thirteenth year they revolt, And in the fourteenth

year comes Chedorlaomer and the kings which are Vith

him, and smiting are they ^the Rephaim in Ashteroth Kar-

naim, and xthe 7strong nations «with them0 and Hhe Emim RJU;
6 in the Shaveh towns, and Hhe Horites in the 7mountainsM of «Phaim HEALers

Seir, as far as 7the terebinth of0 Paran, which is°»lat the1
Wilderness. See map page 60. 6 Dt2l2

7 And returning are they and coming to En-Mishphat JQrnimHoBm
is now Kadesh). And smiting are they rall the 7chiefs° of *Aim im Faithfuls

the Amalekites and, moreover, xthe Amorites 'dwelling in ®*shue Compensator
Hazezon-tamar. ^ChuH Pale-ites

8 And forth is faring the king of Sodom and the king of 8Shoir Hairy

Gomorrah, and the king of Admah and the king of Zeboiim *Pharn Beautiful

and the king of Bela (It is now Zoar). And arrangingAthem- BOm Spring
selves are they for battle in the vale of the 7salt° fields, MMshPht Judgment

9 Vith Chedorlaomer, king of Elam, and Tidal, king of na-*<*«»-Holy
tions, and Amraphel, king of Shinar, and Arioch, king of A-AmriSAYite
Ellasar—-four kings Vith five. ***Chtztzun thmr=

Division-PALM

10 And the vale of 7salt° fields had wells, asphalt wells. AndshS^norDouble-city

fleeing are the king of Socjom and 7the king of0 Gomorrah, a»pi»clay TURBroity
and falling are they there, and theRemainder flee toward See map

11 the mountain. And taking are they ^all the goods of Sodom
12 and Gomorrah and xall their food, and are going. And tak- ls
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Battle8 Lot Captured12 Abram rescues16 Star seed promised 155 14-15
^Lut WRApper fag are they xLot, Abram's brother's son, and *alln xhis

AAfcrm Father-high goods, afor he was dwelling in Sodom, and they are going.

1539144112 Nu2424i3 And coming is one who was delivered, and he is tellingt0

HOfcr iPAsser Abram, the Hebrew. aNow he is tabernacling among the
*Mmra bitterness' oaks of Mamre, the Amorite, brother of Eshcol and brother

An>Amri SAYite ofAner. And they are possessors of a covenant with Abram.
*Ashkul Cluster 14 And hearing is Abram that7Lot,°his"brother, is captured.

n 125 And 'numbering0 is he xthose dedicated to him, born in his

household, three"hundred and eighteen, and is pursuing
*arFURTHBRl5 ''them0 as far as Dan. And, being apportioned, 'falling is0

DDn Adjudicate his force on them by night, he and his servants. And smit-

*Chub e FowDLer ing them is he, and pursuing them as far as Hobah, which is

»Dumshq Suffice- 16 /to the left 'of Damascus. And restoring is he 'all the goods

run-about ^Of Sodom,0 and, moreover, he restored xLot, his Nbrother,

See map page 60. anc| njs goods, and moreover, Hhe women and Hhe people.
17 2S181817 And forth is faring the king of Sodom to meet him, after

ojtfriomr'Onslaught- his return from smiting Chedorlaomer and Hhe kings who
swALLow-bitter? were vith him toat the vaie Shaveh (It is now the vale of

**Shue Compensate the king).

"Mlkitzdq King-just is And Melchizedek, king of Salem, cbrings forth bread and

sShlm Welfare 19 wine. And he is a priest for the Al Supreme. And blessing
is Nu24ie Dt328 Ps92 is he 7Abram,M and is saying, "Blest is Abram 'by the Al

83i8 Lui76 Hb7i-4 20 Supreme, Owner of the heavens and the earth. And blest is

the Al Supreme, Who awards your foes into your7Ahands.c"
And giving is he to him tithes from all.

ssdmFouNDed21 And saying is the king of Sodom to Abram, "Give to me
the Nsouls, ayet the goodst0 you take."

22 And saying is Abram to the king of Sodom, "High chold I

xmy hand to swear to Ieue, the Al Supreme, Owner of the
•'•"further 23 heavens and the earth. If it be more 'than a thread ?or even

a sandal lacing, aor if taking am I from anything which is
/ e u e 24 yours, athen will you not say, 1 enrich AAbram' ? But, apart

Will-be-ing-was js this from wnat the lads eat, and the portion of the mor

tals who went Vith me: Aner, Eshcol, and Mamre. They
See map page 60. shall take their portion."

151-21 Faith Covenant 181-16- 1-6 Object, Seed 7-21

«natterswordsjg After 'these "matters bcame the word of Ieue to Abram

iNu244 i6 Ezi37 jn856 in a vision,to saying, "You must not fear, Abram! I am your

MShield, your exceedingly increased MHire."

vDumshq Suffice- 2 And saying is Abram, "My Lord Ieue, what art Thou
run-about giving to me, "when I am going heirless, and the Ason frun-

JMZiozrMY-SuBjEcror- ning about" my house, he is Damascus Eliezer?"

helps 3 And saying is Abram, "Behold! To me no seed have You
given. And behold! A Ason of my household is to enjoy xmy
tenancy/'

4 And, behold! The word of Ieue comes to him,t0saying,
"Not this one is to enjoy your tenancy, but rather one who
shall fare forth from your Abowels, he is to enjoy your ten-

5Hb3i 119-12 5 ancy." And forth is He cbringing Nhim 'outside and saying,
"Look, pray, toward the heavens and number the stars, if
you cant0number xthem." And saying is He to him, "Thus
shall your Aseed become."

tf69 7iRolOi7 0 And 'Abram* believes in Ieue 7Alueim,° and reckoning it

is He to him for righteousness.
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Gn. 15-16 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Covenant made with Abram18
7 And saying is He to him, "I am Ieue 'Alueim* Who1'* Obl**,Un& 1-21

-brought you forth from Ur of the Chaldeans, to give toUAurLlGHT
you Athis land to tenant it/' See map page 56. °Kshdim'Demoniacal?

8 . And saying is he, " My Lord Ieue, whereby am I to know Al u eim
that I am to enjoy its tenancy ?" ^c^bfec'tore)

* And saying is He to him, "Take for Me a heifer in her
third year, and a goat in her third year, and a ram in his
third year, and a turtledove, and a fledgling." w

10 And taking is he for Him xall these and sundering Hhem "Jr3418 20 .
is he in the midst, and is putting each sundered part toP"^7 ™ MAN

11 meet its associate. «Yet Hhe 7birdsw he did not sunder. And
descending are the birds of prey on the 'severed0 cadavers,
°yet Abram 7is sitting by0 and turning Hhem back.

12 And, at the ^coming of the setting fpf the sun, a stupor
Ffalls on Abram. And, behold! The dread of a great darkness
is Ffailing on him. Betmmgf coming

13 And saying is He to Abram, "Knowing, yea, knowing are
you that a sojourner is your Aseed to become in a land not v
theirs, and they are to serve them. aYet 7evil shall they do to|

14 them0 and humiliate Hhem four "hundred years. Moreover, i
also,Hhe nation which they are serving will I adjudicate. And
afterward they are to fare forth 'hither* *with great goods.

15 oYet you shall come to your forefathers in peace, *and* bewi
16 entombed *at a good grey-haired age. And in the fourth

generation they shall return hither, for the depravity of the
Amorites has not been repaid hitherto." AAmri SAYite ^

17 "When the sun &comes to set, and twilight *comes, athen, 8etming> coming
behold, a smoking stove, and a torch of fire which passes i7 Dt42o ikssi Is62i
between 'these 'severed parts. iS Ga3i7

19 in *that 'day Ieue Contracted a covenant xwith Abram,to2oi37i45Ex332js3io
saying, **To your Aseed I give xthis 'land, from the stream of^8^^^
Egypt as far as the great 'stream, the stream Euphrates, em tzrim Narrows

19 the Cainite and Hhe Kenizite and Hhe Kadmonite 2Oand the wphrth Fruik
2i Hittite and 'the Perizzite and Hhe Rephaim and the Amor-KaQjmni-Easternite

ite and Hhe Canaanite 7and Hhe Hivite" and Hhe GirgashiteHitc/u/uDismay-ite

and Hhe Jebusite." °**Knoni SuBMirterite
16i-i6Two Seeds 1715-27 °Grgsfii Sojourn-

16 °Now Sarai, the wife of Abram, does not bear for him. closeite
°Yet an Egyptian maid *has she and her name is B.^n.9!1naiTBBMrUBiu

2 And saying is Sarai to Abram, "Behold, pray! Ieue restrains J1S2541
me from bearing. Come, pray, to my maid. Perhaps I willAdm^
be built ;by her." And hearkening is Abram to the Nvoice of
Sarai. sS/ir»My-REGARDed-one

3 And taking is Sarai, the wife of Abram, xHagar, the^^T^-*™^)
Egyptian, her maid, 'at the end of ten years *of Abram'sBMtzr*NARROWsite
dwelling in the land of Canaan, and giving xher is she toc*nonSuBMrrter

4 Abram, her husband, for histowife. And coming is he to
Hagar, and pregnant is she becoming. And seeing is she
that she is pregnant, and lightly esteemed is her mistress in
her Aeyes.

. 5 And saying is Sarai to Abram, "My wrong comes on you.
I, I gave my maid into your Nbosom. And seeing is she that A<Air7nFATHBR*HICtt
she is pregnant, and lightly esteemed am I in her Aeyes.
Judging is Ieue yAlueim° between me and M *her.ph"

6 And saying is Abram to Sarai, "Behold, your maid is in
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Sarai and Hagar 16s Hagar runs away6 Covenant 174 16-17
your 7Ahands.° Do to her what is 'good in your Aeyes." And
Sarai is humiliating her, and away is she running from her

Ieue Nface.

Will-be-ing-was7 And finding her is a messenger of Ieueowat a spring of
•water in the wilderness, onat a spring *on the way of the
barricade.

sci, m ~^ S ^n<* s8^11*? rto her" is 7the messenger of Ieue,0 "Hagar,
i/»riMy-REGARDed-one maid of gara^ whence come you and whither are you

going?"
And saying is she, "From the Nface of Sarai, my mistress,

am I running away."
9 And saying to her is the messenger of Ieue, "Return to

your mistress and humble yourself under her Ahands."
10 And saying to her is the messenger of Ieue, "lVerily, I

am increasing xyour Aseed, and not shall it be numbered 'for
multitude."

11 And saying to her is the messenger of Ieue, "Behold!
Pregnant are you,0bearing a son, and you are to call xhis

Vshmo-Al HsARing-12 name Ishmael, for Ieue hears *°of your humiliation. And
is-SuBjEcror becoming is he a wild ass of a human, his Ahand *against ail,

jt 2120 2518 3728 and the Ahand of all ^against him. And adjoining all his
jd822 24 brethren will he tabernacle."

js 3280 Jdl32213 And calling is 7Hagar° the name of Ieue 'Who spoke to
See map page 66. her, "Thou-Al-seest me." For she says, "Moreover, hither

*Burkhirai'Well- 14 see I, after my seeing?" Therefore *sheB callst0 the well
to-LivE-mirror' "Bar-lechi-rai." Behold! It is between Kadesh andb'Bered.

KQdsh Holy 15 And bearing is Hagar for Abram a son, and Abram is
*Brd Dapple calling Hhe name of his son which Hagar bears 7for him/

15 Ga3n> 4i-519 si Ishmael.

HEgrTHE-STiR(er)ifi And Abram is yreightyasix years of sage 'when Hagar

Adm 3480 bears xIshmael for Abram.

m-3 Abram's Seed 4-1417 And coming is Abram to beyrninetyanine years of sage.

a««son Adm 3493 And appearing is Ieue to Abram and is saying to him, 1
12C617 is am the Al-Who-Suffices.FWalk before Me and become flaw

less.
2 "And giving am I My covenant between Me and bt you, and

increasing am I *youinexceedingly exceedingly."
*HblH2 3 And falling is Abram on his face.

l7i-3AbramfsSeed4-i4 4 And speaking Vith him is the Alueim,tasaying, "I, be

hold! My covenant is xwith you. And you are to becomet0
Mbrm Father-high 5 the forefather of a throng of nations. And no further shall

* " rem Father- your name be called \Abram. aYet your name becomes

Abraham, for the forefather of a throng of nations have
I made you. And fruitful I cause Nyou to be111 exceedingly
exceedingly. And I make of yout0nations, and kings from

r2U2ls44T 7 you shall fare forth. And I Fset up xMy covenant between

Me andbt you, andwyour Aseed after you, for their genera

tions, for a covenant eonian, to become yourtoAlueim and
8 your Aseed's after you. And I give to you and to your Aseed

after you xthe land of your sojournings, xall the land of
°KnonSuBMrrter Canaan, for a holding eonian. And I become their t0Alueim."

9 And saying is the Alueim to Abraham, "And you shall
Fkeep *My covenant, you and your Aseed after you for their
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Gn. 17 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Sign of Circumcision given10 Isaac
10 generations. This is My covenant, which you shall Fkeep be- I e u e

tween Me and™you and*" your Aseed after you 7for theirWill4>e-ing-was
U generations:0 Circumcise to yourselves every male. And cir

cumcised shall you be in xthe flesh of your foreskin. And it
comes to be for a sign of the covenant between Me and&*

12 you. And a son of eight days shall be circumcised *by you,
every male of *your generations, homeborn aor acquired
with money from anysonforeigner, he who is not 'of your

13 NSee<L With circumcision shall be circumcised the home-

born and the one acquired with your money. And My cove-
14 nant comes to be in your flesh for a covenant eonian. And

the uncircumcised male/the flesh of whose foreskin was not
circumcised sin the eighth day,M 'that *Nsoul also shall be
cut off from his people. xMy covenant he annuls."

161-16 Two Seeds 1715-27 15-16 Sarah 21-22

is- And saying is the Alueim to Abraham, "Sarai, your wife Mfcr
16 —you shall not call ^her name Sarai, for Sarah is her name. HiG

And I bless Nher, and, moreover, I give*0you a son 'of her. mfilShr»My-REGARDed-one

And bless shimw will I and 7he° comes to be for nations, 7andw '^Shre Chiefess

kings of peoples shall &come from 7him.°"

17 And falling is Abraham on his face. And laughing is he17"20 Laughter 23-27
and saying in his Fheart, "To one a hundred years of sage J7jn856R04i9Hblli2

shall 7a son0 be born? And should Sarah, ninety years of
d*age, be bearing?" ^daughter

15 And saying is Abraham to the Alueim, "O that Ishmael Vshmo-Al HEARing-

should live before Thee!" iS

19 And saying is the Alueim 7to Abraham,0 "Nevertheless,
7behold,w Sarah, your wife is bearing you a son, and you
shall call xhis name Isaac. And I Fset up NMy covenant ^ith

him for a covenant eonian, 7andw *with his Aseed after him.
20 "And as to Ishmael, 'behold!" I hear you. Behold! Bless

Nhim do I, and ^fruitful do I cmake him, and increase himin
exceedingly exceedingly. Twelve princes shall he beget, and
I make *of him a great nation. «n«*eGIVE

21 "«Yet xMy covenant will I Fset up Vith Isaac, whom «-i6 Sarah 21-22

Sarah will bear for you *at 'this, the appointed timein
another 'year."

22 And finishing is Het0speaking rwith him, and ascending

is the Alueim from on Abraham.

23 And taking is Abraham Ishmael, his son, and xall who are 17-20 Circum-
born in his household, and rall acquired with his money, cision 23-27

every male among the mortals of Abraham's household, and
he is circumcising Nthe flesh of their foreskin *on this very
#day, aswthe Alueim had spoken Ho him.

24 And Abraham is ninetyanine years of sage *at his circum- ageson
25 cision in xthe flesh of his foreskin. And Ishmael, his son, isAdm3493

thirteen years of 6age {at his circumcision in Uhe flesh of
26 his foreskin. *On "this very 'day is Abraham circumcised,
27 and Ishmael, his son. And all the mortals of his household,

home-born aor acquired with money from Nasonforeigner rof
the nations/ are circumcised Vith him.

151-21 Faith Covenant 181-16- 181-2 Appearance 16-

18 And appearing to him is Ieue 7Alueim° among the oaks of x ^18 1413 iSs
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Promised19 Covenant Eenewed 181 Three Men Guests2 Sodom17 18
MMmra'Bitterness' Mamre. And sitting is he at the opening of the tent 7at

Ai u etm2 noon,0 as the day is warm. And lifting is he his eyes and
(ToSectonT seeing, and behold! Three mortals are stationed onby him.
s I3i4 19115 And seeing is he and running to meet them from the open-

See map page 60. ing of the tent, and is prostrating tod the earth.

3-8 Reception 9-15 3 And saying is he, "My lord, pray, should I find grace in

your Aeyes, pray, you must not pass on from your pservant.
4 2432 4324 4 Let a little water, pray, be taken, and 'they" will wash your

5 feet. And lean back under the tree. And I will take a morsel
of bread and 7you shall eat0 and Fbrace your Fhearts. 7And"
afterward shall you pass on your Vay/ for therefore you

pass owby your Fservant."
And saying are they, "So be doing as10 you speak."

6 And hastening is Abraham toward the tent to Sarah. And
saying is he 7to her,0 "Hasten! Three seahs of meal flour

7 knead, and make ember cakes." And to the herd runs Abra-
youngson ham, and is taking a 8young one of the herd, tender and

good, and is giving it to the lad. And hastening is he to

*Acl04i$ make Ht ready. And taking is he clotted cream and milk,
and the syoung one of the herd which he had made ready,

putciviNG and he is putting it before them. And he is standing owby

them under the tree, and eating are they.

3-8 Conference 9-15 9 And saying are they to him,"Where is Sarah,your wife ?"

And 'answering,0 he is saying, "Behold! In the tent."
10 And saying is He,"Return, yea, return will I to youosaccord-

sShre Chiefess ing to 7this° season of life, and, behold! A son *has Sarah, your

Mfcrem Father- wife." And Sarah is hearing at the opening of the tent,
HiGH-throng li afor 7gne<> wag behind him. aNow Abraham and Sarah are

old, coming into Ndays. It had left off to &come to Sarah,
12 1717 1P36 12 ^according to the path of 'women. And laughing is Sarah

within herself10 saying, "After my decadence shall luxury
&comeJ:o me ? 7It has not come to me till now/ My lord also

is old."
13 And saying is leue to Abraham, "Why this? Sarah

laughs,t0 saying, 'Indeed, truly, shall I bear awhen I am
matterwora24 old?' Is it a matter too marvelous 'for leue 7Alueim°? fAt

14 Lul37 the appointed time will I return to you ^according to the

season of life, and Sarah fhas a son."
15 And dissimulating is Sarah,t0saying, "Not laugh did I,"

for she is fearful. And saying is He, "No! For laugh did you."

isi-2 Departure 16-16 And rising are the mortals thence, and they are gazing

ssdm FouNDed On the Aface of Sodom 7and Gomorrah.0

141-24 Sodom, Lot 18-16-1938 18-16-33 Abraham 1927-29 -16-19 leue, Abraham 20-33

See map page 66. And Abraham is going with them to send them away.

n Am37 17 And leue says, "Shall I cover from Abraham, 7My serv-
is 22i8 is ant/ what I am doing, awhen Abraham shall become, yea

becomet0 a nation, great and staunch, and blest in him are
19 Ps78i-s 19 aii the nations of the earth? For I know him,wthat, respond

ing, he will instruct vhis sons and vhis household after him,
and Fkeep will they the Fway of leue to do justice and judg
ment, that leue may bring on Abraham rairvu;that He speaks

onconcerning him."

-i6-i9 ieue.Sodom 20-33 20 And saying is leue, "Seeing that the outcry of Sodom and
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Gn. 18-19 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Sodom and Gomorrah20 Ieue and
Gomorrah is much, and that their sin is exceedingly Fheavy, <*Omre Omer

21 descend will I, pray, and see, do they ^according to all the « H» Etfs
cry which is coming to Me? And if not, I will know." See map page 66.

22 And facing thence are the mortals, and they are going **191
tod Sodom. And *Ieuepft still is standing before ^Abraham.** _

23 And close is Abraham coming and saying, 'Indeed, AAbremFather- ""
'sweeping up art Thou the righteous with the wicked? 7<*So HiGH-throng

24 become the righteous as the wicked." Perhaps, forsooth, / c u «
fifty righteous are there in the midst of the city. Indeed, wui-be-ing-was
Sweeping them up art Thou and not bearing *with 'the
entire* place on account of the fifty righteous who are with- wltM"miiE4i

25 in it? Far be it fromtoThee 'to do ^according to 'this word,
to cput to death the righteous with the wicked, and ^so
come the righteous to be as the wicked. Far be it fromto
Thee! The Judge of the entire Aearth, will He not ^execute
Judgment ?"

26 And saying is Ieue, "If finding am I in Sodom fifty 8Sdm Founds
righteous in the midst of the city, athen bear will I *with
the entire placedfor their sake."

27 And answering is Abraham and saying, "Behold, pray!
Disposed am I to speak to 7Ieue,p* and I am but Msoil and

28 Mashes. Perhaps lacking are of the fifty righteous, five.
Ruin wilt Thou, *for five, Hhe entire city?"
And saying is He, "Not ruin it will I if I shall find there

forty"five."
29 And proceeding is he further to speak to Him and saying,

"Perhaps will be found there forty.
And saying is He, "Not do it will I for the sake of the

forty."
30 And saying is he, "My Lord must not, pray, be hot °when I

speak. Perhaps will be found there thirty."

And saying is He, "Not do it will I if I shall find there
thirty."

31 And saying is he, "Behold, pray! Disposed am I to speak
to my Lord. Perhaps will be found there twenty." ,
And saying is He, "Not ruin it will I, for the sake of the

twenty."
32 And saying is he, "My Lord must not, pray, be hot,awhen I

shall speak, yea,'once more. Perhaps will befound there ten."
And saying is He, "Not ruin it will I, for the sake of the

ten."

33 And going is Ieue, as10 He finishest0 speaking to Abra
ham. And Abraham returns to his place.

191-26 Lot, Daughters 30-3$

19 And coming are two of the messengers tod Sodom in the x-* Messengers 12-22
evening. And Lot is sitting in the gateway of Sodom. AndL^* Wiupper
seeing them is Lot, and rising is he to meet them. And 11816
prostrating is he, nostrils tod the earth. See maP Pase 66-

2 And saying is he, "Behold, pray, my lords! Withdraw,
pray, to the house of your servant and lodge and wash your
feet, and crise early and go *on your way."

And saying are they, "No, for in the square will we
lodge."

3 And urgingtathem is he exceedingly. And withdrawing * 18«
are they to him, and coming to his house. And making is he
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Abraham23 Messengers visit Lot 191 Threatened10 Lot must Leave16 19
Al u eim for them a feast, and he bakes "unleavened bread, and they

suBjEcr-or-to-s a patinc
(To-subjectors) are mating.

4-iiPeople,Sodom24-26 4 gre tney are |y|ng down, <Hhen mortals of the city, mor-

*sdinFouNDed tals of Sodom, surround on the house, from the lad "even un-

hT w 5 to the elder>the entire people, from the outmost parts. And
LurwRApper calling are they to Lot, and saying to him, "Where are the

mortals who came to you 'tonight? cBring them forth to us,
and we will know Hhem."

0 And forth to them is Lot faring, tod the portal, ayet the
7 door he closes after him. And saying is he 7to them,0 "Pray,
* you must not, my brethren, cdo evil! Behold, pray, my two

daughters who have not Aknown a man. Pray, forth will I
cbring Hhem to you, and do you to them as is 'good in your

th|»s*ord Aeves girt to 'these 'mortals you must not do anything
revil,f for therefore come they into the Ashadow of my
rafters."

0 «Yet saying are they, "Come close you, beyond." And
saying are they, 'The one who came to sojourn a is judging,
sevenn as a judge! Now we will cdo more evil to you 'than
to them." And urging are they^the mantaLot exceedingly,
and close are they coining to break the door.

"tr<tchsHNDiNcl0 And stretching forth are the mortals Hheir hands and
bringing %Lot to them into the house, and Hhe dt>or they

u jdl62i2K6i8Acl3ii u ciose. And Hhe mortals who are at the portal of the house
''further they smite 'with 'dazzlings, from the small0 ^to the great,

aso they are tiring themselves trying to find the portal.

1-3 Messengers 12-2212 And saying are the mortals to Lot, "Still any *of yours
here, sons-in-law, aor your sons °or your daughters,a all
who are yours in the city, cbring forth from 7'thisn 'place,

13 for ruining are we 'this vplace, for great is the cry concern
ing them before Hhe cface of Ieue, and sending us is Ieue to
wreck it."

14 137111214 And forth is Lot faring, and is speaking to his sons-in-
law, who took his daughters, and is saying, "Rise! Forth
from 'this •place, for ruining is Ieue Hhe city!" And becom
ing is he as one making fun, in the Aeyes of his sons-in-law.

•'whatis And aswt'dawn Aascends, «then rushing are the messen
gers111 Lot,t0saying, "Rise! Take xyour wife and xyour two
daughters, who are 'found, rand come out,0 lest you berswept
up in the depravity of the city."

16 aYet dallying is he, and fast hold are the mortals taking
of his hand andinthe hand of his wife andln the hands of
his two daughters, *at Ieue's sparing011 him. And forth are
they bringing him, and leaving him t outsidet0the city.

17 And beoming is it, as they cbring Uhem forth 'outside.
rthey° are saying also, '"Be sure to escape0 ^with your Nsoul!
You must not look behind you, and you must not stand in
any part of the basin. Escape to the mountain, lest you be
pswept up!"

18 And saying is Lot to them, "It must not be, pray, sIeuelP*
19 Behold, prayi Thv servant finds grace in Thine Aeyes, and

magnifying art Thou Thy kindness which Thou doest 'to mer
'in preserving alive Nmy Nsoul. aYet I, I cannot10escape to

20 the mountain, lest 'evil rcling to me and I die. Behold, pray!
'This 'city is near to flee there, and it is inferior. Pray,
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Gn. 19 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Cities Destroyed24 Lot's Daughters30
escape shall I there—Is it not inferior?—and live shall * e u e
my NSOUl." Will-be-ing-was

21 And saying is He to him, "Behold! Lifted up have I your «« I*28
Nface, even as to 'this matter, to avoid My overturning ^"more

22 Hhe city of which you speak. Hasten! Escape there, for notmatterw°rd
a thing can Itodo till you come there." Therefore he callsthIngword

23 the name of the city Zoar. The sun comes forth over the z^z u or Inferior

earth awhen Lot comes tod Zoar. *L W

24 And leue rains on Sodom and on Gomorrah sulphur and *-iiPeopie,Sodom24-2e

25 fire from 'leue, from the heavens. And overturning is He ** Dt2923 Isl3i9 Jr49is

these "cities and 'the entire basin, and 'all dwelling in the Mtiois
cities and 'everything* sprouting from the ground. basinDISK

26 aYet looking back is his wife from behind him, and be- behindAFTER

coming is she a monument of salt. 26 Lul?32

27 And early is Abraham crising in the morning to go to the 18-16-33 Abraham 27-29

28 place where he had stood before the cface of leue. And*7l822

gazing is he on the surface of Sodom and Gomorrah and on ss<f m Fouled
all the surface of the land of the basin, and is seeing, andG°mre°MER
behold! Up go the fumes of the land as the fumes of a 'lime- basinDisK
kiln.

29 And ^coming is it, *as 7Ieue' Alueim wrecks 7all° 'the cities
of the basin, cremembering also is the Alueim 'Abraham AAbrem Father-

♦ and is sending 'Lot from the midst of the overturning *when HiGH-throng

7Ieue° overturns 'the cities in which Lot dwelt. 29 2Pt2e-9

30 And up is Lot going from Zoar, and dwelling in the i-aeLot,Daughters3o-38

mountain, and his two daughters with him, for he fears to
dwell in Zoar. And dwelling is he in a 'cave, he and his two

31 daughters 7with him.n And saying is the firstborn to the
inferior in station, "Our father is old, and man there is
none in the earth to come on us as is the 'way of the entire

32 Aearth. Go! cGive will we 'our father wine to drink, and lie
with him and keep alive Aseed from our father."

33 And cgiving are they 'their father wine to drink in that
night. And coming is the firstborn, and lying 'with her
father 7in that night0, and he knows notin her lying anorin

34 her rising. And ^coming is it 'on the morrow athat the
firstborn is saying to the inferior in station, "Behold! I lay
yesternight 'with 7our° father. We will cgive him wine to
drink 'tonight, moreover. And you come, lie with him, and
we will keep alive Aseed from our father."

35 And, moreover, they are cgiving 'their father wine to
drink in 'that night, and rising is the inferior in station,
and is lying with 7her father.° And he knows notin her lying

36 «norinher rising. And pregnant are the two daughters of
Lot'by their father.

37 And bearing is the firstborn a son, and is calling 'his
name Moab, 7saying, "From my father."0 He is the fore-MMua6FROM-FATHER

38 father of Moab till this day. And the inferior in station/* Nu2l29 Dt2i9 20 233
she, moreover, bears a son, and is calling rhis name Ben-Jdl09112Ch20i

Ammi. He is the forefather of the sons of Ammon till 'this BBnomi Son-(of)-
day. my-people
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Abraham and Sarah 202 Abimelech takes Sarah2 Restores her Safe14 20
1210-20 Denial 20i-i8 20 And journeying thence is Abraham tod the soujbh-rim.

And dwelling is he between Kadesh andb*Shur, and is so

journing in Gerar.

And saying is Abraham 'concerning0 Sarah, his wife,
"My sister is she," for he feared to say, "My wife is she,"
lest he be killed by the men of the city because of her.0 And
sending is Abimelech, king of Gerar, and taking NSarah.

And coming is the Alueim to Abimelech in a dream in
the night, and is saying to him, "Behold yourself dying on
account of the woman whom you take, awhen she is 'pos

sessed by a possessor/'

And Abimelech comes not near to her. And saying is he,
"*Ieue,pA A nation, moreover, 'unknowing and* just, are you
killing? Said not he to me, 'My sister is she'? And she,
moreover, said, *My brother is he/ In the sincerity of my

Fheart and in the innocency of my Apalms, I did this."

And saying is the Alueim to him in the dream, "More
over, I know that, in the sincerity of your Fheart you did
this, and I, moreover, am keeping xyou back from sinning
^against Me. Therefore, I did not allow you to toucht0 her.
And now restore the man's vwife, for a prophet is he, and
pray will he about you, and live shall you. And should you
not restore her, know that you shall die, yea, die, you and all

who are yours."

And early is Abimelech crising in the morning, and call
ing is hetoall his servants, and is speaking Aall 'these 'words
in theirAears. And fearing are7allnthe mortals exceedingly.

And calling is Abimelech to Abraham, and saying to him,

"What have you done to us? And in what have I sinned
^against you, that you bring on me and on my kingdom a
great sin ? Deeds which are not being done you do 'to me.0"

10 And saying is Abimelech to Abraham, "What do you see
ti»i»«?word that you have done this "thing?"

11 And saying is Abraham, "sFor I feared* seeing that I
say, 'But no fear of the Alueim is in 'this place, and they

natterword 12 wm kill me over the matter of my wife/ And, moreover,

truly, my sister is rshew, the daughter of my father is she,
yea, but not the daughter of my mother, and she becomes

13 myt0wife. And it bcomes, aswthe Alueim /causes*1 yme to

stray from my father's house sand from the land of my
kindred,w athat I am saying to her, 'This is your kindness

which you shall do for me.no At every 'place where we are
coming, say as to me, "My brother is he"/"

14 And taking is Abimelech 7a thousand silverlingsw and a

flock and a herd, and servants and maids, and is giving
them to Abraham. And he is restoring to him xSarah his

15 wife. And saying is Abimelech 7to Abraham/ "Behold! My
land is before you. In 'that which is good in your Aeyes,
dwell."

16 And to Sarah he says, "Behold! I gave a thousand silver-
lings to your brother. Behold! It is for you a Mcovering of

the eyes sandn for all who are Nwith you. \A11 is being cor
rected also." !

17 And praying is Abraham to the Alueim and healing is
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Gn. 21 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Is&ac Born3 Hagar Driven Out10
the Alueim "Abimelech and his wife and his maidservants, Al u eim

1* and they are bearing, for Ieue restrains, yea restrains all the offitfSS
wombs *of the house of Abimelech over the matter of Sarah,*etterwora
Abraham's wife.

1314-18 Fulfillment 2U-8

21 And Ieue visits ^Sarah, as w He had said, and doing is Ieue Bshre Chiefess
2 to Sarah as^He had spoken. And pregnant is Sarah and is

bearing for Abraham a son for his old age, <at the appointed * 17" 211812 is is
3 time of which the Alueim had spoken Ato him. And Abraham AAbrem Father-

is calling xthe name of his son 'who is born to him, whom KiGH-throng
Sarah bears for him, Isaac. z/tzcfa?LAUGK-catiser

4 And circumcising is Abraham 'Isaac, his son, at eight
5 days of *age aswthe Alueim had instructed *him. And Abra- 8*eson

ham is a hundred years of *age 'when his son NIsaac is born Adm 3494
to him.

o* And saying is Sarah, "Laughter the Alueim makes for
7 me. Everyone 'hearing is laughing for me." And saying is 7 Lui54 55

she, "Who declared to Abraham, 'Sarah suckles sons'? ForWh°ANT
I bear 5himn a son In my0 old age/'

8 And growing up is the boy and being weaned. And making grow upcnuATen
is Abraham a great feast *on the day of the weaning of *Lu240
'Isaac, 'his son.n

131-13 Separation 218-21

9 And seeing is Sarah %the son of Hagar, the Egyptian, 9~10 House, in 15
whom she bore for Abraham, making fun 'of Isaac her son.* "After* Narrows-ite

10 And saying is she to Abraham, "Drive out this maidser- *<> Ga422-si
vant and xher son, for not shall he enjoy the tenancy—the
son of 'this 'maidservant—with my son, with Isaac!"

1* «Yet evil is this 'word exceedingly in the Aeyes of Abra-" Suffering ie
ham, on account of his son's ecase.

M And saying is the Alueim to Abraham, "Let it not be evil 121s intervention 17-19
in your Aeyes on account of the lad, and on account of yourif R<>97 G«3lfl Hbllis

maidservant. In all "that Sarah is saying to you, hearken
13 *to her Nvoice, for in Isaac your Aseed shall be called. And,

moreover, xthe son of r'thisn 'maidservant, a rgreatn nation I
will constitute him, for your Mseed is he."

14 And early in the morning Abraham is crising, and taking14 Wilderness 20-21
bread and a flask of water and is giving it to Hagar, and nEgr The STm(er)

places it on her shoulderb,awith Hhe boy, and is sending hersShoulder blade
away. And going is she and straying in the wilderness of See map page 66.

Beer-sheba. *B hb W

15 And finishing are they the water from the flask. And9-10 House, out is

flinging is she Hhe boy under one of the shrubs.

** And going is she and sitting *by herself, aloof from 7him/ « Suffering le
far off as a bow shot, for, she says, "I must not seeinthe
death of 'my* *boy." And sitting is she aloof from 'him." And
'the lad" is lifting up 7his° vvoice and lamenting.

17 And hearing is the Alueim Hhe voice of the lad 7from 12*13 intervention n-19

the place where he is.0 And calling is a messenger of the
Alueim to Hagar from the heavens and is saying to her,
"What is the smatter* 'with you, Hagar ? You must not mat"'declaration

fear, for the Alueim hears vthe voice of 'your0 lad 'from the
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Hagar, Ishmael in Paran21 Covenant of Abraham and Abimelech32 21-22
l e u e 18 placeolnwhere he is. Rise! Lift up Hhe lad, and encourage

Wili-be-ing-was xyour hand in him, fortc>a great nation will I constitute

him."
And unclosing is the Alueim sher eyes, and seeing is she

a well of living0 water, and is going and filling Hhe flask
with water, and giving Hhe lad a drink.

14 wilderness 20-2120 And bcoming is it that the Alueim is Vith the lad, and he
grow upcREATening is growing up. And dwelling is he in the wilderness, and is

creataKANT2i becoming great with his bow. And dwelling is he in the
vpham Beautiful wilderness of Paran. And his mother is taking a wife for
BMtzrim Narrows him from the land of Egypt.

124-0 Sojourn 2122-34 22 And bcoming is it *at 'that 'season athat Abimelech r°with
22-24 Time 34 Ahuzzath, his associate,0 fand Phicol/ the chief of his host,

«pea*sAYing is speaking to Abraham,*0saying, "The Alueim is with you
A*Achzth ?Hold-give? 23 in all wthat you are doing. And now, swear to me *by the

*Phlkl Mouth-all Alueim. Behold! Should you be false to me and to my pro-
**20i3 pagator and to my progeny—! ^According to the kindness

which I do"*to you shall you do Vith me,0 and with the
Mfcrero Father- land in which you sojourn."

24 And saying is Abraham, '1 will swear."

25-26 Well 28-3i 25 «Yet Abraham corrected ^Abimelech on account of the
«s26i9 20 Ex2i7 jd5ii =Case of a well of 'water which had been snatched by the

servants of Abimelech.
26 And saying is Abimelech rto him," "Not know do I OMwho

thingword did .tft|g v-thing. And, moreover, you did not tellt0 me. More

over, also I did not hear, barring today."

27 Covenant 32-33 27 And taking is Abraham a flock and a herd, and is giving
*7 isio-18 Jr34i8-2o them to Abimelech. And they two are contracting a cove-

Ga320 nant.

25-26 WeU 28-3i 28 And stationing is Abraham \seven ewe lambs of the flock

29 toa|one# And saying is Abimelech to Abraham, "What are

they, 'these seven ewe lambs 7of the flock0 which you station
to aione?"

30 And saying is 'Abraham,0 that "sThen \seven ewe lambs
are you taking from my Ahand in order to become10a testi-

31 mony to me that I delved x'this 'well." Therefore he called

7the name of0'thatt0'place Beer-sheba, for there they swore,
they two.

32 And contracting are they a covenant in Beer-sheba. And
27 Covenant 32-83 riging .g Abimelech r^ Ahuzzath, his associate,0 and

*Bar-shbo WELL-oath Phicol> the cnief of his host, and returning are they to the

phhhth Distinguished- 33 land of the Philistines. And planting is 'Abraham" a tama-

sET-ite risk in Beer-sheba, and is calling there *on the Nname of
ss 22^ Ps902 leue, the Al eonian.

22-24 Time 34 34 And sojourning is Abraham in the land of the Philistines

many days.

1127-123 Seed 221-19 1-10 Abraham's Trial, Isaac, Journey 19

twiurawords22 And it is ^coming, after these things, «that the Alueim
iExl525i64 202o probes "Abraham and is saying to him, "Abraham! 7Abra-
Dt8216 Ec2i 723 ham!0"

And saying is he, "Behold me!"
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Gn. 22 Annals,Patriarchs,Terah,Abraham's Trial2 Journey3 Sacrifice13
z And saying is He, 'Take, pray, Nyour son, vyour only one, lltzchqLAucH-causer

whom you love, 'Isaac, and gotoyou to the land of 'Moriah,uMurie 'Bitter-ness'

and coffer him up there for an ascent offering on one of •pp*|«*sat
the mountains of which I will apprizet0 you." " * !Ch2l22 2212Ch3i

3 And early in the morning is Abraham crising, and is sad- Mt2733
dling xhis ass, and is taking Hwo of his lads Vith him, andA<A6remFATHER-
NIsaac, his son, and is rending the "wood for the ascent HiGH-throng
offering. And rising is he and going, 7and came0 to the place See maP Pase 72«

4 of which the Alueim apprizedt0 him *on the third day. And apprizesAY
lifting up xhis eyes is Abraham and seeing Hhe place from ieue
afar. Will-be-ing-wa<

5 And saying is Abraham to his lads, "Sitt0 you here with
the ass, and I and the lad will go, meanwhile, and we will
worship and return to you."

6 And taking is Abraham xthe *wood for the ascent offer- « 127134 is 2133
ing and is placing it on Isaac, his son. And taking is he in Jnl03o 1410111632

his hand Hhe fire and xthe knife. And going are they two R08322C519

together.

7 And speaking is Isaac to Abraham, his father, and say- '"""saying
ing, "My father!"

And saying is he, "Behold me, my son."

And saying is he, "Behold the fire and the =wood, ayet
where is the flockling for the ascent offering?"

# And saying is Abraham, "The Alueim will see for Him
self as to the flockling for the ascent offering, my son."

9 And going are they, they two, together. And coming are
they to the place of which the Alueim had apprizedt0 him. aPPrlzesAY

And building is Abraham Uhe altar there, and is arranging
Hhe "wood. And trussing is he 'Isaac, his son, and placing

10 xhim ont0the altar, abovet0the =wood. And stretching out 8tretchsENDiNc

is Abraham xhis hand and taking xthe knife to slay liis son.

11 And calling is the messenger of Ieue to him from thellm12 Calls 15-18

heavens and saying, "Abraham! Abraham!" « 462 Ex34

And saying is he, "Behold me!"
12 And saying is he, "You must not stretch out your hand ^"^send

7onw the lad, and you must not do aught to him, for now I

know that you fear the Alueim, °for you have not kept back
Nyour son, ^your only one from Me."

13 And lifting is Abraham 'his eyes and seeing, and, behold!13 Sacrifice 14
7Onen ram is behind him, held in a thicket % its horns. behindAFrER
And going is Abraham and taking Hhe ram, and ^offering
it up for an ascent offering instead of 'Isaac,0 his son.

14 And calling is Abraham the name of 'that 'place Ieue-13 Sacrifice 14
jireh, which is being said 'today, "In the mount of Ieue it is^euc-traeleue-
being seen." ** !Ch2l26 2Ch7l-3 is-See-er

15 And calling is the messenger of Ieue to Abraham a second "-« Calk is-is
16 time from the heavens, and saying, "*By Myself I swear,

averring is Ieue, that, because™you have done vthis 'thing thln**ord

and have not kept back *your son, xyour only one, 7froni Me,w ie 247 ^s S024 ExI35
17 that, blessing, yea, blessing you am I, and increasing, yea, n 33i Psl32ii Lul73

increasing your Aseed am I as the stars of the heavens and lr 1316
as the sand which is on the sea shore. And your Aseed shall
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Ieue blessing Abraham17 He returns19 Sarah dies 232 Treaty4 22-23
Al u e£m is tenant rthe gateway of its enemies, and blessed, in your

(ToSectwJ? Aseed, shall be all the nations of the earth, inasmuch as you
hearken *to My voice."

1-10 Abraham's Trial, Isaac, Return 19 AAbrem Father- HiGH-throng BBar-shbo WELt-oath

See map page 72. 19 And returning is Abraham to his lads. And rising are
MMIfee Queen they and going together to Beer-sheba. And dwelling is

vNchwr SNORTer Abraham in Beer-sheba.
vOutz Counsel 2220-24 Son of Relative 251-4 thingwor<i

*Buz Despiser 20 And bcoming is it, after 'these 'things, athat it is being
xQmuAl RisiNG(is)Al told to Abraham,10saying, "Behold! Milcah, she, moreover,

AArm Height 21 bears sons for Nahor, your brother, MJz, his firstborn, and
0KshdAs-i>*vBivzd22 ^Buz, his brother, and xKemuel, the father of Aram, and

*Chzu PERCEivEr M2hesed and rHazu and Tildash and \Fidlaph and xBethuel.
pp/iJ<fshBean-THRESHer23 And Bethuel generates ^Rebecca. These eight 7sons° Milcah

Hdlph LEAKer bears for Nahor, the brother of Abraham.
nBtfiu-;«House-of-Al 24 "And his concubine, and her name is Reumah, she more-

Be»»H^eEnthraiier Over, also is bearing Tebah and ^Gaham and "Thahash and
^Tbch Slaughter ^Maachah."

TThchsh Azure Adm 3531 231-20 Sarah's Death 241-67 1-2 Death, Burial 19

MMofccSquash23 And coming is the =life of Sarah to be a hundred *r and
«4 Dt3i4 jsl25 2S106 2 twenty yrseven years—the years of the =life of Sarah. And

*Shr eChiefess dying is Sarah in the town of Arba, 7in the yale.w (It is
xchbrun joiNed Hebron, in the land of Canaan.) And coming is Abraham
°Kno nSuBMnter to wail *over Sarah and to lament for her. See map page 72.

3-18 Tomb 20 3 And rising is Abraham from over the face of his dead.

3-ii Bargain 12-18 4 And speaking is he to the sons of Heth,tosaying, "A so-

3-4 Asked 7-9 journer and a settler am I with you. Givet0me a holding
^Chth Dismay for a tomb with you, and I will entomb my dead fromtomy

lP2ii f/»

5-e Granted io-ii 5 And the sons of Heth are answering ^Abraham,40saying,

G "rNo!B Hear us, my lord! A prince of the Alueim are you
in our midst. In the choice of our tombs entomb your Mead.

Not a man 'of us will forbid the use of his tomb from you

'to entomb your dead 7there.°"

3-4 Asked 7-o 7 And rising is Abraham and bowing down to the people

8 of the land, to the sons of Heth. And speaking is 7Abraham"
Vith them,t0saying, "Should it forsooth, please your Nsoul

to entomb Nmy dead fromto my Nface, hear me, and inter-
*Ophru n SoiLer cede for me*withEphron, the son of Zohar,sthe Hittiten,°that

zTzchr Grey 9 he shall give to me Nthe double cave which is his, which is
RChth t Dismay-ite iat the end of his field. *For silver, in full, shall he give it to

me for a holding for a tomb in your midst."

5-6 Acquired lo-ii 10 And Ephron is sitting in the midst of the sons of Heth.

Arid answering is Ephron, the Hittite, ^Abraham in the
Aears of the sons of Heth, to all entering the gateway of his

11 city,t0 saying, "No, my lord! Hear me! The field I give to
you. And the cave which is in it, to you I give it. *Before
the Aeyes of the sons of 7alF my people I give it to you(
Entomb your dead."

3-ii Bargain 12-1812 And bowing down is Abraham before the people of the

13 land. And speaking is he to Ephron in the Aears of the
people of the land,t0 saying, "Yea, should you be for 7me,M
hear me! Give will I silver for the field. Take it from me
and I will entomb xmy dead there."
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Gn. 23-24 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Tomb bought17 Eleazer sent 242
14 And answering is Ephron "Abraham,*0saying, "'No/ lord! Al u eim
15 Hear me. The land is four "hundred shekels of silver. What 1!S3BaVt^J\

is that between me and**you? Tour dead entomb/' (To-subjectors)
16 And hearkening is Abraham to Ephron. And weighing is AAbrem Fathbr-

Abraham for Ephron xthe silver of which he spoke in the HiGH-throng
Aears of the sons of Heth, four "hundred shekels of silver, 1IChth Dismay

17 passing *with the merchant. And confirmed is the field of confRisEn
Ephron in which istothe double rcave,° which is adjoining "Opfcrun Soaer
Mamre, the field and the cave which is in it, and all the

trees which are in the field, which are in all its boundary

1* around, to Abraham *by acquisition, ^before the Aeyes of the
sons of Heth *to all entering the gateway of his city.

19 And afterward Abraham entombs ^Sarah, his wife, toat *-» Death, Burial i»
the 'double9 cave of the field adjoining Mamre. (It is Heb-Ss^re Chiefess

ron, in the land of Canaan.) cKnonSu»Mnter

20 And confirmed is the field and the cave which is in it to3-18Tomb20

Abraham for a holding for a tomb from vthe sons of Heth. confRisEn

231-20 Isaac's Marriage 241-67 1-54- Eleazar Mission -54-67 1 Abraham Blessed 34-36

24 And Abraham is old, come Ho Ndays. And Ieue blesses
"Abraham in all things.

* And saying is Abraham to his servant, the oldest of his 2~9 Eleazar 37-41
household, the ruler *over all wthat is his, "Pray place your * 152

3 hand^ under my thigh, and adjure you will I *by Ieue, the
Alueim of the heavens and the Alueim of the earth, wthat
you will not take a wife for my son 'Isaac" from the daugh-

4 ters of the Canaanitelnnear whom I am dwelling, for to my * 2635 2746 28i 8

land 'whence I bcame,f and to my kindred sshouidn you go,
and take a wife for my son, for Isaac, 'thenceV *ltzchq Uucw-causer

5 And saying to him is the servant, "Perhaps the woman
will not be willing to go after me to 'this 'land. Shall I
restore, yea restore "your son to the land whence you fared
forth?" 'HblU5

6 And saying to him is Abraham, "Bewaret0you, lest youBewKEEP
7 restore "my son thither! Ieue, the Alueim of the heavens

7and the Alueim of the earth,9 Who took me from my fa
ther's household and from the land of my kindred, 'whence
I ^came/ and Who spoke to me, and Who swore to me,t0say

ing,To 7you and9 your "seed will I give nhis "land/ He will
send His messenger before you, and you take a wife for my

8 son, 'Isaac/ thence. And should the woman not be willing to

go after you 7to this land9, Innocent are you 'of this my oath,
but "my son you shall not restore thither."

9 And placing is the servant "his hand under the thigh of
Abraham, his =lord, and is swearing to him on account of
this matter. matierword

10 And taking is the servant ten camels from the camels of 1O'1X Journey 42-

his "lord, and is going. And all manner of good things ofio1131
his "lord are in his Ahand. And rising is he and going to

11 Syria of the streams, to the city of Nahor. And causing isNNc^urSNORTer
he the camels to kneel/outside40the city *°at a well of 'water See map page 56.

*at eventide,tothe time the women fare forth to 'bail it. """season

12 And saying is he, "Ieue, Alueim of my lord Abraham, 12~
pray, cause a meeting before me today/and do a kindness
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Journey10 Kebecca receives him25 Laban offers Entertainment31 24
J e u e 13 wito my \or^ Abraham. Behold! I am stationed °»at this

Wiii-be-mg-was spring of water, and the daughters of the mortals of the

J4jn428-*4 city will fate forth to bail water. And bcomes it that the
maiden to whom I will say, 'Pray stretch out your jar and
give me a drink/0says 7to me0, 'Drink. And, moreover, your

camels also will I give to drink 'till they should finish
drinking'", that xher Thou dost find correct for Thy servant^

lltzchq LAUGH-causer for Isaac, and *by it will I know that Thou doest a kindness
«*to my lord 'Abraham.""

i*ls652415 And ^coming is it, ere he finishest0 speaking 7in his
***RbqeEnthia\ler Aheart/ athat behold! Rebecca is faring forth, who was

*Bthu-AlHowe-ot-A\ born to Bethuel, the son of Milcah, the wife of Nahor,
*Mlke Queenle Abraham's brother, and her jar is on her shoulder5. And

NNc/iurSNORTer the maiden is of exceedingly good appearance, a virgin,
Mbrem Father- and not a man had Aknown her. And down is she going to

the spring, and is filling her jar and is coming up.

17 And running is the servant to meet her, and is saying,
"Pray, clet me sup a little water from your jar."

18 And saying is she, "Drink, my lord." And hastening is she
and is cletting down her jar on her hand and cgiving him to

19 drink. And finishing is she°giying him to drink and is saying,

"Moreover, for your camels will I bail till they should finish
todrinking." And hastening is she and emptying her jar into
the drinking basin, and running again to the well to bail.

21 And bailing is she for all his camels. And the man is in a
tumult *over her, 7andn silent, to know if Ieue prospers his

•'» Fway or not?

22-25 Rebecca 45-47 22 And ^coming is it, aswthe camels finish todrinking, tak

ing is the man a pendant of gold, its weight a bekah, sand is
placing it on her nose," and two bracelets on her hands of

23 ten gold shekels' weight. And he Inquires of her and9 is say-
whose^y jng> "Whose daughter are you? Telltome, pray. Forsooth.

sinn the house of your father, is there place for us to lodge V
24 1811122436 24 And saying is she to him, "A daughter am I of Bethuel,

25 the son of Milcah, whom she bore for Nahor." And saying
is she to him, "Moreover, crushed strawmrand provender
there is much with us, sand,n moreover, a place to lodge."

26 ieue 48 26 And bowing is the man his head and worshipingt0Ieue.

27-32 Reception 49-53 27 And saying is he, "Blest be Ieue, Alueim of my lord

Abraham, Who does not forsake His kindness and His
truth'with my lord sAbraham." I am 'on the right way.
Guided me has Ieue to the house of my lord's brothers."

28 And running is the maiden and tellingt0 her mother's
matter^* household as to 'these 'matters.

*<Lbn Whito 29 And Rebecca 'has a brother, and his name is Laban. And
30 running is Laban to the man 'outside *°at the spring. And

^coming is it, as shen sees Hhe pendant, and Uhe bracelets
on his sister's hands, and as he hears vthe words of Rebecca,
his sister^saying, "Thus spoke the man to me," athat
coming is he to the man. And, behold! Standing is he onwith

31 the camels0Mat the spring. And saying is he 7to him,0 "Come,
blest of Ieue! Why are you standingin outside °when I
7have prepared0 a surface in the house and a place for the
camels?"
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Gn. 24 Annals, Patriarchs, Terah, Abraham blessed35 The Mission37
32 And coming is the man into the house. °Yet, unloosening / e u e

is he the camels' girths and giving crushed straw and pro- wm-be-ing-was

vender to the camels, and water to wash his feet and the
feet of the mortals who are Vith him.

33 And placing is he 7Nbread° before him to eat. ss Entertainment 54-

aYet saying is he, "Not eat will I till I should speak my
Nword."
And saying is he, "Speak."

1 Abraham Blessed 34-36

34 And saying is he, "A servant of Abraham am I. AndA<AfcremFATHER-
35 Jeue has blessed Nmy lord exceedingly, and he is growing HiGH-throng

great, and He is giving to him a flock and a herd and silver
and gold and servants and maids and camels and asses.

3$ And Sarah, the wife of my lord, bore 7one° son for my lord BShre Chiefess
after she was old. And give will he to him xall nhat he
'has.

37 "And adjuring me is my lordtosaying, 'You shall not2"9 Eleazar 37-41
take a wife for my son from the daughters of the Canaan- KKnoni Submits

3* ite, in whose land I dwell, sforn you should go to the house
hold of my father, and to my family, and take a wife for my

3$ son 7thence/° And saying am I to my lord, 'Perhaps the
40 woman will not go after me/ And saying is he to me,

'leue 7Alueim°, before Whom I Fwalk, 7Hec will send His
messenger Vith you and prosper your Fway. And take shall

you a wife for my son from my family, and from the house-
41 hold of my father. Then you shall be innocent from my

oath of imprecation. For come shall you to my family, and
should they not give to you, athen you shall bec innocent
from my oath of imprecation/

42 "And coming am I 'today to the spring. 10"11 J°urney 42-

"And saying am I, 'leue, Alueim of my lord Abraham,12"21 Pr*yer -42-44
pray, shouldst Thou, forsooth, be prospering my Fway on

43 which I am 7now° going, behold! I am stationed 0Mat the *s Ex28 Ps6825 iS7i4

spring of 'water 7awhere the daughters of the mortals of
he city will fare forth to bail water.0 And &comes it that
the damsel is 'faring forth to bail, and I say to her, "Pray

44 give me a little water to drink from your jar," and she says
to me,J'mrYou drink, and, moreover, for your camels will
I bail," she is the woman whom leue finds correct for
7Isaac,° the son of my lord, 7and %y this will I know that
Thou doest a kindness to my lord Abraham/'

45 "Ere I am finishingt0 speaking *in my heart,a behold! 22-25 Rebecca 45-47

Rebecca is faring forth, and her jar is on her shoulderb, BebRfc<?eEnthraller

and down is she going to the spring and is bailing. shshoulder blade

46 "And saying am I to her, 'cGive me a slittle waterM to

drink, pray, sfrom your jar."' And hastening is she and
cletting down her jar f on her 7hand" and is saying, 'Drink.
And, moreover, your camels will I cgive a drink/ And
drinking am I, ai\d, moreover, she cgives the camels a drink.

47 "And asking vher am I and saying, 'Whose daughter areWhoseANT
you?' And saying is she, 'A daughter of Bethuel. son of B£tfiu-AZHouse-of-Al
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Entertainment accepted54 Journey delayed55 Expedited61 24
s Nahor, whom Milcah bore for him.' And placing am I the

Pendant on ne* nose and the bracelets on her hands.

•**PslO77 "And bowing my head am I and worshiping t0Ieue, and
Al u etm blessing Ieue, Alueim of my lord Abraham, Who guides

suBjECT-or-to-s me in the rway of truth, to take xthe daughter of my lord's
(Tb-subjectors) brother for his son.

2732Reception49-5349 "And now, if you, forsooth, ^deal in kindness and truth

"with my lord, tellt0 me. And if not, telltome, and I will rface
^to sthen right or ^to sthen left.

50 And answering are Laban and Bethuel and saying,
matterword "From Ieue fares forth 7this° matter. We cannot speak to

B«bR^eEnthraller5l yOU evil or good. Behold! Rebecca is before you. Take her

and go, and she shall become the wife of your lord'st0son,
aswIeue speaks."

Mfcrem Father- 52 And doming is it, as w Abraham's servant hears Hheir
HiGH-throng 53 words, athat he is prostrating tod the earth to Ieue. And

forth is the servant cbringing articles of silver and articles
of gold and clothes, and is giving them to Rebecca. And
token presents he gives to her brother andt0her mother.

33 Entertainment s*- 54 And eating are they and drinking, he and the mortals

who are with him, and lodging.
1-54-Eleazer, Mission-54-67

-54 Return 56-60 And rising are they in the morning, and saying is he,

"Send me, 7and I will go0 to my lord."

55 Departure 6i-67 55 And saying are her 'brothers'1 and her mother, "The

maiden shall dwell Vith us two "days or ten. 7Andn after
ward she shall go."

-54 Return 56-60 56 And saying is he to them, "You must not delay xme °when

Ieue prospers my Fway. Send me, and I will go to my lord."
57 And saying are they, "We will callt0the maiden and ask

at Nher Nmouth."

58 And calling are theyt0Rebecca and saying to her, "Will
you go with 'this 'man?" And saying is she, "I will go."

59 And sending are they ^Rebecca, their sister, and Nher wet-
60 nurse, and Abraham's Nseryant and xhis mortals. And bless

ing are they ^Rebecca, 'their sister,0 and saying to her, "Our

sister are xyou. May you become thousands of myriads, and

may your Aseed tenant Hhe gateway of those hating them/'

55 Departure 61-e? 61 And rising is Rebecca and her maidens, and they are

riding on the camels, and are going after the man. And
taking is the servant ARebecca and is going.

*LeMrai To- 62 "Now Isaac comes 7into the wilderness,*1 to the well Lehi-
LivE-mirror 63 rai. And dwelling is he in the land of the south-rim. And

es Ps4425 La32o forth is Isaac faring to worship in the field before the even

ing. And lifting is he his eyes and seeing. And behold!
Camels are coming.

*Jtec/iqLAUGH-causer 64 And lifting is Rebecca vher eyes and is seeing "Isaac and

»"«"coming-down65 is alighting off the camel. And saying is she to the servant,

whmaht "What man is this going in the field to meet us?"

And saying is the servant, "He is my lord."

And taking is she a 'veil and covering herself.
And relating is the servant to Isaac Nall the things which

he had done.
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Gn. 25 Annals, Patriarchs, Ishmael, Isaac, Abraham dies8 Entombed9
«7 And bringing her is Isaac tod the tent of Sarah, his x*ta*« LAUGH-causer

mother. And taking is he ^Rebecca, and becoming is she his s#w* Chiefess
towife, and he is loving her. And 'comforted0 is Isaac after UehRbqe Enthralls
the loss of his mother, 7Sarah.° * K» 17203725 28

2220-24 Son of Relative 251-4 ^QtureFuMER (incense)

25 And continuing is Abraham, and taking is he a wife, and zZmrn Musician
2 her name is Keturah. And bearing is she for him vZimranJ7^nSTniF

and'Jokshan aiuTMedan and'Midian and'Ishbak and'Shuch. McM^ Measure
3 And Jokshan generates'Sheba 7and xThumun? and xDedan. MlMdin Quarreler

And the sons of Dedan come to be'Raguel and Nabdeel andc ^^ Leave-be-*
Ashurim, and Letushim and Leummim. *Shuch Prostrator

4 AndLthe sons of Midian are Ephah and Apher and Enoch 8Sfcfca Return
and Abida and Eldaah. All these are sons of Keturah. VThumun Amazement

1127-2219 Abraham's Death 255-11

5 And giving is Abraham xall which is his to 7his son" uuihm Forgf
$ Isaac. And to the sons of the concubines which are Abra-*eu£^mimFOI#KsraMS

ham's, Abraham gives gifts. And sending them is he away 400^e Faint
fromonIsaac, his son,in while he is still living, eastward toAOpArSoiL

the land of the East. *»Chnuk Dedicated
7 And these are the "days of the years of the =life of Abra- mdo mx-fatherkn

ham, which he lives—a, hundred*rand seventyyrafive years. *AldoeAl-KHom
^ And expiring is Abraham, and dying in a good Ngrey-haired 7124 Adm 3569
5 age, old and satisfied 7with Ndays.M And gathered is he toBOpferttnsoiLer

his "people. And entombing 'him are his sons, Isaac and zTzchr Gm

Ishmael,toin the 'double0 cave toin the field of Ephron, the*chthi Dismay-ite
10 son of Zohar, the Hittite, which is adjoining Mamre, the mmmro'Bitterness'

field "and the cave9 which Abraham bought from xthe sons 8 joa? P239
of Heth. There is made a tomb for Abraham, and Sarah, Jo23i6

1* And bcoming is it, after the death of Abraham, °that the n 1&4 2U» 24es
Alueim is blessing 'Isaac, his son. And dwelling is Isaac
^<b the well Lehi-rai.

1127-2511 Hindrance 2512-18

And these are the genealogical annals of Ishmael, son of12 ishmael, Birth 17
Abraham, whom Hagar, the Egyptian, Sarah's maid, bore13*16 Sons, ishmael is
for Abraham: ^s/imo-A/HEARing-is-SuBjEoror XNbiuth Productions

13 And these are the names of the sons of Ishmael, *by
names, for their -genealogical annals: The firstborn of

14 Ishmael, Nebaioth; and Kedar and Adbeel and Mibsam d
15 Mishma and Dumah and Massa 7and° Chador and T
IS rmd° Jetur rand~ Naphish and Kedemah. These, they 0S^BER

the sons of Ishmael, and these are their names, in their v^Phish Sourish
environs and in their domiciles—twelve princes for their KQjmcPRECEDence

*°clans. 12 Ishmael, Death 17
17 And these are the years of the "life of Ishmael: a hundred (bom Adm 3480)

yfand thirty yfOseven years. And expiring is he, and died, Adm 3617
and is gathered to his people. "-ie Sons, Ishmael 1*

**Chuile PERFORATEd

18 And tabernacling are they from Havilah unto Shur, aShur Barricade
which is adjoining Egypt, as you come tod Assyria. It fallsBMtzrimNarrows
to him to be adjoining all his brothers. See map page 78. *Ashur PROGRESsing

1110-26 Chosen 2519-3529 2519 Birth-Death 3527-29

19 And these are the genealogical annals of Isaac, son of **
Abraham: Abraham begets xIsaac. AAbrem
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Rebecca's sons Esau and Jacob26 Esau's Birthright34 Famine261 25-26
2520-22 Rebecca35i6-2o 20 And coining is Isaac to be forty years of 8age *at his

Adm 3534 taking "Rebecca, the daughter of Bethuel, the Syrian 'of
BBtfeu.A|Housc-of-Al Padan, 'Syria/ the sister of Laban the Syrian, f<fr his wife.

*Arm Height 21 And Isaac is entreating Ieue for the invigorating of
*>Lbn WHrra 'Rebecca/ his wife, for barren is she. And Ieue is being

See map page 83.22 entreated 'by him, and pregnant is Rebecca, his wife. And

bruising themselves are the sons within her. And saying
is she, Should it be so? Why have I this?" And going is

2523-28 sons 3521-26 she to inquire of "Ieue.

t».ii If e 23 And saying is Ieue to her,
Will-be-ing-was <<TwQ ^^ are in your 'belly#

subject-™.to? And tw0 Nfolkstems shall be parted from your bowels.
(To-subjectors) And one folkstem shall be more resolute 'than the other

i'^many And the greater shall serve *theB inferior." [folkstem.

24 And fulfilled are the days of her bearing. And behold!
25 Twins are in her belly. And forth is faring the first, ruddy,

Adm 3554 all of him as a fur robe of hair. And calling are they his
BOsJiu Doer 26 name Esau. And afterward his brother fares forth. And
*ioqb Heel his hand is holding111the heel of Esau. And "calling are they"

his name Jacob. And Isaac is sixty years of sage iwhen
'Rebecca0 bears Hhem.

g And growing up are the lads. And becoming is Esau a
«7 jbu s 23 man, a knowing hunter, a man of the field. °Yet Jacob is a

** 273 4 Hbll2o 28 flawless man, dwelling in tents. And loving is Isaac vEsau,

for his game is in his mouth. aYet Rebecca is loving vJacob.
2529-34 Birthright 271-3515

29 And stewing is Jacob a stew. And coming is Esau from
30 the field and is faint. And saying is Esau to Jacob, "Glut

me, pray, 'with the Nred—-this 'red st^ew, for faint am I."
**Adum Red Therefore called is his name Edom also.

*iNu36i2ich5i2 3l And saying is Jacob 'to Esau/ "Sell, as of today, xyour

birthright to me."
32 And saying is Esau, "Behold! I am Agoing to die, andt0

what is this birthright to me ?"
33 And saytag is Jacob rto him," "Swear to me as of today."

And swearing is he to him. And selling is 7Esau° vhis birth

right to Jacob.
*4Hbl2ie;?4 And Jacob givest0Esau bread and stewed lentils. And

112io eating is he and drinking, and rising and going. And
26i Gerar 23 despising is Esau Hhe birthright.

hd
6 And &coming ^ ft famine- in the land, aside from the first

Chm nr sflw 'famine which bcame in the days of Abraham. And going
maTpTge % is Isaac to Abimelech, king of the Philistines, to* Gerar.

2-5 Appearance 24-25 2 And appearing to him is Ieue and saying, "You must not
apprise^ g() (|own todEgypt.Tabernacle in the land of which I apprize

s 1315 2813 5024 Ex3« 3 toyou. Sojourn in this land, and I will come to be with you

Mt2223-38 an^ w[\\ bless you. For to you and to your Nseed will I give

«arry outgjsg >allthese lands, and carry out will Tthe oath which I swore

4 to Abraham, your father. And increase will I *your Nseed as
the stars of the heavens, and give will I to your Aseed Nall

'these lands. And blessed, in your Aseed, are all the nations
5 Jnli7 RolOir 5 of the earth, inasmuch as hearken did Abraham, 'your

father," Ho My Nvoice and kept My charge, My instructions.
My statutes, and My laws."
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Gn.26 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, Gerar6 Blessed12 Goes to Beer-sheba25
6 And dwelling is Isaac in Gerar. 7And asking are the mor- 266"11 Wives 94-35
7 tals of the place as to 7Rebecca,° his wife. And saying is he, r 1213 20212

"My sister is she." For he fears to say, "My wife sis she,"WEebK&«eEnthraller
lest the mortals of the place kill him0on account of Eebecca,

8 for a good appearance has she. And doming is it that his AAbimlk My-
'days there, are long. And gazing is Abimelech, king 7of father (is) king

Gerar0 of the Philistines, through a 'window, and is seeing, throu«habout
and behold! Isaac is having fun Vith Rebecca, his wife. *Phlshthbistin&iished-

9 And calling is AbimelechtoIsaac and saying 7to him,0 "Yea, s^-ite
behold! Your wife is she! And how say you, 'My sister is howwHERE-,
she'?"

And saying to him is Isaac, that, "I say it lest I die on herI/tzc^ ^
account."

10 And saying is Abimelech 7to him,0 "What is this you do
to us? As if it were a little thing if one of 7my° 'people lie
with xyour wife and you bring the guilt upon us!"

11 And instructing is Abimelech yall 7hisn 'peopletosaying,
"'Everyone0 'touching thisin manaorinhis wife shall dsurely Hdie yea die*
be cput to death."

12 And sowing is Isaac in 'that 'land and is finding in 'that 12-22 Abimelech 26-33
'year a hundredfold of =barley. And blessing him is Ieue.

13 And great is growing the man. And going is he to go on
14 and grow greater, till"he is great exceedingly. And it is "T

^coming at his acquiring flocks and acquiring herds and
many to serve, °that jealous are the Philistines of *him.

15 And all the wells which his father's servants had delved in .
the days of Abraham, his father, the Philistines stop theml
up, and are filling them with soil. f

16 And saying is Abimelech to Isaac, "Go from our people,!-
17 for you are very much stauncher *than we." And going is%

Isaac thence, and is camping in the watercourse of Gerar, J
and is dwelling there. f

18 And returning is Isaac and delving xthe wells of 'water ^
which were delved by 'servants* of Abraham, his father, and j
the Philistines had stopped them up after the death of '
Abraham, 7his father.* And calling is het0 them by names
^according to the names which/Abraham/ his father, called
tothem.

19 And delving are the servants of Isaac in the watercourse
rof Gerar,0and finding are they there a well of"living water. —

20 And contending are the graziers of Gerar with Isaac's °Grr Chew or Saw
graziers10saying, "Ours is the water." And calling is he
the name of the well Esek, for extortionate show they ™Oshq Exroimon

21 themselves with him. 7And shifting is Isaac thence,0 and
delving are they another well. aYet contending are they,
moreover, over it. And calling is he its name Sitnah. aShtne Accusation

22 And shifting is he thence, and delving ^are they0 another
well. And they do not contend over it. And calling is he its
name Rehoboth. And saying is he, "For now Ieue widens RRchbuth Wide

for us, and fruitful are we in the land." BBar-shbo WEix-oath
23 And up is he going thence to Beer-sheba. 26i Beer-sheba 23

24 ^ And appearing to him is Ieue in 'that ^night, and saying, 2-5 Appearance 24-25
"I am the Alueim of Abraham your father. You must not ieue
fear, for xwith you am I. And bless you will I, and increase Will-be-ing-was
will I xyour Aseed for the sake of Abraham 7your father/
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Ieue appears to Isaac24 Digs well25 Covenant29 Deception 275 26-27
Al u eim 25 My servant." And building is he an altar there. And calling

suBjECTor-to-s is he «on the Nname Of ieue# And stretching out is he his
(To-subjectors) ^^ ^^ And digging are the seryants of Isaac a well.

12-22 Abimelech 26-33 26 And Abimelech goes to him from Gerar «with Ahuzzath,

AAbim/fcMY-FATHER 27 ^jg associate, and Phicol, the chief of his host. And saying

is-KiNG t0 them is Isaac, "For what reason do you come to me,
«Grr Chew or saw awnen you hate vme and you are sending me away from

AhAchzthfHold-give' Nyou ?"

*Phikl Mouth-all 28 And saying are they, "We see, yea, see that Ieue has

come to be with you, and we are saying, 'Let there bcome,
pray, an oath of imprecation between us, between us and

29 &*you, and contract will we a covenant with you. Should
you do ^to us evil, ^when^we do not touch you, and aswhen
wwe do wito you but good, and send you away in peace?'
You are now the blest of Ieue."

30 And making is he for them a feast, and eating are they
31 and drinking. And crising early are they in the morning,

_ . and swearing are they, a man to his Fbrother. And sending
Utzchq LAUGH-causer them away is Isaac. And they are going from *him in peace.

32 And bcoming is it *on 'that 'day, coming also are servants

of Isaac. And telling are they t0 him concerning the "case of
sthhn* SATTCPArrmM the well which they delve, and are saying to him, "We found

*BvShhc^WELL^ath33 water." And calling is he Ht Sheba. Therefore the name of
552131 *ne c*tv *s Beer-sheba till 'this 'day.

6-11 Wives 34-35 EOshu Doer 5-4 362 514 24 25 1K1029 Adm3594

JieudithAcdsiimer-ess34 And bcoming is Esau to be forty years sold awhen he is
*Bar iWELL-ite taking as wife ^Judith, the daughter of Beeri, theHittite,

*Chth i Dismay-ite35 and xBashemath, the daughter of Elon, the 7Hivite.° And
BBshmth ?Aromatics? coming are they to be a Mbitterness of spirit to Isaac and

XAilunOak t0Rebecca.

2529-34 Birthright 271-3515 271-40 Deception-Reconciliation 323-3317

i 3528 27 And bcoming it is that old is Isaac, dim-sighted are his
«ldGREATer eyes. And calling is he 'Esau, his 'elder son, and is saying

to him, "My son!" And saying is he to him, "Behold me!"
2 And saying is he, "Behold, pray! Old am 1,7andc not know

s 2529 3 do I the day of my death. And now, pray, lift up your gear,

your hanger and your bow, and fare forth to the field and
h 2528 Hbli2o 4 hunt game for me, and make for me tasties, such aswl love,

and bring them to me, and eat will I, in order that my

Nsoul may bless youinere I die."
Enthrailer 5 And Rebecca is hearing Isaacin speaking to Esau, his son.

*>Oshu Doer And going is Esau to the field to hunt game 7for his father.0
spokes^ And Rebecca spoke to Jacob, her son, 'the inferior in

J/oqfc Heel station0,10 saying, "Behold! I heard xyour father speaking

7 to Esau, your brother,t0 saying, 'Bringt0 me game and
make for me tasties, and eat will I and bless you will I

8 before Ieue before my death.' And now, my son, hearken *to
9 my Nvoice *in that which I am instructing xyou. Go, pray, to

the flock, and take for me thence two kids of the goats,
7tender and0 good, and I will make of xthem tasties for your

10 father, such as10he loves, and you shall bring them to your
father, and eat will he, in order nhat 7your father0 may

bless you before his death."
11 And saying is Jacob to Rebecca, his mother, "Behold!
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Gn. 27 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, Jacob's Deception12 Gets Blessing26
Esau, my brother, is a hairy nian, and I am a slick man. Al u eim

12 Perhaps my father will feel me, and become will I in MsS^SSSS)
Aeyes as one who leads him astray, and I bring on me a

slight and not a blessing/'
13 And saying to him is his mother, "On me be your slight,
my son. Yea, hearken *to my Nvoice and go. Take them for
me."

14 And going is he and taking and bringing them to his
mother. And making is his mother tasties, such asw his
father loves.

15 And taking is Rebecca the xcoveted garments of Esau, is Hbl2ie
her 'elder son, which are Vith her in the house, and is •mguatct

16 putting them on rJacob, her 'smaller son. And 'the skins of *ebRfcgeEnthraller
the kids of the goats she puts ononhis hands and on the *Oshu Doer

J7 slick of his neck. And giving is she Hhe tasties and Hhe J/oqb Heel
bread which she made into the hand of Jacob, her son.

18 And coming is he to his father and saying, "My father!"
And saying is he, "Behold me! Who are you, my son ?" ™«»ant

19 And saying is Jacob to his father, "I am Esau, your first
born. I did aswyou spoke to me. Rise, pray! Sit and eat 'of
my game, in order that your Nsoul may be blessing me,"

20 And saying is Isaac to his son; "What is this ? You hasted lltzchq L&ucH-causer
to find it, my son!"

And saying is he, "For Ieue, your Alueim, caused it to
happen before me."

21 And saying is Isaac to Jacob, "Come close, pray, and I
will feel you, my son. Is this you, my son Esau, or not?"0**

22 And close is Jacob coming to Isaac, his father. And feeling
him is he and saying, "The voice is the voice of Jacob, ayet
the hands are the hands of Esau."

23 «Yet he did not identify him, for his hands are become as ldenBBcocNizB
the hands of Esau, his brother, hairy. And blessing him is
he.

24 And saying is he, "This is you, my son Esau ?"
And saying is he, "I am."

25 And saying is he, "cBring it close to me, and I will eat
*of my son's game, that my Nsoul may be blessing you."
And dose is he cbringing it to him, and he is eating. And

he is bringingt0him wine, and he is drinking.

26 And saying to him is Isaac, his father, "Come close, pray,
and kisst0me, my son."

27 And close is he coming and kissingt0him. And smelling is
he Hhe smell of his garments and is blessing him,° saying,

"See! The smell of my son
Is as the smell of the 7fulln field^blessed by Ieue. **La2i2

28 And givet0you will the Alueim'the night mist of the heavens.

And the'oil of the earth, and much grain and grape juice.

29 Serve you shall peoples,
And down shall bow to you the folkstems.

Master be you *over your brothers,
And down to you shall bow the sons of your mother,

One cursing you is accursed.
And one blessing you is blessed!"

30 And ^coming is it, aswIsaac finishest0blessing xJacob,
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Esau Eeturns30 Laments38 Holds grudge41 Jacob advised to Leave43 27
*forth, yea forth* 7his son/ and bcoming, yea barely forth, is Jacob from Uhe

i/tzc^qLAUGH-causer Nface of isaac, his father, "when Esau, his brother, comes

I e u e 31 from his hunting. And making tasties is he, moreover, and
Will-be-ing-was is bringing them to his father. And saying is he to his

father, "Rise will my father and eat f of his son's game, in
order that bless me will your Nsoul."

^oany32 And saying to him is Isaac, his father, "Who are you?"
HOs/iuDoer And saying is he, " I am your son, your firstborn, Esau."

ss 2526 3228 Hbl2i7 33 And trembling is Isaac, a trembling, great unto excess.

WhoANT And saying is he, "Who, indeed, was he, the hunter of

gamea who brought it to me, and I ate ^of allin ere you
came, and bless him did I ? sAnd,n moreover, blest shall he
bec!"

34 7Andbcoming is it,M as Esau hears xthe words of his father

7Isaac/ °that crying is he a cry great and bitter unto excess.

And saying is he to his father, "Bless me, me moreover, my
father!"

35 And saying is he 7to him0, "Your brother came Vith
deceit, and he has taken xyour blessing."

BecauseTHAT 36 ^n(j saying js ne> "Because he calls his name Jacob, is it

Jioqfc Heel atfiat he is circumventing me 7already? this twice? xMy
birthright took he. And, behold! Now he takes my blessing!"
And saying is 7Esau to his father/ "Have you not besides
a blessing for me? "

37 2S8i4 37 And answering is Isaac and saying to Esau, "Behold! As
master have I placed him *over you, and ^all of his brothers
have I given to him for servants, and with grain and grape

juice I support him. And for you, indeed, what shall I do,

my son?"

38 And saying is Esau to his father, "Your one blessing is it,
my father? Bless me, me moreover, my father!" 7«Yet silent

is Isaac/ and lifting is Esau his voice and is lamenting.
39 And answering is Isaac, his father, and saying to him,

"Behold! Away from the=oil of the earth is coming to be your
And from the night mist of the heavens above, [dwelling,

40 1S14472S8141K224? 40 And owby your Asword shall you live,

2K820 22 And your brother shall you serve.

aYet it bcomes, as w you are caused to sway,

You also break off his Fyoke off your neck."

2741 Grudge 33i8-343i 41 And a grudge is Esau holding against vJacob on account

of the blessing with which his father blesses him. And

saying is Esau in his Aheart, "Approaching are the days of
mourning for my father, awhen I will kill xJacob, my

brother."
2742-285 Departure, Return 351-15

eldGWJATer42 And told to Rebecca are "the words of Esau, her elder
RubRfc<jfeEnthrailer son. And sending is she, and calling for Jacob, her 'smaller

son, and saying is she to him, "Behold! Esau, your brother,
4s ii3i 43 is consoling himself as to you, intending to kill you. And

See map page 83. now, my son, hearken *to my Nvoice, and rise, run away *by

sArm Height 44 yourself 7to Syria/ to Laban, my brother, tod Charan. And

LLfcn White dwell with him several days, tillw back is turning your

°Chrn HEATed 45 brother's fury, till10 back turns your brother's anger from

you, and forgotten has he Vhat you did to him, and I send
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Gn.28 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, Jacob leaves5 Esau's Wive's6 Vision12
and take you thence. Why shall I be bereaved, moreover, of „/„ « . u c
you two in one day?" Wiil-be-mg-was

46 And saying is Rebecca to Isaac, 'Irritated am I in my i6™?4™ . n
'life /because of the presence of the daughters of 7the sons* **qer Enthraller
of Heth. Should Jacob take a wife such as these from the'7/zc^JjAUGH"causer
daughters of Heth, from the daughters of the Aland,t0what^7?BL
has=lifeforme?" Mchth Dlsmay

28 And calling is Isaac to Jacob, and is blessing vhim and J &*
instructing him. And saying is he to him, "Not take shall °*no nSunuiter

2 you a wife from the daughters of Canaan. Rise, go tod
Padan, Syria, the home of Bethuel, your mother's father, sArm Height
and take for yourself thence a wife, from the daughters of BBthu-AlHouse-of-Al

3 Laban, the brother of your mother. And Al-Who-Suffices LL*n WHrrE
will bless xyou and cmake you Ffruitful and increase you, and

4 you shall becomet0an assembly of peoples. And give to you * 126
will He Nthe blessing of Abraham, 7my father," to you and AAfcremFATHER-
to your Aseed Nwith you, for you to tenant Nthe land of your HiGH-throng

sojournings,wgiven by the Alueim to Abraham."
5 And Isaac is sending \Facob away. And going is he tod

Padan, Syria, to Laban, son of Bethuel the Syrian, brother *PMn Ransom
of Rebecca, the mother of Jacob and Esau. EebRfc<ze Enthraller

286-9 Esau's Wives-Jacob's 291-3155

0 And seeing is Esau that Isaac blesses \Facob and sends **Oshu Doer

vhim tod Padan, Syria, to take thence a wife for himself,
and, in his blessing Nhim, he is also instructing onhim,tosay

ing, "You shall not take a wife from the daughters of Ca-
7 naan," and that Jacob is hearkening to his father and to 8 2634 35
8 his mother, and is going tod Padan, Syria. And seeing is 9 363

Esau that evil are the daughters of Canaan in the Aeyes of li$hmo~Al HsARing-

9 Isaac, his father. And going is Esau to Ishmael, and taking is-SuBjEcror
xMahalath, a daughter of Ishmael, Abraham's son, sister of MMchlth illnesses

Nebaioth, °no his wives, for his wife. *Nbiuth Productions

2810-22 Bethel 321-2

10 And forth is Jacob faring from Beer-sheba, and going BBar-Shho WELL-oath

^ toward Charan. And coming is he upon111a place and is °CfcrnHEATed

lodging there, for the sun has set. And taking is he one ^of setiNed

the stones of the place, and is placing it for his =pillow, and
12 lying down is he in 'that place. And dreaming is he, and, J2jnl5i

behold! VA stairway set up earthward, awith its head touch-set upstationed

ing the heavens. And behold! Messengers of the Alueim are
ascending and descending *on it.

M And behold! leue is stationed on it. And saying is He,1S *315 263 5024
"I am leue, the Alueim of Abraham, your forefather, and

the Alueim of Isaac. 7Do not fear.0 The land on which you
14 are lying, to you will I give it, and to your Aseed. And u 155 17T

become shall your Aseed as the soil of the land. And breach

forth will you seaward and eastward and northward and
toward the south-rim. And blest, in you, are all the families

15 of the Aground, and in your Aseed. And, behold! I am with
you, and keep you in every 7Fway° which you shall go, and ls D*3l6 jsls 8
will restore you to 'this 'ground, for not forsake you will I, lCh282o Hbl3s e

tillw I should do W Vhich I have spoken to you/^
16 And waking is Jacob from his sleep and saying, "Surely,
17 forsooth, leue is in 'this place, and I knew it not." And " !Ch22i Psl465

fearing is he and saying, "What a fearful 'place is "this! But
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SUBJECT-Or-tO-S

(To-subjectors)
is Lv26l Dtl622

Bethel19 Arrival Charan 291 Meets Rachel9 Laban meets Jacob13 28-29
Al u eim is not this rather the Mhouse of the Alueim, and this the

Mgateway of the heavens?"

And early is Jacob crising in the morning, and taking is
he Hhe stone which he had placed 7there° for his =pillow,
and is placing Ht for a monument, and pouring oil on its top.

mth-Al House-of-Al 19 And calling is 7Jacob0 "the name of 'that place Beth-El.a

LLuz Deviatoh Howbeit, Luz was the name of the city *at first.

3ioqb Heel 20 And vowing is Jacob a vow,t0saying, "Should it be coming
See map page 78. that Ieue Alueim stands by me, and rkeeps me in 'this

Fway which I am going, and gives to me Nbread to eat and
21 a "garment to put on, and I return in peace to my father's

s* 1420 22 household, athen Ieue becomes myt0Alueim, and'this'stone,

which I place for a monument, shall become the house of
Alueim 7for me.0 And of all "that Thou art giving to me,
tithe, yea, tithe it will I for Thee."

29i-i4 Arrival 3U7-55 29 And Nlifting is Jacob his feet and is going toward the

« 2U9 land of the Asons of the Aeast, 7to Laban, the son of Bethuel,
the Syrian, brother of Rebecca, the mother of Jacob and

2 Esau.0 And seeing is he, and, behold! A well in the field.
And, behold! There are three droves of small cattle reclin
ing ^at it, for from 'that 'well are they cgiving the droves
a drink. And the stone on the Fmouth of the well is great.
And gathered there are all the droves. And they roll Hhe
stone off the Fmouth of the well and cgive Hhe small cattle
a drink. aThen they restore Nthe stone on the Fmouth of the
well to its place.
And saying to them is Jacob, "My Fbrethen, whence are

you?"
And saying are they, "From Charan are we."
And saying is he to them, "Do you know xLaban, the son

of Nahor?"
And saying are they, "We know him."
And saying is he to them, "Fares he well ?"
And saying are they, "Well fares he.^And, behold! Rachel,

his daughter, is coming with the flock."

7 And saying is 7Jacob0 sto them,* "Behold! Still is the day
great. It is not seasonable to gather the cattle. cGive a drink
to the flock, and go, graze them."

5 And saying are they, "We cannot tillw gathering are all
the 7herds,w and they roll Hhe stone off the Fmouth of the

well and cgive a drink to the flocks."

9 At his still speaking with them, Rachel, 7the daughter of
Laban,0 comes with the flock which is her father's, for

10 the grazier is she of 7her father's flock.0 And ^coming is it,
aswJacob sees NRachel, the daughter of Laban, his mother's
brother, and Nthe flock of Laban, his mother's brother, athen
close is coming Jacob, and he is rolling xthe stone off the
Fmouth of the well, and is cgiving a drink to the flock of

11 Laban, his mother's brother. And Jacob is kissingt0Rachel,
12 and is Flifting up xhis voice and lamenting. And telling is

Jacob to Rachel that he is her father's brother, and that the
son of Rebecca is he. And running is she and tellingt0her
father 'these things.0

13 And bcoming is it, as Laban hears rthe report of Jacob,

his sister's son, running is he also to meet him. And em-
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Gn. 29 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, Jacob serves for Leah25 and Rachel28
bracingt0him is he and kissing tohim, and bringing hint to Al u eim
his house. And relating is he to Laban ^all these things. $^£25

14 And saying to him is Laban, "Yea, my Nbone and my uiingV/Crti

Nflesh are you." And dwelling with him is he the days of aL^wm-m
month.

2915-3026 Service 3027-3116

15 And saying is Laban to Jacob, "Seeing that my brother Jloqh Heel
are you, °then serve you me gratuitously? Tellt0me what

is your hire."
16 «NowtoLaban had two daughters. The name of the elder eldGREATer
17 is Leah and the name of the younger is Rachel. And the yn*sMALLer

eyes of Leah are tender, ayet Rachel bis lovely in shapeli-L£ae?No-thing'

IS ness, and lovely in appearance. And loving is Jacob NRachel. rRcMEwe
And saying is he, "Serve you will I seven years *for w 396

Rachel, your 'younger daughter/' yngsMAixer

19 And saying 7to him0 is Laban, "Better I give Nher to you
'than that I give sher to another man. Dwell, withal."

20 And serving is Jacob *for Rachel seven years. And be-20 H0I212

coming are they in his Aeyes as several days, in his love
\£or her.

21 And saying is Jacob to Laban, "Grant me vmy wife, for
fulfilled are my days, and I will come to her/'

22 And gathering is Laban xall the mortals of the place and

23 is making a feast. And ^coming is it in the evening "that
'Laban0 is taking vLeah, his daughter, and is bringing xher

24 to 7Jacob/ and 7Jacobn is coming to her. And giving is
Laban xZilpah, his maid, to Leah, his daughter, sforn &zZlphe Replete-mouth

25 maid. And ^coming is it in the morning, and, behold! She is
Leah. And saying is Jacob0 to Laban, "What is this you
do to me? Did I not *for Rachel serve with you? And why
do you deceive me?"

26 And saying is Laban, "Not so is it being done in our
place, to give the inferior in station before the firstborn.

27 Fulfill the seven of this one, and give will 7ln to you Hhis
one, moreover, *for the service which you shall serve,

withal, further another seven years."
28 And doing so is Jacob. And fulfilling is he this one's

seven. And giving to him is 'Laban0 xRachel, his daughter,
29 for his Wife. And giving is Laban rBilhah, his maid, to BBlee Disintegrated

20 Rachel, his daughter, for hert0 maid. And coming is he,
moreover, to Rachel, and, moreover, loving is he ^Rachel
more ^than Leah. And serving is he with him further an
other seven years.

31 And seeing is leue that Leah is hated, and opening is He si Dt2U5

32 vher womb. "Yet Rachel is barren. And pregnant is Leah
and is bearing a son for Jacob.0 And calling is she 'his name
Reuben for she says, "For see does leueinmy humiliation ERaufcn See-soii

7and gives me a son/ for now my husband will love me."
33 And pregnant is 'Leah0 again, and is bearing a 'second0 son

for Jacob.* And saying is she, "For hearing is leue that
hated am I, and giving to me is He Nthis one, moreover."

34 And calling is she rhis name Simeon. And pregnant is she sShmoun

again and is bearing a son. And saying is she, "Now 'once
more will my husband be obligated to me, for I bear for him ** 498

35 three sons." Therefore calling is rshew his name LevL Ad^iO
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Jacob's sons by Leah32 Bilhah 303 Zilpah9 and Rachel23 30
/ e u e pregnant is she again, and is bearing a son. And saying is

Wili-be-ing-was ghe «r-^owo <once more wiJ1 j acciaim ^eue." Therefore call-

J/eude Acclaimer ing ig gne nig name judah. And staying is she from bearing.

7sTANDING30 And seeing is Rachel that she does not bear for Jacob.
sRcWEwb And jealous is Rachel *of her sister. And saying is she to
Jloqh Heel Jacob, "Grantt0me sons! And, should there be none, I will

die."
* I61-3 293i 2 And Ahot is the anger of Jacob ^against Rachel. And say

ing is he 7to her/ "In Alueim's stead am I, Who withholds
from you the Ffruit of the belly?"

3 And saying is 'Rachel to Jacob,0 "Behold my maidservant
BBlee Disintegrated Bilhah. Come to her and bear shall she on my knees, and I,

4 moreover, will be built ^by her." And givingt0him is she
xBilhah, her maid, for a wife. And coming is Jacob to her.

5 And pregnant is 'Rachel's maid,0 Bilhah, and is bearing for
# Jacob a son. And saying is Rachel, "Adjudicated has the

Alueim for me, and, moreover, He hearsinmy Nvoice, and
DDn Adjudicate \s giving to me a son." Therefore she calls his name Dan.

7 And pregnant is she again, and bearing is Bilhah, Rachel's
8 maid, a second son for Jacob. And saying is Rachel, "With

twistings of the Alueim am I twisted with my sister, sandw
**NphthliTwisted moreover, I prevail." And calling is she his name Naphtali.

i-Lae 'No-thing'9 And seeing is Leah that she stays from bearing. And

8taysTAND taking is she ^Zilpah, her maid, and is giving vher to Jacob
EPLETE-MouTHio for a wife ?And coming is Jacob t0 her o and zilpah, Leah's

n jslliT 127 is65ii a maj^ is 'pregnant and0 bearing for Jacob a son. And say

ing is Leah, 7"Coming° is a Fraidl" And calling is she xhis
<*GdRAu>i2 name Gad. And 'pregnant is0 Zilpah, Leah's maid, and is
j*Dt332413 bearing a seCond son for Jacob. And saying is Leah"*Happi

ness is mine, for the daughters call me happy." And calling
MsJmr Progress ig ghe xhig name Ashur.

*RaufcnSEE-soni4 And going ig Reuben in the days of =wheat harvest and

finding mandrakes in the field, and is bringing 'them to his
mother, Leah. And saying is Rachel to Leah, her sister,0
"Give to me, pray, fof your son's mandrakes."

15 And saying is 7Leah* to her, "'No!" Is it little of you to
take vmy husband, athen to take, moreover, my son's Man

drakes?" And saying is Rachel, "7Not so!tt He shall lie with
you 7#this° night, "for your son's mandrakes."

*6 And coming is Jacob from the field in the evening, and

forth is faring Leah to meet him. And saying is she, "To
me are you coming ^tonight," for I hired, yea, hired you
*with my son's mandrakes." And lying is he with her in that
night.

17 And hearkening is the Alueim to Leah, and pregnant is
18 she and is bearing for Jacob a fifth son. And saying is

Leah, "Giving is the Alueim my hire, forwl give my maid
VshshkrForsooth-hire to my husband." And calling is she vhis name Issachar.

19 And pregnant again is Leah, and is bearing a sixth son for
20 Jacob. And saying is Leah, "Dowering me is the Alueim

with a good dowry *this time. My husband will prefer me,

for I bear for him six sons." And calling is she 'his name
zZfeuZunPREFERred21 Zebulon. And afterward she bears a daughter. And calling

»Dine ADjuDicA-rress is she xher name Dinah.

22 And remembering is the Alueim ^Rachel and hearkening
22 to her is the Alueim and opening xher womb. And pregnant
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Gn. 30 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, Jacob bargains with Laban for hire28
is she and bearing 'for Jacob0 a son. And saying is "Rachel,- 3lo& Heel

24 "The Alueim gathers up xmy reproach." And calling is she Al u fim
luVname Joseph saying "Adding is Ieue to me another

g p y p

luVname Joseph saying, "Adding is Ieue to me ^^S)
SOn/* *Iu$ph Add-er

25 And ^coming is it, as w Rachel bears xJoseph, athen saying *RchlEwe
is Jacob to Laban, "Send me, and I will go to my place and^LfcnWHm

26 to my land. Give me Nmy wives and xmy children* *for whom
I have served xyou, and go will I, for you know rmy service
with which I have served you."

2915-3026 Service 3027-3116

27 And saying to him is Laban, 'If, pray, I find grace in
your Aeyes! I augur °that Ieue's blessing me is due to your

28 7coming°." And saying is he, "Specify your hire a/lto me,
and I will give it."

29 And saying is 7Jacob° to him, "You know Mohow 1 have
30 served you, andNw?what becomes of your cattle Vith me. For

little was that which came to be yours before, and breach
ing is it into much. And blessing vyou is Ieue, *at my foot

steps. aYet now, when shall I do something, moreover I,

for my own household?"

3* And saying 7to him is Laban,0 "What shall I give to you?"
And saying is Jacob, "Naught shall you givetome.Tf you
will do for me this thing, I will return: Graze will I your "^^

32 flock 7and° Fkeep it, pass will I among all your flock 'today
to ctake away thence every speckled and flecked flockling,
also every brown flockling among the sheep, and 7alf the
flecked and speckled among the goats, and it becomes my

33 hire. And responding is my righteousness 'for me, 'on the
morrow day, for on account of my hire shall 7itB come before
you. Every one in which there is no speck and fleck among

thejroats, and brown among the sheep, stolen is it if xwith
me."

34 And saying 'to him0 is Laban, "Behold! O that it shall
bcome ^according to your Nword!"

35 And ctaking away is he in 'that day the striped and the
flecked vbucks, and vall the speckled and the flecked 'she-
goats, 7and° everyone which has white in it, and all the
brown among the sheep, and giving them is he into the

36 Ahands of his sons. And placing is he a Away of three days
between 'them0 andbt Jacob's. And Jacob is grazing the
¥lock of Laban, 'what is =left.

37 And taking is Jacob for himself sticks of smooth white
poplar and of hazel and of the plane tree, and is peeling in

them white peelings, baring the white which is on the
38 sticks. And putting is he xthe sticks which he peeled in the

troughs, in the drinking 'water, to which the flocks are
coming to drinkt0opposite the flocks. And warm with de-

39 sire are they 7at the sticks0 *when they come to drink. And
Awarm with desire are the flocks at the sticks, and are
bearing 'small cattle, striped, speckled, and flecked.

40 And the sheep Jacob parts, and he puts the faces of the putscivEs

flocks^ towards the striped and all the brown among
Laban's flock. And he is setting his own drovest0 alone, and
does not set them onwith Laban's flock.
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Jacob depletes Laban's flocks 311 Leaves for Canaan18 30-31

41 And it 6comes, in every 'season0 of Awarming with desire

! of the sinewy of the flock, «then Jacob places Hhe sticks
'before the eyes of the flock, in the troughs, for 7them° to

42 Awarm witn desire among the sticks. aYet *with the droop-
8inewyTIB jng oneg 0£ tn€ fiQck j|6 jg not placing them. And the droop-

**Lhn Whitb ing became Laban's and the sinewy Jacob's.

43 And breaching is the man exceeding exceedingly, and
bcoming is he to have many small cattle 7and herds" and
maids and servants and camels and asses.

jJo<j&Heel3i And hearing is 'Jacob' xthe words of Laban's sons,tosay-
ing, "Taking is Jacob xall which was our father's. And from

2 that which is our father's he makes xall 'this *Aglory." And
seeing is Jacob xthe Nface of Laban, and behold! It is not
with him as heretofore.

3 And saying is Ieue to Jacob, "Return to the land of your

forefathers and to your kindred, and come will I to be with
you."

*Rchl Ewe 4 And sending is Jacob and calling10 Rachel andt0 Leah to
*-Lae 'No-thing' 5 the field, to his flock. And saying is he to them, "Seeing am

I rthe Nface of your father, that it is not toward me as

heretofore. And the Alueim of my father bcame to stand by
6 me. And you know that *with all my vigor I served yyour
7 father. °Yet your father trifles *with me, and varied xmy

aiiowGIVE njre at £en countings. °Yet the Alueim did not allow him to

8 cdo evil withal. If thus he is saying: 'The speckled shall be0
your hire,' athen bear do all the flock speckled. And if thus
he is saying: 'The striped shall bec your hire,' «then bear do

9 all the flock striped. And rescuing is the Alueim the Vattle

of your father and is giving them to me.

io 2812 is 4816 io "And ^coming is it *at the season that the flock is Awarm

with desire,athat I am lifting my eyes and seeing in a dream

and, behold! vThe he-goats 7and the rams0 'that go up on the
U small cattle are striped, speckled, and dappled. And saying

to me is a messenger of the Alueim in a dream. 'Jacob!' And
12 PsSOio n saying am I, 'Behold me!' And saying is He, 'Lift your eyes,

pray, and see that xall the he-goats and the rams" 'going #up

on the small cattle are striped, speckled, and dappled, for
BBttfc-ArHouse-of-Al 13 j see >allnhat Laban is doing to you. I am the Al of Beth-El,

where you anointed the monument 7andn where you vowed
a vow to Me. ^Andw now, rise, fare forth from this iand,
and return to the land of your kindred, 7and I will come to

be with you.0>>'v

14 And answering are Rachel and Leah, and saying are they

to him, "Is there further for us a portion and allotment in
15 the household of our father? Are not we reckoned rasw for-

*venmoreover eigners *by him ? For he Fsold us, and Fdevouring is he, even

devourEATiNG 16 pdeyouring rour money. For all the riches 7and the glory"

which the Alueim rescues from our father, ours is it and

our sons*. And now, all wthat the Alueim says to you, do."

29i-i4 Return 3U7-5517 And rising is Jacob, and lifting liis wives and xhis sons

18 on 'camels, and leading away 'all his cattle, and 'all his
goods which he got, the cattle he acquired, which he got in
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Gn. 31 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, Rachel steals alueim19 Laban pursues25
Padan, Syria, to come to Isaac, his father, tod the land of vPhdn Ransom
Canaan. ' See map page 83. *7 tzchq LAUGH-causer

19 And Laban goes to shear vhis flock. And stealing is 0*«™ Submit
20 Rachel xthe household alueim which are her father's. And ^3027 352

'stealing is Jacob xthe Fheart out of Laban, the Syrian, on « Nu32i 39 361
&*-failing to tellt0him that he is running away. And away is Dt3i2-ie

he running, he and all which is his. And rising is he and crossPAssing

crossingHhe stream, and is setting xhisNface toward mount setPLAdng
'Gilead. QGfodMound of Witness

22 And it is being told*0Laban, the Syrian,0 «on the third ^LbnWnrra
23 -day, that Jacob ran away. And taking is he 7all° his breth-8^"» Height

ren with him, and is pursuing after him a Away of seven
days, and hard is he following after rhim in mount 'Gilead. hard fo Ringing

24 And coming is the Alueim to Laban, the Syrian, in a See map page 83.
dream in the night. And saying is He to him, v"Beware,toBewareicEEP

you, lest you be speaking with Jacob from good unto evil!"v Al u e im

25 And Laban is overtaking 'Jacob. And Jacob pitches
tent in the mount. And Laban pitches Vith his brethren in
mount 'Gilead.

26 And saying is Laban to Jacob, "What have you done? j/o<?6Heel

And stealing are you xmy Fheart, and leading away Nmy
27 daughters as captives of the Asword! Why hide to run away

and steal from ^me, and not tellt0 me, athat I could send
you *with rejoicing and *with songs rand° *with tambourine

28 and Vith harp? And you did not let metokisstomy sons and
29 topy daughters. Now, silly are you to do so. Forsooth!t0 29 3030

Disposed is my Nhand to do w*to you evil. aYet the Alueim
of your father yesternight spoke to me,t0saying, 'Beware, spokesAn>

30 toyOU> /of speaking with Jacob from good unto evil!' And BewareKEEP

now, go, yea, go, for you long longingly for the household

of your father. Why have you stolen xmy alueim?"

3* And answering is Jacob and saying to Laban, "For I
feared, for I said, lest you may be snatching syonr daughters

22 from1*7* me, 7and all that is mine.0 With whom you are find
ing your alueim, not live shall he. In front of our brethren,

identify what is yours, withal, and take it to you." °Yet notldenREcoGNizE
know did Jacob that Rachel, 7his wife,0 had stolen them.

33 And coming is Laban into Jacob's tent, and into Leah's L£ae?No-thing'

tent, and into the two maidservant's tent, and does not find
them. And forth is he faring from Leah's tent and is com-

34 ing into Rachel's tent. aYet Rachel took xthe household
alueim and placed them in the saddle basket of the camel,
and she is sitting on them. And feeling is Laban rall the

35 Ntent, ayet did not find them. And saying is she to her

father, "It must not be Ahot in the Aeyes of my lord that I
cannott0 rise' before you, for the Fway of women is *on me."
And searching is rLaban in all the tent," ayet he does not
find 'the household alueim.

36 And Ahot ist0 Jacob, and contending is he %ith Laban.

And answering is Jacob and saying to Laban, "What is my

transgression 7andc what is my sin, that you dash after me,
37 «andn that you feel ^all the furnishings rof my tent?0 sAndn

what have you found ^of all the furnishings of your house ?
Place it thus in front of my brethren and your brethren,
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Jacob, Laban contend36 Build mound as Witness52 Laban returns55 31
l e u e 38 and correct will they the matter between us two. This

Will-be-ing-was twenty years am I with you. Your ewes and your she-goats

were not bereaved, and the rams of your flock I did not
39 eat. That which was torn to pieces, I did not bring to you.

I was made a Asin offering for it! From my Ahand you
40 sought it, be it stolen by day aor stolen by night! So became

devourATB I- jn the day the drought Fdevoured me, and the ice in the

41 night, and flit did my sleep from my Neyes. This, for me,
was twenty years in your household. I served you fourteen
years *for your two daughters, and six years *for your flock,

w Psll86 7 42 and vary did you xmy hire at ten countings. Unless the Alue-
im of my father, the Alueim of Abraham, and the AAwe of

l/tzc?igLAUGH-causer Isaac had come to bet0with me, then now you would have
theDTHAT sent me away Fempty-handed. NThe humiliation and Uhe

weariness of my xpalms the Alueim sees, and correcting you

was He yesternight."
Jloqb Heel 43 And answering is Laban and saying to Jacob, "The daugh

ters are my daughters, and the sons my sons, and the flock
my flock, and all wthat you are seeing, mine is it, and my
daughters'. What shall I do for these today, or for their

u I5io is 44 sons which they have borne? aYet now, go. Contract will we
a covenant, I and you, and it will become10a witness be
tween me and bt you."

7And saying is he to him, "Behold! No one is with us. Be
hold! The Alueim is Witness between me andbiyou."?

ralseHiGH 45 And taking is Jacob a stone and is raising it for a monu-

U6 Ex244 n 46 ment. And saying is Jacob to his brethren, "Pick up stones."
And they are 'picking up0 stones and making a mound. And
eating are they 7and drinking0 there on the mound. /And

LLbn White saying to him is Laban, "This mound is witness between

me and bt you today."?
ligr-Shedutha47 And calling it is Laban t0Igr-shedutha. And Jacob calls10

Mound-witness it Galeed.

<*Glod Mound-Witness 48 And saying is Laban 7to Jacob, "Behold!0 This mound

ralseHiGH 7and this monument which I raised/ is witness between me
49 and M you 'today." Therefore he calls its name Galeed and

Watcher the Mizpah which says:"Watching is leue between me and**

you, *when we are concealed, each man from his associate."

50 "Should you humiliate vmy daughters, and should you
take wives over my daughters, then not a man is with us.

See! The Alueim is Witness between me and M you/'

51 And saying is Laban to Jacob, "Behold 'this 'mound! And
behold the monument which I aim to be between me and6*

52 you. Witness is 'this 'mound, and witness is the monument,

that I should not be passing 'this vmound to you, and you
should not be passing 'this vmound and 'this ^monument to

Father- 53 me, for evil! The Alueim of Abraham and the Alueim of Na-
throng hor, the Alueim of the forefathers, shall judge between us."

And swearing [s Jacob 4by the AAwe of his father Isaac.

54 And sacrificing is Jacob a sacrifice in the mountain. And
calling is hetohis brethren to eat Nbread. And eating are

they Nbread and lodging in the mountain.

55 And early is Laban crising in the morning, and kissing is

hetohis sons andt0his daughters and blessing xthem. And
going is Laban, and returning to his place.
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Gn. 32 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, VisioninMahanaim1 SendsEsaugifts*4
32* And Jacob goest0his way.*rAnd seeing in a vision, he sees 2810-22Mahanaim32i-

the camp of the Alueim encamped/ And coming uponinhim * Ps347
2* are messengers of the Alueim.v And saying is Jacob as^he * Dt332 Js5i* is Ps273

sees them, "The camp of the Alueim is this!" And calling is
he the name of 'that 'place Mahanaim. ^Mchnim Camps

271-40 Deception-Reconciliation 323-331T 323-5 Grace 33-i-lT

34 And sending is Jacob messengers before him to Esau, his Jloqb Heel
45 brother, tod the land of Seir, the field of Edom. And in-a"OAuDoer

structing Hhem is he,t0 saying, "Thus shall you say to my B^oir Hajry

lord, to Esau, 'Thus says your servant Jacob: With LabanEAdumRed
56 I sojourn and it delayed me till now. And mine are becom-hLbn White

ing bulls and asses 7andBCa flock, and servants and maids.
And sending am I to telltomy lord 7Esau°to7that your ser- /„ «■ .M e
vant0 finds grace in your Aeyes/" Wiil-be-mg-was

67 And returning are the messengers to Jacob,tosaying, "We326Esau*sApproach33i-

came to your brother, to Esau, and, moreover, going is he

to meet you, and four =hundred men with him."

7* And fearing is Jacob exceedingly, and it is distressing to T*8 Gift 13-23
him. And dividing is he xthe people who are Vith him, and

89 xthe flock ancPthe herd and the camels, into two camps. And
saying is 7Jacob/ "Should Esau be coming to 'one 'camp and
smite it,ayet the remaining 'camp will come to be delivered."

9S0 And saying is Jacob, "Alueim of my forefather Abraham 9-12 Prayer 24-32
and Alueim of my father Isaac, leue Who saidst to me,A^''emFATHER-

'Return to your land and to your kindred and I will cdo HiGH-throng
I0"good ^to you/ Smaller am I /than all the kindnesses and^fc^L^GH-ca

/than all the Atruth which Thou doest to NThy servant, for 9 3*13
*with my stick I crossed 'this vJordan, and now I have be- crossPAssED

**wcometotwo Mcamps. Rescue me, pray, from the Ahand of my **rdn Descender
brother, from the Ahand of Esau, for I fear 'him, lest he 10 Psl465 IP510

i^^comes and smites me, 7and° the mother OMwith the sons. And 12 ™ie 2813-15
Thou saidst, 'Good, yea, good will I cdo wlto you, and I make makePLACB

^your Aseed as the sand of the sea, which is not being num
bered /for multitude/"

W* And lodging there is he in that night. And taking is he, *■• Gift 13-23

/of 'that which is coming 4to his Nhand, a present offering,

I4167a.n& sends0 it to Esau, his brother: two "hundred she-goats
and twenty bucks, two "hundred ewes and twenty rams,

*5wthirty suckler camels and their sfoals, forty young cows
*Glrand ten bulls, twenty she-asses, and ten colts. And giving

them is he into the Ahand of his servants, drove by drovet0

alone. And saying is he to his servants, "Pass before me,
*7wand place an interval between drove and bt drove." And in- intervaiwnn,

structing is heHhe first,t0 saying, "In case Esau,my brother,
is encountering you, and he asks you,tosaying, 'Whose are
you? And whither are you going? And whose are these

**"before you?' °Then you say, 'To your servant, to Jacob. A
present offering is it, sent to my lord, to Esau. And, behold!
He, moreover, is behind us/" b«hllldAFiBB

19SO And instructing is he 7the first0; moreover, rthe second;
sand,w moreover, Hhe third; sand," moreover, vall those who
are going after the droves,tosaying,"08According to 'this

20"*word shall you speak to Esau, *when you find xhim. And
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Jacob wrestles at Peniel24 Blessed29 Meets Esau 334 Reconciled4 32-33

Al u eim say> moreover, 'Behold! Your servant Jacob 7comesn after

us' F»r/' said he, "a propitiatory shelter am I making be
fore his Nface *with the present offering 'which is going
before me, and afterward will I see his Nface. Perhaps he

""favor me(id.) will lift up my Nface."

21s* And passing is the present offering on before his Nface.
"Yet he lodges in 'that night in the camp.

222* And rising is he in 'that night and taking xhis two wives,
and xhis two maids and vhis eleven children, and is crossing

"•"passing 232*the ^crossing of the Jabbok. And taking them is he and is
J/fcaVomer passing them over Hhe watercourse. And passing over is he

See map page 92. 7allno Vhich is his.

9-12 Prayer 24-32 24" And left is Jacobt0alone. And wrestling is a Man with

Hl24 5 25"him till the Aascending of the dawn. And seeing is he that
he does not prevailt0against Him. aYet touching is Heinthe
Fpalm of his thighbone. And strained is the Fpalm of Jacob's
thighbone in his wrestling with Him.

2617 And saying is He rto him/ "Send Me away, for the dawn
Aascends."
And saying is ne, «Not letting You go am I save You

bless me."
27" And saying is He to him, "What is your name?"

28 2522 29-34 And saying is he, "Jacob."

*loqb Heel 28i9 And saying is He 7to him0, "Not Jacob shall your name be

«*lledsAiD called longer, but rather Israel 7is your name.0 For upright
llshr-Al Upright- are y0U wj^h the Alueim and with mortals, and are pre-
with-SuBjBcror vailing."

29S0 And asking is Jacob and saying, "Tell me, pray, your

name."
And saying is He, "Why is this that you are asking for

My name?" And blessing rhim is He there.
*Phni-AlVAcing-Al30si And calling is Jacob the name of the place Peniel, "for I

3***see the Alueim cface to face, and rescued is my Nsoul." And
irradiatingt0him is the sun aswhe passes Teniel. aYet he

See map page 92. is limping on his thigh.

slnewTnj32M Therefore not eating are the sons of Israel Hhe sinew

which was 'benumbed, which is on the Fpalm of the thigh
bone, till 'this 'day, for He touched the ta Fpalm of Jacob's
thighbone *at the sinew 'benumbed.

326Esau'sAPproach33i- 33 And lifting is Jacob his eyes and seeing,and behold! Esau,
Tiis brother,0 is coming, and with him four =hundred men.

323-5Grace33-i-iT And dividing is 'Jacob" Hhe children <™to Leah and °"to
*Lae 'No-thing' 2 Rachel and *»to the two maids. And placing is he Hhe maids

BRcW Ewk and Hheir children first, and xLeah and her children after
J/usp/iAdder them, and ^Rachel and NJoseph last.

3 And he passes before them and is prostrating himself tod
t<>FURTHER the earth seven times till he is close ^to his brother.

*Oshu Doer 4 And running is Esau to meet him. And embracing him
h 45i4 4629 is he, and falling on his neck and kissing him, and they are
™«*lament weeping.

5 And lifting is he Nhis eyes and seeing Hhe women and Hhe
tANY children. And saying is he, "What are these to you ?"
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Gn. 33-34 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, Gift to Esau11 Jacob finds Grace15
And saying is he, "The children which the Alueim gra- Al u eim

6 ciously gives Vour servant." And close are coming the (rS^bjectra)
maids, they and their children, and they are prostrating

7 themselves. And, moreover, close are coming Leah and her ^Lae 'No-thing'

children, and prostrating themselves. And, afterward, close Jiusph Add-er

come Joseph and Rachel, and they are prostrating them- EKcWEwe

selves.
8 And saying is he, "What is all 'this camp to you which I whatANY

encountered?"

And saying is he, "To find grace for 7your servant0 in the
Aeyes of my lord."

9 And saying is Esau, "Forsooth, mine is much, my brother. **Oshu Doer
Bec yours what is yours."

10 And saying is Jacob, "You must not, pray. Pray, if I find JJo«* Heel
grace in your Aeyes, athen take my present offering from

my Ahand, for therefore I see your Nface, as if seeing the

11 cface of the Alueim, and accepting me are you. Take, pray,

vmy Ablessing which 7In bring to you, for gracious to me is |^y^ -dothan NAIM

the Alueim °in that it, forsooth, is all mine." And urging it 23Bs"5SI ™l
4on him is he, and he is taking it. ^ e-^* (U.z)

12 And saying is he, "Journey will we and go. and I will go^S^JL™
in front of you." t fel?™^

13 And saying is he to him, "My lord knows that the children^^7 ffiKSjj
are tender, and the flock and the herd with unweaned are
dependent on me, and, if 1nc trot them one day, athen die »/}»&

14 will all the small cattle. Pray, pass will my lord before his J s*
servant, and I will conduct themt0carefully, according to

the pace of the work which is before me, and to the pace of

the children, tillw I come to my lord tod Seir." *Shoir HAmy
15 And saying is Esau, "Pray, I will put with you some 'of

the people who are Vith me."

And saying is he, "Why this? "Enough0 is it that I am
finding grace in the Aeyes of my lord."

16 And returning is Esau *on 'that 'day *on his way tod Seir.
17 And Jacob journeys tod Succoth. And building is Jie *for

himself a house 'there.* And for his cattle he makes booths.
Therefore he calls the name of the place Succoth. BSkuth Booths

2741 Deception 3318-3431

18 And coming is Jacob in peace to the city of Shechem, ShShkm Back
which is in the land of Canaan, *at his coming from Padan, cKnonSuBMrrter

19 Syria. And camping is he ^before the city. And acquiring is FPhdn Ransom
he xa portion of the field where his tent is stretched out, SArm Height
from theAhand of the sons of Hamor,the father of Shechem, ^Chmur Ass

*for a hundred coins, sterling. *° 35i
20 And setting up is he there an altar, and calling 7on° Al-8ettln* ^standing

Alueim-Ishral. MlAleihhr-Al

34 And forth is faring Dinah, the daughter of Leah, whom SuBJECTor (°f) T°-
2 she bore for Jacob, to seeinthe daughters of the Aland. And D SUBJECTors of Israel

seeing'her is Shechem, son of Hamor, the Hivite, the prince Dm*Adjudicate
of the "land. And taking ^her is he and lying Vith her and "lS?"«i^Sf"lte

3 humiliating her. And clinging is his Nsoul *to Dinah, the22933843021
daughter of Jacob, and loving Hhe maiden is he, and speak
ing owto the Fheart of the maiden.

4 And speaking is Shechem to Hamor, his father,tosaying, speaksAYiNG
"Take for me vthis 'girl for a wife."
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Shechem takes Dinah 342 Deception16 Circumcision forced on males23 34
I e u e 5 And Jacob hears that 7the son of Hamor0 had defiled
Will-be-ing-was xDinah, his daughter. °Yet his sons came to be Vith his

cattle in the field, and silent is Jacob till their coming.
*Shkm Back 6 And forth is faring Hamor, the father of Shechem, to

J/o^Heel Jacob to speak Vith him.

7 And the sons of Jacob come from the field as they hear
of it. And mortified are the mortals, and Ahot is their

7 shr-Al Upright- anger exceedingly, that decadence does he in Israel *by ly-
with-&jBjHcior ing vith Jacob's daughter, «for so is not being done.

ChmurAssg And speakjng is Hamor Vith them,t0 saying, "My son

' l i hd H dh P i
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Shechem's Nsoul is Fattached Ho your daughter. Pray, give
9 vher to him for his wife. And intermarry Vith us, and your

daughters give to us, and \>ur daughters shall you take for
10 your 7sons.° And Vith us dwell. And the land, 7behold! Wide

is it0 before you. Dwell, and be merchants 7on it/ and have
holdings in it."

11 And saying is Shechem to her father and to her brothers,

"Finding am I grace in your Aeyes, athen what you shall say

12 to me will I give. Increase on me exceedingly a bride-price

and gift, and I will give asw you shall say to me. aYet give

to me Hhe maiden for a wife."

13 And answering are the sons of Jacob to ^Shechem and

^Hamor, his father, Vith deceit. And speaking are they rto

Adjudicates-*4 those0 who had defiled xDinah, their sister. And saying are
7Simeon and Levi, Dinah's brothers, sons of Leah,0 to them,

thingword "We cannot10do x'this 'thing, to give \mr sister to a man

15 who *has a foreskin, for a reproach is that to us. Yea, in
this consent will we to you 7and dwell among you,0 if you

16 become asw*we are *by circumcising your every male. And
give would we xour daughters to you, and xyour daughters
will we take for us 7for wives,0 and we will dwell Vith you

17 and we will become 7asn one people. And should you not
hearken to us, to be circumcised, athen we will take V>ur

daughter and go."

IS And good are their words in the Aeyes of Hamor and in
19 the Aeyes of Shechem, son of Hamor. And the youth does

thmgword not delay to do the thing, for he delights in Jacob's daugh

ter, and he is the most glorious ^of all the household of his
father.

20 And coming are Hamor and Shechem, his son, to the gate
way of their city, and speaking to the mortals of their city,

21 togaying^ "'These 'mortals, peaceable are they ^with us, and

dwell will they in the land, and be merchants in Nit. And the

land, behold! Wide is it on all Ahands before them. NTheir

daughters will we take for us for wives, and xour daughters
22 will we give to them. Yea, in this are the mortals consent

ing to us, to dwell xwith us, to become onet0people, *by our
23 circumcising every male, aswthey circumcise. Their cattle

and their acquisitions and all their beasts, will they not be

ours? Yea, 7in this0 are we consenting to them, and they
will dwell Vith us."

24 And hearkening to Hamor and to Shechem, his son, are
all faring forth from the gateway of 7their° city. And cir

cumcised is 7the flesh of their foreskin0 of every male, all
who are faring forth from the gateway of his city.
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Gn. 34-35 Annals, Patriarchs, Isaac, Kill males26 Plunder29 Go to
25 And ^coming is it ton the third 'day, *when they come tossfimounHEARer

be. in -pain, taking are two sons of Jacob, Simeon, and Levi, *iMi Obligate<1
Dinah's brothers, each man his sword, and coming are they D0ine Adjudicates

26 onto the trusting city, and killing are they every male. And *e 12« Js24i-27 Jn45

xHamor and xShechem, his son, they kill *by the ed^e of the ed«°MouTH
sword. And taking- are they^Dinah from the house of Shech- MChmur Ass

27 em, and faring forth. 7Andn the sons of Jacob come upon s^km Back
the violated, and plundering are they the city which defiled

28 their sister 7Dinah.c 7And ya\V their flocks and *alF their
herds, and 7yM° their asses, andW nhat is in the city, and r

29 ^alFnhat is in the field, they take. And xall their estate,^ bee.in" L
and xall their tots and Hheir wives, they capture. And plun
dering are they "all nhat is in the city and0 all nhat is in
the 'houses.0

30 And saying is Jacob to Simeon and to Levi, "You trouble Jioqb Heel
xme to cmake me Fstink *among 'all® the dwellers of the
land, 4among the Canaanite and %mong the Perizzite. And°KnonSuBMnter

I am death-doomed, outnumbered awhen gathered are they *Phrz i Vn.LAGE-ite

owagainst me and smite me, and exterminated shall I be, I
and my household."

31 «Yet saying are they, "As with a prostitute may he deal dealDo
Vith our sister?"

2742-285 Departure, Return 351-15

35 And saying is the Alueim to Jacob, "Rise, go up to 7the 127« 2819 3228
place0 at Beth-El and dwell there, and make there an altar *Bith-Al House-of-Al

to Al #Who appeared to you *when you ran away from the
Nface of Esau, your brother." **Oshu Doer

2 And saying is Jacob to his household and to all who are * 3428 29
with him,"cTake awayHhe foreignxalueim which are in your
midst, and clean yourselves, and change your garments. chans«vary

3 And rise will we and go up to Beth-El, and make will I * 2820 21313 42

there an altar to the Al 'Who answered vme in the day of
my distress, and *came to stand by me 7and saved me9 in/the
way which I went."

4 And giving are they to Jacobxall the foreign alueim which * 34*8
are in their Nhand, and Hhe pendants which are in their
ears. And burying xthem is Jacob under the terebinth which
is w*at Shechem.

5 And journeying 7is Israel out of Shechem.0 And bcoming BShkm Back

is the dismay of the Alueim on the cities which surround
thtem, and they do not pursue after the sons of Israel."

6 And coming is Jacob toward Luz, which is in the land of LLuz Deviato*
Canaan (it is Beth-El), he and all the people who are with°K»°nSuBMrrter

7 him. And building is he there an altar, and calling is he rthe • 2819
name0 of the place Beth-El, for there the Alueim was re- BBith-Al House-of-Al
vealed to him *when he ran away from the Nface of 7Esau,c See map page 92.

his brother.
8 And dying is Deborah, Rebecca's wet-nurse,and entombed ^Dbure Bee

is she belowt0 Beth-El, under the oak. And calling is 'Jacob0 UehRbqe Enthrall*
the name of it Alun-Bakuth. ^Alun-Bkuth Oak-

9 vAnd appearing is the Alueim to Jacob again 7in Luz,° of-LAMENrations
Vhen he comes from Padan, Syria, and 7the Alueim* isp^^nRANs©M

10 blessing xhim. And saying to him is the Alueim, "Your nameSArm Height
is Jacob. No longer is your name to be called Jacob, but10 3228
rather Israel is coming to be your name." And calling is He lishr-Ai Upright-
ttis name Israel. with-sc
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Bethel 351 Jacob called Israel10 Rachel dies18 Isaac dies29 35-36
u 171 u And saying to him is the Alueim, "I am the Al-Who-Suf-

Al u eim fices. BeFfruitful and increase.A nation and an assembly of
wECTortos nations shall bcome from you, and kings from your loins

shall fare forth. And Hhe land which I gave to Abraham
HiGH-throng and to Isaac, to you am I giving it. 'Yours it is;0 and to

Vtzchq UucH-causer your Aseed after you am I giving Nthe land."
13 And ascending is the Alueim fromonhim in the place in

J/oqb Heel which He spoke "with him.v
setting upstationing 14 And setting up is Jacob a monument in the place in which
u Lv23i3 is 37 He spoke Nwith him, a monument of stone. And libating is

Nul55-io 15 he on it a libation and pouring on it oil. And calling is Jacob
xthe name of the place where the Alueim spoke Vitfi him,

BBith-Al House-of-Al Beth-El.

25 20-22 Rachel 3516-2016 And journeying 7is Jacob0 from Beth-El, and it comes to

™Aphr th FRurr-Giv-er be still some distance over 'land to come tod Ephrath. And
*Rchl Ewe bearing is Rachel, and hard is she having it in her bearing.

17 And bcoming is it, *as 'she has it hard in her bearing, athen
See map page 92. saying to her is the midwife, "You must not fear, for this,

18 moreover, is a son for you!" And ^coming is it, *when forth
*Bn-Auni Son-of- fares her Nsoul (for she died), athat she is calling xhis name

'my sighing9 19 Ben-oni. aYet his father calls his 7nameft Benjamin. And
BBn-im in Son-RiGHT dying is Rachel, and is being entombed *on the way tod
setting upsTATjoNn^c 20 Ephrath. (It is now Bethlehem.) And setting up is Jacob a

BBithhhmHouse-bread monument over her tomb. It is the monument, the tomb of
to 1S102 22 493 4 Rachel, till 'today.

2523-28 Sons 3521-26 21 And journeying is Israel, and stretching out his tent is he
Hshr-Al Upright- 22 /beyond10the tower Edar. And ^coming is it, 'when Israel
with-SuBjEcror tabernacles in 'that "land, athat going is Reuben and lying

»m gdl-odr Tower-drove *with Bilhah, his father's concubine. And hearing of it is
BRaubn SEE-son Israel, rand evil appears it in his ^yes.*

*Blee DisiNTEGRATEd 23 And coming are the sons of Jacob to be twelve: The sons
sshmoun Hear&c of Leah, the firstborn of Jacob, Reuben, and Simeon and
iLu i OBLiGATEd 24 Levi and Judah and Issachar and Zebulon; randnc the sons

JJeudeAcclaimer 25 of Rachel, Joseph and Benjamin; and the sons of Bilhah,
i/shs/x/crForsooth-hire25 Rachel's maid, Dan and Naphtali; and the sons of Zilpah,

zZfcu7imPREFERred Leah's maid, Gad and Ashur. These are the sons of Jacob,
JiusphAdder who are born to him in Padan, Syria.
DDn Adjudicate nN phthli Twisted °Ga Raid AAshur Progress 29 2S1223

2519 Birth-Death 27-29 27 And coming is Jacob to Isaac, his father, rto* Mamre, the
MMmra ^Bitterness? town of 'Arba (It is now Hebron), 7in the land of Canaan,*

sChbrun]omed28 where Abraham and Isaac sojourned. And coming are the
i/tzcTu? LAucH-causer 29 "days of Isaac to be a hundred^and eighty years. And ex-

Adm 3674 piring is Isaac, and he died, and is gathered to his people,
*OshuDoer old and satisfied with Ndays. And entombing xhim are Esau

See map page 92. anJ Jacob, his SOUS.

69-929 Forefathers 36i-8 i Canaan e-s gg j^n^ these are the genealogical annals

vAdum Red of Esau (He is Edom):

2 2634 3624 2-3 Esau's Family 4-6 2 Esau took^his wives from the daughters

°KnonSxjBMnter AOde Ornament BAUunOak Canaan: \&dah, the daughter of Elon,

*Chthi Dismay-ite the Hittite; and \iholibamah, the daugh-

AOne Respond zTzboun Streaks ter of Anah, the rSOnBO of Zibeon, the

*289 Hch ui LMng-ite BBshm th Ahomatics 3 Hivite; and Bashemath, the daughter of

HshmQ-Al HEARing-is-Ai NNb i uth Production-s Ishmael, sister of Nebaioth.

2-3 Esau's Family 4-6 ±ode Ornament 4 And bearing is Adah for Esau
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Gn.36 Annals, Patriarchs, Esau (Canaan)1 (Mount Seir)9 Sons, Sheiks
5 and Bashemath bears xReuel, and Aholi-BBshmth Aromatics RRo uaZAssotiate-Ai

bamah bears \Feush, and \Taalam, and AAeii bme TENTed-fane-height ^ioush Do

NKorah. These are the sons of Esau, who J*iolm OBscuREr KQrch Bald

were born for him in the land of Canaan. cKnon

6 And taking is Esau liis wives and xhis1 Canaan e-s EGshu Doer
sons and xhis daughters and xall theNsouls

of his household, and 7alr° his cattle and Al u e im
xall his beasts and xall his acquisitions, n^£w>
and ^alF nhat he got in the land of Ca- ( J °
naan, and going is he from" the land 7of
Canaan," from the Nface of Jacob, his J/o<?& Heel

7 brother, for it &comes that they get more
'than may dwell together, and the land
of their sojourning cannot t0Fbear xthem,
in view 7of the multitude' of their cattle. v1cwface

8 And dwelling is Esau in mount Seir. sShoirHAmy ®Oshu Doer ^Adum Red
(Esau, he is Edom.) See map page 92.

0 And these are the genealogical annals ioi-iis Sons 369-43 9-19 Sons, Sheiks 20-43
of Esau, father of Edom, in mount Seir:

10 ?Andn these are the names of Esau's
SOns: EliphaZ, SOn Of Adah, Wife Of Esau; BAliphz Al-glitters AOde Ornament
Reuel, SOn of Bashemath, Wife Of Esau. R&ou-Al Associate-Al ^Bshmth Aromatics

a And coming to be sons of Eliphaz areJ1 Jb2n 151
Teman, Omar, Zepho, and Gatam, and rThimnfAmazement^)AumrSAYer'^Tzphu Watch

12 Kenaz. And Timno becomes a concubine GGothm Low TTh mno WrraHOLDer
*of Eliphaz, Esau's son, and bearing is 12147 Exl78 14 Nu242o Dt25i7-i9
she for Eliphaz \Amelek. These are the AOm iq PEopLE-LApper

sons of Adah, wife of Esau.

*3 And these are the sons of Reuel: Na-N^^Settled
hath and Zerah, Shammah and MlZZah. zZrch Radiant *Shme Desolation

These come to be the sons of Bashemath,
wife of Esau.

14 And these come to be the sons of Aholi-
bamah, daughter of Anah,rSOnttof Zibeon, A°ne Respond zTzboun Streak

wife of Esau: And bearing is she for Esau
15 xJeush andxJaalam, and NKorah. These are KoQrch Bald

the sheiks of the sons of Esau: The sons
of Eliphaz, the firstborn of Esau, sheik

16 Teman, sheik Omar, sheik Zepho, sheik
Kenaz, sheik Korah, sheik Gatam, sheik

Amalek. These are the sheiks of Eliphaz
in the land of Edom. These are the sons of
Adah. See map page 92.

17 And these are the sons of Reuel, son of
Esau: sheik Nahath, sheik Zerah, sheik
Shammah, sheik Mizzah. These are the
sheiks of Reuel, in the land ofEdom. These
are the sons of Bashemath, wife of Esau.

IS And these are the sons of Aholibamah,
wife of Esau: sheik Jeush, sheik Jaalam,
sheik Korah. These are the sheiks of Aho

libamah, daughter of Anah, wife of Esau.
!9 These are the sons of Esau, and these are

their sheiks. 'These are the sons0 of Edom.

20 7AndB these are the sons of Seir, the 9-19 Sons, Sheiks 20-43 sS^0lVHAIRy
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Sons, Sheiks29 Kings who Reigned in Edom31 36
LLutn Wr\p Horite, dwellers of the land: Lotan and

sShubl TRAiLer zTzboun Streak BDishn Sleek 21 Shobal and Zibeon and Anah and Dishon

^Atzr Treasure and Ezer and 7Rishan.° These are the
*churi Paie-ites »shoir HAmy sheiks of the Horites, sons of Seir, in the

^Adum Red land of Edom.

t'Lutn Wrap 22 And coming to be sons of Lotan are
I e u e HeEimm Discomfit Hori and Hemam. And the sister of Lo-

Will-be-ing-was TTh mno WrrHHOLDer tan is TimnO.

*shubiTRAiLer Aoiun On 23 And these are the sons of Shobal: Al-
MMnchth STOpper *shphu Ridge van and Manahath and EbalsandnShepho

°Aun m Negatioh and Onam.

zTzboun Streak AAie Falcon 24 And these are the sons of Zibeon :°Aiah

AOne Respond and Anah. He is the Anah who found Hhe

hot springs in the wilderness *when graz
ing Hhe asses *of Zibeon, his father.

*>Dishun Sleek 25 And these are the sons of Anah: Dishon
Mel i feme TENTed-fane-height and Aholibamah, daughter of Anah.

*Chmd n Covet 26 And these are the sons of Dishon: Hem-
KAsh bn FiRE-son lithm Looser °Km Dicger <Jan and Eshban and Ithran and Cheran.

EOzrHELP BBZen DisiNTEGRATion 27 sAndn these are the sons of Ezer: Bll-
zZoun Sweater AOqn PREssure nan and Zaavan rand Ioukam0 and Akan.

uoufz Counsel 28 7Andn these are the sons of rRishan": Uz
AArn Pine and Aran.

HChuriPale-ites29 These are the sheiks of the Horites:

sshubl TRAiLer *Tzboun Streak sheik Lotan, sheik Shobal, sheik Zibeon,
*On e Respond »Dishun Sleek EOzr Help 30 sheik Anah, sheik Dishon, sheik Ezer,

See map page 92. sheik rRishan.°These are the sheiks of the

Horites, for their sheiks in the land of
zS'noir Hair}' Seir.

si 176 3511 Dtl7i4-2o 31 And these are the kings who reigned in

*Adum Red the land of Edom, before a king reigned
lhhr-AlUpright-with-SuBjEcror 32 for the sons of Israel: And reigning in

RBio In-swallow BeorBour Brute Edom is Bela, son of Beor. And the name

DDne fe eADjuDication-in-her 33 of his city is Dinhabah. And Bela died.
m his 8teadUNDER j/ufcb imerior And reigning win his stead is Jobab, son

zZnh Radiant BBtzr e Vintage 34 of Zerah, from Bozrah. And Jobab died.
in his 8teadUNDER nchushm HuRRier And reigning win his stead is Husham

TThim n i Amazement-ites 35 from the land of the Temanites. And

Husham died.
in his steadUNDER H&f<f Splendor And reigning win his stead is Hadad,

BBdd Solitary ^Mdin Quarreier SOn of Bedad 'who smote ^Midian in the
MMuab From-father field of Moab. And the name of his city

*Ouith DEPRAVEd 36 is Avith. And Hadad died.

m his steadUNDER sshmU Garment And reigning Min his stead is Samlah
MMshrq Hisser 37 from Masrekah. And Samlah died.

sshaui AsKed-for And reigning win his stead is Saul from

*Rc7ifcut/iWiDEs3S Rehoboth by the stream. And Saul died.
BBolchnn PossEssor-of-GRACE And reigning^n his stead is Baalhanan,

*Okbur Mouse 39 son of Achbor. And Baalhanan, son of
See map page 53. Achbor, died.

And reigning uin his stead is Hadad,

7son of Bered.0 And the name of his city is
pP/iou Puff-up MMe i tb-Al What-good-Al Pau. And the name of his wife is Meheta-

MMtrd Persistent MezMizeb Who-i§-GOLD \}o\f daughter of Matred, 7son of Mezahab.0

40 And these are the names of the sheiks
of Esau, their families, for their places
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Gn.36-37 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Joseph's dreams5 Jealousy11
7in their lands,0 *by their names: sheik

41 Timno, sheik Alvah, sheik Jetheth, sheik TThmno Withhold ao/u^On?
Aholibamah, sheik Elah, sheik Pinon, MenfcmeTENTed-fane-hight BAZe Terebinth

42 sheik Kenaz, sheik Teman, sheik Mibzar, vPhinnVkc& ?ThimnAmazement MMfetzr Fortress

43 sheik Magdiel, sheik Iram. These are the MMgd i-Ai RAioer-Ai *Oirm City-raoM

sheiks of Edom, for their dwelling places, ^Adum Red ai u e im
in the land of their freehold. He is Esau. ^Oshu Doer suBjEcr-or-to-s
father of Edom. (To-subjectors)

51-68 Progenitors 371-5026

37 And dwelling is Jacob in the land of his father's so- * 3228 s 306-s 10-13
2 journings, in the land of Canaan. These are the genealogi- °Kno nSuBMmer

Cal annals of Jacob. See map page 92. JJogfc Heel

Joseph, seventeen years of sage, comes to be grazing111372-4528 Joseph 5015-26

the flock Vith his brothers, and he, the lad, is "with the sons 372-36 Canaan 391-4157

of Bilhah and Uhe sons of Zilpah, wives of his father. And 372-4 Brethren 12-17
bringing is Joseph Hheir evil mutterings to 'Israel? their BBlee Disintegrated

3 father. And Israel loves \Toseph more ^than any other of anyALL
his sons, for a Ason of his old age is he, to him. And he 3 2715 Ex284 39 391

4 makes for him a distinctive tunic. And seeing are his broth- 2S131819
ers that their father loves Hiim more *than any other of aByALL
his 7sons.tt And hating xhim are they and cannot speak llshr-Al Upright-
peaceably to him. with-SuBjEcxor

5 And dreaming is Joseph a dream. And telling it is he to5"11 Dreams is-36
his brothers. And continuing further are they in their Jiusph Add-er

6 hatred \>f him. And saying is he to them, "Hear, pray, 'this
7 'dream which I dreamed.vAnd behold!We were compressing

stooks in the midst of the field. And, behold! Rising is my
stook, and, moreover, takes its station. And, behold! Sur
rounding it are your stooks, and prostrating to my stook!"v

s And saying to him are his brothers, "rVerily reign over *Ex2i4Lul9i4
us shall you? And should you rverily rule among us ?" And
continuing further are they to hate xhim on account of his
dreams, and on account of his words.

9 And dreaming is he still another dream. And relating is 9 426 4326 44i*
he Ht. 7to his father and" to his brothers, and is saying, "Be
hold! I dream a further dream. vAnd, behold! The sun and

10 the moon and the eleven stars are prostrating to me."v And
relating it is he to his father and to his brothers. And re
buking111him is his father, and saying to him, "What 'dream
is 'this which you dream ? Shall I and your mother and your
brothers come, yea, come to prostrate to you tod the earth?"

11 And jealous are his brothers *of him, ayet his father keeps
Hhe word.

12 And going are his brothers to graze Ntheir father's xflock 372-4 Brethren 12-17

13 in Shechem. And saying is Israel to Joseph, "Are not your
brothers grazing in Shechem? Go.°Send you will I toss;?fcmBACK
them."
And saying is he to him, "Behold me!"

14 And saying to him is 'Israel/ "Go, pray, sandn see if it is
xwell with your brothers, and Veil with the flock, and re-wenwelfare

turn me word." And sending him is he from the vale ofSee map page 92.
Hebron. FChbrun Jomed

15 And coming is he tod Shechem. And finding him is a man,

and, behold! Straying is he in the field. And asking him is
IS the mant0saying, "What are you seeking?" And saying is
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Joseph plotted against18 Sold into Egypt28 Jacob deceived34 37
I e u e he, "My brothers am I seeking. Tellt0 me, pray, whereat

Will-be-ing-was they are grazing/'
17 And saying is the man, "They journeyed hence, for I

»Dthn VerdantC*** heard "them" saying, 'Go will we tod Dothan/"
J/usp/iAdder And going is Joseph after his brothers, and is finding

See map page 92. them in Dothan.

5-n Dreams 18-36 is And seeing xhim are they from afar, andinere he is com-

i8 Mt27i ing near to them. And plotting are they against Nhim among

19 themselves to cput him to death. And saying is each man to
his brother, "Behold! This possessor of 'dreams is coming!

20 And now go, and we will kill him and fling him into one of
devourATE tne cisterns ami saVj «An evil animal devoured him/ and see

will we what will become of his dreams."
KRaubn SEE-son 21 And hearing of it is Reuben, and rescuing him is he tout

of their Ahands. And saying is he, "Not smite will we his
sbedpouR out 22 "soul." And saying to them is Reuben, "You must not shed

blood. Fling xhim into 'this 'cistern which is in the wilder-
nesSj avet a Anan(j vou^ vou must not stretch out 'against

him/'—that he may rescue xhim from their Ahands, to re
store him to his father.

23 And ^coming is it, aswJoseph comes to his brothers, athat
they are stripping ^Joseph of xhis tunic, Hhe distinctive tunic

24 which is on him. And taking him are they, and flinging vhim
into the cistern.

25 jd824 25 25 <*Yet the cistern was empty. No water is in it. And sitting
down are they to eat Nbread. And Flifting are they their

GGl od Mound- eyes an(j seeing, and behold! A caravan of Ishmaelites are

of-Witness coming from Gilead awith their camels, bearing perfume
mtzrim Narrows an(j ^alm and labdanum, going by to cgo down tod Egypt.

J/eudeAcclaimer26 And saying is Judah to his brothers, "What gain is it
27 39i 27 that we kill \>ur brother and cover xhis blood ? Go, and we

lishmo-AU HEARing- wjjj sejj njm to ^ne ishmaelites, and our Nhand must not

is-SuBjEcror come to ^ iagainst him, for our brother 7andn our Nflesh is
See map page 83. ne » ^nd hearkening are his brothers.

MMdnimQuarreiers2s And passing are mortals, Midianites, merchants. And
Midianites a sub-tribe of drawing are they andbringing upJoseph from the cistern,

ishmael (Jd824) and are sening Joseph to the Ishmaelites *for twenty sil-

verlings. And bringing are they ^Joseph tod Egypt.

29 And returning is Reuben to the cistern, and behold! No
30 Joseph is in the cistern. And tearing is he Nhis garments.

And returning is he to his brothers and is saying, "The boy!
There is no one! And I! Whither can I come?"

31 And taking are they Joseph's Hunic, and slaying a hairy
32 one of the goats, and dipping Hhe tunic in the blood. And

sending are theyxthe distinctive tunic, and they are bringing
it to their father. And saying are they, "This we found.

IdenREcoGNizs Pray identify the tunic, if it is not your son's."
33 And identifying it is he and saying, "The tunic of my son!

devourEATen An evil animal has devoured him! Joseph is torn to pieces,

J/ oqb Heel 34 yea, to pieces!" And tearing is Jacob his garments, and is plac

ing sackcloth {on his ~waist, and is mourning over his son
S5 302135 many days. And rising are all his sons and all his daughters

'and they come9 to console him, ayet refusing is he to be con

soled and is saying that, "Descend will I to my son, tod the
*lMdnim Quarrelers unseen, mourning." And lamenting over xhim is his father.

pphutiphr (Egyptian) 36 And the Midianites sell vJoseph" to Egypt, to Potiphar,
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Gn. 38 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Er, Onaii put to death"710 Thamar
a eunuch of Pharaoh, chief of the executioners.

38 And bcoming is it *at that season athat down is Judah 38i-so judah 421-4528
going from xhis brothers and is turning aside unto a man, JJeu<feAcclahner

2 an Adullamite, and his name is Hirah. And seeing is Judah ™chire HEATer
there the daughter of a man of the Canaanites, and hisK^noniSuBMrrite
name is Shua. And taking her is he and is coming to her. sshuo impiorer

3 And pregnant is she and is bearing a son, and calling is F°ir Denuded
sshen Nhis name Er. 2 243 2635 2746

4 And pregnant is she further and is bearing a son, and is Ex3416 Dt73
calling Nhis name Onan. °Aunn NEGATion

5 And continuing further is she and bearing a son, and
calling Nhis name Shelah. And she comes to be in ChQzib *shle Ease
*wheri bearing vthem/ °Chzib Liar

6 And taking is Judah a wife for Er, his firstborn, and her
7 name is Thamar. And bcoming is it that Er, Judah's first-TThmr Palm

born, is evil in the Aeyes of Ieue, and Ieue is cputting him to
death.

8 And saying is Judah to Onan, "Come to your brother's *Dt255-9RU4ioMt22
wife and wed xher, your brother's widow, and raise Aseed

9 for your brother." And know does Onan that the Aseed will
not become his. And it bcomes, when he is coming to his
brother's wife, °then he ruins it ond the earth, to avoid

10 giving Aseed to his brother. And evil in the Aeyes of Ieue is / e u e
Vhat he does, and, moreover, He is cputting xhim to death Wili-be-ing-was
'also.0

H And saying is Judah to Thamar, his daughter-in-law,
"Dwell a widow at your father's house till my son Shelah
shall be grown. For," says he, 'lest he, moreover, will die
as his brothers." And going is Thamar and dwelling in her
father's house.

12 And increasing are the days, and the daughter of Shua,
Judah's wife, died. And "consoled0 is Judah, and going up
is he ^to the shearers of his flock, he and his 'shepherd/
Hirah, the Adullamite, tod Timnah. mm** Com™-™

13 And told is it to Thamar,t0saying, "Behold! Your hus
band's father is going up tod Timnah to the shearing of his

14 flock." And away is she ctaking the garments of her widow
hood off her, and is covering herself *with a veil and she is
bedecking herself. And sitting is she 'at the opening to the
springs, which are on the way tod Timnah, for she sees that
Shelah is grown, and she is not given to him for a wife. e'0WI1great

15 And seeing her is Judah, and is accounting her to be a
prostitute, for she covers her face, rand he did not recog-

16 nize her/ And aside is he turning to hertoby the way, and
is saying 7to her/ "Prithee, pray, coming am I to you," for
not know does he that she is his daughter-in-law. And
saying is she, "What will you give to me that you shall
come to me?"

17 And saying is he, "I will send rto you* a kid of the goats
from the flock."

An4 saying is she, "If you will give a surety till you
send."

IS And saying is he, "What is the surety which I shall give
to you?"

And saying is she, "Your seal and your twist and your
staff which is in your hand."
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and Judah15 Twins born28 Potiphar buys Joseph 391 Prospers4 38-39
Al u eim And giving them is he to her, and is coming to her, and

SSiectors) Pregnant is she *by him.
19 And rising is she and going, and is ctaking away her veil

off her and is putting on the garments of her widowhood.
20 And sending is Judah xthe kid of the goats %y the hand of

his 'shepherd/ the Adullamite, to take the surety from the
21 hand of the woman. "Yet he did not find her. And asking

is he vthe mortals of 'her place,10saying, "Where is the hal
lowed harlot, she *at the springs, on the way ?"
And saying are they, "No hallowed harlot came to be in

this place."
J/eu<fe Acclaimer 22 And returning is he to Judah and saying, "I did not find

her. And, moreover, the mortals of the place say, 'No hal
lowed harlot came to be in this place/"

23 And saying is Judah, "Take it to her shall she, lest we
*come into contempt! Behold! I send 'this 'kid and you did
not find her!"

24 And bcoming is it, ^about three months from this, athat
it is being told t0Judah,t0 saying, "Your daughter-in-law

TThmr Palm Thamar commits prostitution, and moreover, behold! Preg
nant is she *by prostitutions/'
And saying is Judah, ""Bring her forth, and burned shall

she be/'
25 Forth is she cbrought. °Yet she sends to her husband's

father,t0 saying, "*By the man whose these are am I preg-
WenHEcoGNizB nant." And saying is she, "Identify, pray, whose 'these are:

the seal and the twist and the staff."
26 Mtl3 26 And identifying them is Judah, and is saying, "More just

is Thamar0 'than I, therefore, for I did not give her to
Shelah, my son." aYet not continue does he to know her
further.
And bcoming is it, *at the time of her bearing, °that, be-

28 hold! Twins are in her belly. And ^coming is it, in her bear-
i»utGiviNG ing athat rone° is putting out a hand. And taking it is the

midwife and tying on his hand a double-dipped token,*0say-
29 ing, "This far^s forth first." And ^coming is it, as his hand

is returning, "then, behold! Forth fares his brother. And
saying is she, "What! Breached have you. On you be the

vphrtz Breach 30 breach!"And calling is she his name Pharez.And afterward

forth comes his brother, who had on his hand the double-
*Zrch Radiant dipped token. And calling is sshen his name Zarah.

372-36 Egypt 391-4157

39i-2 Potiphar 10-20 39 And Joseph was cbrought down tod Egypt. And bought is
i 3725 36 he by Potiphar, a eunuch of Pharaoh, chief of the execu-

^Mtzrim Narrows tioners,an Egyptian man, from theAhand of the Ishmaelites
p*Phroe *i/NcovERed» 2 who had cbrought him down there. And coming is Ieue to be

Vshmo-Al iHEARing-is- Vith Joseph, and becoming is he a prosperous man. And

SuBjEcror-ite coming is he to be in the house of his lord, the Egyptian.

3-6 Confidence 21-23 3 And seeing is his lord that Ieue is Vith him and that all

^ wthat he is doing Ieue is prospering in his Ahand. And find-
J/usp7iAad-er ing is Joseph grace in theAeyes7of his lord," and ministering

is he vto him. And cmaking him is he supervisor over his
household, and all, forsooth, 7whichn is his he gives into

5 'Joseph's0 Ahand. And ^coming is it, since he cmakes vhim

supervisor in his house and over all, forsooth, "that is his,



On. 39 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Joseph in Potiphar 's house5 Chastity12
athat Ieue is blessing Hhe Egyptian's household111due to 1 e u e
Joseph, and coming is Ieue's blessing to be *over all, for- Will-be-ing-was

* sooth, which is his, in the house and in the field. And leav- ieavF0RSAKE
ing is he all wthat is his in the Ahand of Joseph. And naught 6 2917
knows he of vhis, save the "bread which he is eating.

And bcoming is Joseph to have a lovely shape and a lovely -6-7 Potiphar's
7 appearance. And ^coming is it after 'these 'things, athat Wife 11-12-

Flifting is the wife of his lord xher eyes to Joseph and is thineword
saying, "Lie with me."

* And refusing is he, and saying to his lord's wife, "Behold!8-10 J'sRefusal-12-20

My lord knows snaughtn of xme in the house, and all, for-
9 sooth, wthat is his he gives into my Ahand. No one is

greater in 'this house 'than I, and he has not kept back
aught from me save xyou, in ™that you are his wife. And
how shall I do'this'great'evil and sin ^against the Alueim?"

10 And bcoming is it, as she speaks to Joseph day by day, Jiusph Add-er

°that he does not hearken to her to lie beside her, to bec
with her.

11 And bcoming is a 'day as 'this, and coming is rJosephnctod *6-7 Potiphar's
the house to do his work, and no man 'of the mortals of the Wife 11-12-

12 household is there in the house. And grasping him is she
%y his cloak,tosaying, "Lie with me!"

And leaving is he his cloak in her hand, and fleeing, and 8-10 j.'s Refusal -12-20
faring forth 'outside. leavFORSAKE

13 And ^coming is it, as she sees that he leaves his cloak in
*4 her hand and is fleeing 7and faring forth" 'outside, athat

calling is she to the mortals of her household and is speak- sPeaksAY
ing to them,t0 saying, "See! He brings to us a man, a Heb-HOfcr i PAsser

rew to laugh *at us. He &comes to me 7saying,° Xie with me/
'5 and calling am I *with a loud voice. And bcoming is it, as he l0UdGREAT

hears that I "raise high my voice and am calling, °that he
is leaving his cloak beside me and is fleeing and faring leavFORSAKE

W forth Vratside." And leaving is she his cloak beside her till leavFORSAKE

his lord comes to his house.
17 And speaking is she to him asaccording to 'these words,10

saying, "There came to me the Hebrew 'servant whom you
brought to us, to laugh *at me, 7and said to me, Xie with

18 me.'0 And ^coming is it, as I craise high my voice and am
calling, athat he is leaving his cloak beside me and is flee- leavFORSAKE

ing 7and is faring forth0 'outside."

19 And ^coming is it, as his lord hears xthe words of his 391'2 Prison 19'20
wife, which she speaks to him,t0 saying, "asAccording to
'these words does your servant to me," athat Ahot is his

20 anger. And Joseph's slord is taking Nhim and is giving him
over to the round-house, the place in which the king's
prisoners are bound. And coming is he to be there in the
round-house.

21 aYet coming is Ieue to be ^with Joseph, and He is Fstretch-8"6 Confidence 21-23

ing out to him in kindness and is giving him grace in the
22 Aeyes of the chief of the round-house. And the chief of the

round-house is giving into the Ahand of Joseph Nall the
prisoners who are in the round-house. And xall ^that is

23 being done there, he comes to be the doer. Naught is the
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In prison20 Interprets dreams of Baker and Cupbearer 4012 40
Al u elm chief of the round-house 7prison° seeing Nof all that is in

suBjECT-or-to-s hig Ahand |n nhat ieue is vith him, and sallncnhat he is

doing Ieue is prospering.

i-8 Dreams 9-28 40 And bcoming is it, after 'these 'things, that sinned have
thinsword the 7chiefa cupbearer of the king of Egypt, and th,e 7chief°

vMtzrim Narrows 2 baker *against their lord, thet0king of Egypt. And wroth

>hP/iroe *UNcovERed* is Pharaoh over his two eunuchs, over the chief of the cup-

3 bearers and over the chief of the bakers. And giving Hhem
is he over in ward in the house of the chief of the execu-

*iusph Add-er tioners, to the round-house, the place where Joseph is

4 Abound. And the chief of the executioners gives ^Joseph the
supervision over xthem, and he is ministering to Hhem.

And coming are they to be some days in ward.
5 And dreaming are both a dream. Each man has his dream

same0NE in fae same night, each man asaccording to the interpreta

tion of his dream, the 7chief° cupbearer and the 7chief°baker,
who are the king of Egypt's who are Abound in the round
house.

6 And coming to them is Joseph in the morning, and he is
7 seeing xthem. And, behold! They are turbulent! And asking is

he Tharaoh's eunuchs, who are Hvith him in the ward of
his lord's house,to saying, "For what reason are your faces
Aevil -today?"

8 And saying are they to him, "A dream we dream, and
there is no interpreting of Ht." And saying is Joseph to
them, "Do not interpretations belong to the Alueim? Re

late them, pray, to me."

i-8 Dreams 9-23 9 And relating is the chief cupbearer xhis dream to Joseph

9-ii Eunuch ie-17 an<j is saying to him, "vIn my dream,abehold! A vine is be-

10 fore me. And in the vine are three intertwining branches.
EipencooK And it seems as if budding. Up come blossoms.0 Ripening

11 are its clusters of grapes. And the cup of Pharaoh is in my
presssLAYiNG hand. And taking am I xthe grapes and pressing Hhem

into Pharaoh's cup. And giving am I Hhe cup ^into Phar-
h> nand#"v

i2-i3 interpretation 12 And saying to him is Joseph, "This is its interpretation:

18-22 13 The three intertwined branches, three days are they. In

further three days Pharaoh will Flift up Ny<mr Nnea<^ and

restore you owto your post, and you shall give Pharaoh's
customjujxjment cup in^0 njs hand, asaccording to the former custom, by

which you became his cupbearer.

14-15 Request 23 14 "For, remember me should xyou aswhen it is well *with

wellcooD you, athen, pray, dodeal withal in kindness, and mention me

i4Lu2342i5 to Pharaoh, and cbring me forth from 'this 'house, for
aobri PAsser sverily, stolen was I from the land of the Hebrews, and,

moreover, here have I done naught that they should place
xme in 7this° cistern."

9-ii Eunuch ie-1716 And seeing is the chief of the bakers that he interprets

alt well. And saying is he to Joseph, "Indeed, I rdreamedf in my
dream and, behold! ^hree trays of 7cereaF food is on my

17 head. And in the uppermost 'tray are some *of all food for

Pharaoh, 7the king,0 made by baking. And the flyers 7of
the heavens0 are eating Hhem from the tray, off my head.'^
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Gn. 40-41 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Josephforgotten23Eememberedil1
18 And answering is Joseph and saying 7to him0, "This is 12~13 interpretation
M its interpretation: The three trays, three days are they. In ™-22

further three days, Alift will Pharaoh Nyour head off of you, I e u e
and hang xyou on a tree. And the flyers 7of the heavens0 shall Wili-be-ing-was
eat xyour flesh off of you."

20 And bcoming is it 'on the third day, the birthday of Thar- PhPhroe
aoh, "that he is making a feast for all his servants. And
Alifting up is he Hhe Nhead of the chief of the cupbearers,
and Nthe head of the chief of the bakers in the midst of his

21 servants. And restoring is he 'the chief of the cupbearers 214Us
owto his cupbearing, and giving is heHhe cup^into the hand handPALM

22 of Pharaoh. aYet 'the chief of the bakers he hangs, accord
ing aswJoseph had interpreted to them.

23 aYet the chief of the cupbearers did not remember \Toseph,14-15 Request 23
and forgetting him is he. Ae

41 And ^coming is it 'at the end of two years to a day that i-36 Exaltation 37-57
Pharaoh dreams and, behold! vStanding is he ^at the water-1-4Dream, Cows 17-21

2 way. And, behold! From the waterway are coming up
seven young cows, lovely in appearance and plump of flesh.

3 And grazing are they in the marsh grass. And, behold!
Seven other young cows are coining up after them from
the waterway, evil in appearance and thin of flesh. And
standing are they beside the young cows on the shore of the 8horeHp

4 waterway. And eating are the 7seven° young cows, evil in
'appearance and thin of 'flesh, xthe seven young cows, lovely
in 'appearance and plump.v And waking is Pharaoh.

5 And sleeping is he and dreaming a second time. And, be- 5-7 Dream,Spikes 22-24

hold! vSeven spikes are coming up *on one reed, plump and
G good. And behold! Seven 'other0 spikes, thin and blasted by
7 the burning east wind are sprouting after them. And up

are swallowing the 7seven° spikes, 'thin 7and blasted by the
east wind,0 Hhe seven 'plump and full spikes.7 And waking
is Pharaoh. And, behold! A dream was it.

8 And bcoming is it in the morning athat agitated is his 8-ieinterpretation25-36

spirit, and sending is he and calling rall the sacred scribes
of Egypt and Nall its wise men. And relating is Pharaoh to BMtzrim Narrows

them vhis dream. aYet no one is there to interpret x7it° for
Pharaoh.

9 And speaking is the chief of the cupbearers to xPharaoh,to
10 saying, "Of my sin am I reminded'today. Pharaoh was wroth

owwith his servants, and gave x7usn in ward in the house of
the chief of the executioners/me and^the chief of thebakers.

11 And dreaming are we a dream in the same night, I and sameoNE

he. Each man dreamed ^according to the interpretation of
12 his dream. And there xwith us was a Hebrew lad, a servant ^Obri Passcx

fof the chief of the executioners. And we related them to
him and he is interpreting for usxour dreams. Far ea.ch man,

13 «saccording to his dream, he interpreted. And 6coming is it

that, aswhe interpreted to us, so it comes to be. xMe he
restores owto my post, and xhim he hanged."

14 And sending is Pharaoh and calling *Joseph. And running JiusPh Add-er
him are they from the cistern. And shaving is he andchang- changcvarying

ing his garments, and coming to Pharaoh,
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Pharaoh calls Joseph14 Recites dreams17 Joseph interprets25 41
*iusph Add-er is And saying is Pharaoh to Joseph, "A dream I dream, and

Al u elm there is no one to interpret Ht. And I heart0 say owof you,
suBjEcr-or-to-s that you, hearing a dream,t0interpret Mt."
(To-subjectors) 16 And answering Tharaoh is Josepht0saying, "Apart from

the Alueim 7theife is noBCanswer for the welfare of Pharaoh."

1-4 Dream, Cows 17-21 i7 And speaking is Pharaoh to Joseph 'saying,0 "In my

shoreiip dream, vbehold me standing on the shore of the waterway.

18 And behold! From the waterway are coming up seven
young cows, plump of flesh and lovely in shape. And graz

ing are they in the marsh grass.

19 "And, behold! Seven other young cows are coining up
from the waterway0 after them, poor and exceedingly evil
in shape, and emaciated of flesh. Not seen have I such as

s°to 20 they in all the land of Egypt, *so evil. And eating are the

7seven° emaciated and evil young cows # the xfirst seven

7'lovely and0 'plump 'young cows, and coming are they into
inwardsNEAR 21 7theirn inwards, ayet not known is it that they come into

7theirn inwards, and their appearance is evil, asw%t the
start.v And awaking am I.

5-7 Dream, spikes 22-24 22 "And I 7sleep and0 am seeing 7again° in my dream, and,

behold! vSeven spikes are coming up *on one reed, full and
23 good. And, behold! Seven 7other° spikes, puny, thin, randn

blasted by the burning east wind, sprouting after them.

24 And swallowing up are the 7seven° 'thin 'spikes 7blasted by
the east wind,0 the seven 'good 7'fulP *spikes.v And stating

this am I to the sacred scribes, and there is no one tellingto
me what it is."

-ieinterpretation25-36 25 And saying is Joseph to Pharaoh, "The dream of Pharaoh,

Phro e *uncovERed* one is it.^What the Alueimwill be doing He tells to Pharaoh.

26 The seven good young cows, seven years are they; and the
seven good 'spikes, seven years are they. The dream rof

27 Pharaoh,0one is it. And the seven emaciated and'evil young

'cows 'coming up after them, seven years are they. And
the seven empty 'spikes, blasted by the burning east wind,

28 are coming to be seven years of famine. It is the word

which I speak to Pharaoh: XwWhat the Alueim will do He
29 shows to ^Pharaoh. Behold! Seven years are coming of

50 4153^0 great satisfaction in all the land of Egypt. aYet rise will
seven years of famine after them. And forgotten will be all
the satisfaction in 7all° the land of Egypt, and finish will

31 the famine Hhe land. And not known shall be the satisfac
tion in the land, in view of the famine 'that is afterward,

32 is402 617 Ze9i2 32 for Fheavy will it be exceedingly. And on account of the

repetition of the dream to Pharaoh twice, it is that the
matterword matter is establishedfwith the Alueim. And the Alueim

will hasten His doing of it.
33 "And now, see will Pharaoh to a man of understanding

34 and wisdom, and set him over the Nland of Egypt. Doing
this will Pharaoh, and he will cgive the supervision to

supervisors over the Nland and a fifth of 7all the produce ofc
the land of Egypt will they take in the seven years of 'sat-

gt togethcoNVHNH 25 isfactiOn. And get together shall they rall the food of 'these

7sevenn 'coming 'good 'years, and heap up cereals under the
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Gn. 41 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Joseph exalted41 Seven years plenty
36 Ahand of Pharaoh for food in the cities, and keep it. And A* ««&»

the food shall come to bet0supervised *in the land for the ?S^uS^
seven years of the famine which shall come to be in the ■ J '
land of Egypt, and so the Aland shall not be cut off *by the mtzrimNarrows
famine."

matterwor(j

37 And good is the matter in the Aeyes of Pharaoh and in i-se Exaltation 37-57
38 the Aeyes of all his servants. And saying is Pharaoh to his 37-46 Joseph -56-57

servants, "Find will we one as this man, who has the spirit
of the Alueim in him?"

39 And saying is Pharaoh to Joseph, "After the Alueim has
cmade known to Vou xall this, there is no one as understand-

40 ing and wise aswt you. You shall bec over my household, *°458
and onat your bidding all my people shall bear weapons. But bldMouTH
on the Nthrone will I be greater ^than you." we&p°nsKiss ('eat')

41 And saying is Pharaoh to Joseph, "See! Given xyou
42 1'today0 to be over all the Nland of Egypt." And taking off JiusPhAdder

from his hand ^his ring is Pharaoh, and is putting xit on the pu'giving
hand of Joseph. And clothing xhim is he in garments of
cambric sheen, and is placing a knitted collar of 'gold on his

^3 neck, and is chaving Nhim ride in the second chariot which
he *has. And calling are they before him, "Kneel!" And he
rgivesn xhim to be over all the Nland of Egypt.

44 And saying is Pharaoh to Joseph, "I am Pharaoh, and
apart from you shall no man raise xhis Nhand aor Nhis Nfoot raiseHiGH

in all the land of Egypt."
45 And calling is Pharaoh Joseph's name Zaphnath-paaneah. zTzphn th ^Seclude6

And giving10 him is he Asenath, daughter of Potiphera, PhonchHPUFF-up-stop*

priest of On, for a wife. And forth is Joseph faring over AAsnth (Egyptian)

45 the land of Egypt. And Joseph is thirty years sold Vhen he °Aun *Negate*

stands before Pharaoh, king of Egypt. And forth is Joseph
faring fromt0the Nface of Pharaoh, and passing through

all the land of Egypt.

47 And doyielding is the land in the seven years of satisfac- 47-49 Dreams 53-56

48 tion, *by fistfuls. And getting together is he ^all the food ofgt to^ethcoNVENiNG

the seven years 7of satisfaction" which come to be in the

land of Egypt. And bestowing is he the food in the cities.

The food of the field of the city which surrounds it, he
49 bestows in its midst. And heaping up is Joseph cereals as

the sand of the sea, multiplied exceedingly furthermore, so
that he leaves offt0numbering, for there is no numbering it.

50 And to Joseph are born two sons,inere the 7seven° famine 50-51 Fruitfulness52

years are coming, whom Asenath, daughter of Potiphera, pPhutiphro (Egyptian)

51 priest of On, bears for him. And calling is Joseph Hhe name ™Mnshe Oblivion

of the firstborn Manasseh, for "the Alueim makes me ob-
52 livious of xall my toil and vall my father's household." And 5°- si Fruitfulness 52

xthe name of the second he calls Ephraim, for "the Alueim ^AphrimFmm-s

makes me Ffruitful in the land of my humiliation."

53 And concluding are the seven years of satisfaction, which 47-49 Dreams 53-56

54 come to be in the land of Egypt, and starting to come are 5* 12l°
the seven years of famine, aswJoseph had said. And bcom-
ing is the famine in all 'lands, ayet in all the land of Egypt

55 there comes to beNbread.aWhen famishing is all theAland of
Egypt, °then crying are the people to Pharaoh for Nbread.
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Famine56 Jacob sends for food 422 Brothers meet Joseph6 41-42

l e u e And saying is Pharaoh to all AEgypt, "Go to Joseph, 7andn
Wiii-be-mg-was 56 what he will say to you> be doing." And the famine comes

to be on the surface of all the earth.

37-46 Joseph -56-5T And opening is Joseph xall 7the cereal" stores which are

*iusph Add-er among them, and is detailing" to 7all° AEgypt. And the

57 ^famine is holding fast in the land of Egypt. And all 7<Alandsn
come tod Egypt to Joseph to purchase, for fast is the zfam-

38X-3O Joseph 421-45*8 tae h°ldlng in *" thC e»rth-
421-2 Commission431-2 42 And seeing is Jacob that, forsooth, there are victuals in

Jioqb Heel Egypt. And saying is Jacob to his sons, "Why are you star
s'tar*sEEiNG 2 ing at one another?" And saying is he, "Behold! I hear,

forsooth, that there are victuals in Egypt. Go down there
and purchase for us thence 7a little food0 athat we will live,
and not die."

3 journey 4315- 3 And down are jgoing ten brothers of Joseph to purchase

cereals from Egypt.

4 Benjamin 433-14 4 oyet ^Benjamin, Joseph's brother, Jacob does not send

BBn-imin Son-RiGHT Nwith his brothers, for, says he, "Lest meet will he with a

mishap."

5 Arrival 43-15 5 And coming are the sons of Israel to purchase in the

midst of the comers, for the famine comes to be in the land
of Canaan.with-SuBjEcror

6-24 As Authority 6

4316-34

0 377 8

74418-34 7

°Kno nSuBMrrter

And Joseph, he has 'authority over the Nland. He is the
retailer to all the people of the land. And coming are the
brothers of Joseph and prostrating to him, nostrils tod the

earth. And seeing is Joseph vhis brothers, and is recognizing
them. aYet foreign makes he himself to them, and is speak

ing xwith them obstinately, and is saying to them, "Whence

come you?"
And saying are they, "From the land of Canaan, to pur

chase food."
And recognizing is Joseph xhis brothers, ayet they do not

recognize him. And remembering is Joseph the dreams

which he dreamed tconcerning them. And saying is he to

them, "Spies are Nyou. To see xthe Fnakedness of the land
you come."
And saying are they to him, "No, my lord. And your

servants come to purchase food. All of us, sons of one man
are we. Established are we. Not spies bare your servants."
And saying is he to them, "No. For the Fnakedness of the

land you come to see."
And saying are they, "Your servants, twelve brothers

are we, sons of one man in the land of Canaan. And, behold!
The smallest is Vith our father 'today, and 'one is not."
And saying to them is Joseph, "It is what I speak to you,

15 tosayingj 'Spies are xyou/ *By this will you be tested. By

the life of Pharaoh, should you fare forth hence, save your
•Z6 -smallest brother111come hither—! Send one 'of you, and he

shall take ryour brother here, and xyou shall be bound, and
your words shall be tested, whether the truth is xwith you.
And should it not be, by the life of Pharaoh—! For spies
are xyou."
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G-n. 42 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Simeon held hostage24 Money found21
sAnd saying are they, "The youth cannot leave his father. IeavFORSAKE

17 «When he leaves Nhis father, °then he will die."" And gather
ing Hhern is he into a ward three days.

18 And saying to them is Joseph *on the third day, "This do JiusPh Add-er
19 and live. The Alueim fear I. If ^you are established, one Al u eim

of your brothers shall be bound in the house of your ward. 5ffi^££5J
And 'you go 7andn bring the victuals 7you have purchased ^°-suDJectors>

20 for the famine of your households. And xyour 'smallest
brother you shall bring to me. And if faithful be found your
words, °then you shall not die." And doing so are they.

21 And saying are they, each man to his brother, "Neverthe
less, guilty are we on account of our brother wwhen we saw
the distress of his Nsoul, *when he supplicatedt0us and we
did not hearken. Therefore comes 7onnussalln'this'distress."

22 And answeringHhem is Reuben,10saying,"Did not I speak »peaksAY
to you,tosaying, 'You must not sin ^against the boy'? And sz 372i
not hearken did you. And, moreover, behold! His Ablood is

23 required." aYet they do not know that Joseph is hearing, "^inquired
24 for the translator is between them. And around is 'Joseph0 tranmock

going, away fromonthem, and is weeping. And returning is "^lament

he to them, and is speaking to them. And taking is he from ®* 3425 49s

Hhem xSimeon and is binding Nhim 'before their Aeyes. sShmoun H

25 And instruction is Joseph giving, °when they are filling 2^26 Money441-4524

Hheir vessels with cereals,0 to return his =money to each
man*°in his sack, and to give10them provisions for theAway.
And done is it to them so.

26 And up are they lifting their victuals on their asses, and
going are they thence.

27 And opening is 'one xhis sack to give provender to his ass 4227-38 Return 4525-28

in the lodging, and seeing is he Nhis money 7pouch°, and

28 behold! It is in the mouth of his bag! And saying is he to
his brothers, "Restored is my money, and, moreover, 7itn is

in my bag!" And forth is faring their heart and trembling
are they, each man saying to his brother, "What is this that
the Alueim does to us?"

29 And coming are they to Jacob, their father, tod the land 1Io(ib Heel

of Canaan, and are tellinglohimxallthat had befalienHhem,°K™>" S
30 to saying, "The man, the lord of the Nland, spoke rto us

obstinately, and gave ^us over 7in ward9 as spies of Hhe
31 Nland. And we said to him, 'Established are we. Not bcome
32 have we to spy. Twelve are we, brothers, sons of our father. n 3728

'One is not, and the smallest is 'today *with our father in
33 the land of Canaan.' And saying to us is the man, the lord

of the Nland, **By this shall I know that^you are established.
Your brothers, 'one leave be Hrith me. And 7the victuals
you have purchased0for the^famine of your households, take

34 and go. And bring xyour 'small brother to me, athen I will
know that You are not spies, for established are You* xYour
brother will I, give back to you, and in Nthe land shall you
be merchants.'"

35 And &coming is it, at their emptying their sacks,0behold!
Each man's money pouch is in his sack. And seeing are
they and their father Uhe pouches with their money, and

36 are fearful. And saying to them is Jacob, their father, "Me
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Jacob laments36 Sends Benjamin 4313 Sends gifts11 Journey15 42-43
you bereave! Joseph is not, and Simeon is not, and "Benja-
min you will take! On me &come all these things."
And speaking is Reuben to his father,*0 saying, ""Two of

my sons cput to death should I not bring him back to you.
Give "him owinto my Ahand, and I will restore him to you."
And saying is he, "Not go down with you shall my son,

for his brother is dead, and het0alone remains. And meets
him a mishap in the way in which you will go, °then down
wiU you cbring xmy Ngray hairs *with afflotion tod the un

seen."

21-2 Commission431-2 43 And the famine is Fheavy in the land. 2And bcoming is it,

as w they finish*0 eating"the victuals which they had brought
^Mtzrim Narrows from Egypt, athen saying to jthem is their father, "Return.

Purchase for us a little food."

And speaking to him is Judah,t0saying, "The man testified,
yea, testified Ho us,t0saying, 'You shall not see my Nface, if
your 7'smaH° brother fails to be "with you!' Should you,
forsooth, send "our brother "with us, down will we go and
purchase food for you. aYet should you not be sending 7our
brother with us,0 we will not go down, for the man said to
us, 'You shall not see my Nface if your 7*smalF brother fails
to be "with you!'"
And saying is Israel, "Why did you cdo evil to me *by tell-

ingt0the man you *have 'still another brother?"
And saying are they, "In his asking, the man asked *con-

cerning us and ^concerning our kindred,10 saying, 'Still is
your father living? Forsooth, *have you a brother?' And we
toldtohim, ^at his bidding 'these 'matters rof which he
asked.° Did we know, yea, know that he would say 7to us/
*cBring down "your brother'?"
And saying is Judah to Israel, his father, "Send the youth

"with me, and we will rise and go, and live and not die, both
we mr^^ you mr&n& onr tots. i wni be surety for hint. From

my Ahand shall you seek him. Should I not bring him to
you and put him before you, athen I sin ^against you all my
days. For, were we not obliged to dally, "by now we had
returned this twice."
And saying to them is Israel, their father, "If so, indeed,

do this: Take from the pruned 7fruit° trees of the land in
your vessels, and ctake down to the man a present offering,
a little balm and a little honey, perfume and labdanum,
pistachio nuts and almonds. And money, duplicated, take
in your hand, and rthe money that 'was restored in the
mouth of your bags, restore *by your hand. Perhaps it was
an error. And xyour brother take, and rise sandn return to
the man. And the Al-Who-Suffices givet0 you compassion
before the man, aso that he lets *your other brother and
^Benjamin go! And I, as w I am bereaved, am I bereaved!"

And taking are the mortals 'this "present offering and
duplicate money take they in their hand, and "Benjamin.

And rising and going down are they tod Egypt. And

standing are they before Joseph.

And seeing "them is Joseph, randn "Benjamin, 7his brother,
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Gn. 43 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Joseph entertains his brothers17

his mother's son,0 and saying is he to him who is over his Al u eim
household, "Bring xthe mortals tod the house, and slaughter ^CTKrw*
a slaughter and cmake ready, for Vith me shall the mortals ^°-lu«ecton>
eat 7Nbread° *at =noon."

17 And doing is the man as10Joseph says. And bringing is Jiusph Add-er
the man 'the mortals tod Joseph's house.

18 And fearful are the mortals, for they are brought rtodn
Joseph's house. And saying are they, "On account of the
matter of the money 'returned in our bags *at the start arematterword

we being brought, to Froll himself upon us, and to fall upon
us,ato take xus for servants, and \mr asses."

19 And close are they coming to the man who is over Jo
seph's household, and speaking are they to him at the

20 portal of the house. And saying are they, "O! my lord.
21 Down, yea, down came we*at the start to purchase food. And

it bcame that we come to the lodging and opened Nour bags,
and, behold! The money of each man was in the mouth of
his bag, our money *by its weight, ayet we will restore 4t

22 Vith our 7hands.° And other money have we cbrought down
in our hand to purchase food. Not know do we who placed w1ioany

our money in our bags."
23 And saying is he, "NPeace be to you! You must not be

fearful. Your Alueim and the Alueim of your 'forefathers"
gavet0 you buried treasure in your bags. Your money came

24 to me." And forth is he cbringing ySimeon to them. And sShmo un HEARer

bringing is the man Hhe mortals tod Joseph's house. And
giving them is he water, and washing are they their feet.

And giving is he provender to their asses.
25 And preparing are they Nthe present offering, till the

coming of Joseph *at ~noon, for they hear that they shall

eat Nbread there.
26 And coming 'home is Joseph, and bringing are they Hhe ^ 377-10

present offering which is in their hand tod the house to
him, and prostrating are they to him Vith their nostrils9
tod the earth.

27 And askingtothem is he as to their welfare, and saying weifarepeace

7to them,0 "The welfare of your father, the old man of whom
you were speaking; still living is he?" *peaksAYiNG

28 And saying are they, "Well fares your servant,toour fa- wel1 farepeace

ther. Still living is he." 7And he said, "Blessed be that
'man *by the AlueimV And bowing are they the head and
prostrating 7to him.0

29 And Flifting is 7Joseph0 his eyes and seeing ^Benjamin, his BBn-imin Soii-right

brother, his mother's son. And saying is he, "Is this your 29 462i
'small brother of whom you said you would 7bring° him to

me?" And saying is he, "The Alueim be gracious to you, my
30 ASOnj" And hastening is Joseph, for fervid is his "compassion so 452

for his brother, and seeking is he to weep. And entering is he weepLAMENT

31 his 'chamber and is weeping there. And washing is he his
face and faring forth. And checking himself is he, and say
ing "Place on Nbread."

32 And placing are they for himt0 alone and for themt0alone,
afor the Egyptians are 'eating Vith himt0alone, for theBM'zr*Narrows-:tes

Egyptians cannott0eat Nbread Vith the Hebrews, for that uObri P
33 is an abhorrence to the Egyptians. And sitting are they w37

before him, the firstborn ^according to his birthright and
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Joseph feigns dismissal 441 Beaker hid2 Recovered12 Return13 43-44
l e u e. the inferior in station ^according to his inferior estate.

Will-be-ing-was And amaze(i are the mortals, each man *>at his associate.

u 4522 34 And lifting up is he helpings, from Nbefore him, *°for them,
*Bn-imin Soh-right and much more is Benjamin's helping 'than all their help

ings by five handfuls. And drinking are they with him and
are gratified.

^225-26 Money 441-4524 441-13 Dismissal 4517-24

1-2 The Cup 4-12 44 And instructing is'Joseph0 shim who is over his household,
t0 saying, "Fill ^the bags of the mortals with food, as w much
as they can lift, and place the money of each man in the

2 mouth of his bag. And xmy beaker, the silver beaker shall
you place in the mouth of the bag of the small one awith
xhis victual money." And doing is he ^according to the

JJuspfcAdder wor<j which Joseph speaks.

3 Departure is 3 When the morning is light,a the mortals are sent away,

they and their asses.

1-2 The Cup 4-12 4 They fare forth, not far from Hhe city, and Joseph says to

him who is over his household, "Rise! Pursue after the
mortals and overtake them and say to them, 'Why do you
repay evilufor good? 7Why did you steal my silver beaker V

Is not this wthat jfrom which my lord drinks? And he, when
he augurs, auguring is he in it. Evil cdo you in what you
do'."
And overtaking them is he, and is speaking to them'these

vwords.
And saying are they to him, "Why is my lord speaking

words as 'these? Far be it fromt0 your servants' to do ^ac-

cording to 'this word. Behold! sThe* money which we found
in the mouths of our bags we restored to you from the

land of Canaan. And how shall we steal from your lord's
house silver or gold? Whoever 'of your servants shall be
found Nwith itashall die. And, moreover, we will becomet0
my lord'st0 servants."
And saying is he, "Even now, ^according to your words,

so be it. The man0 with whom 7the beaker0 shall be found,

he becomes my servant, and you shall bec innocent."
And hasting are they, and cletting each man's xbag down

12 tod the earth, and opening are they each man, his bag. And

searching is he, starting *with the greatest and finishing

*with the smallest. And found is the beaker in the bag of
Benjamin.

3 Return 1313 And tearing are they their garments, and lading is each

man 7his bag9 on his ass, and returning are they tod the
city.

And coming are Judah and his brothers tod Joseph's
451-16 house, and he is still there. And falling are they before him

i4-i5 Joseph 17 tod the earth.

IS And saying to them is Joseph, "What deed is this nhat
you do ? Not know, do you, that, by augury a man such as I
am, is auguring?"

le judah 18-3416 And saying is Judah, "What shall we say to my lord?

What shall we speak ? And with what shall we justify our
selves? The Alueim has found xthe depravity of your ser-
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Gn. 44-45 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Judah before Joseph18 Surety3
vants. Behold us, servants *of my lord,mrboth wemrand he inboth andmoreover
whose hand the beaker was found/'

M And saying is "Joseph", 'Tar be it fromtome/to do this!1415 Joseph i?
The man in whose hand the beaker was found, he shall JiusphAdd-er

become my servant. And you, go *in peace to your father."

18 And close is Judah coming to him and saying, "Q! my lord.16 Judah 18"34
Pray, speak will your servant a word in the Aears of my J/euieAcclaimer

lord, and your anger must not be Ahot *against your ser- 18 3726 27 438 9
l$ vant, seeing that such a one as you are as Pharaoh. My PhP/xroe ^U

lord asked xhis servants10saying, ''Forsooth, *have you a
20 father or a brother?' And said we to my lord, 'Forsooth, * e u e

we 'have a father, old,and a boy of his old age,the smallest, Will-be-ing-was
and his brother is dead, and left is het0alone *of his mother,

21 and his father loves him.' And said you to your servants,
'cBring him down to me athat I may place my Aeyes upon

22 him/ And said we to my lord, 'The youth cannot10leave 4iis leaveFORSAKB

23 father. And, leaves he xhis father, he also will die/ aYet
you said to your servants, 'Should not your 'smallest

brother come down Vith you, you shall not continue to see
my Nface/

24 "And &coming is it that we went up to your servant, 7ourn
25 father, and we toldt0him xthe words of my lord. And saying
26 is our father, 'Return. Purchase for us a little food/ And

said we, 'We cannot10go down. Should, forsooth, our 'small

est brother 7go down0 Vith us, athen we will go down, for we
cannot10see the man's Nface aif our 'smallest brother is not

us/
27 "And saying is your servant, 7our° father, to us, 'You
28 know that two were borne for me by my wife. And forth S8 373i 32 35

is 'one faring from vme. And saying am I, "Yea, as prey is
29 he torn to pieces!" And not seen him have I hitherto. And

take this one, moreover, from ^before my Nface, and a

mishap befalls him 7on the way,0 a down will you cbring ymy

Ngray hairs %y evil tod the unseen/
30 "And now, as I come to your servant, 7our° father, and

the youth is not Vith us, °when his Nsoul is tied *to his

31 Nsoul, and it bcomes as he sees that no 'youth is Vith us,"
ahe will die, and down will your servants cbring the NNgray
hairs of your servant, our father, *by affliction tod the

32 unseen. For your servant became surety ior Hhe youth f
with my father,10 saying, 'Should I not bring him to you
7and set him before you°,aI sin 'against my father all my

33 "And now, dwell, pray, will your servant, "instead of the insteadUNDER

youth, a servant to my lord, and the youth shall go up with
34 his brothers. For how shall I go up to my father, and the howwHEREAs

youth is not Vith 7us/ lest I shall seeinthe evil which will
find xmy father?"

45 aYet Joseph cannot10check himself *before all who are 4414-34 Explanations

•stationed oriabout him. And calling is he, "Forth cgo every 45i-ie

man fromonme!" And no man standsVith himVhile Joseph1-2- J°sePh 335
makes himself known to his brothers.

2 And giving is he xhis voice Ho lamentation. And hearing
are rall° the Egyptians. And hearing is the household of 2 Pharaoh ie
Pharaoh. BMizri Narrow s-ites
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Joseph revealed to brothers 453 Alueim sent him7 Jacob sent for9 45
1-2- Joseph 3-15 3 And saying is Joseph to his brothers, "I am Joseph. Still

3-4 j. Revealed 9-is js my father living ? "

*4328Mt2430Rvl7 And his brothers cannot «>answer xhim, for flustered are

they 'by his presence.
4 .4 And saying is Joseph to his brothers, "Come close, pray,

suBrecr-or-to^ to me" An<* close are they coming. And saying is he, "I am
(To-subjectors) Joseph, your brother, whom you sold tod AEgypt.

5 Alueim's Over- 5 "And now, you must not grieve, and it must not be Ahot

ruling 7-8 in your Aeyes, that you sell Nme hither, for to preserve life
s psi05i7 Ac3i7 79 the Alueim sends me before you.

6-2yrs.-Famine-5yrs.-6 5 "por this two years the famine is within the land, and

there are still five years in which there is no plowing aor
harvesting.

constltutepLACE °

5 Alueim's Over- 7 "And sending me is the Alueim before you to constitute
ruling 7-s toyou a remnant in the earth and to preserve your lives for

s 4H3 8 a great deliverance. And now, not you send Nme hither, for
constitutePLACB ft was tne AJueim. And constituting me is Hetoa Mfather to

phP/iroe *UNcovERed» Pharaoh, andt0lord *of all his household, and ruler in all

the land of Egypt.

3-4 j. Revealed 9-i3 9 "Hasten and go up to my father and say to him, Thus
conStitutePLACE says your gon Joseph/The Alueim has constituted metolord

J/usph Add-er *of all 7the Nland oi° Egypt. Come down to me. You must

staysTANDio not stay there. And dwell in the land of Goshen and bcome
<>Gsh nCLosE-by to be near to me, you and your sons and your sons' sons,

See map page 107. and y0Ur flocks and your herds, and all which is yours.

H And sustain xyo« will I there, for there are still five years
of famine, lest destitute you be becoming, and your 'sons0
and all who are yours/"

12 "And, behold, your Neyes are seeing, and the Neyes of my
brother Benjamin, that it is my Nmouth which is speaking

13 to you. And tell my father of rall my glory in Egypt, and
of xall ™that you see. And hasten and cbring down xmy
father hither."

14 And falling is he on the neck of his brother Benjamin
weePLAMENTiNG and weeping 7oh him.0 And Benjamin weeps on his neck.

15 And kissing is hetoall his brothers and is weeping on them.

And afterward his brothers speak Vith him.

-2 Pharaoh 1616 And a 'voice is heard in Pharaoh's house,to saying, "Come

have the brothers of Joseph." And good is it in the Aeyes of
Pharaoh and in the Aeyes of his servants.

44i-i3Dismissal45i7-24 17 And saying is Pharaoh to Joseph, "Say to your brothers,

'This do: Spur xy<mr brutes and go. Enter intod the land of
Canaan, and take Nyour father and xy«mr households and

come to me. And give will I to you 7all° xthe Ngood of the
19 land of Egypt. And eat shall you xthe Nfat of the land. And

you are instructed to do this: Take to you from the land of
Egypt cars for your tots and for your wives, and carry

20 ryour father and come. And your Aeye must not commiserate
you over your chattels, for the Ngood of all the land of

Hshr-Al Upright- Egypt, yours is it'/'

ihS 21 And doing so are the sons of Israel. And giving to them is

Joseph cars ^at the bidding of Pharaoh, rthe king/ and he
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Gn. 45-46 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Joseph sends brothers with gifts2*

22 is givingt0them provisions for the Away. To everytoman of 22 4334
them he gives changes of garments, and to Benjamin he chansevary
gives three "hundred silverlings and five changes of gar-BBi-imtnSon-RiGHT

" ments And to his father he sendsasthis: ten jack-asses
bearing'the Ngood sof the landc of Egypt, and ten she-asses KMtzrim Narrows
bearing cereals and bread and a sort for his father for the
AWay. Al u eim

24 And sending is he vhis brothers and they are going. And J^S^
saying is he to them, "You must not be disturbed *on the
way."

25 And up are they going from Egypt and coming tod the 4227-38Return 4525-28
26 land of Canaan, to Jacob, their father. And tellingt0him °Kno nSuBMixter

are they,t0 saying, "Still is 7your son,0 Joseph, living!" And JiusPh Add-er
that "he is ruling in all the land of Egypt!" °Yet so torpid

27 is 7JacobV Fheart that he does not believet0them. And lioqh Heel
speaking are they to him 'all the words of Joseph which he
spoke to them. aYet seeing is he Hhe cars which Joseph
had sent to carry xhim. "Then living is the Nspirit of Jacob,

2* their father. And Israel is saying, "Much! Still is Joseph, li*hr-Ai Upright-
my son, living! Go will I and see him toere I die." ihS

46 And journeying is Israel, 7he*, and all wthat he fhas. And *-7 Jacob.Egypt 28-5014
coming is he tod Beer-sheba and is sacrificing sacrifices to1 Journey 5-7
the Alueim Of his father Isaac. See map page 92. Htzchq LAUGH-causer I

2 And speaking is the Alueim to Israel in appearances of2 God speaks 3-4
the night, and saying, ^'Jacob! Jacob!" And saying is he, 2 22113228
"Behold me!"

3 And saying is He, "I am the Al, the Alueim of your2 God speaks 3-4
forefather. You must not fear 'to go down tod Egypt, for s ^1S "262

4 toa great nation will I constitute you there. I will go downconPLACE
with you tod Egypt, and I, moreover, will cbring, yea, bring * I5i4
you up. And Joseph shall set his 7handsn on your eyes."7

5 And rising is Jacob from Beer-sheba. And carrying are * Journey 5-7
the sons of Israel \Facob, their father, and Hheir tots and *Bar-Shho WEix-oath
Hheir wives, in the cars which Pharaoh sends to carry xhim. *hPhroe "UNcovERed*

6 And taking are they Hheir cattle and 7all° Hheir goods which 5 45i9
they had gotten in the land of Canaan, and coming tod

7 Egypt, Jacob and all his Aseed Vith him. His sons and sons' ' 3155 46is 17
sons Hrith him, his daughters, and his son's daughters, and
all his Aseed brings he Vith him tod Egypt.

*' And these are the names of the sons of 8-25 Sons 26-27 8-15 Leah, Rachel 19-22
Israel 'coming tod Egypt: Jacob and his*493-27

sons: The firstborn of Jacob, Reuben. BRaufcn SEE-son
9 And the sons of Reuben: Enoch and ^Chnuk Dedicated

Phallu and Hezron and Carmi. TPhlua MARVELer ^Chtzr un Court VRrmiVim.'

10 And the sons of Simeon: Jemuel and YA^>ist sShmotm HEARer Jimu-Al ?Day-Al'
Jamin and Ohad and Jachin and ZoharJImin RiGHTer °Aed Obtrude JIkin Established
and Shaul, Son Of a 'CanaaniteSS. zTzchr Grey sShaul AsKed-for o^noniSuBMnter-

11 And the sons of Levi: Gershon, Kohath ite LLui OBUGATEd ^Grshun DRrvEr^ouT
and Merari. KQet7i ?BLUNTed? MMm* Bitterness JJ Nu2659

12 And the sons of Judah: Er and OnanJ/eudeAcclaimer BOr Denuded °Aunn NEGATion
and Shelah and Pharez and Zarah. °Yet 3Shle Ease *Phrtz Breach ^Zrch Radiant

Er and Onan died in the land of Canaan.
And there come to be sons of Pharez:
H and Hamul. MeChtzrun Court ^^Chmul SpARer
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Jacob's Vision462 Leave Canaan5 Number or souls27 Goshen28 46
Vshshkr Forsooth-hire TThulo Maggot 13 And the SOIIS Of Issachan Tola and

*Phue Mouth *Ishub Dweller sShmrun Observer Phuvah and rJashubB and Shimron.
zZbuiun?REFERred ss rd Probe-down 14 And the sons of Zebulon: Sered and
VAlunOak *Ichl-Al Await-SuBjEcror Elon and Jahleel.

LLae'No-thing? 15 These are the sons of Leah, which she
vphdn Ransom ^Arm Height bears for Jacob in Padan, Syria, and

»Dine Adjudicates Dinah, his daughter. All the Nsouls of his
sons and his daughters are thirty-three.

16-18Maids' Sons 23-25

QGd Raid zTzphiun Watcher HChgi Celebrant 16 And the SOUS of Gad: ZipMon and Hag-

sshun iREPEATer ^A tzb un Station ErOn Naked gi randB Shuni and Ezbon, Eri and Arodi
AroAlArudi Descender AreliAr-AH Lion-Al-ite and ArelL

±Ashr Progress ^mne RiGHrer 17 And the sons of Asher: Imnah and
llshue Equal bb Hoe iN-association sShrch Ishuah and Ishui and Beriah; and Serah,

Who-scents their sister. And the sons of Beriah:
*Chbr Join ™Mik iAl My-king-ai Heber and Malchiel.

zzZp^eREPLETE-MouTH 18 These are the sons of Zilpah, whom

LLbn White Lia e ?No-thing? Laban gives to his daughter Leah, and
r , „ , , she bearsHhese for Jacob—sixteen Nsouls.

8-15 Leah, Rachel 19-22

krcW Ewe *ioqb Heel *°iusph Add-er 19 The sons of Rachel, Jacob's wife: Joseph
BBn imin Son-RiGHT and Benjamin.

20 And 'sons0 are born to Joseph in the
BMtzr im Narrows AAsnth (Egyptian) land of Egypt, whom Asenath, daughter

pPhutiphr (Egyptian) °Aun ^Negate6 of Potiphera, priest of On, bears for him,
MMnshe Oblivion ba phr im Fruits NManasseh and ^Ephraim. 7And sons are

*Armith HiGHess (fem.) born to Manasseh, whom a Syrian con-

™Mchir SELLer cubine bears for him, Machir. And Machir
QGlod ?Roll-further? begets GsdsLSid. And the sons of Ephraim,

Manasseh's brother: Soutalaam and
Taam. And the son of Soutalaam: Edern.0

BBnimin Son-RiGHT BelB/o In-swallcw 21 And the sons of Benjamin: Belah and

*Bkr FmsTborn AAsh bl Man-disintegrate Becher and Ashbel. rAnd SOns were born

QGr a Stir NNom n PLEASANmess Mc/u Ah-me to Belah:° Gera and Naaman, Ehi and
BRa$^HEAD M-Mphim **Chph im Overspreads Rosh, Muppim and Huppim and rto Gera

±Ard Descender is born0 Ard.

22 These are the sons of Rachel, who were
born to Jacob. All the Nsouls are'eighteen.*

l6-l8Maids»Sons23-25

*>Dn Adjudicate ^Chsh im Hurry- 23 And the SOn of Dan: Hushim.
NNphthH Twisted *ichtz-Ai DmDer-Ai 24 And the sons of Naphtali: Jahzeel and

QGun i Protector 3ltzr Former sShlm Welfare Glttli and Jezer and Shillem.
BBlee Dbintegrated 25 These are the sons of Bilhah, whom

Laban gives to Rachel, his daughter. And

d*» f u e she bears Hhese for Jacob. All the Nsouls
Wdl-be-zng-was ^Q ^^

8-25 Sons 26-27 26 All the Nsouls 'coming *with Jacob tod Egypt, which fare
26 Summary 27 forth from his thighs, aside from the wives of Jacob's sons
26 Summary 27 27 —all the Nsouls are sixty a six. And the sons of Joseph who

26 ich7i4-2o Ac7i4 are born to him in Egypt are two Nsouls. All the Nsouls
07Exi5Ru4ii pertaining to the Ahouse of Jacob 'coming tod Egypt are

See map page 107. 7seventy-five."

461-7 Jacob, Egypt 4628-5014 4628-4712 Sojourn 4727-5013 4628 Jacob 4711-12

28 3726 44i8 28 And \Fudah he sends before him to Joseph, to direct*0his
J/eudeAcclaimer Nface tod Goshen. And coming are they tod the land of
QGshn CLOsE-by Goshen.
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Gn. 46-47 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Jacob meets Joseph20 Jacob meets
29 And hitching up is Joseph his chariot and is going up tod 4629-3oMeeting477-io

Goshen to meet Israel, his father, and is appearing to him. Jishr-Al Upright-
And falling is he on his neck. And weeping is he longer on with-SuBjEcror
his neck. we^lamenting

30 And saying is Israel to Joseph, "Die will I at #once, after JiusPh Add-er
my seeing xyour Nface, for still living are you!"

4631-32 Presentation 471-2

31 And saying is Joseph to his brothers and to his father's
household, "Up will I go and tellt0 Pharaoh and say to him,
'My brothers and my father's household,who were intheland

22 of Canaan, have come to me. And the mortals are graziers °Kn
of flocks, for they became cattlemen, and their flocks m^mortals

and their herds and all "that is theirs have they brought/
4633-34 Directions 473-6

33 "And 6come shall it that Pharaoh will callt0you and say u 476
34 rto you/ *What is your ^occupation?' aThen say shall you,

'Cattlemen &are your servants from our youtha till now, -m^mortals

mrboth we mrand our forefathers,'—in order to dwell in the
land of Goshen, for an abhorrence to Egyptians is every QGshn dosE-by
grazier Of a flock." EM tzr im Narrows

4631-32 Presentation 471-2

47 And coming is Joseph and tellingt0Pharaoh, and is say- '4628

ing sto him," "My father and my brothers, and their flocks
and their herds, and all wthat is theirs, come from the land See maP Pase 107-
of Canaan. And behold them in the land of Goshen." i e u e

2 And from the outstanding men of his brothers he takes Wili-be-ing-was

swith him*1 five mortals, and putting them is he before
Pharaoh.

4633-34 Directions 473-6

3 And saying is Pharaoh to 'Joseph's" brothers, "What is
your ^occupation?"

And saying are they to Pharaoh, "Graziers of flocks are
4 your servants, mrboth we wrand our forefathers." And say

ing are they to Pharaoh, "To sojourn in the land have we
come, for no pasture is there for the flocks which are your
servants', for Fheavy is the famine in the land of Canaan.
And now, pray, dwell will your servants in the land of
Goshen."

5 And speaking is Pharaoh to Joseph,tosaying, "Your fa- speaksAYiNG

* ther and your brothers have come to you. The land of
Egypt, before you is it. In the best of the land cause vyour
father and xycmr brothers to dwell. Dwelling are they in
the land of Goshen. And should you,aforsooth, know able

mortals among them, athen place them as chiefs over the
cattle which are mine."

7 And bringing is Joseph xJacob, his father, and is standing 4629-3<>Meeting477-io

him before Pharaoh. And Jacob is blessing ^Pharaoh. lioqb Heel

* And saying is Pharaoh to Jacob, "How have been the
Ndays of the years of your life ?"

9 And saying is Jacob to Pharaoh, "The days of the years
of rmy life's0 sojourning are a hundred and thirty years. A^m 3684

Few and evil come to be the Ndays of the years of my life,
and they do not overtake Uhe Ndays of the years of the
life of my forefathers in the days of their sojournings."
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Pharaoh 472 Blesses him10 Cattle, ground, people bought18 47
loHbniO And blessing is Jacob Tharaoh and is faring forth from

*hPhro e*UNcovERed& before Pharaoh.

4628jacob47ii-i2ii And Joseph located vhis father and Ids brothers, and is
locdwell giving to them a freehold in the land of Egypt in the best
n Exin Of the land, in the land of Rameses, as*0Pharaoh instructs.

Jiusph Add-er 12 And sustaining is Joseph Nhis father and Nhis brothers and
KRomss fSon-of-the- >an his father's household. And there is Nbread for the
Sun? (Egyptian) "mouths of the tots.
See map page 107.

13-17 Exchange 18-2613 And Nbread there is none in all the land, for Fheavy is
the famine exceedingly, and frantic is the land of Egypt

vKno nSuBMnter 14 and the land of Canaan in view of the famine. And gleaning

is Joseph Nall the money 'found in the land of Egypt and in
Al u eim the land of Canaan 'for the victuals which they are pur-
BjECTortos hi f 'thi ti" Ad bii i Jh 7ll° Hh

y p

suBjECT-or-to-s chasing for 'their ration." And bringing is Joseph 7all° Hhe
(To-subjectors) money6t()d Pharaoh>s hoUse.y

And spent is 7all° the money 'in the land of Egypt and
'in the land of Canaan. And coming are all in Egypt to
Joseph,t0 saying, "Grantt0 us Nbread! aWhy should we die
in front of you? For the limit of our money has been
reached."

!6 And saying is Joseph, "Grant your cattle, and give it
will I to you, 7NbreadB *for your cattle, if 7then money

17 reaches its limit." And bringing are they xtheir cattle to
Joseph, and giving is Joseph to them Nbread 'for 'horses,
and 'for cattle of the flocks, and 'for cattle of the herds,
and 'for asses. And Sustaining0 them is he 'with *Nbread, and
fodder 'for all their cattle in 'that year.

13-17 Exchange 18-2618 And spent is 'that 'year. And coming are they to him in

the second 'year, and saying to him, "Not suppress will we

from my lord that spent is the money, and the cattle and
the beasts belong to my lord, then nothing remains before

19 my lord, barringlfour bodies and our ground. Why shall we
die ^before your Aeyes 7mrand our ground be desolate?0
Buy His and xour ground 'with Nbread, and we and our
ground will become servants *of Pharaoh. And give seed
7for sowing9 and we shall live and not die, and the ground

will not be desolate."
20 And buying is Joseph rall the ground of Egypt for Phar

aoh, for the Egyptians sell 7to Pharaoh0 each man his field,
seeing that a fast hold has the famine over them. And

21 coming is the land to be Pharaoh's. And Hhe people rare°
cmade to serve rhim sas servants" from one end of Egypt's

22 boundary a unto its other end. But the ground of the priests
7alone, this Joseph0 does not buy, for there is a statutory
dole for the priests from Tharaoh, and they eat xthe
statutory dole which Pharaoh gives to them. Therefore

they did not sell Hheir ground.
23 And saying is Joseph to 7all the Egyptians,0 "Behold!

Buy do Py<>u "today, awithxyour ground, for Pharaoh. Lo! for

24 you there is seed, and sow shall you Hhe ground. And it
comes, of the incomes,0you give the fifth 7handful° to Phar
aoh, and four handfuls shall become yours, for seed for the
field, and for your food, and for 7all° who are in your house
hold, and for food for your tots."
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Gn. 47-48 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Israel's holdings multiply27
25 And saying are they, "cPreserving are you our lives.

Finding are we grace in the Aeyes of my lord, and we be- Jiusph Add-er
come Pharaoh's servants." *hphroe HUNcovERed

26 And Joseph is constituting Ht for a statute over the conn^cmG
ground of Egypt till this day—to Pharaohtoa fifth. But BMfcrimNarrows
the ground of the priests, theirs alone does not become
Pharaohs.

46284712 Sojourn 4727-501

27 And dwelling is Israel in the land of Egypt, in the land 4727 in EgyPt4933-502

of Goshen. And holdings have they in it and are fruitful, 27 EriT 1237
and increasing exceedingly. GGshnCLosE-by See map page 107.

28 And living is Jacob in the land of Egypt seventeen years. 4728 Lives 50314
And ^coming are the Ndays of the years of Jacob's life to Adm 3701

be a ahundred ?rand forty-seven years.

29 And near are drawing the days of Israel's death, and he4729-si Burial 4929-32
is callingtohis sont0Joseph and is saying to him, "Pray, Vshr-Al Upright-
should I find grace in your Aeyes, pray place your hand with-SuBj

under my thigh and sprayndodeal with me in kindness and 29 ®26 2S
30 truth. Pray, you must not entomb me in Egypt.a Lay 7meff

with my fathers, and carry me from Egypt and entomb me
in their tomb."
And saying is he, "I will do ^according to your word." Al «.«

31 And saying is he, "Swear to me." And swearing is he to RSSS
him.

And worshiping is Israel on the head of 7his staff.9

48 And bcoming is it after 'these 'things athat someone is48i-2OBlessing49i-28
saying to Joseph, "Behold! Your father is ailing." And tak-1-2 Sonsbrought 8-12

ing is he Nhis two sons with him, rManasseh and NEphraim, thlB*word
and 7COmes to Jacob.0 MMnshe Oblivion

2 And someone is telling10Jacob and saying, "Behold! YourB4pfa"mtFRurr-s

son Joseph is coming to you." And encouraging himself is
Israel, and is sitting on the couch.

3 And saying is Jacob to Joseph, ^'The Al-Who-Suffices 3-* Sons blessed la-ie

appeared to me in Luz, in the land of Canaan, and blessing Jioqb Heel
* xme is He, and saying to me, 'Behold Me cmaking you fruit- s 2813 ia 356

ful. And I increase you, and give you to be ant0assembly of ^uz Deviatob

peoples. And I give x'this iand rto you and" to your Aseed
after you for a freehold eonian.^ See map page 92.

5 "And now your two sons, 'born to you in the land of5*7 Preference 17-20
Egypt previous to my coming to you tod Egypt, mine are p'^further
they, Ephraim and Manasseh. As Reuben and sasn Simeon, nRaubn SEE-son

0 shall they become mine. aYet your kindred, whom yousSkmounHEARer

beget after them, are yours. Come shall they to be called See map page 83.

onby the name of their brothers in'allotting" their allotment.
7 "And I, *at my coming from Padan, 'Syria,* Rachel, ryour FPhdn Ransom

mother," died ^by me in the land of Canaan in the way, rKcWEwb
'while still some distance 'overland to come tod Ephrath. ?35i9

And I entombed her there *on the way tod Ephrath." (It See map page 92.
is now Bethlehem.) BBith Ichm House-bread

8 And seeing is Israel ythe sons of Joseph. And saying is1"2 Sons presented 8-12
he, "^Who are these?"

9 And saying is Joseph to his father, "My sons are they,
who were given me by the Alueim in this place."
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Joseph's sons, Jacob blesses4814 Predicts return to Canaan21 48-49
Hoqb Heel And saying is 7Jacob," "Take them, pray, to me and I will

10 bless them/' °Yet the eyes of Israel are Fheayy /with age
™>ut •" e 7and° he cannott0see. And close is he cbringing Uhem to
Wiii-be-mg-waSii him And kissing tothem is he and embracing tothem. And

p"yMEDura saying to Joseph is Israel, "To see your Nface I did not pray,
J/usp/iAdder and behold! The Alueim, moreover, shows Nme ^your Aseed."

12 Hbll2i 12 And forth is Joseph cbringing Hhem from ^between his

knees, and is prostrating rto him" *with his nostrils tod the
earth.

3-4Sonsblessedi3-i613 And taking is Joseph Uhe two, xEphraim <on his right 'at

Israel's left, and 'Manasseh *on his left 'at Israel's right,
8tretebsEND 14 and is ^bringing them close to him. And stretching out is

Israel xhis right rhandn and is setting it on Ephraim's head,
awhen he is the inferior in station, and Nhis left on Manas-
seh's head, using *his hands intelligently, for Manasseh is

IS the firstborn. And blessing 7them° is he and saying, "The
Alueim before Whom my forefathers, Abraham and Isaac,
pwalked, the Alueim, *my FShepherd from my 'youth0 till

i<?3815H7H81 Ex232o 16 -this 'day, the Messenger, Amy 'Redeemer from all evil,

2i js5i3 C0I15 Rv3i4 bless vthesen 'youths. And called 'on them shall be my

AAbrem Father- name, and the name of my forefathers, Abraham and Isaac.
HiGH-throng And prolific shall they be, to make a 7vast° increase within

lltzchq LAUGH-causer the land."

5-7Preferencei7-2017 And seeing is Joseph that his father is setting xhis right

^Aphrim Fruits hand on Ephraim's head, and evil is it in his Aeyes. And

up is "Joseph0 holding his father's hand, to ctake Ht away,
MMnshe Oblivion 18 off of Ephraim's head, on to Manasseh's head. And saying

is Joseph to his father, "Not so, my father, for this is the
firstborn. Place your right on his head."

19 And refusing is his father and saying, "I know, my son!
■""^moreover i know! Moreover, he shall become40a people,mrand he

19 Nui32-35 2i8 20 sball become great. «Howbeit, his 'smaller brother shall be
Dt33i7 Hbll2o 21 greater ^than he. And his Aseed shall become a fullness of

20 the nations." And blessing them is he in that 'day,t0saying,
«»»*epLACE "*By you shall Israel bless,t0saying, The Alueim make you

lishr-Al Upright- as Ephraim and as Manasseh!'" And placing is he NEphraim

hS before Manasseh.

21 Restore 22 21 And saying is Israel to Joseph, "Behold! I am dying. aYet
the Alueim comes to be with "you, and restores ^you to the

21 Double 22 22 land of your forefathers! And I, behold!0 I give to you
22Dt2U7ich52Ez47i3 Shechem, one share over your brothers, of that which I

Mmri SAYite took from the Ahand of the Amorite *with my Asword and
See map page 92. *with my Ab0W."

481-20 Blessing491-28

1-2 introduction 28 49 ^nd calling is Jacob to his sons and saying, "Gather, and
j 3228 438 4526 28 i wm tellt0 you *what will meet Vou in the days hereafter.

Nu24i4 Dt4ao 3129 2 Convene and hear, sons of Jacob,

Is22 jr232o 2 468-25 And hearken to Israel, your father.

3-i5Leah'sSons22-27 3 Reuben, my firstborn, you are my Mvigor,

KRaubn See-soii And the beginning of my Mvirility,

With a surplus for bearing and a surplus of strength.
4 Nul6i 2 ich5i 4 Ebullient as 'water, you must not have a surplus!

For up you went to the bed of your father.
Then you violated my berth to which 'you* went up.
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Gn. 49 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Blesses all his sons 491 Leah's six3

5 Simeon and Levi are brothers. sShmo un Hearst
They concluded" violence 7out of their covenants/ LLuiOBLiGATEd

6 Into their deliberation you must not come, my "soul! 5 3426
7Andnin their assembly you must not7contend/myNglory.

For in their anger they killed 'men/
And in their acceptance they felled a fchief.f «"«*buli

7 Cursed is their anger, for it was strong. ' 347 Ex3226-29
And their rage, for it was obstinate. Lv2532-34 Dtios 9

Apportion them will I in Jacob, Jioqb Heel
And scatter them in Israel. Vshr-Ai Upright-

* Judah, you your brothers will acclaim. with-SuBJEcror
Your 7handstt shall be 'on the Fscruff of your enemies. Jieude Acclaimer
Prostrate to you shall the sons of your father. scru«NAPB

9 TheMwhelp of a lion is Judah. From therprey, my son, *Ps72iiPh2io
Bow will he, recline as a lion. [you go up. 9 Nu23
And, as a parent lion, who will cmake him rise ? vhoANY

10 Not withdraw shall the Asceptre from Judah, *<> Nu24i7 Ps456 607
aNor a Astatute-maker's staff from between his feet, loss is3322 E22127

Till it be that ease shall come 7to him.0
And to it shall the expectation of the peoples be.

11 Bind to a Avine will he his colt, I e u e
And to a Ayellow muscat grape the foal of his she-ass, Will-be-ing-was

He rinses in Awine his apparel,
And in the Fblood of Agrapes his coverlet.

12 Flushed will be his Neyes from Awine,
And white, his teeth, from Amilk.

13 Zebulon *at a port of the seas shall tabernacle, zzbuiun
And at atoport for ships awith its flank 'unto* Sidon. 8Tzidun

14 Issachar 7covets pleasantness,0 uVuv lV
Recline will he between the Ahearthstones, and f. ^torsoothhire

15 See a resting place that is good,
And a rland that is pleasant,

°Yet stretch out will he his Ashoulderb for a burden, shshoulder blade
And become will he a servant *under a labor levy.

16 Dan shall adjudicate his people, i6Bilhah'*sons2i

As One Of the tribes Of Israel. ^Dn Adjudicate
17 pBecome shall Dan a serpent on a way, ™ 306 jdi52o jr8ie 17

A horned snake on a path, that 'bites the heels of a horse, w Lv24io-ie 1K1230

And fall shall its rider backward.* 2K1029
18 For Thy salvation I expect, Ieue! " is25s 9 Mt24is

19 Gad—a raiding party shall 'raid' him, i9Zilpah'sSons2o

«Yet he shall raid their Nheels, ggjraid

20 Asher—stout shall be his Nbread, i9ZilPah»sSons2<>

And he will provide royal luxuries. provideGIVE

21 Naphtali is an 7Oakf Stretched Out, NNphthli Twisted lSBilhah'ssonsSl

The giver of 7products° that are seemly.

22 A fruitful son is Joseph, A fruitful son, 7joyf of my Neye, 3*_'
rMy son,n inferior, 7to me has returned,0 JiusphAdder ~ft

23 And bitter were they with him, and Contended0

And begrudging him were the Farchers,
24 «Yet broken0 in 'virility0 is 'their0 Abow,

And 'slack0 are the 'arms of 'their0 hands.
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Bilhah's two10 Zilpah's two19 Kachel's two22 Jacob dies33 49-50
Al u *™ From the Ahands of the Sturdy One of Jacob,

nSJS!S£o Thence is the FShepherd, the FStone of Israel,

J/ogfe Heel And He 'Who-Suffices, and your Blesser,

llshr-Al Upright- Blessings of the heavens sfromB above,
with-SuBjEcror Blessings of the submerged chaos reclining beneath,

Blessings of the Abreasts and the Awomb,
20 Blessings of your father rand your mother."

Master are they over the blessings of 7my mountains,"
Unto the yearning of the eonian hills,

JiusvhAdder ^Coming are they *on the Nhead of Joseph,
BBnimin Soii-right And *on the Ncrown of the 'governor0 of his brothers.

sr Jd3i51SH6-1127 pfienjamin is a wolf, tearing to pieces, [apportion the loot/''
Ac758 8i s 9i3 In the morning he'll devour further, And in the evening hell

devourEAT *=

1-2 Summary 28 28 AH these are the twelve tribes of Israel. And this is what
their father speaks to them, °when he is blessing 'them.
Each man"""according to his blessing he blesses them.

4729-3iBurial4929-32 29 And instructing 'them is he, and saying to them, '1 am
25239104730 being fathered to my people. Entomb 'me *°with my fore-

*Ophr un SoiLer fathers *°in the cave which is in the field of Ephron, the
*chth £Dismay-ite 30 Hittite, in the double cave which is in the field*adjoining
°Knon SuBMnter Mamre, in the land of Canaan, which Abraham bought 'with
*Abrem Father- the field from 'Ephron, the Hittite, for a freehold for a tomb.

HiGH-throng 31 "gAndn there they entombed 'Abraham and 'Sarah, his
*0 23ie jiHbius W|fe# There they entombed 'Isaac and 'Rebecca, his wife.

i<Lae'No-thing'32 "And there I entombed xLeah. Bought was the field and
See map page 92. the cave which is in it from 'the sons of Heth."

4727inEgypt4933-502 33 And finishing is Jacobt0instructing 'his sons, and gather-

Adm370i ing is he his feet into the couch and is expiring, and is
m 258 3529 2S1223 being ^gathered to his people.

J/usphAdder50 And falling is Joseph on his father's face, and lamenting
2 3228 436 4526 28 2 over him and kissingt0him. And instructing is Joseph 'his

Eci27 servants, 'the healers, to embalm 'his father. And embalm

ing are the healers 'Israel.

4728 Mourns 503-14 3 And fulfilling are they for him forty days, for so they

fill the days of the embalmed. And lamenting are the
EM«zr imNarrows-ites Egyptians >with him seventy days.

4 4114 4 And passing are the days of his lamentation, and speak-
^Phro e*UNcovERed& {ng \s Joseph to the household of Pharaoh,tosaying, "Pray,

should I find grace in your Aeyes, pray, speak 7for me0 in
5 the Aears of Pharaoh,40saying that my father adjured me

sbefore his death"t0saying, 'Behold! I am dying. In my
tomb which I dug for myself in the land of Canaan, there
shall you entomb me/ And now, pray, up will I go and
entomb 'my father, sas I swore,* and return."

6 And saying is Pharaoh 7to Joseph0, "Go up and entomb
'your father, aswhe adjured you."

7 And up is Joseph going to entomb 'his father. And up
'with him are going all the servants of Pharaoh, 7and° the
elders of his household, and all the elders of the "land of

See map page 107.8 Egypt, and all Joseph's household, and his brothers, and

lea^ 'alF his father's household. But the tots and the flocks and
their herds they leave behind in the land of Goshen. And
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Gn. 50 Annals, Patriarchs, Jacob, Entombed13 Joseph returns14 Die
up with him gomrboth chariotsmrand horsemen. And itboth andmoreover
comes to be an exceedingly Fheavy 'camp.

10 And coming are they unto the threshing site of 'Atad, See map page100.
which is111 across the Jordan, and wailing there are they acrossPAss
with an exceedingly great and Fheavy wailing. J/rin Descender

11 And making is he a mourning for his father seven days.
And seeing are the dwellers in the land, the Canaanites^^o^iSuBMrrter-ite

Hhe mourning *on the threshing site of 'Atad, and saying
are they, "A Fheavy mourning is this for the Egyptians^'AAbl-Mtzrim Mourn-
Therefore its name is called "Abel-Mizraim", which is121 Narrows
across the Jordan. acro8SpASS

12 And doing for him are his sons so as"he instructs them.
13 And carrying xhim are his sons to* the land of Canaan, and '*23ie Ac7ie

entombing Nhim are they in the double cave of the field,
rthe cave0 which Abraham bought xwith the field, for a free- Mfcrem Father-
hold, for a1tomb, from'^Ephron, the Hittite, adjoining Mamre. HiGH-throng

14 And returning is Joseph tod Egypt, he and his brothers ™Ophr un Soil&c
and all those going up Vith him to entomb xhis father, Hc/itfi£Dismay-ite
after vhis father's entombment. MMmra 'Bitterness'

15 And seeing are Joseph's brothers that their father is 372-4528 Joseph5015-26
dead, and saying are they, "What if Joseph is holding a 1521 Death-26

grudge against us and, is reversing, yea reversing to us
16 Nall the evil with which we requitedxhim?" And instructions

are they giving to Joseph,tosaying, "Your father gave in-
17 structions before his death,10saying, Thus are you saying

to Joseph: Oh, bear, pray, with the transgression of your
brothers and their sin, that with evil they requited you/
And now, pray, bear witht0the transgression of the ser- Al u ei™
vants of the Alueim of your father." ^^
And lamenting is Joseph *as they speak to him. (ro-sub,ectors)

iS And going are his brothers, moreover, and falling before 18 37t-io
him. And saying are they, "Behold us yours for servants."

19 And saying to them is Joseph, "You must not fear, for JiusPh Add-er
20 under Alueim am I. And=you,ayou devised^against me evil, *<> 455 psl05i7

7°yetn the Alueim devises it 7for me0 for good, that it may
^work out as at 'this day, to cpreserye alive many people.

21 And now, you must not fear. Ill sustainryou andxyour tots."
And comforting xthem is he, and speaking onto their Fhearts.

22 And dwelling is Joseph in Egypt, he 7and his brothers, 22-23 Age 20-

and all0 his father's household. And living is Joseph a hun- 2* Nu2629 3239 jsi7i
23 dred and ten years. And seeing is Joseph t0Ephraim's sonsB^p^»mFRurr-s

to the third generation. Moreover, the sons of Machir, the MMkr SELLer

son of Manasseh, were born on Joseph's knees. ManMns/ie Oblivion

24 And saying is Joseph to his brothers, "I am dying. aYet24 Restoration 25
visit, yea, visit will the Alueim xyou, and cbring *you up from 2* 263 4 2813 3512 48i

•this land to the land which 7the Alueim9 swore rto our Ex224 3e63 4Lul72 73
f bh

d o em swore to our
forefathers,0 to Abraham, to Isaac, and to Jacob." HMI22

25 And adjuring is Josephxthe sons of Israel*0saying, "Visit,24 Restoration 25
yea, visit vyou will the Alueim, and up shall you bring my 2* 4929 30 Exl3i9

Nbones rwith you.*"

26 And dying is Joseph, a hundred and ten years 8old. 22-23 Age 26-
And embalming vhim are they, and placed is he in a coffer15"21 Death -26

in Egypt.
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This booklet contains the first portion of the Concordant Version of the Hebrew

Scriptures to be published. It will be followed by the other books of the Old Testament

which will be issued in booklet form as soon as they have been completed. No tentative

date for the completion of the entire work can be set at present.

THE CONCORDANT VERSION of the HEBREW SCRIPTURES is only one of many

valuable aids available to the student in the Concordant Library. These include:

THE CONCORDANT VERSION of the GREEK SCRIPTURES ("New Testament").

An accurate and thoroughly reliable original translation of all the Greek Scriptures from

Matthew to Revelation. This is the only translation directly based on the Concordant

Greek Text. It conforms to the original word order of the Greek whenever possible,

indicates emphasis, figures of speech, grammar, and idiomatic variations in the text itself

by means of small superior signs and symbols. Whenever possible, only one English word

represents a single Greek expression, all the way through. Words added are in lightface

type. Available in English and German at present. This edition also includes:

THE KEYWORD CONCORDANCE of the GREEK SCRIPTURES. This handy "key"

to the Concordant and Authorized "King James" Versions, is included with each Concordant

Version, to show how each word of the original is translated in either version. It

tests the reliability and consistency of both translations. In English or German. (German

Edition compares the Concordant Version with the Luther Bible).

THE CONCORDANT GREEK TEXT with Sublinear Literal Translation. Combines

the readings of Codex Alexandrinus, Vaticanus, and Sinaiticus, with a Superlinear indi

cating all variations between them, and a literal, uniform, and exact Sublinear translation.

Reproduces the text in the ancient uncial alphabet, just as it was penned 1900 years ago.

THE GREEK ELEMENTS, LEXICON, AND CONCORDANCE. A helpful word book

which analyzes the whole Greek vocabulary into word families, defines terms, lists

occurrences of each form, and includes a brief course in Sacred Greek. Indispensable to

the real student. The Greek Text and Greek Word Elements are available in English only.

THE CONCORDANT HEBREW TEXT (Proposed). Will contain a resultant text

of the Hebrew Scriptures ("Old Testament"), using Latin letters, and giving comparative

readings from the Septuagint, Samaritan, Syriac, and other versions, as well as the

Dead Sea Scrolls.

THE KEYWORD CONCORDANCE of the HEBREW SCRIPTURES ("Old Testament").

(Proposed). Will serve the Hebrew Scriptures in the same way the present Keyword

Concordance serves the Greek. Will give comparative readings from the Authorized

"King James" Version.

THE CONCORDANT COMMENTARY. (Proposed). Expository notes and helpful

information prepared by the compiler of the Concordant Version, and based on a half-

century's work in the ancient manuscripts as well as a sojourn in the Holy Land.

SCRIPTURAL LITERATURE, a magazine, Unsearchable Riches, in English and

German, books, pamphlets, and tracts, all based on the Concordant Version. Send for

descriptive circulars and our complete catalogue and price list.

Additional copies of this booklet, containing the Concordant Version of Genesis,

may be purchased from the publishers for fifty cents each.

THE CONCORDANT PUBLISHING CONCERN
15669 W. IRON CANYON ROAD, SAUGUS, CALIFORNIA, U.S.A.

German Branch: Konkordanter Verlag, St. Margrethen, Rheintal, Switzerland
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THE CONCORDANT VERSION
of the '' New, Testament ''

Including Keyword Concordance

God has spoken I Here is a translation that tGlls you what He said, ii

the way He said it—in nearly the same words, word order, grammar an<

emphasis as you would find in the originals. It brings you as close t<

the ancient manuscripts as the limits of our language will allow, with

every variation marked. And it lets you check the accuracy of every

rendering yourself. HQW m ffl posgIBLE

The keynote is its consistency. Whenever possible, the same Englisl

word has been used to translate a single Greek expression all the way

through. An exhaustive card index of every form of each Greek wor«

was assembled to insure that the most appropriate English word wouL

be assigned as its equivalent. Whenever possible, no English word does

duty for more than one Greek term in this translation. Because of this

each word tends to absorb the same basic meaning as its inspired Greek

counterpart, since it is seen in all the same God-given contexts.

DOUBLE CHECK1 ITS ACCURACY

First, to check its consistency, a Keyword Concordance is provided,

where the reader may look up any word and learn how the Greek term

it represents has been translated throughout the "New Testament."

It also gives the "King James" renderings as a helpful comparison.

Second, to check its fidelity to the originals, the reader may purchase

the separate Concordant Greek Text with a literal interlinear translation,

and verify every letter against the combined evidence of Codices

Alexandrinus, Vaticanus, and Sinaiticus.

WHAT YOU RECEIVE

An accurate "New Testament" translation, in which, as far as feasible, each

expression represents a single Greek equivalent, all the way through. Variations

are indicated by the use of lightface type for words not in the original and

small sighs and symbols. Figures of speech are marked. References are given.

A compact Greek-English "Keyword" Concordance to substantiate it.

And a complete Introduction to explain its preparation and proper use.

All this in a compact, trim volume, one inch thick, containing 720 pages,

bound attractively in limp leatheroid, stamped in gold. Mailed postpaid.

Regular binding, in one volume (including Concordance) V3F1 $3.50

Student's binding, Concordance separate, in two volumes V4F2 4.00

STUDY THE SAMPLE PAGE REPRODUCED AT THE RIGHT

THE CONCORDANT PUBLISHING CONCERN

15669 W. Iron Canyon Road, Saugus, California, U.S.A.
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310 PAUL TO TIMOTHY (2) 4 n

10 Now you fully Ffollow me in my 7 solution Fis "imminent. I have con-

teaching, motive, purpose, 'faith, tended the ideal Fcontest. I have

11 patience, love, endurance, perse- finished myF career.1C924I have kept
cutions, sufferings, such as oc- 8 the faith. Furthermore, there is
curred to me in Antioch,Acl314 in 'reserved1" for me the pwreath of
Iconium,Acl41in Lystra :Acl48~19perse- righteousness, which the Lord, the

cutions such as I ""undergo, and out just Judge, will be paying to me in

of them all the Lord rescues me.2C18 that Fday; yet not to me only, but

*2 Now, all, also, who are wanting to also to all who "love His advent,

'live devoutly in Christ Jesus shall 9 Endeavor to 'come tod me quickly,
13 be 'persecuted. Yet wicked Amen 10 for Demas, "loving the current Aeon,

and swindlers shall 'wax on worse forsook me and went into Thessa-

and worse, deceiving and being de- lonica, Crescens ^to Galatia, Titus

ceived.1T141 n ^to Dalmatia. Luke only is with

14 Now you be remaining in what me. Taking Mark, 'lead him back
you learned and verified, being with yous, for he is useful to me

°aware bfrom Eawhom you learned 12 iofor service.Co410Now Tychicus I dis-

15 it, and that from a babe you are 13 patch into Ephesus. When you

"acquainted with the sacred scrip- 'come, 'bring the traveling cloak

tures which are 'able to make you which I left in Troas bwith Carpus,

wise iofor salvation through faith and the scrolls, especially the vel-

which is in Christ Jesus. 14 lums. Alexander the coppersmith

16 eAll scripture is inspired by God, "displayed to me much Eevil:1T1120
and is beneficial *dfor teaching, the Lord will be paying him in ac-
wfor exposure, *dfor Correction, 15 cord with his acts—whom you also
Wfor discipline in righteousness, 'guardF against, for very much has

17 that the ftmanN of A God may be 16 he withstood words of ours. 'At my
equipped, "fitted out *dfor every first defense no* one came along
good act. with me, but all forsook me. May

4 I am conjuring you in the sight of it not be -reckoned against them!

God and Christ Jesus, Who is 17 Yet the Lord stoodF beside me, and
'about to be judging the living and He invigorates me, that through
the Adead, in accord with His ad- me lhe heralding may be fully 'dis-

2 vent and His kingdom: Herald the charged, and all the nations should
word. 'Stand Fby it* opportunely, .hear, and I am rescued out of the
inopportunely, expose, rebuke, en- is mOuth ot the lion. The Lord will be
treat, *with eall patience and teach- rescuing me from every wicked

3 ing.Co128 For the era will be when work and will be saving me iofor

they will not 'tolerate «soundF His celestial kingdom: to Whom
teaching, but, their hearing being ^e giory *°for the eons of the eons,
tickled, they will 'heapF up for Amen!

themselves teachers in accord with *& Greet Prisca and Aquila Rol6S and

4 their own desires,1T141 and, indeed, the household of Onesiphorus.118

they will be Fturning their hearing 20 Erastus remains in Corinth, yet

away from the truth, yet will be Trophimus, being infirm, I left in

•turned*1 aside owto myths. 21 Miletus. Endeavor to 'come before

5 Yet you be 'sober1* in all things, winter. Greeting you is Eubulus

suffer evil as an ideal soldier of and Pudens and Linus and Claudia

Christ Jesus,1Ti612do the work of an and all the brethren.

evangelist,EP411fully discharge your 22 The Lord Jesus Christ be with

6 -service. For I am already a 'liba- your spirit! Grace be with =you!

tion, and the period of my dis- Amen!



THE CONCORDANT GREEK TEXT
INCLUDING SUB- AND SUPERLINEAR

Companion Volume to the Concordant Version

Varying versions and differing doctrines now compel every true lover o

God and His holy Word to search the Scriptures in the original. Hithert

this could be done only by Greek scholars. Now it is easy for all.

With the Concordant Greek Text and its literal uniform sublinea:

translation in English, anyone can test the validity of any version simpl

by comparing the two. It reproduces the ancient manuscripts so carefull:

that every letter of the originals has its own number. Special matrices fo:

casting the ancient alphabet were made by hand, in order to give th<

reader an exact copy of the originals, without any human embellishments

This is the only Greek Text available which lets you see every passag<

just as it was penned nearly two thousand years ago, reproduced in thi

ancient uncial alphabet.

The Concordant Greek Text combines the three oldest and m6st valuabl

manuscripts of the New Testament Scriptures, Codex Sinaiticus, Codes

Vaticanus, and Codex Alexandrinus. Each is of untold value by itself

yet far more precious in this form, where it can be compared with th

others at a glance. Differences in spelling, important omissions, additions

corrections, and editorial changes are noted in the Superlinear, above

line. When preceded by a small A the variation is in Codex Alexandrinus,

b means Vaticanus, and s is Sinaiticus.

Each Greek element or word-part has been assigned an exact and

exclusive standard equivalent in English. This is printed in small

capitals. These standards fit every occurrence of the word, hence cannot

fail to be correct. In the sublinear translation you have the same grammar,

the same emphasis, and the same sentence construction as in the original

manuscripts. Without knowing a word of Greek (although it will be a

tremendous aid in learning it) you are taken right back to God's inspired

originals. STUDY THE sample page reproduced at the right
The Concordant Greek Text, combining the readings of Codex Alexandrinus,

Vaticanus, and Sinaiticus, with a Superlinear indicating all variations between

them, and a literal, uniform, and exact Sublinear translation, includes a complete

Introduction of sixty pages, explaining how the work was done and how to use it

to best advantage. The work contains 735 pages, and is printed on thin Bible
paper. It is available in two styles of binding.

Regular Leatheroid binding (stiff boards) with red edges .V5F1 ?5.O0

Deluxe Genuine Leather binding (flexible) with gold edges ....V7L1 7.50

OTHER VOLUMES OF THE CONCORDANT LIBRARY

Idiomatic English Translation with Keyword Concordance, V3F1 $3.50 ; same in two volumes, V4F2 $4.0C
Concordance and Lexicon, Greek Word Elements, Greek Course, C5B1, boards $5.00; C7L1, leather 7.5C
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JOHN'S ACCOUNT Chapter 1

GOYK*DYGPXGT2ti&NHPOCGMnPO»> CTOYeGOYK*IH
US INCOMING MAN WHO IN-TOWARD° 37 OF-THB God AND HEAB

A OF-him THE TWO LEABNerS

CeGNMOYrGrON6NOTinPCD<° AYOM&eHTAIAYTOYAA
OF-ME HAS-BECOME that BEFORE-most TWO LEABNerS OF-bim TALKING

TOCMOYHNK&rCDOYKHA6IN<® NTOCKMHKOAOYGHC&NTCD**
OF-ME He-WASAND*! NOT BAD-PEBCEIVED AND THEY-folloW tO-THB

GrCKYTON&AAIN&S&NGP<peHT IHGOYCTP&aGrCAGOIHC
Him but THAT MAY-BE-BEINQ-made-APPEAB 38 JESUS BEING-TURNED YET THE JE8US

«DICPM1AAI*TpYTOHAeON YCK^SeGAC^MGNOCAY
to-TBB isbael thbu this camb AND gazing them

A adds TO the *-♦ omits to-them

DGNYA*TIBMrriZa>NK&» C&KOAOYeOYNT*CAGrGI&»Gr<DGNYA*TIBMrriZa>NK& C&KOAOYeOYNT*CAGrGI&
21 .in water DipiziNO and foliowing He-is-sayma to-

leMPTYPHCeNICD^NNHCA YTOICTIZT6I
witnessEs john say- them ant ye-abe-seekinq

A3^0 YTOICTIZHT6IT6OIAeei«
say- them ant ye-abe-seekinq the-o«w yet said

era>NOTiTeee^MMTonNe noMXYTO>pNBBeiOAereTE
inq that i-HAVE-gazED tbb spirit to-Mim babbi which n-o«iNG-said

« AS DOVE COWN-8TEPPINO 81* O. O. O.

YM^K^X^B^INONCDCn6PIC» IM6e6PMHN6YOM6NONAIA»
DOWN-STEPPING AS DOVB fceiNO-after-TBANaLATED TBACHerl

eKTOYeKTOYOYP*NOYK&8 !\CK^A6nOYM6NeiCAe
out of-the heaven and 39 r-where you-abe-bemainino

M6NON remaining ab o. o. a Al O

eMel^4eNen^YTONK&lera>2o AYTOic6PX6ceel^4eNen^YTONK&lera> AYTOic6PX6ceeKM§A6
AIN8 ON Him AND I to-thein BE-COMINQ AND BE-PEBCEIV-

OYKMAeiN^YTONNAAOneM 6HAeONOYNK^6IA
NOT BAD-PERCEIVED Him bttt TBB One- XNG THEY-CAMB THEN AND PERCEIVED

ab omit the A f O

NeNTCCM6B^nXlzeiNeNTCDYA M6NGIK&ln*.P*YT<D6M6IN
tn^ MB TO-BE-DIPizlNQ IN TBB water He-IS-BEMAININQ AND BESIDE Him THEY-HEMAIN

^TIGKGlNOCMOlGi

that-One tO'ME said
^GPG

tbb day that

ONSHIAHCTOnHBYM^K^T\«» ^HNCOCAGK&TttHiJlAG&NA
WHOM EVEB YOU-MAY-BE-PEBCEIVINa THE Spirit DOWN- 40 WAS AS TENTH WAS YET ANDREW

B&INONKMMGNONGTT&YTO* *CO*AGA4K>CCIMCDNCnG
8TEPPINO and BEUAiNiNO on Him the brother oF-siMON Peter

NOYTOCGCTINOBNnTIZ<DN«° POYGICGKTCDNAYOTt^NNKO«
This is tbb One-DXPiznra one out of-thb two of-the onst-

NGNnNGYM^TI^riCDKXra>GU) YC^NT0)Nn^P^ia>^NNOYKN
4 Df spirit HOLY AND-I HAVE- HEABJn^ • BESIDE JOHN AND

PNK^KMM6MM»TYPHKNOT» IXKOAOYeHC^NTO>NXYTCDG
BEEN and BAVB-witnessED that 41 OF-followina to-Him is-

iovtoc€cti^oy1oc^v^ ^pi^4t^vTOcnpa>TO^ro
This IS TBB SON OF-THE God FINDING th'lS-OJie BEFOBE-most TBB

A* 0

NGIGOYXHGn^YPIONn^AINGI N^^GA4>ONTONIAIONCIM
5 tO-TBB ON-M0BB0W AGAIN BAD- brother TBB OWN SIMON

K^IGKX N^KMA6r6I^YTO)6YPH^
AND OUT OF- AND IS-SayiNQ to-bjm WE*BAVB*FOUND

<DNMNeHTXDN^YTOYAYOK^I M6NTONM6CC^NO6CTINM<»
0 TBB LBABNerS OF-him TWO AND- TBB MESSIAH which IS b«-

TO>IHCOVnGPin GeGPMHNGYOMGNONXPICT«°
to-THEJESUR ABOUT-TBSSAD- tNO-after-TBANSLATEr ANOINTED

us omit and

VTOYNTIAGrGIIAGO&MNOK* OCKMHr^rGN^YTONnPOC^
ino he-is-sayiNO be-pebceivinq tbb lamb 42 and he-LED him toward



THE CONCORDANT PUBLISHING CONCERN
is a voluntary, non-profit association devoted to research in the

inspired originals of the ancient manuscripts of the Sacred Scrip

tures and in the publication of the facts and truths they contain.

Its primary work is the compilation of concordances and the

translation of concordant versions based on them, in various lan

guages. It also publishes and distributes magazines, pamphlets,

and books, seeking to bring the facts of divine revelation within

the reach of the layman.

All who love God are cordially invited to help, as they are able,

to spread abroad the facts of God's glorious revelation. This alone

constitutes them a member of the Concern. There is no organiza

tion, as all who are Christ's are already an organism, and should

look to Him as their Head. There is no creed, save God's own

inspired Word.

Concordant Versions of the Greek Scriptures ("New Testa

ment") have been made or are in preparation in several languages.

In English we have published a complete Greek Text with inter

linear literal translation, an emphasized idiomatic version, two

concordances, and a lexicon with the Greek word elements classified.

The version with Keyword concordance is also available in German.

The literature of the Concern is based on a typewritten concord

ance which lists every grammatical form of every word, and gives a

long quotation from its context, the most helpful concordance ever

made. It may be published when means are available.

The Concern is strictly non-profit. It pays nothing for the

investigation, compilation, writing or editing of the material pub

lished. Only the business department and the cost of paper, lino

typing, printing, equipment, etc., is paid for by the Concern. All

our literature is priced as low as possible, and much is given freely to

those who cannot pay, so that the work is really supported by the

gifts of its friends.

Many years of work have gone into the preparation of the

Concordant Version of the Hebrew Scriptures ("Old Testament"),

and this booklet marks the commencement of its publication in

parts. Announcement of forthcoming portions will be made in

our bi-monthly magazine, Unsearchable Eiches.

In the future the Concern hopes to publish a Hebrew Text in

Latin letters, as well as a Concordance of the Hebrew Scriptures,

and a Concordant Commentary written by the compiler of the Con

cordant Version.

Your prayers in behalf of its endeavors are earnestly requested

by the entire staff.
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UNSEARCHABLE RICHES FOR SEPTEMBER, '57
BEING THE FIFTH NUMBER OF VOLUME FORTY-EIGHT

TERRESTRIAL AND CELESTIAL

The heavens, the gaseous layers immediately above the

earth, have been explored lately as never before. By

sending up balloons and rockets, scientists have found

that there are at least two layers above the lower atmos

phere which differ from it in various ways. This is in

full accord with the sacred text. This, however, does

not necessarily bind us to the " scientific" details.

There will doubtless be further experiments along this

line, so that men, in their atheistic attempt to leave

their own habitation and explore the realms of space,

must, at least, assent to the sacred records, apart from a

God-given faith.

HEAVENS IN HEBREW

The Hebrew word for heaven(s) is shm(im). The

stem, shm, has a broad range of usage which may be

suggested by the English words place or space, or

name. In the plural, shmim means places, or spaces,

which is usually translated heaven, or heavens, for it is

always plural in Hebrew. Though always plural in

Hebrew, English versions, as a rule, translate shmim

heaven, as a singular. But sometimes, as in the phrase

"heaven of heavens" (Dt. 10:14, 1 Ki. 8:27, 2 Ch. 2:6,

6:18, Neh. 9:6, Ps. 68:33, 148:4 [shm i Eshmim])

they were forced to use the plural. This caused me much

confusion at first.

HEAVEN (S) IN GREEK

The Greek translation of the Hebrew Scriptures

almost always translates shmim (places) by ouranos,
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see-up, heaven, sky, that is, in the singular. The rabbis

who translated it into Greek, seem to have lost the sense

of plurality in connection with space above the earth.

But in the inspired record found in the later Greek

Scriptures, both singular and plural are used, the plural

nearly a hundred times. ~This may enable us to dis

cover the exact significance of several heavens, in con

trast to only one. In the Hebrew the word for breath,

n shm e, placed, seems to connect the singular form with

the air we breathe, that which is immediately above the

earth. This seems to be confirmed by later revelation.

Thus the atmosphere, though on the earth, is classed

along with the higher heavens, though we can hardly say

that we live in heaven, but rather under (unless flying

in an airplane) the heavens.

USAGE OF "HEAVEN" IN GREEK

The singular, heaven, is sometimes used where we say

sky (Lu. 12:56). Very often it relates to the sphere in

which birds fly (Mt. 6:26, 13:32, Mk. 4:32, Lu. 13:19,

etc.), and to sounds and sights perceptible on the earth

(voice Lu. 3:22, sound Rv. 14:2), with clouds (Mt.

24:30), and showers (Ja. 5:18). So that, as there are

a number of heavens, the singular is used of the lowest,

the sky, the air, in the lowest part of which humanity

has its habitation. In reality, then, we live in the lowest

floor, or the basement of heaven, and may"go to heaven7'

any time in an airplane, like a bird, for a short space

of time. ,, ,,
HEAVENS, IN THE PLURAL

The heavens may be plural in relation to both space

and time. In time, there are three sets of heavens.

Peter speaks of heavens "of old," those ilnow>" and

those in the day of the Lord (2 Pt. 3:5-10). But there

are three in space also, at the same time. Paul speaks of

heading up all in Christ, that in the heavens as well as

on the earth (Eph. 1:10, Col. 1:16). Peter speaks of

the heavens now (2 Pt. 3:7). The coming kingdom of
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the heavens, is always in the plural, so there will be a

plurality in the day of the Lord. All of this seems to

substantiate the plurality of the Hebrew word, and show

that there have been a plurality of heavens from the

very beginning.
THE ATMOSPHERE

According to these many witnesses, there are a number

of "heavens" above the earth. On the second day of

the readjustment of the first chapter of Genesis, there

were at least two distinct layers above the layer of water

which then covered the earth, one being the atmosphere,

and one consisting of water. The atmosphere (rqio

STAMPed) was pressed by the waters above on those

below. So that the plural term heavens would include

both water and atmosphere. But this conclusion seems

to be denied by the statement that the Alueim is calling

the atmosphere itself by the plural (shrnim) heavens.

Elsewhere it seems to be only one layer, and the water

above (at that time) another, to which the plural could

be applied.

When there seems to be a contradiction in the Hebrew,

it is usually due to faulty transmission. In such cases

it is wise to consider the facts and see if another reading

is possible, which will accord with the contextual evi

dence. In Gen. 1:8, we have the letters shm-im which

may be read PLACE-plural, heavens, or place-sea (-im).

By inserting an m, making it shm mint place-of-water,

or place of waters, a most appropriate name for the

atmosphere, which had just been placed between the

upper and lower layer of waters, for atmosphere denotes

STAMPed. The waters as well as the atmosphere STAMPed

on the waters below. There are no waters above after

the deluge, but the air is still STAMPed down into the

crevices of the earth by both its own weight and that of

the layers of gases above it.

The "firmament" of the "authorized" versions comes
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to us from the Latin firmamentum, a prop or stay, and

this came from the Greek stereoma, something solid.

The Hebrew stem rqo denotes stamp, and doubtless

refers to the pressure, about fifteen pounds to the square

inch, with which it stamps upon the earth. In fact, it

is used in this sense in Ps. 136:16 and Is. 42:5, "Him

Who stamped [or atmosphered] the earth." Another

usage is the stamping of metals into thin plates (Ex.

39:3, Num. 16:38, 39, Isa. 40:19, Jer. 10:9). Of special

interest is the question which Elihu asked Job: "Did you

stamp, with Him, the skies V7 Sky, in Hebrew (shchq)

refers to the minute particles of which the atmosphere

is composed.

The word STAMPed (rqio) is used by Ezekiel in the

vision of the four animals and the throne of Ieue. It

looked like a platform of sparkling ice (Ez. 1:22-26). It

seems that, just as water is solidified by means of cold,

so this air has been compressed enough to make a rigid

platform, upheld by the four animals, on which the

throne of the divine majesty is placed. That does not

seem so strange to us now, after we have become

acquainted with liquified air.

" ATMOSPHERE "

English does not seem to have an exact equivalent for

the Hebrew STAMPed (rqio), so we must adapt the

nearest one, atmosphere, literally vapor-sphere. In Eng

lish it is used also for its weight at sea-level, so this, at

least, suggests the idea of stamping. As we are im

mersed in it and the pressure is equal on all sides, we

are seldom conscious of this characteristic, unless we

climb to some high elevation where the pressure is much

less. If the atmosphere had no weight, it would probably

disappear from the earth, and leave it uninhabitable.

Like all other substances, such as meteors, it is attracted

to the earth by its "weight," even though it does not

seem to have any.
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PRE-DELUVIAN ATMOSPHERE

As the air breathed by Adam and his descendants

before the flood is called life-giving breath, it has been

suggested that the layer spoken of in Genesis, as being

between the waters, may have consisted of a gas similar

to that which is now supposed to be above the present

atmosphere. The cooling of the water vapor at the time

of the deluge, changed it to a liquid and precipitated it

upon the earth. Possibly one gas ascended and the

oxygen-nitrogen descended for a similar reason. God

is a great Physicist, and could easily bring it about.

Today the waters of the earth, when warmed, ascend.

Yet they do not ascend above the present atmosphere,

but are suspended temporarily in it, to descend, when

cooled, as rain.

The short lives of Adam's descendents, less than a

tenth of the average life exepctancy before the flood,

must be due to the changes in the atmosphere and water

at that great catastrophe. Before it, much moisture was

stored above it. During the readjustment of the first of

Genesis the atmosphere was in the midst of the water,

and mankind lived between the two, on the" dry" (land).

God separated between the water which was beneath

the atmosphere and the water which was above it (Gen.

1:6-8). There was no rain, but humidity ascended from

the waters beneath the land, in order to irrigate plant

life (Gen. 2:5-6). Consequently there was no rainbow

and no clouds (Gen. 9:13). But this does not seem to be

sufficient to account for the longevity of the ante-dilu-

vians. The fact that the animals suffer along with man

kind, suggests that the change was in the atmosphere

itself.

"The breath of the living" occurs only at the begin

ning and the end of the antediluvian eon. "We have not

found it later on in revelation. It is the Hebrew idiom

for life-giving, vitalizing breath. Even when we read of

water of the living, no mention is made of breath of life.
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That seems to be left for the final verification, after the

last eon, in the consummation. But it seems to have con

tinued throughout the ancient eon, beginning with

Adam up to the flood. What changes in the atmosphere

at the deluge could account for this? As the Scriptures

do not explain it directly, we do not wish to insist on the

following suggestions. They are offered merely to show

how easily it can be explained, even in our present

state of conceited ignorance. Any chtoge of this kind

could easily be made by a comet, such as often visit the

earth. I remember when we went through the tail of a

comet. It made hardly any change, however, it was so

tenuous. 0Z0NE

When an electric spark goes through the air it smells

like electrolytic oxygen, that is oxgen with an electric

charge. Chemists, however, claim that oxygen is a com

bination of two molecules (O2), and ozone a very un

stable grouping of three (O3). That is, ozone is really a

stronger, more vitalized form of oxygen. It may be con

jectured from this that, in the dry, rainless atmosphere

of antediluvian days, the atmospheric oxygen was all

or partly ozone (O3), with at least half as much again

of the vital value of oxygen, and thus a real " breath of

the living." At present, in the moist atmosphere in

which we live, it loses one of its molecules, and reverts

to ordinary oxygen. This would give a plausible reason

for the shortness of our lives. The breath we breathe is

not only overwhelmingly diluted with nitrogen, but can

not hold fast to the ozone, even when it has it.

NEW HEAVENS AND NEW EARTH

It is very significant, in this connection, to note the

changes in the new earth of the future. There is nothing

which will deteriorate, or decompose, or tarnish, or rust,

or disintegrate because of oxygen or ozone. The pre

cious stones, the crystalline jasper (Rv. 21:11, 18), even

the gold, which is corruptible (1 Pt. 1:18), is clear, like
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glass, but with the most beautiful reflection of the colors

of the rainbow like it is when cupelled in a furnace. It

is hard to even imagine the foundation stones, lapis

lazuli, chalcedony, emerald, sardonyx, carnelian, topaz,

beryl, peridot, chysophraze, amethyst, and garnet, all

fashioned in the fiery crucible of the final conflagration.

The gates are pearls. But there is no iron or silver, for

these are readily tarnished and turned to rust by ozone.

BODY AND SPIRIT

Our physical bodies are formed from the soil, the

oxydized ground. The life-giving spirit had to be added

by blowing into Adam's nostrils the breath of the liv

ing, which is in the air. "We all know that we breathe

"air," but this varies much in its composition. When

men wish to die, they may shut themselves in an auto

mobile into which they lead the fumes of a gasoline

engine exhaust and breathe the breath of the dying. The

fact that we extract our vitality from the air is evident

form our exhalation. It will put out a candle flame, and

is also fatal in its effects. The lungs take in life but

breathe out death, so that the breath of lives must con

sist of a special gas which animals inhale, rob it of its

vitality, and exhale in another form. The atmosphere

was formed on the second day's readjustment (Gen. 1:6-

8). We need only close ourselves in an airtight space

and breathe our own exhalation to kill ourselves.

HEAVENS

The word heavens is often used in the phrase "king

dom of the heavens." At the baptism of Jesus, the

heavens were opened up to Him, and the voice which

recognized Him as God's Beloved, also came out of the

heavens (Mt. 3:16,17). Peter speaks of the heavens

of old, and now, and their passing away in the future

(2 Pt. 3:5-12). Even in Paul's early epistles we read

of waiting for His Son out of the heavens (1 Th. 1:10).

He is now in the heavens (Ep. .1:10). There are
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kindreds in the heavens (Eph. 3:15). The third heaven,

to which Paul was snatched away, seems to be parallel to

paradise (2 Cor. 12:2-4), hence may be above the third

earth in the far future.

EXTREMITIES, HIGHER, THROUGH, OVER

There are certain expressions which refer to the heav

ens which hitherto have seemed to us to be impossible in

a literal sense. Indeed, some of them may be so, but

they deserve more careful consideration, such as we hope

to do at this time. These speak of the extremities of the

heavens, or higher than, or through, or over, or on, all of

which limit the heavens to space adjoining the earth.

Moreover, in the beginning, but not till after the heavens

and the earth were created, do we read of the luminaries,

and the fact that God made the stars also (Gn. 1:16).

They are not spoken of as in the heavens, but in the

atmosphere of the heavens, the lowest layer, for there

only can they be seen by human beings, no matter how

far distant they may be. For humans, there is no

visibility, except in the atmosphere. All is dark above

it.
THE EXTREMITIES

When the Son of Mankind comes to the earth again,

He will be dispatching His messengers and they will

assemble His chosen from the four winds (which would

include all the earth), and from the extremities of the

heavens to their extremities, (which would include those

above the earth). We were taught that this was a

repetition of the previous phrase, and was limited to

those under the heavens, on the earth. This suggests

that even the heavens have limits. This gathering will

probably be the most glorious event in the history of the

eons. All His chosen, the elect, will be there. We would

never think of missing it! And we, who are chosen now

may be at these extremities, even among the celestials.

This seems to clearly set a boundary about the heavens

(Mt. 24:31).
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HIGHER THAN

The passages in Heb. 7:26, higher than the heavens,

and 4:14, passed through the heavens, have been a

riddle to translators, as is evident from the A.V. "passed

into the heavens." But we cannot blame them, for we

were influenced to change our rendering "higher than"

in our 1926 edition to "highest of the heavens." We

now ask our friends to kindly restore it to '' coming to be

higher than'9 the heavens. Both of the.se passages refer

to the tabernacle, which was an example and shadow of

the divine service of the celestials or ON-heavenlies

(Hb. 8:5). It does not refer to the two enclosures, but

to the column of a cloud or of fire which was above the

holy of holies of the tabernacle of the wilderness.

THROUGH

The tabernacle was a series of enclosures, the outer

court, the holy place, and the most holy. These may

correspond to the lower atmosphere, the stratosphere

above it, and the highest layer, the third heaven. The

chief priest in Israel could pass into the holy of holies

once a year, but he could not go through it. In the

reality, however, Christ Jesus did not enter the holiest

with the blood of animal sacrifices, but with His own

precious blood, the symbol of His sufferings, and this

He did once for all, and he kept on going. The heavens

could not hold Him, even as the tabernacle could not

contain the column of cloud and fire which was above

the holy of holies (Hb. 4:14).

OVER THE HEAVENS

Christ has gone all the way from the bottom to the

top. He was baptised in "the lower parts of the earth,"

near the Dead Sea, which is reputed to be the lowest

spot on earth. His city, Capernaum, was also far below

sea level. I have been to both places, and seek to be one

with Him in His lowliness. But He Who descended is

the Same Who ascends also up over all who are of the
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heavens (Eph. 4:8-10). In this we, who are of the

celestial calling, will be with Him in space, even as, in

time, the consummations of the eons have already

attained to us (1 Cor. 10:11). In space we will ascend

up aver all who are of the heavens (Eph. 4:10).

THE NUMBER OF THE HEAVENS

The tabernacle of the wilderness is said to consist of

examples or representations of things in the heavens,

so it will give us a sure key to the number of spheres of

which they are composed. The wilderness probably

represents the other nations, the camp the people of

Israel, the court about the tabernacle, in which was the

altar of sacrifice and the laver, would represent the

lowest heaven, the holy place, the second heaven, and

the holy of holies the third and highest heaven. Then

the cloud by day and flame by night would represent

the celestial realm. Thus we have a complete repre

sentation of the dwelling place of the Deity, including

the celestial realm.

THE TABERNACLE

Christ never entered the holy places which took the

place of the tabernacle of the wilderness, for these were

only "representations of the true." But He did enter

into heaven itself (Hb. 9:24). These holy places are

also called " examples" of that in the heavens. These

two expressions seem to conclusively confirm the thought

of divisions in the heavens, and gives us their number.

This evidence seems to us to be far more conclusive than

the findings of science. But when nature and revelation

agree, as they always do when our knowledge of both is

correct, we are warranted in accepting their joint testi

mony.
OVER THE HEAVENS

There are some startling statements in the Scriptures,

concerning the heavens, which are usually overlooked.

The plural form itself is almost ignored, for there seem

to be three distinct heavens in time as well as space, as
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shown on our Divine Calendar. The kingdom of the

heavens will rule when Christ comes back to the earth

during the thousand years. Then He will assemble His

chosen from the extremities of the heavens to their

extremities (Mt. 24:31). The clearest expressions are

found in Paul's epistles. There the physical aspect is

connected with our resurrection bodies. Our terrestrial

and our celestial, or on-heavenly, bodies are contrasted

(1 Cor. 15:40). Christ ascends up over all who are of

the heavens (Eph. 4:10).

TERRESTRIAL VS. CELESTIAL

One languge in which a concordant version has been

made hitherto has no clear term to distinguish between

the combination of the earth with its accompanying

heavens, from outer space. There is no need for such

words in the Hebrew revelation, for it is confined to the

earth and the heavens. These boundaries are set in the

very first statement: "Created by the Alueim were the

heavens and the earth." This suffices for the whole

Scriptures, except Paul's latest and final letters con

cerning the present secret administration, which trans

cends previous revelation in all things, including time

and space. Only in this and the book of Hebrews and

Jn. 3:12, where Christ tells why He never spoke of it, do

we read of ON-heavens, over twenty times. Literally

this is located beyond the heavens, and corresponds to

"over all of the heavens" (Eph. 4:10). For this we

have used "celestial" in English, with the hope that

the contexts will give it the proper nuances. But in

German, for instance, we had to invent a new word

"Ueber-himmel" (over-heavens), for lack of a proper

expression like "celestial."

THE TERRESTRIAL LEVELS

Upon the primeval water, and, later, also on the

emerging land, was "stamped" the atmosphere, proba

bly composed, originally, of the heaviest gas for the

lowest level, and lighter levels of more volatile or
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expanded gases, composing what the Scriptures call the

" heavens." The lowest level, the air or atmosphere,

varies much in density and temperature. Its lower

surface is uneven, being conformed to the surface of the

waters and of the land. Humanity depends on it for

breath, hence is confined to the lower parts of the lowest

level, even as humanity is held to the land by the weight

of its flesh.
THE CELESTIAL REALMS

So little is known or revealed about space beyond the

three heavens that most languages have no special name

for it. There is none in Hebrew, and, as all that we know

about it is seen through the heavens, no special name is

given to the sphere in which the moon, sun, and stars

are found. In Greek it is distinguished by the prefix

on-, ON-heavenly. This distinguishes it from the heav

ens. The term swper-heavenly (huper-) was once sug

gested, but this is not scriptural, and is popularly used

as a comparative, the highest or best of the same thing,

in English. As we have the word "celestial" it seems

wiser to use it, in the Scriptures, for all of the universe

which is not terrestrial, that is, bound to the earth by the

force of gravity. This includes the three heavens.

THE CELESTIAL WAS NOT REVEALED

The present secret administration was absolutely

hidden in time. So also, although it was not really

hidden, celestial space was almost entirely ignored.

Because the luminaries are invisible apart from the

atmosphere, which transforms the radiance received

from the moon, sun, and stars into vibrations which

affect our eyes, they are idiomatically spoken of as if

they were in the heavens. As celestial rays cannot reach

us except by going through the heavens, we get the

false impression that these luminaries are located in

the heavens. Literally the stars, the sun, and even the

moon, are not in heaven, but who would understand us

if we denied it? Even if we should ascend above the
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atmosphere and look for them in the celestial space they

would not be visible, for our eyes, in these fleshly bodies,

are not adapted to celestial vibrations. Men talk of

living on the moon or other celestial bodies, but they

could neither see nor breathe there, even if they went

there.
CHRIST'S CELESTIAL GLORIES

Not so with Christ. We read nothing definite as to

His celestial glories before the present secret admin

istration was revealed, for they were not in view in

previous revelation. So He is spoken of only in relation

to the heavens, to which He visibly ascended, and from

which He will visibly appear in glory on the Mount of

Olives. And even for us, He will descend from heaven,

to the air, the atmosphere, and we will meet Him there.

We are not told where we will go thereafter, for the

present secret administration, with its celestial glories,

had not been revealed in Paul's early letters, so we are

given the comforting and satisfying assurance that we

shall always be together with the Lord (1 Thes. 4:17).

Therefore we will rise with Him to the empyrean after

we have made our tryst in the air, and later, may

accompany Him to the Mount of Olives to witness His

inauguration as the Messiah of Israel.

HE MADE THE STARS ALSO

Yet there are obscure intimations of these things

in the Hebrew Scriptures. Even in the account of the

readjustment of the heavens and the earth, it is not

till after their creation and readjstment that we are

told that He had previously made the luminaries. It

reads almost as if they are in the atmosphere, for they

do not give light to humans anywhere above it. This

statement is very precious to me, for, being an amateur

astronomer, who was amazed at the majestic simplicity

of this statement, my heart was opened to study the
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Scriptures as written by the One Who made the

marvelous myriads of the stellar spaces.

OUR FATHER WHO ART IN THE HEAVENS

In this administration of God's glorious grace we

have the access, in spirit to the Father (Eph. 3:14).

But it was not so in previous administrations, where the

flesh had a prominent place. Even when Jesus was on

the earth He taught His disciples to pray: "Our Father

Who art in the heavens" (Lu. 11:2). This was spoken

to Israelites, sons of Abraham by physical descent,

before the death and cross of Christ. Now, however, all

fleshly barriers are broken down, and we ourselves are

God's dwelling place, for He, by His spirit, abides in

our hearts. In the coming kingdom for which they

prayed, His glory will dwell in the temple, among the

holy nation. In spirit He is always everywhere, for He

is the Life of all that lives, the Power of all that moves.

VISIBLE PRESENCE

We must remember that the nation of Israel once had

a visible divine presence, over the tabernacle and the

temple. But, in the time of Christ, this had left them.

It had risen high above the earth, as recorded in the

prophecy of Ezekiel (10:15, 19). Knowing those Scrip

tures, and the fact that the temple of Herod had never

known the glory which had dwelt in the tabernacle and

Solomon's temple, what other thought could they have

than that He was in the heavens? Celestial things were

unknown to their Scriptures, and foreign to their prom

ises and destiny, which concerned a promised land on

the earth. Besides, He is not confined to the celestial

realms, but is present in the terrestrial as well. He

lived in the tabernacle as well as the glory above it.

Our Lord did not reveal celestial things to Israel (Jn.

3:12).
CELESTIAL

The dictionary distinguishes celestial from terrestrial
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by means of the phrases "terrestrial globe," which

shows the surface of the earth, and "celestial globe/'

which locates the stars and constellations, as visible from

the earth. This distinction will do for the Scriptures,

only we must include the heavens about the earth in the

term terrestrial. The bodies we will have in the celestial

sphere will not be bound to any material habitation,

as the moon, the sun, or the stars, but includes the whole

universe outside the earth and its heavens, which are

bound together by gravity. Gravitation is the attraction

between all material forms, including the moon and the

sun and the stars, and is celestial, but gravity is used of

the attraction of bodies having "weight," to the earth,

and is terrestrial.

TERRESTRIAL AND CELESTIAL

The term on-heavenly, (ep-ouranion) has a close

counterpart in the word on-earthly (epi-geion), terres

trial. They are used together in 1 Cor. 15:40: "There

are bodies celestial as well as bodies terrestrial. But a

different glory, indeed, is that of the celestial, yet a

different glory that of the terrestrial, another glory of

the sun, and another glory of the moon, and another

glory of the stars ... Thus also is the resurrection of

the dead." Nothing is said here of heaven, so it seems

that those of the celestial calling which Paul heralded,

will not merely " go to heaven,'' but receive a body which

will enable them to go through the heavens, into outer

space, or outside the heavens to the stellar universe.

Another passage speaks of our present bodies as a

terrestrial house (2 Cor. 5:1). "Every knee" is ex

panded into'' celestial and terrestrial and subterranean,''

when indicating the universality of Christ's lordship

(Ph. 2:10). May God graciously open our hearts and

our minds to apprehend the glory which His grace has

granted us among the celestials! a.e.k.
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UNITED GATHERINGS

The first of this year's United Gatherings in England was held

at East Kirkby, Notts., on April 28. The morning discussion

was on "Maturity," and was led by Bro. E. G. Jones. Bro. T.

Harris of Tamworth spoke on "In Christ—With Christ" in the

afternoon, and Bro. A. Reid of Ladybank, Scotland chose to

speak on "Subjection" in the evening session.

The second of this year's gatherings took pace on May 26 at

Sheffield. Bro. Orton led a discussion on "Freedom" in the

morning, Bro. Essex gave the afternoon address on the theme of

"Among the Celestials," and Bro. Clayton spoke on "The

Secret of Christ" in the evening.

On Sunday, June 16, the annual gathering at the Park Street

Bible Hall, Blackheath, Birmingham, England, was held. Bro.

G. R. Bramall gave the morning address, stressing the wonder

ful revelation given us by Paul, and his exhortation to walk in

accord with it. In the afternoon, Bro. Clayton took the subject

"Those in Christ Jesus," and the evening address was given by

Bro. Hayter who took the group on an extensive study of

I Cor. 15:20-28.

The Manchester district United Gathering took place on

Sunday, July 7, when Bro. Don Munro occupied the morning

session with a delightful talk on "Pleasure and Profit in Bible
Reading"; Bro. E. G. Jones witnessed to "Paul, as Deputy of

Christ and an Administrator of God's Secrets" for the afternoon

session, and Rev. J. T. Harris gave an evening address on "The

Grace of the Beautiful Feet." h.w.j. and e.g.j.

GRACE AND TRUTH

We are often asked if we can print a tract or booklet for one

of our subcribers. We do not have the facilities nor time for

this type of service, so we suggest that those desiring it contact

the Bible Truth Press, 160 West 127th Street, New York 27,

N.Y. They will be glad to give you an estimate. Incidentally,

if you are not already a subscriber, ask to see a sample copy of

Grace and Truth, a bi-monthly magazine of current events,

in the light of God's Word, with messages of comfort to all.

E.O.K.

CONCORDANT LIBRARY CIRCULAR

A four page circular describing some of the volumes in the

Concordant Library has just been published. It contains about

the same information found on pages 123,124,126 and 128 of the

last issue of Unsearchable Riches (for July, 1957). This

catalogue lists only the various editions of the Concordant

Version, the Concordances, the Greek Text, etc., but does not

describe or list our other publications. Request as many as

you can conscientiously distribute. d.e.k.
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THE ACTORS IN ACTS

Christ came proclaiming, "Near is the kingdom"

(Mt. 3:2). But the Jews refused to repent, so it was

postponed to this very day. Even the believers behaved

somewhat like this in the book of Acts. They refused

to follow the command to herald repentance for the par

don of sins to all nations (Lu. 24:47). This refusal was

based solely on fleshly distinctions. So the first result

was a famine, which seems to have been especially severe

in Judea. What a contrast to kingdom conditions, such

as would have prevailed if they had not rejected Christ,

nor refused to evangelize the nations! This was clear

and conclusive evidence, not only that the kingdom had

not come, but was receding.

JOHN MARK

The more we consider the case of Mark, the more we

are convinced that he is an inspired type of the Cir

cumcision section of the joint body. He, at first, was

turned aside by the call of Sergius Paul, the first member

of the Uncircumcision body. At first he was so useless

to Paul that he would not have him around (Ac. 12:25,

15:37, 39), but, later, he became one of that favored

group who followed Paul clear to Eome (Col. 4:10,

Phn. 24), and was useful to him for service (2 Tim.

4:11). It is evident that he underwent a great change,

so that he was no longer guilty of rejecting the com

mission to go to all the nations, so he and those whom he

represents, who formed a distinct body of their own,
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were later incorporated into the joint-body of the

present secret administration.

MEANING OF MARK

As we were not sufficiently equipped to determine the

force of Hebrew names when we published the Greek

concordance, we omitted the meaning of Mark. But

now that we have a complete index of the inspired Heb

rew stems and their significance, we are in a better posi

tion to do this. But there is no stem mrk in Biblical

Hebrew, and the name does not occur there. But there

are many nouns which prefix an m in Hebrew. So we

will try the stem rk. This occurs more than a dozen

times, as, "Any man who is fearful and tender-hearted

shall go and return to his house" (Deut. 20:8).

The noun occurs only once, in Leviticus 26:36 (C.V.),

which speaks of the remainder of Israel when Ieue

judges them: "I bring timidity, also, into their hearts

in the lands of their enemies, and pursued are they by

the sound of a lea'f whisked away, and they flee as if

fleeing the sword when pursuer there is none."

mark's career

Is not this the key to Mark's character? Were there

not good reasons for his timidity? He had no such

background as Paul. He never was a rabid persecutor

of the saints or received a commission direct from the

glorified Lord. He may have been a pampered Levite,

as he was related to Barnabas. But, conclusively, he

was not sent by the holy spirit. Barnabas and Saul

were severed for this service, but Mark was not, even

though, as "John," he was their deputy (Ac. 13:1-5).

For a timid soul he was probably badly shocked by the

combined call of a heathen pro-consul and the curse of

a Jewish prophet, even if false. But it was as John

(Will-be-grac-ious) that he departed from them, for

the fog and darkness which fell on the false prophet

showed clearly that Israel, of which he was a part, was

not being shown grace at that time.
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We must remember that, about this time, the Lord

had been gracious to Peter. He had sent his messenger

and had delivered him from the hand of Herod. Then

Peter came to the house of Mary, the mother of John,

who is surnamed Mark (Ac. 12:1-19). Bar-Jesus (Son-

o/-will-be-sav-iour) was a false prophet, and his blind

ing was prophetic, so could not be applied to the nation

till the end of Acts. Very few true Israelites could

comprehend the fate that awaited the Jews, at that time,

in fact few of them accept it yet, after it has been in

operation nearly two millennia. A timid Jew, such as

Mark was, should certainly not be expected to accept

Paul's full evangel until after this prophecy had been

not only pronounced, but carried into effect. Mark was

a member of the Circumcision body before it was joined

to the Uncircumcision, to form the joint-body, after the

close of Acts.
SPIRITUAL DISCIPLINE

Now we will look at the matter as a lesson in personal

discipline. How could Paul best help Mark out of his

fleshly, fanatical Judaism? How has Al, their Subjector,

dealt with Israel in preparing them for their future

blessing? He cast them aside for a time. Paul used

the same, yet far gentler, means of curing Mark. And

was it not very successful? Along with the loss of his

name John, Mark stopped looking forward to earthly

blessing, and changed his course, so that he was listed as

one of Paul's fellow-workers (Phn. 24) and received

his personal and special recommendation saying, "he

is useful to me for service" (2 Tim. 4:11). Paul's act,

seen outwardly, was hard and harsh, yet, viewed by the

spiritual eye, it was good and gracious, like God's opera

tions, for He sees the heart. By it Mark's acute heart

ailment was fully cured. Even now it is better to season

love with salt, rather than with honey.

The break came when Barnabas wished to take John

(Mark) along, but Paul thought him unworthy, for he

had withdrawn from them the first time, right after
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Sergius Paul had been called and Bar Jesus blinded

(Ac. 13:6-12). Then these two highly spiritual apostles

became so incensed as to recoil from one another! (Ac.

15:39) How could this be! Was it not a terrible dis

grace to behave thus? So the unspiritual saint must

think, for he sees only the surface, while God sees the

heart. When we see this, then we will regard this evil

dispute as one of the greatest blessings for millions of

saints, including ourselves, and especially for Mark!

John seems to have been Mark's original name, but

superceded by Mark so long as he typified the timid

Circumcision body. The name John may have been

dropped because of the presence of the apostle John,

whose name indicated a future grace, WW-BE-grac-ious,

or joy-ous. That fits well to John the Baptist or the

apostles, for they heralded the future kingdom. So it was

with the "remnant according to the choice of grace"

(Ro. 11:5). They, along with the believers among the

nations, have a spiritual allotment among the celestials

now, and rejoice in it now, so it is not presented as a

merely future joy as with the kingdom, which they

cannot enjoy at present. Before meeting Paul, Mark is

thrice identified as John, in view of Israel's future

blessing. After this John is dropped (Ac. 12:12, 25,

15:37), as no longer significant.

Looking at it from behind the scene, Mark's course is

easy to understand, and highly instructive. God was

about to commence a new departure, which was very

distasteful even to the "believing" (Ac. 21:20) Israel-,

ite, and especially so to the upper crust, the religious

leaders, the Levites, who had the physical pre-eminence

in the nation. To allow the pro-consul (Instead-over-

most), the representative of the highest political power

in the world at that time (which belongs to Israel's

Messiah), to allow him a place among the redeemed, was

too much for Mark to swallow, so he quit and went back

to Jerusalem (not forward to Rome), and so represents
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the believing Circumcision disjoined "body" which

later was joined, even as Mark himself was.

This incident, at the very beginning of the preparatory

era for this eon, is also a very helpful example of the

office of evil today. Paul, as one of his first recorded

acts in this ministry, hurt the feelings of his best

friend and his first helper, by refusing their co-opera

tion ! It must have been counted against him by all his

fleshly brethren. The result to Barnabas was that his

name does not appear in Paul's latest epistles. But

Mark took it to heart, as was the case with those whom

he represented, and they learned the lesson that fleshly

ties are out of place now. This circumcision body was

not to be united by the flesh, but by the spirit. It is not

easy to acknowledge this in practice, but we should

always look through evil to its final perfect fruit.

BARNABAS

Joseph, whom the apostles surnamed Barnabas* is

introduced to us in a most favorable light, near the very

beginning of the Pentecostal ecclesia. He was singled

out as the example of those who sold their possessions.

This is a special term used of permanent, actual owners,

ones having freeholds, which we are accustomed to in

the west. Most of the land in Israel was allotted, and

could not be permanently sold, as it reverted to the

tenant at the jubilee. Joseph had such a freehold, but

sold it and brought all the money to the apostles for

the use of all the saints. He was a Cyprian, so this

action seems to foreshadow his subsequent severance

from the rest (Ac. 13:2), and to the special grace which

he exemplified by later working for a living, instead of

using this money for his own livelihood.

Barnabas (Son-of-prophecy), was so named by the

apostles. His actual name was Joseph (Add-er or

GATHERed). As such he "gathered" Paul to the pre

vious apostles (Ac. 9:27) as well as to himself during

the first phase of Paul's ministry. He, like Paul, even
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if he was a Levite and had owned property, worked for

a living (1 Cor. 9:6). The name Joseph is not men

tioned again, for he had Saul (later Paul) as his helper

only so long as they labored within the sphere of

prophecy. When Paul received revelations outside the

range of the ancient prophets, he not only was no

Joseph, or gatherer, but no Barnabas, or prophet. Paul

alone received the post-prophetic revelations.

SON-OF-PROPHECY, OR, CONSOLATION

Most of the Greek texts and the versions, including

the C.V., read, "Barnabas, which is construed [or trans

lated, etc.] Consolation," rather than Prophecy. But

the Hebrew stem riba means Prophet, and the stem of

consolation is nchm Warm. How could both be true?

To be sure, prophecy was a great consolation to the

apostles, but such a relation is not indicated by the

original meth-ermeneuomenon with-translate, or con

strue, as it does in the other occurrences (Mk. 15:34,

Jn. 1:38, 41). It is, literally with (or closely) trans

late. Another form, thru-translate, meaning inter

pret, would be used. As a matter of fact, as the C.V.

superlinear shows, the mss. differ here, so we are justified

in conforming to the oontext, rather than to the

grammar. Indeed, the English derivative, hermeneutics,

has nothing to do with translation, but only interpreta

tion.
MELCHISEDEK, KING OF WELFARE

Melchisedek is another case of this kind (Hb. 7:1-3).

Literally the Hebrew is KiNG-cause-JUSTice (mlk-i-tzdq)

probably, but not "King of Salem" which is "King of

Peace" (or Welfare, as this is the commonest express

ion in Hebrew, shim). But both cannot be a literal

translation of the same word. This Greek stem, -herm-

has a wider range than the word translate. With

di{a)- thru- in front of it, it always means to interpret,

give a spiritual equivalent, as when our Lord, "begin

ning from Moses and from all the prophets, He inter-
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prets to them, in all the Scriptures, that which concerns

Himself." (Lu. 24:27). Surely He could not, and need

not translate out of Hebrew, the exact text, with which

they were well acquainted. He expounded it to them.

BARNABAS

Barnabas' name occurs only once in the perfection

epistles, and then only in identifying Mark. If he died

before the " mystery" of the joint body was made

known, what would be his destiny? "Would he respond

to the call of the Lord when He comes? Is he a type

of those who were in the Circumcision body and died

before it was made known ? There were others like this,

who were put to repose, in Thessalonica (1 Thes. 4:13-

18). Of these Paul wrote that those who survived to

the presence of the Lord will not outstrip them. Eather,

the dead in Christ shall be rising first, to be snatched

away with those alive, in clouds, and be together with

the Lord. Many, if not most, of the saints never heard

of a joint body, as the Thessalonians certainly had not.

But now grace reigns. Our future does not depend on

our ignorance, but on God's choice!

LEVITE

Immediately after we learn of his noble title, we are

told that Barnabas was a Levite. Why this? It is

a needed background to bring out the highlights of his

character. In Lv. 25:32-33 we read (C.V.) : "Yet for

the cities of the Levites, the houses of their cities of their

freeholds, redemption is coming to be eonian for Levites

...the houses of the Levitieal cities are their freeholds,

in the midst of the sons of Israel.'' Most Israelites had

no property, but only a tenancy, which could not be

sold, and varied in value according to the number of

years until the fiftieth year, the jubilee. Barnabas,

however, because he believed Ezekiel's prophecy, con

cerning the restoration in the kingdom, sold his land,

knowing that it must be returned to him when it is set
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up (Ez. 48:13). He consoled himself and the others

by his faith in this prophecy of the future. Later he

received a higher heritage above the earth and the

heavens.
CYPRIAN

Barnabas was an expatriate (Ja. 1:1, 1 Pt. 1:1), a

"son" of the dispersion, who had left the land and lived

in Cyprus. This island has a peculiar relation to Pale

stine, the land of Israel. It is in the sea, typical of the

nations, but it was so close that it could be seen on a

clear day at points on the northern coast. I have stood

on the shore and seen low-lying hills across the water,

much as we can see Catalina island from the coast of

southern California. Does not this severance among

the nations, yet physical proximity to his own nation,

correspond to his spiritual career ? Paul, also, was born

outside the land, on the sea shore of Syria, not far from

sacred soil. These two were later severed spiritually

(Ac. 13:2). In this way they had an intimation of their

ministry even before they were called.

THE MONEY GIFT

Barnabas sold a field which, at that time, he believed

would be his again when the Messiah returns. In the

meanwhile, as he could make no use of it in the judg

ments preceding the coming of the kingdom, he got what

he could out of it to help that kingdom come. Moreover,

he did not hold on to it to help him during the fearful

judgment period which precedes Christ's return to

Israel. He gave it to the apostles, as an expression of his

subordination to them as rulers in the Kingdom. We

do not read of any others doing this, except Ananias and

Sapphira, whose case we will consider next. As a result

he was not only a son of consolation to the apostles, but

was severed for a work and a place which will be even

higher than theirs, among the celestials, while they will

rule over Israel on the earth.
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ANANIAS AND SAPPHIRA

With the background of Barnabas, we will be able

better to seize the significance of an apparently similar

act and see the great gulf between them. Barnabas' act

was consolatory, due to faith in the prophecies. The

act of Ananias and Sapphira was a superficial show of

godliness, contrary to God's great ultimate, when He

will be All in all. He is not short of funds and does

not appreciate any attempt to help Him out, accom

panied with an actual, but unspoken, falsehood. But

how could they "embezzle" what was their own? This

can hardly be done among men, for they see only the

surface, not the moral motivation of men's acts. May we

always remember that, '' The Lord will be judging His

people. Fearful is it to be falling into the hands of the

living God" (Hb. 10:31). Even though we are now

under grace, so that no one dies for such a sin (or who

would be alive?), yet we will give an account in that

day.

Ananias is Hebrew Onnie Cloud-will-be. The first

occurence is helpful: "My bow I bestow in a cloud"

(Gn. 9;13). Surely we can see its aptness in this con

nection. The cloud itself is a portent of evil, of wind

and storm, but at the same time it may reflect the prom

ise of freedom from a future deluge.

Sapphira is Shphr Seemly. This also is in close

accord with her act. It really was seemly for her to

join her husband in his action. Its first occurrence is

Gen. 49:21 (C.V.) : "Naphtali, giver of products that

are seemly." The words of the pair of prevaricators

were indeed seemly, looked at from without, but rotten

from within.
ARISTARCHUS

Aristarchus (aris-t-arch-os best-chief) was a Macedoni

an of Thessalonica. We meet him first in Ephesus, where

he and Gaius (earthly) are gripped by the mob, in

place of Paul. These two together, make a good picture of

the unjoined bodies of that era (Ac. 19:29). Aristarchus
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suggests the sovereignty of the saints among the

celestials, while Gaius reminds us of the terrestrial

character of the Hebrew body at that time. Strange to

say, though these men were gripped by the mob in place

of Paul, yet they came to no harm. Instead, the fickle

throng united on Alexander, a Jew, who was shouted

down. And so it is that Paul has been treated in the

world at large since his day. The populace will not

listen to those who speak in his defense.

JESUS, TERMED JUSTUS

Very few of Paul's fellow workers for the kingdom

of God became a solace to Paul, as he says in Colossians

4:10-11: "Mark...and Jesus, termed Justus, who are

of the Circumcision. These are the only fellow workers

for the kingdom of God who became a solace to me."

The word solace is paregoria in Greek, and reminds me

that, in my youth, paregoric (a camphorated tincture

of opium) was the universal calmative for children's

aches and crying. It is evident from this that the Cir

cumcision, as a whole, gave poor Paul a pitiable pain.

Only two were exceptions. And one of these was Mark,

who certainly was no solace at first! Justus, strange to

say, though of the Circumcision, had a Latin name,

which is said to mean Honest, so he may have been a

Roman proselyte, like Cornelius. Nowadays Christen

dom as a whole has forsaken Paul, and few, indeed, of

the Circumcision would give him solace.

The meaning of Justus seems to be very clear in

English. Doesn't it mean the Just one? But they

did not give him an English name! Its stem Iou is not

used in Greek. It may be a grammatical form of the

variable stem -ie- or e let (page 201, C.V. Concordance)

which combines with aph- from- to form let (off),

pardon, remit and forgive. Thus the sublinear might

be LET-er. This seems to harmonize with his other

name Jesus (Will-be-saviour). Yet it differs from

it, for its tense suggests the salvation of the Acts period,
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not the future kingdom; and it puts God's work at that

time on a very low plane as it was among the Circum

cision.
DEMAS FORSAKES PAUL

Paul was never forsaken by God, but he was by

men (2 Cor. 4:9). He also was an earthen vessel

fashioned by the great Potter so that his power was

divine, not human. Like all who are vessels of honor

(2 Tim. 2:21), he was afflicted, perplexed, persecuted,

but not forsaken by the One for Whom he endured

these things. But, like his and our greater Example

(Mt. 26:5, 6, Mk. 14:50), almost all left him at the end.

They were not forsaken or abandoned, as the later

history of the apostles and Paul's followers abundantly

proves, all except Demas, He must actually have followed

him to Rome, as he, along with Luke, greeted the

Colossians from Rome, where Paul was in bonds (Col.

4:14, 18).
DEMAS

The meaning of Demas' name is obvious in a democ

racy, where so many words are used which have this

stem, such as democrat, which really means a rePUBLican

(etimologically!) and demagogue (puBLic-leader). In

the Scriptures it is the stem of such words as populace.

These acclaimed King Herod, who had imprisoned

Peter, saying, "A god's voice, and not a man's!"

because their country depended on the king's for

nourishment. (Ac. 12:20-22). Politics! Many other

derivatives, shown in the Complete Edition Lexicon

and Concordance, page 270, will confirm this. This

suggests that Demas was a politician, who remained with

Paul as long as there was the least hope of public

approval, but then forsook him, because he loved the

current eon (2 Tim. 4:10). How many there are today,

even those who know something of fellowship with Paul,

who find him out of date and his ways impractical,

with no salary or future! So they, also, forsake him.
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paul's fellow captives

Paul was not the only saint in Roman captivity, even

then. Later there were many martyrs, or witnesses,

who gave their very lives for their faith. We read of

four men, Aristarchus, Epaphras, Andronicus and

Junias, in Paul's letter, who shared his imprisonment.

ARISTARCHUS

Aristarchus (best-ORiGiN) is quite an aristocratic

name and indeed, he was a Macedonian, the land of

Alexander the Great, which had ruled the known world

a few hundred years before. Moreover, it was one of

the four world powers predicted in Daniel's visions.

But he had his home in Thessalonica. He was one of

Paul's fellow travelers, and was gripped by the mob

in Ephesus which wanted to kill Paul (Ac. 19:29). After

this Paul went to Macedonia. On his return to Jeru

salem he was met, in the province of Asia, by a number

of brethren, among them Aristarchus (Ac. 20:4). He

is next found on board a ship on which Paul, the

prisoner, sailed to Rome (Ac. 27:2).

EPAPHRAS

Epaphras may mean say-carry or on-decipher either

of which is characteristic of his service in Colossae, for he

seems to have been the one who taught them the grace

of God in truth (Col. 1:6-8). Paul sends greetings to

them and struggled in prayer for them that they may

stand mature and fully assured in all the will of God.

It seems that, even in those days, the saints were a

trying problem when it came to standing mature and

fully assured in all the will of God, for he struggled for

them and had much misery over them, even as it is

today. Paul included him as his fellow captive and

fellow worker (Philemon 1:23).

ANDRONICUS AND JUNIAS

Andronicus and Junias, being relatives of Paul, must

have belonged to the Circumcision. Having been in
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Christ even before Paul, and notable amojig the apostles,

it may seem strange that we hear so little of them. But

it is quite possible that they had little sympathy for his

work among the nations. Paul found very little agree

ment from his fellow Jews in his work among the

aliens. He valued a spiritual union rather than a

physical one. All this applies also to Junias, who is

bracketed with Andronicus.

SECUNDUS

Secundus is really a very easy name for an English

speaker to understand. There is no Greek word like it,

but it corresponds to our word " second" which comes

from the Latin and means following. He was from

Thessalonica, and, with a Roman name, which made him

a first, politically, yet was second to the Circumcision

religiously, during this transitional administration. Then

there were not only two different bodies, but the

believers among the nations, like Secundus, were of

secondary rank. Along with Aristarchus, both repre

sented the unjoined bodies, Aristarchus of the celestial,

best, Secundus of the terrestrial, the next best.

SAUL AND DAVID

It was Saul who heard the words, not Paul, and the

words were not a "gospel" by any means. It was a

fearful accusation, in the ears of Saul. He thought he

was exterminating the enemies of Al, the Subjector,

when he was really persecuting Alue, His To-Subjector,

to Whom all power had been delegated, so he was really

hurting himself! Like King Saul of old, who persecuted

David, he was great in the flesh, towering above the

rest of his race in intellectual pre-eminence. But such

a name was not at all fitting to the service to which he

was separated. When he was separated for a special

work, and he was called upon to speak the word of God

to a man of the nations, who was called Paul, then his
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name was changed accordingly, to indicate the interval

to which he was introduced (Ac. 13:1-7).

FREE WILL

As Paul was a pattern for us who believe for life

eonian (1 Ti. 1:16), his call is especially important in

exposing many of the false theological illusions of

Christendom. One of these is so-called "free will."

It seems to be taught that the human will is sacred, and

even God cannot control or reverse it. So iJie question

arises, "Did Paul will to be saved?" To ask it is to

answer it. Paul was as indomitably opposed to God's

will and way for him as can be imagined. He had

exercised his will freely (according to God's intention),

and this led him to persecute the saints. When celestial

light and earthly voice appealed through his eyes and

his ears, they completely cancelled his will, so that he

entered on a course of conduct the very reverse of that

which his own will had determined.

PAUL—INTERVAL

Our Lord proclaimed, emphasizing the nearness of

the kingdom, and yet it has not come yet! Was He

mistaken? If we harbor any such idea, then we are

sadly astray! Had Israel fulfilled the conditions then

the kingdom would have come in the apostles' lifetime.

But when Israel was set aside and Paul (Interval)

introduced a celestial administration, the terrestrial time

table is no longer in operation. In the United States

they have two different terrestrial times in summer, one

an hour earlier than the other, to give workmen more

time for the outdoors in the late afternoon. Sun time

is not reckoned. So now we are not on terrestrial time,

but on celestial reckoning. This does not count for

Israel. So the kingdom may come soon after they return

to earthly time after we are caught away. a.e.k.
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ABRAM TO ABRAHAM

In our studies of Genesis, we now will offer a methodical

discussion of the change from Abram to Abraham.

Abram had journeyed from Ur of the Chaldeans. At

first the journey was with his father Terah, who tended

to be a hindrance to Abram's obedience, whatever sym

pathy he may have had with what Abram would tell

him. It is well over five years since they left Ur, for

they made a stay at Charan. This stay was concluded,

at least in regard to Abram, when Terah died. Then

Ieue renewed His instructions to Abram (Gn. 12:1).

Shechem is adjacent to Mounts Ebal and Gerizim.

At this place we have the earliest history of Abram in his

actual sojourn in th6 land of Canaan. It is interesting

to trace the journeyings and tentings of Abram in the

land. They can be used as a skeleton around which to

fix some of the notable events, especially the appearings

of Ieue.

The second appearing of Ieue is in the land of Canaan.

Abram sojourns at Shechem. Here he built an altar to

Ieue. This was in response to the promise: I will give

the land (Gn. 12:7). But shortly Abram moved.

He journeyed some twenty miles to the south, to the

mountain between Bethel and Ai. Here he built an

altar to Ieue and called upon the name of Ieue. For a

considerable period this situation, with Bethel on the
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west, is prominent with Abram. Even in the deflection

to Egypt, it is Bethel that Abram recalls, and there he

returns (13:3-4).

Ai (Rubbish-heap) is at the sunrise. That is the

depravity which Abram has left. He is stretching out

to Bethel, the House of AI. That is the sunset of his

expectations.

Journeying from the altar between Bethel and Ai to

the southland, below the Judean hills, Abram is over

taken by a heavy famine. This leads him down to

Egypt, with all the trouble that ensued there. In that

country Abram is deflected from the path of faith. But,

due to Ieue's protection and overshadowing care, he is

led to return to Bethel, the place of the altar (13:3-4).

Back at Bethel, and whilst there, Abram and Lot

separate. The journey to Egypt gave rise to more trouble

than was immediately apparent. Lot had gathered a

herd. And a maidservant, Hagar, was also acquired.

Each of these became the cause of further vexation to

Abram.

In the separation of Abram from Lot, we should

note that, though Lot's choice appears to be prompted

by the fertility of the land, in truth, it was necessary

for Abram to remain in the land of Canaan, for, at that

point, Ieue's promises pertained immediately to that

area.

A third appearing of Ieue to Abram occurred at

Bethel. This confirmed the gift of the land to Abram.

He now moves some thirty miles southward to Mamre

(that is, Hebron). This place is about ten miles south

of Salem, which is of interest because Melchizedec was

resident there.

At this point it became necessary to rescue Lot, the

nephew of Abram. This episode finds its origin in the

presence of Lot amongst these cities, due to his choice

of pasturage for his herd in that area. Abram rescues

Lot, but this rescue is only the prelude to his later
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rescue by the intercession of Abram with Ieue Alueim.

Following this, we have the fourth appearing of Ieue.

It is preliminary to the warfare of the nations. Here

Ieue reveals Himself as the Shield of Abram (15:1).

This refers especially to the dangers which had sur

rounded Abram in the military expedition he had under

taken in order to rescue Lot. And it also expresses the

safety of a seed coming from the loins of Abram (15:4).

Along with the above declaration Abram is told that Ieue

is his exceedingly increased Hire. This is in response to

Abram's refusal to take anything of the spoils of battle.

Turning to Abram's side of this appearance, we find

the major matter to be the question of the seed. Is the

son of Eliezer, running about in Abram's household, to

be the enjoyer of the tenancy? Such an idea is at once

rejected by Ieue (15:4), for He assures Abram that one

out of his loins shall be the tenant of Abram's allotment.

Furthermore, Abram is told that his seed is to be as

numerous as the stars of the heavens. This seed is not

yet affirmed as being borne by Sarai. This remains to be

said in 17:19.

These matters are confirmed by a covenant in which

Ieue alone takes part. Abram is instructed to take for

Ieue a heifer, a goat, a ram, a turtledove and a fledgling.

The animals are to be severed into parts in readiness for

the covenant. Abram is occupied in turning back the

opposition of the heavens against the covenant, as indi

cated by the predatory birds. This is until the setting

of the sun. Then Abram is overtaken by a stupor

(15:12). Thus he is prevented from making the cove

nant. The signs of leue's presence, a smoking stove

(figuring affliction) and a torch (figuring deliverance),

these pass between the severed parts. And thus the

covenant is ratified by one side only. And that Side is

Ieue, Who alone has the ability to perform it!

Abram is then told that his seed shall be afflicted for

four centuries. Not until the fourth generation shall the
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seed possess the land (15:16). Here is what appears to

be frustration of Ieue's promise, because the Amorite

has not yet been repaid (15:16).

Nevertheless, in that day, Ieue contracted a covenant,

and, in view of the assurance given to Abram of his own

seed, it is now said (15:18), "I give this land." The

statement regarding the land hitherto has been "I am

giving" (see 12:7 and 13:15). But here, in chapter

fifteen, the giving is completed matter, concluded with

a specific contract on Ieue's part, and the boundaries

are now stated in their widest extent.

In view of this fourth appearing, chapter sixteen seems

strange. From the human standpoint, there is a feeble

element which can be looked upon as an excuse for the

deflection which arises. Seeing that Sarai does not bear

for Abram, she suggests means whereby this deficiency

may be remedied. Abram is to take her Egyptian maid,

so that Sarai will be built by her. To this Abram agrees,

for this will also be his own seed. Thus the evil of the

prior deflection, in the visit to Egypt, provides yet

further cause to turn aside. Ten years have gone by

since the arrival in Canaan. Ishmael is the outcome.

Abram is 86 years old at this time. The flesh still has

strength. Sarai's advice is followed. The results cannot

be according to promise.

Thirteen years pass. Then Ieue responds (chapter 17).

uIam Al, Who-Suffices. Walk before Me, and become

flawless." This is the fifth appearing. Its import is

that walk must agree with faith. But Abram does not

understand about the seed.

Abram falls upon his face. This act of worship was

Abram's reaction to the alteration by Ieue of his own

name and that of Sarai. These were most significant

matters. The alterations really concern the matter which

is such a problem to Abram and Sarai, and which had

encouraged their compact. But Abram laughs; he is

considering his own body now deadened, and he exclaims,
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"0 that Ishmael should live before Thee!" (17:18).

Now Ieue confirms His covenant, asserting (17:19)

that Sarah was to bear a son for Abram. This is what

Abram has not hitherto understood. And now both

Abram and Sarai are as good as dead. It is in these

circumstances that we should view the institution of

circumcision in this appearance. This also is a covenant.

Yet it is really more. In the circumstances, it is a figure

that the flesh and all its powers are entirely cut off.

Abram is obedient to this.

Shortly a further appearing, the sixth, occurs (ch. 18).

This is at Mamre. The appearing is to confirm the fact

that Sarah was to bear a son for Abraham. This time,

Sarah takes part in the conversation. And, as did

Abraham in the previous appearance, Sarah laughs.

This draws forth Ieue's query, "Is anything too mar

velous for Ieue Alueim ?'' The answer, of course, is no,

for the fifth appearing had rested on the title ElSKaddai.

The son was to be named Isaac. In that name is

recorded the folly of Abraham and Sarah. At the same

time the name also recorded the joyous laughter result

ing from the fulfillment of Ieue's promises. Sarah

first laughed on her own account, but later she laughed

because Ieue caused her to do so (21:6). And here we

also laugh with Sarah.

Coupled with this sixth appearing, it is recorded that

Abraham interceded on behalf of Sodom. In this service

we begin to discern the developed understanding of

Abraham. In accord with the promise of blessing

through him, Abraham intercedes. And the intercession

shows his discernment of the Alueim's glory in relation

to His creatures.

The opening questions of Abraham (chapter 18) give

us the gist of his understanding, verses 23 to 25:

23 And close is Abraham coining and saying, "Indeed,
Sweeping up art Thou the righteous with the wicked ? raSo

24 become the righteous as the wicked." Perhaps, forsooth,
fifty righteous are there in the midst of the city. Indeed,
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Sweeping them up art Thou and not bearing *with 7the
entire0 place on account of the fifty righteous who are with-

25 in it? Far be it fromt0 Thee 'to do ^according to 'this word,
to cput to death the righteous with the wicked, and asso
come the righteous to be as the wicked. Far be it fromt0
Thee! The Judge of the entire Aearth, will He not ^execute
judgment ?"

This is a most remarkable grasp of the mercy of Ieue.

It shows His glory, for He will indeed do judgment.

To sweep up the righteous with the wicked, that would

not be judgment! It would be a crime!

Now Abraham is involved in a third deflection (chap

ter 20). He journeys south, and comes to sojourn at

Gerar between Kadesh and Shur. Related to the actual

fulfilling of Ieue's promise concerning a seed through

Sarah, there arose a new factor to be reckoned with.

Evidently her youth was renewed, for she obtained

power for the disruption of seed though beyond her

prime. It is most probable that her innate loveliness

is revived. The pact between Abram and Sarai, made

back in Charan (20:16), still works for evil.

Despite the height of understanding which Abraham

shows in the matter of Sodom, still here, in Gerar, we

perceive again the weakness of the flesh, for Abraham,

judging that the fear of the Alueim was absent from

Gerar, practiced the same tactics as in Egypt. This

imperiled the nation of the Philistines. This foreboded

an issue contrary to Ieue's ways through Abraham to

the nations.

Ieue used His resources and power to rectify the

position, and Abimelech is delivered. At the same time,

Ieue also shows the unique position of Abraham, for he

is a prophet, and he will pray for the king. Thus does

blessing come through Abraham.

Following this incident at Gerar, the promised seed

(Isaac) is born the following season. Sarah bears for

Abraham a son in his old age. Isaac was circumcised

the eighth day according to Ieue's instructions.

We have completed a brief survey of this biography
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of Abraham. Abraham seems to have continued to dwell

in the neighborhood of Gerar and Beersheba. It was in

this district that Isaac was born.

For a moment let us look again over the record to

discern, if possible, Abraham's progress before the

seventh appearing of Ieue.

Let us turn back to the beginning of Abram's call, as

recorded in Acts 7:3. The details behind Terah's move

ment, '' Come out of your land and from your relation

ship and come hither into the land which I would be

showing to you," commence with the word "come."

This is to Abram. He is responsive and obedient. Terah

appears to be sympathetic, but he is dominant, and a

hindrance. After the death of Terah, in Genesis 12:1,

Ieue's speaking becomes imperative. "It is "go." This,

according to Acts 7:4, c.v., is termed an exile. He was

exiled into this land of Canaan. Abram went out, not

versed as to where he was going* In each instance it is

by faith.

Let us link together the fact that Abraham was not

versed in where he is coming and the "go" of Ieue.

A little reflection makes evident to us that the "go" of

Ieue had in view the offering of Isaac (22:2). There

again Ieue says "go". But this time there is the

addition of the words, "into the land of Moriah."

Moriah means "Bitter-will-be" or "Bitterness," or it

might be rendered "AiM-will-be."

When go is connected thus, does it not suggest that

the ultimate aim has always been in regard to His only

Son and His Sacrifice ? Ieue called Abram with one aim,

to lead him to His only Son. And this Ieue did by means

of Abraham's only son (22:2). Whether we think of

Abram, or of the world, this bitterness is always before

Him.

As we reflect upon the words of Abraham to Isaac in

answer to Isaac's query, as they were en route to the

place of which Ieue had told Abraham, can we not
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realize that on this journeying, Abraham truly is seeing

and exulting in the day of Christ (John 8:56) ?

Isaac asked (Gn. 22:7), where is the flockling? Abra

ham replied; The Alueim will see for Himself as to the

flockling. The A.V. rendering " provide" is a nuance

not actually stated. When Abraham named the place

(verse 14), he links the word see to Ieue, that is Ieue-

jireh. And here, likewise, it is hardly "provide" but

rather "see." Ieue is seeing to the flockling.

This lays the full stress on the fact that Abraham was

walking by faith. As to sight, Abraham was seeing his

"only son" but, as to faith, Abraham was "reckoning

that God is able to be rousing Isaac from among the

dead." In a parable Abraham recovers Isaac from the

dead (Heb. 11:19). On Moriah prophecy was enacted.

Ieue saw, but Abraham believed. Thus Isaac's question

brings out that Abraham became acquainted with the day

of Christ. And, indeed, also that Abraham is the friend

of God, fellowshiping with the Alueim, having matters

in common.

But let us consider Abraham's progression in the

apprehension of the Al. For this we need to look again

at the details in between his call and this consummation.

But we must note that, in whatever way we look at

Abraham, whether as the forefather of Israel or as the

man of faith, Abraham is God's achievement.

Abram, in his own family and society, was viewed in

an exclusive and pre-eminent way, as a man of dignity.

But before, and in relation to Ieue, Abram was none of

these. He was just like the rest of the population, a

failure. He missed that God was greater than creation.

But, due to God's operation, Abram did attain a solitary

dignity as the friend of God.

At Ieue's first appearance to Abram, He makes clear

to him all that He purposed: To your seed am I giving

this land. This contains all, though specific details are

not expressed. We need to keep this in mind, for all
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that follows is but a working-out, an expressing of that

which was fully implicit in Ieue's first statement to

Abram. The appearings (or theophanies) of Ieue were

to instruct Abram. This they did in two senses; (1)

They conveyed in the form of promises God's intentions,

and (2) They required Abram to conform himself and

his walk to the Alueim's ways. In this way, during some

forty years, Ieue was revealed to Abraham.

We start with Abram's responsive disposition. Faith

leads this disposition to obey. But faith is not yet

instructed concerning the Alueim's glory. This lack of

understanding is seen in the fact that his responsive

disposition led to failure, for it gave rise to the activity

of the flesh. Faith takes its character from the specific

words of God. In the early years Ieue's word stressed

that He was giving the land to Abram's seed. When its

boundaries were defined (15), Abram has come to

understand concerning the land and concerning Ieue's

giving. The question of the seed is related to the land,

but this Abram did not understand. The Alueim's words

required Abram to believe that which was contrary to

circumstances. This is so both as regards the land and

the seed, for the former was already possessed by the

Canaanite. Nevertheless, it is thus early, and concerning

the seed (15:5) that there is an even higher demonstra

tion of faith exhibited by Abram. Ieue points him to

the stars to indicate the number to which his seed will

attain. Abram believes God. This believing is counted

to him for righteousness (v. 6). The question of the

seed is settled, as far as the fact. Understanding as to

how it can be, this is limited because Ieue's glory is

but partially grasped.

It is in such circumstances that the flesh can become

active. A disposition which is responsive can emphasize

matters. Abram came to fail because his faith did not

wait in expectancy. Thus it came to be that Abram's

faith was not affecting his walk (see 17:1).
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In Abram's responsiveness we see his goodness and

his good intentions superceding the walk of faith. This

is the flesh seeking to create circumstances whereby God

would be assisted in fulfilling His promise. This is

enshrined in Ishmael! Thirteen years of experience

intervene, so as to bring Abraham beyond expectation.

In this period Abraham learns that, though circumstances

seem to hide the Alueim's glory, even to the extent of

being greater than His glory in appearance, yet in actual

fact, such circumstances are needed ere God's glory is

unfolded. This is what Abraham learned, and so we see

him, though beyond expectation, yet he is believing with

expectation. This contradiction is the ideal which was

reached ere Isaac was born.

Faith reversed reason. Reason does not get hold of

that opinion of God's glory which enables the creature to

discover that in all possible ways God is paramount.

And thus reason ever tends away from the glorification

of God. The growth of Abraham's apprehensions of

the Subjector may be discerned by the use of the Divine

titles which occur in the record. God really used these

to instruct Abram. In each title, particular aspects of

God's glory are enshrined. Here we need the caution

that we ought not to think of any feature of the Deity as

being greater than any other.

Ieue is the One Who speaks to Abram right at the

start. This is the Subjector's name, and though of

special significance, yet it embraces all else connected

with the Deity. Ieue is the One concerning "Whom

Abram must learn.

Amidst the warfare (14), it is Al, the Subjector.

This One is supreme, above any other arbiter. Thus, Al

is greater than any of those arbiters with whom Abram

had done battle.

Later (chapter 15), the Shield and the Exceedingly

Increased Hire is used as the title which settled the

question of the giving of the land.
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Still later, in chapter 17, Ieue is the Al-Who-Suffices.

This title really ou^ht to have decided the question of

the seed, apart froixi^the impatience and activity of the
flesh.

Ieue Himself formulated all the foregoing names and

titles. But, after offering his son Isaac, Abraham himself

formulates the divine title which crystallizes the position

to which he has attained. It is Ieue-Jireh, that is, Ieue-

is-See-er. That suffices. Because of this, Abraham, for

his part, will walk by faith. And now, through the

years, Abraham has learned that faith is triumphant.

To this end Ieue probed Abraham. Ieue knew this at

the start. The probing was to demonstrate fully, con

cisely and clearly, to Abraham, that faith is triumphant.

So taught has Abraham become that in the evangel of

God, he is the great example of faith. It is in his foot

prints (Eomans 4:12) of faith that we are to walk.

Peter uses the footprints of the Lord Jesus for his

ministry, but Paul uses Abraham. Peter uses the Lord's

example in regard to suffering even when just.

Thus Abram, first sought by Ieue, has come to be the

friend of the Alueim. This came about through much

experience. His faith dispelled doubts. It reversed

reason. And it invigorated him so that he could give

glory to God. What a vast advance from the position he

was in, in Ur of the Chaldeans!

Even so, Abraham, though becoming the friend of

God, did not know the secret of the evangel. That brings

reconciliation. Yet even this may find a faint figure in

this family relationship—Father and Son, Abraham and

Isaac. In reconciliation, Iovq dispells all opposition and

all offense. And love ever maintains the relationship of

reconciliation.

The lesson to us in Abraham is this; faith is para

mount! In the evangel of God it agrees with grace and

makes salvation certain. Obedient faith is triumphant.

E. H. Clayton
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J. B. ^

Our brother in the Lord, Jacob Benjamin Frey, died

Saturday, August 17th, at the Frey Ranch at Cornville,

Arizona. He did not suffer and was up and around the

day before. He was born April 21, 1875 in Marion

County, Kansas, and, after attending Bethel College at

Newton, Kansas, he became a Mennonite missionary.

In 1903, accompanied by his wife, he went out to the

Hopi Indian Reservation in Arizona, where he spent 30

years as a missionary, and became a beloved friend of

the Indians. He was not only able to speak several

languages fluently, including that of the Hopi, but he

had also translated parts of the Bible and many religious

hymns into the Hopi Indian language.

He was one of the originators of the Southwest Bible

and Missionary Conference held anually at Flagstaff,

and was the originator of the Indian Bible Conferences

held anually at Prescott. He was active for many years

in these organizations.

After retirement as a missionary, he taught religion at

the Oklahoma Bible Academy, at Meno, Oklahoma.

He is survived by his wife, Aganetha Balzer Frey,

and the following sons and daughters: Theodore and

Wilbur Frey of Cornville, Arizona; Elmer Frey of

Romoland, Calif.; Alvin Frey of Shawnee, Okla.; Mrs.

Winifred Stryker of Ajo, Ariz.; and Mrs. Agnes Durnez

of Douglas, Arizona. Twelve grandchildren and four

great grandchildren also survive him.

Funeral services were conducted by Bro. Fred John

son, of Oraibi, Arizona, at the graveside in the Cotton-

wood Cemetary at 11 a.m., Wednesday, August 21.

Bro. Frey was untiring in his efforts to spread the

knowledge of the truths he loved so well, and suffered

often at the hands of his erstwhile friends and "breth

ren '' because of his unflinching insistence that the

Scriptures be handled Concordantly.
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THE TRANSCENDENT POWER OF GOD

Fellow young believers, let us for the moment consider

transcendence. It is such an important thing for believers to

realize, because it allows His Word to take root in our hearts

and become a living realization. Have you ever picked up a

two or three year old child and lifted him high above your

Head several times in play? If you have, then you know the
response to physical transcendence. The child opens his mouth

and cries in excitement and laughter, his whole being respond

ing to the wonderful sensation. And so it is with the man

within, which responds to the transcendent power of God.

The power of His spirit should cause us to rise above all else,

our joy in the realization of God making us independent of

the material world—literally a state of ovER-CASTedness. The

apostle Paul speaks of the transcendent grace of God for us—

it is His indescribable gratuity! Study out these passages:

2 Cor. 4:7, 17, 9:14; Eph. 1:19, 3:19. Our Father would have

us seek those things which are above (Col. 3:1), and eonian

(2 Cor. 4:18), and we know God does not ask more of us than

we are able. He, in His gratuity, places in us the power in

accord with the operation of the might of His strength so that,

in Christ, we are lifted above, freed from the yokes of this

system called the world.

Now, even with this spiritual transcendence, we realize that

we believers are still groaning and travailing. See Romans

8:23-27. You see, the groaning is "in ourselves"; the spirit

within us which is in accord with God is groaning in our behalf.

We must realize that the knowledge transcending love of

Christ in us does not leave us still ensnared to the world, but

allows us to take on the resurrection of Christ, to be walking

in spirit, putting off from us, as regards the former behavior,

the old humanity (Eph. 4:20-24). So we see, He is making us

able to truly realize His Word—even Colossians 3:1-17. Read

it closely. As God's chosen ones, study it. The power of God

manifested in us through Christ lifts us up, away and beyond

the soulish behavior so that we are truly able to speak to our

selves in psalms and hymns and spiritual songs, singing and

playing music in our hearts to the Lord. Being freed from the

concerns of the world, then, we are made ready to present our
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bodies a sacrifice, living, holy, well pleasing to God, our" logical

divine service (Ro. 12:1-2). Do you see how Scripture begins

to take on life? How the adversary must hate to see anyone be

wholly for the Lord, presenting their body a living sacrifice to

God! The god of this eon uses strategy; he is far from lax in

his desire to ensnare each of us again to the things of the

world. Believers can, and do, forget their position in Christ so

that the transcendent power of God is all but blotted out.

Let us look at it this way; With a little imagination, picture

a calf being sacrificed to the Lord. Now in the giving up of

this animal, could you imagine the calf arising and desiring

something for itself—for example, a pasture of grass, a pitcher

of milk or a bit of shade? No, of course not; the calf, being now

dead, is wholly, without reservation, for the Lord, and is in no

position nor condition to worry about itself. Now, is it such a

great stretch of the imagination to view ourselves as the sacri

fice, being for the Lord wholly and without reservation, being

in no position nor condition to think of ourselves? (In fact,

having no need of concern for ourselves). If you are not

definitely familar with Romans 12:1-2, stop to read it now. We,

like the calf, are to be dead (to the things of the world), yet

a living sacrifice (in Christ), and the word sacrifice, you see,

leaves us in no position nor condition to worry about ourselves.

Is it not true that the saints who groan aloud are those who

are looking after themselves and to themselves rather than to

God? We cannot be fleshly and spiritual, nor of the terrestrial

and of the celestial, nor serving ourselves and serving God.

We are told that faith in the Lord Jesus Christ baptizes us

into His death (Ro. 6:4), that even as Christ was roused from

among the dead through the glory of the Father, thus we also

should be walking in newness of life. For if we have become

planted together in the likeness of His death, nevertheless we

shall be of the resurrection also, knowing this, that our old

humanity was crucified together with Him. And here is the

glorious door into the realm of the Glory of our Lord. We to

put aside our former behavior which was in accord with the

world and walk in the kingdom of God, the joint-allotment

among the saints—for this freedom Christ calls us. Just as

we are not to enslave ourselves to the law, we are also not to

enslave ourselves to the traditions and behavior patterns of

mankind, for being crucified and resurrected in Christ we no

longer are in a position nor condition to behave as those who

do not know our Lord. For Christ's sake we do not want to be

spiritually amnesic, seeking and enslaving ourselves to that

which is not ours, (indeed, that which we have been called

from) or to be ignoring the power God places in us, for us to be

in our realm which is inherent in the heavens; and where it is

laughable to envision a sacrificial calf asking for grass or milk

or shade, it is the adversary's victory for the called saints

of God to seek the things of the world which are intrinsically

snares that yoke the freed man in Christ to the world and to
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the soulish man's problems. In 2 Cor. 4:17 we read that Paul

and his co-workers were weak, dishonored, hungering, thirsting,

naked, buffeted, unsettled, toiling, working with their own

hands, being reviled, persecuted, calumniated—as the offscour

ings of the world, the scum of all things hitherto. Yet he con

siders all these as momentary lightness of affliction which

produced a burden, yet not a burden as we ordinarily think of

one, but rather a burden of glory which is transcendently

transcendent, because they were not noting what was being

observed, but rather what was not being observed—the secret

of the transcendent power of God's spirit in us to make each

of us able.

You see, we should not be so concerned with the afflictions

that overtake us; we may be expecting them as long as there

is an adversary actively working against our God of love. His

love, His grace, His spirit in us grants us the power to rise

above them so that we can truly be undistractedly His (1 Cor.

7:35),—a living sacrifice. Now a distracted sacrifice must be

a bit of folly in the imagination; how can it exist? Either we

are sacrifices to God, or we are not sacrifices to God. In Christ

we are neither blinded nor bound. The eyes of our hearts are

opened to know His will and we are made capable of transcend

ence—walking in spirit, not being conformed to this eon nor

the ways of mankind—for His spirit is severing old bonds and

opening all doors. O! surely an occassion to be rejoicing to

gether with all the saints in every manner of expression for

the riches of His grace to us—He is giving us the pojwer; let us

use it for the sake of our Lord Jesus Christ. He has died for

us; we are able to live for Him. Contributed

PHILIPPIANS 1:19-27

Dear young readers, I hope you do not merely read this

article and fail to look up and study every reference to the
Scriptures that I am giving you. My purpose in writing these

articles is to help you study the precious Word of God. Be sure

to look up every reference so that you may be well established

in the Word.

My subject in this issue is Paul's Indifference to Death.

Man and all other animals have an instinctive fear of death

which has nothing to do with religious training or a feeling of

guilt. Death is man's worst enemy and will be the last one to be

destroyed. Death is the consequence of the penalty for sin.

(Gn. 2:17). Adam sinned, knowing the penalty (1 Tim. 2:14).

That penalty passed on to the whole human race, which in its

turn caused all to sin. "Therefore even as through one man sin

entered into the world and through sin death, and thus death

passed through into all mankind, on which all sinned." (Rom.

5:12). We sin because we are dying. We do not have life

enough in these mortal bodies to live up to God's standard.
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Death is not "a door into another existence." It is spoken

of in the Scriptures as sleep (John 11:11). There is no know

ledge or consciousness in death (Ecc. 9:10). The immortality

of the soul is Satan's lie, which man still believes rather than

God's Word.

If we look at creation we find the reverse of death. God

created the body from the soil; then he breathed into it the

spirit of the breath of the living and man became a living soul

(Gn. 2:7). The soul was not something added but was the

result of the union of body and spirit. The spirit was God-

given, and was not a conscious living person before God gave it,

neither will it be a conscious living being when it returns to

the God Who gave it.

Death is a return. The body returns to the soil (Gn. 3:19).

The spirit returns to the God Who gave it (Ecc. 12:7). The

soul returns to the unseen (Psa. 9:17, Acts 2:26-31). But for

the death of Christ, the human race would have perished. Adam

was the head of the race and in him all men die. The penalty

of sin would have been executed upon every human being.

Paul had revealed just how much the death of Christ meant

to the race. He came—the second Adam—the new Head of the

race and "As in Adam all are dying—even so in Christ shall

all be made alive." (2 Cor. 15:22. Ro. 5:12, 18, IB). Knowing

all these things Paul was unafraid. His faith was in Christ.

He was a prisoner, facing trial from which he knew he might

receive the death penalty. Yet so dedicated was he to Christ

Jesus that he was not worrying. He spoke with all boldness.

His only thought was to magnify Christ in his body. "For me

to be living is Christ, and to be dying gain." "With Christ have
I been crucified, yet I am living—yet no longer I—but living

in me is Christ." (Gal. 2:20).

And to be dying gain, not a personal gain. He is speaking of

the cause of Christ. If he dies a martyr's death that would be

gain for the cause of Christ. If he lived, that meant only fruit,

fruit from work to this devoted slave of Christ. Paul is not

stating which he prefers because he is being pressed out of the

two—having a yearning for the solution, to be together with

Christ (1 Thes. 5:9-10, 2 Cor. 15:50-54). That is the blessed

hope that Paul himself has revealed to us. The hope of the

coming of the Lord to call us to meet Him in the air (1 Thes. 4:

16-18). And so shall we be ever with the Lord. What a

blessed hope! What a glorious destiny! To serve where we can

accomplish whatever is in the heart of our blessed Lord for us

to do. Not in weakness and failure, but in power and glory of

the Lord. It was this constant desire that was always in the
heart of Paul, and that same blessed hope should ever be in our

own hearts.

The knowledge that Christ had conquered death and will

destroy it should be our comfort in time of trouble. When our

loved ones are taken by death; whether they are in Christ or

not, we have the blessed consolation, "As in Adam all are dying,
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even so in Christ will all be vivified/1 (1 Cor. 15:22). So let us

not sorrow as those having no consolation, or expectation

(1 Thes. 4:13). We should show our faith at such times and,

like Paul, have no fear of death. Oh, how the saints, as well as

the world, need what God has so graciously revealed to us

through Paul. l.n.g.

A GOOD ANSWER

Daughter: What would be a good rule for me to follow in

choosing my clothing?

Mother: Women are to be adorning themselves in raiment,

decorously, with modesty and sanity and what is

becoming to women professing a reverence for God.

—I Timothy 2:9,10

GENESIS

The first part of the Concordant Version of the Hebrew

Scriptures, In a Beginning, commonly called Genesis, is now

available in a black simulated leather cover with gold title, at

fifty cents each. We are anxious to do all we can to get these

into circulation, and our friends are invited to help. Our usual

discount will apply—25 per cent on four copies or more. We
pay the postage, and will mail either direct to you or to the

addresses you furnish. This book, containing the extensive

introduction, will serve to explain the advantages of the Con

cordant "Old Testament" to your friends. It also advertises

the Concordant Version of the Greek Scriptures and introduces

the reader to the aims and purposes of the Concordant Publish
ing Concern. A one page advertisement for this book has

been printed, describing its features, and showing a sample

page, which is suitable for giving or mailing to your friends

who may be interested. Request only as many as you can

conscientiously use. e.o.k.

TIMOTHY DAVID KNOCH

Born July 11th to David and Nancy Knoch at their home,

Dana, Saugus, California, and weighing 6 pounds 7 ounces, was

Timothy David Knoch, great-grandson of the Editor. Circum

stances at the time of his birth definitely indicated the Lord's
hand and guidance, and for this we are praising Him, and

praying that the new life may be used in His service, should

He tarry. Mother and son are doing well at this writing. e.o.k.

KAREN MARIE HANSEN

The second great-grandchild of the Editor, Karen Marie,

was born to Mr. and Mrs. Fred C. Hansen, at Knochaven, Aug.

28, at 10:16 a.m., weighing 6 pounds, 4 ounces. Both the

mother, the former Gwendolyn Knoch, and baby are doing

well as we go to press. d.e.k.
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HENRY BEDFORD

The death of Bro. Henry Bedford, on June 21, not only closed

a long period of failing health, but it also severed a connection

covering many years with the Sheffield Concordant Scripture

Study Class. He was a faithful brother, staunch for the inspira
tion of the Scriptures, and insistent upon correct partitioning
as a means to understand them. These features he recognized

as well exemplified in the Concordant Version. From the

early days of his faith, he had perceived that only from the

Scriptures could a knowledge of God be gleaned. This outlook

enabled him to learn that God did designate beforehand. Its

companion truth, God's righteousness for the believer, enabled

our brother to appreciate that it was not for him to seek to

produce righteousness, but rather, in his walk, to use the

righteousness God had bestowed upon him in Christ. For the

writer of this notice, Bro. Bedford's decease suspends a fellow

ship of over fifty years in matters which are of consequence,

the inspired Scriptures. With our brother, we await our Lord's

rousing and vivifying call to meet Him in the air. e.h.c.

GEORGE SIMMONS

We record the falling asleep in Christ on June 14th, of our

esteemed brother in the Lord, George Simmons, of East

Preston, Victoria, Australia, in his 91st year. Our brother had

been acquainted with the truth for many years, after having

earlier connections with Methodist and I.B.S.A. folks. In

sharing his knowledge of the deeper truths we rejoice in, he

was a pioneer, and our present fellowship is a continuation of

meetings held in his home. To his widow is extended the solace

and friendship in like precious faith of the coming of our

Lord for His own, when together we shall meet Him in the air.

So, until that glad morning breaks, we wait and listen for

His voice. j.c.f.

VIOLET MacGREGOR TAYLOR

Leader of the Concordant study group in Montreal for a

number of years, our sister in the Lord, Mrs. L. R. Taylor had

to give up this joy because of ill health, some five or six years

ago. Her knowledge of God's Word was remarkable, and she

is spoken of as "a tower of strength" by those who were

associated with her. Her passing occurred suddenly, on

Wednesday, June 5th, 1957. Her presence will be missed, not

only by her associates in the Lord, but by her husband and four

sisters and four brothers, who survive. Having known her by

correspondence only, we shall be looking forward to that blessed

day when we shall have the privilege of meeting her face to

face! e.o.k.
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MOONSTRUCK

Mankind as a whole is becoming more and more con

cerned with the celestials in these last days, notwith

standing the serious state of things on the earth itself.

Not only does it seem that they are rushing into the

last days before the return of Christ to the earth, when

the man of sin will unite all mankind under the

sovereignty of Satan, but they are seeking to extend

their scepter to include the universe by means of " space

ships" and "satellites." Their first endeavor seems to

be limited to reaching the moon. It has been rumored

that one nation has already planned a station on the

lunar surface. What light is shed upon these "scientific"

efforts by the Word of God?

STRAYING MESSENGERS

This is not the first time that God's creatures have tried

to break the bonds imposed upon them by the Subjector,

and have left their own habitation, over which they

were sovereign, and invaded the territory of others.

Jude (1:6) tells us of messengers who did so. As their

name implies the power to leave their own place in order

to carry messages to others, and they actually accom

plished their object, it seems that they were so consti

tuted as to live in the place that they appropriated. But

they were not allowed to enjoy it. It was as though

they were bound, not by chains or any material restraint,

but by imperceptible gloom that blinded them and made

all further action on their part impossible.

God, in His great wisdom, has created a variety of

creatures in His universe, and has assigned to each a

special part in His plan. He has prepared a place for

them and them for the place, so that all would be in
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harmony with their environment. As the sinning

messengers discovered, it is not only unwise, but disas

trous, to leave the place assigned by God and go to

another, for which they were not created and adapted.

This variety is necessary in order to fully reveal all

sides of the divine character. Mankind (Adm) is

probably most like God, in spirit, as a sovereign over

the lower creatures, but Hebrew also connects the name

with Adme ground, his habitation. His flesh and blood

were taken from the soil of the ground, and humanity

cannot live without it as it is constituted at present.

humanity's sovereignty

The name given by God to humanity seems to indicate

its relation to God in spirit and its relation to the earth

in flesh. Adm suggests that humanity is most-UKE the

Subjector in relation to the lower creation in regard to

sovereignty. It is all subject to his sway. It is worth

while to ponder this account in Genesis (1:26-28) and to

note the words sway and subdue.

26 And saying is the Alueim, "Make will We humanity in
Our image, 7andn according to Our likeness, and sway shall
they 'over the fish of the sea, and 'over the flyer of the
heavens, and 'over the beast, and 'over all land "life0, and
'over every moving animal moving on the land."

27 And creating is the Alueim ^humanity in His image. In
the image of the Alueim He creates Ht. Male and female He
creates Hhem.

28 And blessing Hhem is the Alueim. And saying to them is
the Alueim, "Be Ffrnitful and increase and fill Nthe earth,
and subdue it. And sway 'over the fish of the sea, and 'over
the flyer of the heavens, 'and 'over the beast/ 'and 'over all
the earth,0 and 'over all life 'moving on the land."

HUMANITY'S HABITATION

The name given to mankind in Hebrew exhibits one of

the excellencies of this natural language, for it expresses,

in one word, humanity's relation to God in spirit as well
as to earth in flesh, for adme (with the indicative e sound

added) is the name for ground. It points to man's origin,

sustenance and, when sin entered, to his end. Being
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material, our senses can apprehend it, so that it should

help us to grasp our spiritual nature, for we are also

out of the Subjector, and live by His spirit, and will

become one with Him when He is All in all.

But Adam was not formed from the ground alone but

of soil from the ground. Even on earth there are regions

where man cannot live, though there is an abundance

of ground, but no water. In fact, the most fertile soil

will not produce food for humanity apart from water,

for the human body is mostly fluid. So this is one of the

essentials of human life.

Ground is all that is needed for a dead man, but a

living human must also have air. Humanity is fitted

to live on the ground, but in the air. Its food comes

from beneath its feet, but it is submerged in the cir

cumambient atmosphere.

These basic truths concerning humanity ought to

show clearly what is its God-given habitation and- sov

ereignty, and that, as it is at present constituted, its

place and position is on the earth, and its commission is

to exercise control over the creatures upon it. But there

is no indication, either in God's word or in his world

that man is constituted to operate in any other environ

ment.
UNINHABITABLE PARTS OF THE EARTH

We have often wondered why the Creator, or rather,

the Eeadjuster, had made so much of the earth unin

habitable. Now we wonder why mankind has not learned

the lessons that this teaches. Perhaps the first and most

obvious is the contrast which these present to the more

livable areas, so that these may be appreciated and thus

arouse thankfulness to their Creator. But now that

man is seeking to find other habitations in different parts

of the universe, these should show clearly what are the

conditions essential for human habitation. If man cannot

live without soil or water or air, they should investigate,

if possible, and see if these conditions are met before

spending any money for transportation thither.
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INTERSTELLAR SPACE

God has put an enormous barrier between the earth

and other parts of the stellar sphere, so far as man is

concerned. This is composed of the three heavens and

the space that lies beyond. Other barriers, such as the

heat of the sun or of the stars, and their distance, we

will leave to our readers to imagine, if they can, and

confine ourselves to the trip to the moon, which seems

to be the first and only project which men of science are

endeavoring to solve at present, as it will also be the

last.
AIR

As a supply of food and water could possibly be taken

along, the first difficulty would be to provide ourselves

with air. This has been partially solved by aeronautes

already. Although they can only fly a minute measure

of the distance to the moon, they need to carry a supply

of oxygen and wear a mask, in the higher regions of the

atmosphere. This method would demand a cargo of

oxygen far beyond the tonnage of any space ship. More

over, higher up, the pressure on the body would be so

small that all would be in danger of bursting, like a

deep-sea animal which comes to the surface. Even if we

stay in a pressure cabin, we can't wear that on the moon

when we get there.

FOOD AND WATER

Perhaps it is possible to imagine the necessary trans

portation of food and water needed for the trip and

return, but it is most unlikely that they could be

swallowed or assimilated under such abnormal condi

tions.
A TRIP TO THE MOON

I well remember making "A Trip to the Moon" in a

theater in Los Angeles over sixty years ago, so I should

be an expert on the subject by this time. But we made

it under ideal conditions, in about two hours' time, so

carried no reserve supply of food or water or air. Even
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when we apparently alighted on its surface, these things

did not trouble us. It would have been very difficult if

we had spent days or weeks in reaching it in reality.

We will not consider the difficulties connected with

transportation thither, but only the breaking of the

bonds which hold mankind to its earthly abode, and

would keep it from making a habitation out of the moon.

LUNAR HABITATION

Our question is not one of transportation, but of habita

tion and sovereignty. Can we dwell on the moon and be

masters of all that we survey? After I took the trip to

the moon, I took special interest in observing it as

closely as possible through a telescope, and I came to

the conclusion that it was absolutely unfit for a human

abode. It has none of the essential features that make

the earth the home of mankind. So far as it is possible

to discern through a telescope, it lacks the three essen

tials—air, water and soil—of which mankind is made

and on which it depends for its subsistence.

The surface of the moon, judging by its lights and

shadows, is far more rugged than that of the earth.

Some of the mountains seem twice as high as our highest.

There is not the slightest indication of water, either

rivers, or seas, or oceans. There is no atmospheric

phenomena, so air seems utterly lacking. It is not only

dead, but deadly, so far as habitation is concerned, the

last place a man on earth would go to make a home, or

to add to his kingdom. In a very real sense it is lunacy

for humans to make any contact with it. Spiritually,

as we shall see, it represents the chief adversary of God

and man.
RULERS OF THE CELESTIALS

But, thank God, His gracious plans provide for us a

much more marvelous, even a miraculous change of

habitation and subjugation than that of the messengers

whom He condemned, or that of mere mortals who grasp

for the moon. They were led by Satan contrary to God's
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will. We will be called by Christ in fullest accord with

the highest exhibition of divine grace and love. Even

as Israel, under Christ, will be given the glory of all

lands for their habitation on the earth, and will subject

the nations to the will of leue here below, so shall we,

the joint-body of Christ, be given the highest place

among the celestials as our home, and the rule over the

spiritual powers above.

humanity's bonds

But how can this be ? We are human, and need air to

breathe, and water to drink, and food to eat, and cannot

live apart from our present habitation on the earth,

even as the worldly unbeliever. We may not realize it,

but we are bound, even as the sinning messengers, in

bodily bonds which bind us to the earth and its water

and its atmosphere, by our physical frames. We may

soar aloft, in spirit, to the heavens above, and even to

the celestial spheres, but our todies are tied to the

terrestrial. Flesh with blood is not able to enjoy a

celestial allotment. Humanity is dying, and corruption

cannot enter an incorruptible heritage (1 Cor. 15:50).

Yet t^he believer in Christ already differs radically

from the unbeliever, but this is limited to his spirit

The unbeliever is at home in the world, but we are away

from home from the Lord, but we delight rather to be

away from home out of the body, and to be at home with

the Lord (2 Cor. 5:6). In spirit we are like Christ,

Who died and was roused and is already seated among

the celestials. We are like a man who has two houses,

one a rickety ruin in a slum which will have to be torn

down, and the other a magnificent palace in which he

shares his rule with the King. He is no longer at home

in the first, and longs to live in the second. But he

cannot unless he is changed, and fitted for his new

environment.
THE GREAT CHANGE

So long as our bodies are flesh and blood we cannot
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enjoy a celestial allotment. Corruption can have no

part in the sphere of incorruption. Consequently we

shall be changed. Our soulish body must be transformed

into a spiritual one. The life that we inherited from

Adam must be replaced by that which we are given by

Christ. How can this be received? Very much as we

received the earnest of the spirit at first. Then we were

given the power to receive His word by reading the

Scriptures or by hearing it from one of His saints.

But the great change will not take place until we hear

the voice of the Lord Himself, with the trumpet of God,

calling us to meet Him in the air, so to be with Him

always (1 Thes. 4:16-18).

THE SPIRITUAL BODY

A spiritual body is essential for life among the

celestials. Man's soulish body will never be able to

live anywhere but on earth. Christ Himself after His

resurrection, is the best example. Although He looked

like a gardener, He ascended to God, His Father. He

appeared to the disciples through locked doors, His

body seemed to be the same as before, without blood and

open wounds (Jn. 20:17-29). To Paul, however, at their

first meeting He appeared as blinding light. It is clear

from this that the celestial body will have none of the

weaknesses of our present mortal tenement.

SATANIC IMITATION

Seeing that it is God's purpose to select a section of

humanity to rule the celestial realm, as well as the earth,

with Christ, we should expect a satanic imitation to

precede the divine event. This is very clear in the case

of earthly rule, for the man of sin will rise as universal

dictator of the nations at the end of this eon, just before

the Messiah of Israel takes His great power and rules

the nations in righteousness. Already there are indica

tions of his advent, for the head of the United Nations,
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theoretically, has this authority already. But we will be

with Christ before he is unveiled.

So, also, it seems that the Adversary is seeking to

stage a false pre-view of the rule of the saints among

the celestials. By means of many thrilling stories about

space ships, and through so-called "satellites," and

"scientific" investigations of the atmosphere and the

heavens, mankind is presented with a satanic imitation

of the rule of the saints among the celestials. May it be

so! Let us listen at all times for His summons to meet

Him in the air! May Satan's maneuvers help to lift up

our hearts, to wait for His Son to call us to Himself.

THE JURISDICTION OF DARKNESS

Thus it is that the highest aspirations of humanity

will be fulfilled by God and His Christ. Apart from

the great Subjector this is impossible and vain. Man

kind cannot even control its own habitation, so has no

call to extend its rule beyond the earth. After thousands

of years of residence on this sphere, its nations devote

their main efforts and greatest wealth to the destruction

of one another. God will not allow this to go too far

before He will intervene and the rule of the universe

will be taken over by His Christ and the saints and

they will rule until all is subject to the great Subjector,

and He becomes the Father of all. a.e.k.

ATOMIC ACTION

Among the latest discoveries of science is the secret of

"splitting the atom," but its name a-tom os UN-cuT-able,

and reference works, both describe it as indivisible, and

so the smallest particle of matter. Now, however, this

definition needs revision, for science has succeeded in

dividing it. It is said to be the most minute little

creation of God, like a tiny world by itself, made up of
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much smaller particles. The scientists were astonished

to find that the energy-laden center of the atom is en

circled by unimaginably small satellites, like a miniature

sun system, and how, whenever it is split, an enormous

amount of energy is generated.

According to God's purpose mankind may make use

of this source of energy. It is well known how, in human

hands, it may deal out destruction and death. Paralyzing

astonishment at the atom bomb has seized the nations,

as it threatens the fearful danger of self-extinction.

And even the use of the atom for peaceful purposes is

frought with danger, because of its radio-active effects.

No intelligent believer needs to wonder at this, for

we live in man's day, in which we reap only fruit with

a bitter kernel. Even if the researchers succeed in solv

ing the problem of the death-dealing rays, so that the

work day may be greatly shortened, yet they will never

be able to master another danger which would arise out

of the idleness of mankind, for that would lead to in

creased sin and fearful depravity. It was very good

that God arranged that the first humans, and all the

rest after them, should earn their daily bread by the

sweat of their brows.

Now, however, there is a bright contrast to this dark

future, which is also "atomic" in a sense. Indeed,

God's Word is more scientific than any of men's books.

Those who know a minimum of Greek will find the stem

a-tom (un-cut, instant) in the midst of a deep revela

tion, which the Lord gave to His ecclesia. "Lo! a secret

to you am I telling! We all, indeed, shall not be put to

repose, yet we shall all change in an instant, in the

twinkling of an eye, at the last trump" (1 Cor. 15:51-52).

It is the word "instant" which is atom6 in Greek. And

it is most apt that it occurs in the revelation of a secret.

This secret refers to the change of the living believer,

when the Lord comes, and is one of our most glorious

promises. And this will take place "in an atom." Yet
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it is not an atom of matter or of space, but of time. By

the use of this expression God wishes to tell us that this

great change will be accomplished in the shortest pos

sible time we can imagine, so that it is indivisible, the

junction between the past and the future. He has not

misnamed it like the scientists, so we may be sure that

there will be no long drawn out delay.

Now notice this striking contrast: When the material

atom is brought into activity by man, it may cause the

death of hundreds of thousands. But when, at Christ's

presence, the time atom is brought into operation, a

much greater number of humans will be changed from

mortality and death into immortality and life. It is

quite warranted for men to fear the successes of science

in the study of the atom. But as to us when we read of

the time atom in God's Word, our hearts are filled with

the greatest joy, full of ardent expectation, for, in the

" space" of this atom we will enter a life of genuine

glory.

Yet, even in the sphere of the space atom, God will

put to shame the men who operate apart from Him.

When His Son reigns in His realm on earth, He will

not only guide the affairs of mankind, but, in unimagin

able ways, use the forces of nature for the blessing of

the race, and, most probably, that will include atomic

power. Then mankind will look back with astonishment

and delight to the era of the terrible atom bomb, and see

that the Son of Mankind alone is able to apply this

power for the best benefits of creation. We may suppose

that God has now disclosed atomic power to us, so that

nobody will be able to claim in that day, that, with its

help, men also would have had the power to make the

earth a paradise.

Let us always remember that all the evils of man's day

will add to the glory of Christ in His coming kingdom.

If the present efforts to produce permanent peace, on

the part of high-thinking but God-neglecting men, would
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succeed, then they would deserve credit for preparing

for His reign of peace and welfare, and that would

detract from the fame of our Saviour's name. Such plans

for world betterment are in direct conflict with God's

prophecies, and would cancel them. A glance at Eomans

3:15-18 will show how bloody and wretched and full of

strife and godlessness man's ways have been, and will

be, apart from Christ, our Lord.

Thus it is that the course of events is fulfilling God's

predictions and emphasizing that His "Word is truth.

Besides this, by the futility of their efforts men prepare

a eontrastive background for the glorious reign of

Christ. The fact that He will base His Kingdom on the

ruins of human mismanagement, and on its complete

bankruptcy, will fully convince them that the Son of

God alone is able to really reign for their best interest.

And that will lead the folkstems to praise the Lord

(Ps. 67:3-5). Then will be fulfilled what Isaiah proph-

ecied:

For a day for Ieue of hosts is on everyone proud and high,

And on everyone lifted up, And abased is he. (Is. 2:12, C.V.)

And prostrate is the haughtiness of humanity,

And abased is the highness of mortals,

And impregnable is Ieue alone in that day. (Is. 2:17, C.V.)

If we consider all the fearful present and impending

occurrences in the light of this prophecy, rest and peace

will fill our hearts because we will see God's preparation

for the glorification of His Son. And when He brings

His heavy judgment over mankind, we will not only

thank Him for our rescue by the previous call to the

air, but that His anger is poured out to correct His

sadly deceived creatures. M. Jaegle
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THE STATE OF DISRUPTION

As the interest in this subject seems very intense, and

we feel that we have failed to fully cover some phases of

it, we add a few paragraphs.

DISRUPTION A FACT

The literal disruption of the earth should help us to

clarify and define our thoughts as to its usage. We know

that the earth was once disrupted—an act in the past.

But more than that, it is still in that state, it is a dis-

rwption. Moreover, it will continue to be so until the

new creation. Consequently, in time, we may date

occurrences as before it, after or from it. But this may

mean either from the event, or from the condition. But

the fact that it is never spoken of as the disruption but

always omits the definitive, the article the, leads us to

conclude that the condition is in view at all times, not

the initial action, that is, before world disruption. We

will alter it in the next edition of the Concordant Ver

sion. We would change it to after disruption also, if the

English idiom would allow it. This is shown however,

by the lightfaced "the."

THE CONTEXTUAL EVIDENCE

All was holy and flawless before world disruption, as

recorded in the beginning of Genesis. The earth itself

had not been turned into a chaos. Adam had not sinned

and offended Alueim, and thus turned humanity into a

similar, but spiritual, chaos. Both of these continue

until this day, and will persist in measure until the new

creation. Only those who were chosen in Christ before

world disruption enter a new creation now, in spirit, and

so partake of His holiness and flawlessness in this admin

istration (Eph. 1:4). Corresponding to this, our future

will not be spent among Adam's descendants, on this

chaotic earth, but among the celestial realms above.
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Christ, as a flawless and unspotted Lamb, was fore

known, indeed, before world disruption even as we were

(Jn. 17:24,1 Pt. 1:20, Eph. 1:4). Yet all else connected

with God's past and future administrations date from

a state of disruption. The Lambkin was slain (Rv. 13:8),

the scroll of life was written (Ev. 17:8), the works occur

(Hb. 4:3), blood was shed (Lu. 11:50), the kingdom

was made ready (Mt. 25:34)—all these things which

resulted from, and are an answer to, disruption, could

not take place until after it was a fact, or a settled

state, as the absence of the definite article implies. Not

all could be a single occurrence, for the blood of all the

prophets... from the blood of Abel to the blood of

Zechariah was not shed at one time thereafter, but at

intervals, beginning from the state or condition of

disruption. earthquake

That the physical disruption was brought about by

an earthquake is made most probable in the prediction

of the great earthquake of the future (Rv. 16:18), such

as did not occur since mankind came to be on the earth.

It will actually move islands. This shows clearly that

the disruption occurred before the creation of Adam.

But our Bibles record no such event. It has been

eliminated by the translators by making the earth a

chaos at creation!

ETERNAL RETRIBUTION

The fundamental doctrine of God's deity or "sover

eignty," grand and glorious as it is, has been almost

eclipsed by that of "eternal retribution." God's choice

of some in order to reach the rest has been perverted in

to an ungodly decree to damn the non-elect. Even where

the dogma of eternal damnation has been held in the

head, we are glad to say that it has not, as a rule, found

a harbor in the heart. What Calvinists, in their inmost
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being, crave, and what is absolutely necessary in order

to rescue God's grandest glory from the shadow of in

justice and hate, is a release from the intolerable tradi

tion that God does that which is utterly abhorrent to

all just men, which would forever obscure His glory

and estrange His creatures from His heart of love. He

would be a defeated, dishonored and despised deity,

notwithstanding His display of boundless love in the

sacrifice of His beloved Son, if this leads to the eternal

torment of untold myriads of His creatures.

How many a Calvinist has sighed for deliverance

from this intolerable load! And there is a full deliver

ance, through a more consistent and scientific study of

God's Word! Not through unbelief, nor by twisting the

Scriptures, but through faith, and untwisting the in

consistencies of human translations of the inspired re

cords. The passages that insist that all will be reconciled

through the blood of Christ's cross (Col. 1:20), so that

God will be All in all (1 Cor. 15:28), are true, and we

may not only believe them but exult in them with all

our heart! Those that contradict them, such as "these

shall go away into everlasting punishment" (Mt. 25:46)

are false translations, for the chastening of the living

nations is for one eon only. The fatal mistake of transla

tors has been to render the word eon in terms of endless

ness, when there are several of these periods, each of

which has a beginning and an end, and all come to a

close at the consummation. For ever and ever is self-

contradictory. For the eons of the eons (the last two as

related to the first three) makes sane and sober sense.

Should you see how variously and inconsistently the

Greek word aion has been translated in our many Eng

lish versions, you would immediately see that something

must be wrong. But when you study a concordant ver

sion you will receive such a flood of light from a mere

transliteration (in which the English eon always exactly

replaces the Greek aion) that you would be absolutely

convinced that this is right. And this alone will relieve
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you of this nightmare of Calvinism! There is no eternal

retribution! No unbeliever will escape God's just judg

ment, but this is not endless. He will go into the

second death, but, at the consummation, long afterward,

all shall be vivified in Christ, even as all are dying in

Adam (1 Cor. 15:22). The eonian process has been con

fused with the goal. Get rid of such false translations as

everlasting and eternal, and you will be able to believe

all that God has said, and in its proper place and time.

How glorious could Calvinism be if it would be a

blessing to the "non-elect!" Christ was God's elect, not

to damn us, but to save us. We are chosen by Him, not

to destroy the rest, but to serve them. Besides, " elec

tion " involves, not merely salvation, but eonian life and

glory. This the unbeliever loses. Those chosen are lite

the Israelite who recovered his estate before the jubilee.

Those not chosen recover their portion in God's great

jubilee, at the consummation. By all means let us prize

the added grace and glory which comes to us, but salva

tion is for all, though specially for those who believe.

(1 Tim. 4:10).

Nebuchadnezzar was taught the great truth that no

one can say to God, "What doest Thou?" (Dan. 4:35).

Paul puts it plainer: "Who is operating all in accord

with the counsel of His will" (Eph. 1:11). Its fullest

expression is found at the close of the great administra-

tional section of Eomans: "out of Him and through

Him and for Him is all. To Him be the glory for the

eons! Amen!" (Eom. 11:36). Let us never dare to dim

and debase and destroy this marvelous fundamental on

which all true knowledge of God must be based, by al

lowing false translations to deny it. And let us believe

all the precious passages which insist that God saves

(1 Ti. 4:10), justifies (Eo. 5:18), and vivifies (1 Ti. 6:13)

all mankind, and will reconcile all His estranged crea

tures, whether on the earth or in the heavens, through

the blood of His Christ's cross (Col. 1:20.) a.e.k.
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PUNISHMENT AND JUDGMENT

Punishment is one of the main themes of theology.

Earnest seekers after truth are perplexed about it,

not being able to reconcile it with the ways of God

in love. That there is something amiss with the

thought is clearly shown by the fact that it is very

seldom needed in an accurate concordant version.

Although it occurs over sixty times in our popular

Authorized Version, often as an act of God, it does

not occur at all in the so-called O.T., and only thrice

in the New. There it is used twice of Paul's perse

cution of the saints (Ac. 22:5, 26:11). It is never

used of God's discipline, as is usually supposed.

PUNISH

In the O.T. it is used for about ten different words,

in the N.T. about six. These are dry but important

facts, which should show how hopeless it is to obtain

a clear idea of God's ways from our popular ver

sions. The dictionary says that punish means "to

afflict with pain, loss, or suffering for a crime or

fault." But the word most often translated "puliish"

in the A.V. means NOTE, visit, either in a good or

bad sense. A notable odcurence is found in Gn. 50:24.

Joseph, in predicting the return of Israel to the land,

said, "Alueim will verily visit you." He certainly

did not punish Israel at the exodus! On the other

hand, the context may show that the visitation is on

account of sin or evil (Ex. 32:34). This the word

does not express. It should not be rendered "punish."

As a noun it denotes supervision or supervisor

(Nu. 3.32).

JUDGE

Judge is another term, like visit, which is neutral,
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and may be used of good as well as evil. Although

the A.V. uses it for ten different Hebrew words, it

usually stands for one stem shpht. They also

translate it "defend" and "deliver," for judgment

in the Scriptures is by no means limited to condem

nation and doom. Judgment is for the fatherless

(Is. 1:17) and the widow (Du. 10:18) and for all

who have been wronged. It will vary and be more

or less tolerable even for those who do evil accord

ing to their needs (Mt. 10:15).

JUDGMENT BY THE SON

Those who cannot help dreading to stand before

the awful majesty of the Deity to be judged for

their mortal lives, because they cannot expect under

standing or sympathy from One so far above all,

should remember that judgment has been delegated

to One Who has been a Man, and has lived and

worked among us, and has suffered as no other

human, for our sakes. It is the Son, the Saviour,

Who will judge. He knows the frailty of the flesh,

and can sympathize with all who stand before Him.

They will not only be judged by Him, but also saved

through Him when the judgment is past.

SOME OF THE ALL'S IN SCRIPTURE

To help those who do not fully realize the universality of

God's purpose and plan we present herewith many of the pas

sages which deal with it, being confident that His Word alone

has power to convince the most skeptical.

GOD AND ALL

Yet with God all is possible (Matt. 1*9:26). O Owner, Thou Who

makest heaven and earth and the sea and all that is in them

(Acts 4:24). Himself giving to all life and breath and all (Acts

17:25). He makes out of one every nation (Acts 17:26). God

is working all together for the good of those who are loving

God (Ro. 8:28). out of him and through Him and for Him is

all (Ro. 11:36). one God the Father, out of Whom all is (1 Cor.
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8:6). thus the man also is through the woman, yet all is of

God (1 Cor. 11:12). yet the same God Who is operating all in all

(1 Cor. 12:6). the Son Himself also shall be subjected to Him

Who subjects all to Him, that God may be All in all (1 Cor. 15:

28). Yet all is of God, Who conciliates us to Himself (2 Co. 5:

18). concealed from the eons in God, Who creates all (Eph. 3:

9). For Thou dost create all (Un. 4:11). Lo; New am I making

all (Un. 21:5).

CHBIST AND ALL

Given to Me was all authority (Matt. 28:18). All was given up

to Me by My Father (Lu. 10:22). He Who from above is coming

is over all (John 3:31). for the same One is Lord over all (Ro.

10:12). the Head of every man is Christ (1 Cor. 11:3). when

ever all may be subjected to Him (1 Cor. 15:28). subjects all

under His feet, and gives Him as Head over all to the ecclesia

which is His body (Eph. 1:22). First-born of every creatufe

(Col. 1:15). in Him all created... all created through Him

(Col. 1:16). no Jew and Greek ... but all and in all is Christ

(Col. 3:11).

ALL HUMANITY, ETC.

... both Jews and Greeks to be all under sin (Ro. 3:9). all

sinned and are wanting of the glory of God (Ro. 3:23). Death

passed through into all mankind (Ro. 5:12). through one of

fence for all mankind for condemnation (Ro. 5:18). through

one just award for all mankind for life's justifying (Ro. 5:18).

For God locks up all together in stubbornness that He should

be merciful to all (Ro. 11:32). Every tongue shall be acclaim

ing God (Ro. 14:11). in Adam all are dying...in Christ all

vivified (1 Cor. 15:22). He must be reigning until He should

be placing all His enemies under His feet (1 Cor. 15:25). For

He subjects all under His feet (1 Cor. 15:27). if One died for

the sake of all, consequently all died (2 Cor. 5:14). But the

Scripture locks up all together under sin (Gal. 3:22). to head

up all in the Christ (Eph. 1:10). the One Who is operating all

in accord with the counsel of His will (Eph. 1:11). the com

plement by which all in all is being completed (Eph. 1:23).

one God and Father of all, Who is over all and through all and

in all (Eph. 4:6). the Same Who ascends also, up over all who

are of the heavens, that He should be completing all (Eph. 4:

10). Christ—out of Whom the entire body (Eph. 4:16). He is

before all, and all has its cohesion in Him (Col. 1:17). through

Him to reconcile all to Him (Col. 1:20). Head of every sov

ereignty and authority (Col. 2:10). God, Who wills all mankind

be saved (1 Tim. 2:4). Who is giving Himself a correspondent

Ransom for all (1 Tim. 2:6). God, Who is vivifying all (1 Tim.

6:13). saving grace of God made its advent to all humanity

(Tit. 2:11). All dost Thou subject underneath His feet. For in

the subjection of all to Him, He leaves nothing unsubject to

Him (Heb. 2:8). All flesh is grass, and all its glory is as the

flower of grass (1 Pt. 1:24).
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ABRAM AND THE NATIONS

Nations and kings are never mentioned in the eon before

the deluge. What restraint there was, was in the hands

of Adam and his sons, or successors. They failed fatally,

so it led to the deluge. Soon after the flood, however, we

read of nations (Gn. 10:5). We might render the

Hebrew word literally bodies, as it is translated later on,

where the Egyptians say to Joseph that they have

nothing left to pay for food but their bodies and their

ground (Gen. 47:18). The A.V. rendering "Gentiles"

(Gen. 10:5, etc.) is most misleading, especially when

used of a time when there were no Jews. So also is the

word "heathen" (Zech. 9:10) when there were no

"Christians." The rendering "people" (Js. 3:17) is

also confusing, as this term is usually used for another

Hebrew word of frequent occurrence.

KINGS OF STRIPE

Kings probably arose soon after the formation of

nations, but we hear little about them until they came

into contact with Abram, the progenitor of the King of

kings, Who will be the King of peace. These, however,

come before us, to begin with, as kings of strife. There

were not only kings, but federations of kings, which

sought to subdue, not merely their own subjects, but

other kings: The first glimpse we get of kings gives us

a characteristic picture of their activities. A confedera

tion of four kings was arranged for battle against

another of five. The four conquering kings sacked

Sodom and Gomorrah and took Lot, Abram's nephew,

away with them (Gen. 14).
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CONFEDERACIES AND SUBJECT NATIONS

Instead of a long and tedious history of the many con

flicts and combinations of nations in the first few hun

dred years of this eon, after the days of Nimrod and

Ashur, Babel and Nineveh, we are carried forward and

given the situation which had resulted in these central

kingdoms, and their activities as they affected God's

plans, in connection with His King and the line from

which He sprang.

THE BASIS OF HUMAN GOVERNMENT

Not till the divine dictum was given, after the deluge,

'' The shedder of the blood of a human, by a human his

blood shall be shed" (Gn. 9:6), not till then is there any

basis for government of bodies of men by one man, as it

is today. This is nearly the opposite of the previous

eon. When Cain killed his brother Abel, he was given

a sign, so that he should not be smitten by any other man

(Gen. 4:15). Noah is not given the place that Adam

had. This was left open, and this led to the formation

of bodies, or nations, for mutual protection and the

execution of justice among themselves. These seem to

have arisen very early, for all three of the genealogies

of Noah's sons close with a refernce to the nations which

sprang from them (Gn. 10:5, 20, 31, 32).

THE CASE OF CAIN

Bloodshed is the basis of human government in the

present administration (Gen. 9:6). It was not so in the

preceding eon. Then one man, Adam, the image of the

Subjector, was put in charge, and his sons after him.

Even when Cain killed Abel, and his brother's blood

cried to the Subjector from the ground, Cain was not

killed for his capital crime, but sentenced to lifelong

servitude at hard labor, needed to keep himself alive.

He was not kept in restraint, but became a rover and

wanderer, in continual fear of retaliation. Instead of

being executed, a sign was placed upon him, so that he
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should not be killed for his murder. This was the divine

arrangement before the deluge.

LAMECH

Cain's severe sentence, however, did not restrain

others from a similar crime. It would seem that Lamech,

when a man injured him, and when a boy gave him a

welt, he killed them, taking the administration of justice

out of the hands of Adam's sons into his own (Gn. 4:23-

24). This gives us a glimpse of how such a paternal

method of government, if it may be called that, fails to

deal out justice, and leads to the lawlessness and evil

which brought on the deluge (Gen. 6:5).

THE DEATH SENTENCE

In the eon of paternal rule before this, humanity was

given an opportunity to show what could be done with

out the death sentence. Lamech not only did not hesi

tate to kill those who harmed him, but boasted of his

prowess. We have examples of the same thing since

then, where there was no legal government. This shows

clearly that human society must be restrained by some

superior authority, or it will deteriorate into anarchy

and mutual destruction. This is one of the vital lessons

that mankind must learn during all the evil eons.

THE DEATH PENALTY

The basis of human government in this eon is the

death penalty: "The shedder of the blood of a human,

by a human his blood shall be shed, for in the image of

the Alueim has He made humanity" (Gen. 9:6). Apart

from this divine dictum, we might well question the

right of even a human government to destroy a human

li;£e. The reason given is very obscure in our versions,

for the title "God" has no clear significance. Mankind

was made in the image of the Subjectors. The Supreme

Subjector will eventually subject all to Himself, and

His principal means of subjecting them is death, not

only their own death for their sins, but the death of
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their Saviour, the To-Subjector. Death is the principal

means used in the subjection of mankind.

THE BLOOD

The soul of all flesh is its blood (Lv. 17:14). In order

that the sacrifices on Jewish altars should not suffer, the

blood was drained out immediately. This is by far the

most merciful method of execution. Therefore we read

that, from the hand of man's brother I will require the

soul of a human. All sensation, especially suffering,

depends upon the presence of blood. If it is drained

from a body, there need be no pain. This, the most

merciful form of death, was prescribed for the man-

killer in this eon.

CITY KINGS SUBJECTED

As the names of the kings and countries after Babel

need not be Hebrew, we are often at a loss as to their

significance. When they seem to yield a meaning in

Hebrew, and are appropriate, we suggest the sense.

Shinar may mean Double-City, which is quite possible.

Nineveh was such a composite city, which gave the king

considerable prestige, and put Amraphel at the head of

this list. Amr (say) phi (cast) or Am (faithful)

r (aim) phi (cast) do not seem very appropriate mean

ings. All the kings of the second confederation are kings

of cities, such as Sodom (FOUNDed) and Gomorrah

(omer), and Zoar (inferior), of which we have further

information. Chedorlaomer seems to have made these

subject to him, yet they revolted, and now he came with

his confederates to subdue them again (Gn. 14:1).

TWO NATIONS

Tidal, we are told, was '' king of nations.'' The E.S.V.

changes "nations" to ilGoiim," which is the Hebrew

for nations. But this hardly distinguishes him from the

others. It has been suggested that the Hebrew plural

may signify "Two Nations," and this may have been

used like the name Shinar, Double-city, for a confedera-
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tion of two states, with only one king over them. This

name and the whole campaign shows the tendency of the

nations toward centralization under one head, which

was later accomplished under Nebuchadnezzar, who in

cluded the territory of all these kings, and all others,

under his sway.
THE SALT FIELDS

The remarkable feature of this battle-field was this,

that it was the lowest place on the surface of the earth.

The vale of the salt fields is now the Salt Sea, or, as we

call it, the Dead Sea. All this low land is now covered

by salt water. The fact that the fire that destroyed the

cities was accompanied by sulphur, and that it is now

covered with salt water is strongly suggestive of the

purification of the earth in the future. It is helpful to

note that, what men call " Nature" has covered the

scene, and to see how it has been done. The Jordan is

very crooked, and washes some soil away at every turn,

which it empties into the northern end of the sea. In

time this has caused the water to rise and overflow all

"the basin of the Jordan," which Lot had chosen, at the

southern end. This is a marvelous illustration how

future felicity comes from faith, not with present

prosperity.
ABRAM, THE HEBREW

It is notable that Abram was not a part in this strife,

although he was a very rich man and had quite a follow

ing who could fight, as he demonstrated later. Almost

$11 these kings are spoken of as connected with a city.

They follow the lead of Cain, who built a stronghold for

his own protection. Even Sodom seems to have had a

wall, for Lot sat in its gateway (Gn. 19:1). Abram, on

the contrary, dwelt in a movable tent, so could pass on.

That seems to be the reason why, at this point, he is

called the Passer, or Hebrew (Obri). He was a way

farer, an itinerant, a nomad. He was not a king, with a

settled city, but passed from place to place. Yet he had

quite a number of retainers, who conquered the con-
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querors, when it became necessary. This foreshadowed

that nation, which was still within him, which would

subdue all nations and bring peace.

This first inspired account of the activity of the

nations of the earth is most suggestive. Two groups of

nations go to war with one another, but the victors are

vanquished by Abram! That is the history of all nations

in the eons in a nutshell. Instead of each one organizing

to insure justice and peace among its own subjects, they

combine to war with one another, until the Son of Abram

intervenes, and restores what they have destroyed. And,

most remarkable, Melchizedek, king of righteousness

and king of peace, the type of the King of kings, adds

his blessing, even as the Messiah Himself will bless the

seed of Abraham in that coming day.

MELCHIZEDEK

The unrighteous kings were wagers of war, and are a

picture of msubjection. This has continued to the

present day and will not end until the promised seed of

Abraham defeats them in the future. But this part of

the picture is incomplete, for it fails to fully portray the

promise. So another character is added who fully figures

the future and the One Who will bring it about. Abram

meets Melchizedek, king of righteousness and king of

peace (shim), whose description is limited to his likeness

to the Son of Gfod, Whose kingdom will last until all are

righteous and all are conciliated to Al. Even in Christen

dom today, the nations often spend more in warfare, and

in destroying others, than in governing their own citizens.

MELCHIZEDEK, KING OF PEACE

In startling contrast to these early kings and their

injustice and strife, this most mysterious monarch comes

upon the scene, whose name and title depict him as the

very opposite in character and accomplishments to those

defeated by Abram. His name, Melchizedek, describes

him as a just king, and his title as a peaceful one. More-
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over, he is a priest, as well, and represents the Supreme

Subjector, Owner of the heavens and the earth. What

a tremendous difference! The four kings did not even

have a valid title to the land over which they ruled, and

were seeking to rob the others. Abram, however, insisted

on restoring that which he had recovered. Yet he

acknowledged the real Euler and Proprietor of all by

giving a tithe to the priest of the Supreme Subjector.

The account given us of Melchizedek is limited to

those features in which he and his actions are typical of

the Son, Who was with God from the beginning, and had

no earthly father or mother. Nothing is known, or

should be said, of his genealogy, for it would spoil the

picture. Promise deals with the future, and here we

have a beautiful little cameo of its fulfillment introduced

when it was given. It tells us, not simply that Abram

defeated unrighteous and war-waging kings in the past,

and a righteous and peaceful king blessed him, and gave

him bread and wine, but that Abram's seed will go

through a similar experience in the future on a much

grander scale, with the Antitype of Melchizedek, the

King and Priest, Christ Jesus, the Son of the Subjector.

Seeing that any further facts concerning Melchizedek

would only spoil a perfect portrait, we should not en

courage any effort to discover them. It is generally

supposed that he was king of Jerusalem, but there is no

evidence for that at all. In fact, the name Salem could

just as well be translated peace, for that is its meaning

(Hb. 7:2). So also, his name could be rendered King of

righteousness. That certainly describes his character,

but not his location. We do not read of Jerusalem until

the days of Joshua (Js. 10:1). Although the king of

that later day was also called righteous, being Adoni-

zekek, he was far from it. It seems most unlikely that

Jebus, (trampling-is-he) as it was then called (Js. 18:

28) had a man like Melchisedek as king.

In later revelation we are assured that "this Melchize-
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dek, king of Salem, priest of God Most High, who meets

with, Abram returning from the combat with the kings

and blesses him, to whom Abraham parts a tithe also,

from all, being first, indeed, translated 'king of right

eousness/ yet thereupon king of Salem, also, which is

'king of Peace/ fatherless, motherless, without a gene

alogy, having neither a beginning of days nor consum

mation of life, yet picturing the Son of God, is remaining

a priest to a finality." (Hb. 7:1-3). It was only a pre

view of the end, brought on the scene at the beginning,

in order to heighten the great contrast between the fail

ure of earth's first kings and the future perfection of

human rule, as previewed by Abraham and Melchizedek.

In order to more clearly portray the Son of God, this

king is not in any genealogical table, with the dates of

his accession and death, or the names of his father and

mother, for none of this fits the One Whom he portrays.

Abraham had a good opportunity to further enrich

himself, if he had retained the booty which he had re

covered when it was offered to him by the king of Sodom.

But, by faith, he realized that the Subjector Supreme

is the sole Owner, not only of the land, but of all that

is on it. Ieue had promised it to Abram, so it would be

wrong to acknowledge the ownership of the king of

Sodom, who, as was afterward revealed by his destruc

tion, had forfeited all rights to its enjoyment.

BREAD AND WINE

The unjust kings of war destroyed the sustenance and

the enjoyment furnished by the lands they conquered.

In contrast to this, Melchizedek presented Abram with

a token of that future and final kingdom, over which

Abram's Seed, the Anointed Son of the Subjector, will

reign. This was symbolized by the bread and wine which

he gave them. Then there will not only be justice and

peace, but sustenance and happiness. This will not come

to pass in this wicked eon, but is waiting till the Seed of
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Abram assumes His rightful place as King of kings and

Lord of lords.
SHIELD AND HIRE

When Abram came back from rescuing Lot and the

people and goods of Sodom, he did not take anything

to repay him for his effort. Then it was that Ieue spoke

to him and said,'' You must not fear, Abram! I am your

Shield and your exceedingly increased Hire.'' (Gn. 15:1).

What Abram had just experienced convinced him of

that, but his faith was still weak in regard to the future.

What he needed was an heir and a posterity who could

enjoy all the blessings which had been promised to him.

LOT

In contrast to Abram, whose faith was satisfied with a

promise, Lot was eager to obtain present possessions and

power, so he went to a city of the fertile basin. At first

he seems to have tmted near Sodom (13:12-13), then he

made his dwelling in Sodom itself (14:12) where he was

captured by the confederate kings. Even this experience

did not show him the falseness of his position and the

great difference between himself and Abram, for, later

on, he was found in the city gateway, where the elders,

the judges sat, when the messengers came to rescue him

and his family from the impending judgment.

MESSENGERS OF IEUE

Messengers of Ieue Alueim are introduced into the

Abramic section of Genesis on five different occasions,

thus: In connection with Hagar (Gn. 16:7, 21:17), to

announce the destruction of Sodom (19:1, 15), when

Isaac was about to be offered (22:11,15), and when

Abraham's servant was sent to fetch Rebecca (24:7, 40).

These were "ministering spirits commissioned for ser

vice because of those who are about to be enjoying the

allotment of salvation" (Hb. 1:14). Their Hebrew name

means "worker," so they are not confined to the carry

ing of messages. These spoke to Hagar (16:8, 21:17),
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appeared to Abram (18:1) and Lot (19:1), and called to

Abraham (22:11). They seemed to be mortals with

hands (19:10), and are called messengers of Ieue (16:7),

but are also said to he Ieue Alueim (18:1). Abram calls

one of them Ieue (18:27), according to the reading of

the Sopherim.

From these facts it seems evident that messengers

were able to assume a human appearance and character

istics, in order to mediate between humanity and the

Deity. Once we realize that Al is imperceptible, so that

none of the human senses can contact Him, it becomes

evident that He must use some intermediary. His Son,

being His Image, was created for this purpose. But the

Son's glory also was too great for mortal man, until He

emptied Himself and became a human. Until then

mankind was contacted through messengers (Hb. 1 :l-4),

or workers.

Messengers are often indicated by other terms. Indeed,

they may even take the name or title of the One Who

sends them, as we have seen in the case of Abram, for

they do not carry their own messages, but those of their

Sender. Sometimes they are called by other names. As

ministering spirits, they may represent the Son of God,

so must take a lower place than messengers of the

Supreme. This seems to be the case with Melchizedek.

He is given a name which belongs only to the Son, the

Christ, the To-Subjector. He himself does not bless,

but he invokes the blessing of the Subjector Supreme.

In this section, Abram, the pilgrim, the man of faith,

does not come into conflict with the nations directly, but

only indirectly, through Lot, His worldly relative. So

we are to be subjects, not subjectors, in our relation to

the superior authorities on the earth. We are not dis

posed to the terrestrial, for our realm is above. We are

awaiting our Saviour, Who will subject all to Himself

(Phil. 3:20-21). Meanwhile may we walk in harmony

with this faith, as Abram did in his day! a.e.k.



BEOTHEE MEALAND REPOSES

It is with genuine regret that we must inform our

readers of the passing of our beloved brother in the

Lord, William Mealand, of Birmingham, England, on

Sunday, October 6, 1957, at the age of 84.

Brother Mealand is probably best remembered by our

readers for his long series of devotional articles which

appeared in Unsearchable Eiches for more than twenty

years. A number of these articles have been reprinted

in pamphlet form, including "When God is All in All"

and "Life in God," which are still available from the

publishers. He was also quite active in recent years in

his service to the young people who read "Grace and

Truth" magazine, published by our friends in New

York City, in which he conducted the Children's Corner,

and contributed many other helpful articles.

In addition to his constant and faithful witness for

his Lord in his own locality, he was frequently called

upon to act as a speaker at the United Gatherings held

by the brethren in England. Moreover, by way of his

dedicated pen, he enjoyed an extended ministry which

reached into the far corners of the earth.

A faithful friend and correspondent of the compiler

of the Concordant Version, he was a constant source of

inspiration and enlightenment to those with whom he

came in contact. In a letter written a few years back

he reflects on the nearness of the Lord's return, which

he was anxiously awaiting. He said in this same letter,

1' Still, how true, that our salvation is nearer, ever nearer,

than when we believed, that grand and full salvation for

which we ardently long.''

Therefore, although we shall miss the sweet fellowship

of our dear brother, we rejoice that his long years of

faithful witnessing and service are at last finished, and

there is now reserved for him, as Paul assures us in his

final letter, "a wreath of righteousness, which the Lord,

the just Judge, will be paying" to all those, like our

Brother Mealand, who love His advent.
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BOOK OF GENESIS IS IDEAL GIFT

As many of our friends have not yet taken advantage of

our offer published in the last issue of the magazine, may we

take this opportunity to remind them that the Concordant

Version of the Book of Genesis ("In a Beginning"), as pub

lished in the July number of Unsearchable Riches, is also

available in a deluxe edition, bound in a black paper cover

which simulates fine leather binding, with the outside title

printed in gold. This edition, with the very attractive cover,

makes an excellent gift to present to any of your friends who

have a real interest in a more accurate translation of God's

Word. And since the price is no higher than the regular

edition as published in the magazine, you will find it economi

cal enough to give wide distribution. The cost for this 128

page book, containing the entire Concordant Version of Gene

sis, with a complete Introduction and explanation, bound in

black simulated leather cover, printed in gold, is only fifty

cents each, or four for the price of three. As a special

Introductory offer you may also give a copy of Genesis and

a one year's subscription to Unsearchable Riches, doth for

only one dollar, to new subscribers only. Booksellers and

distributors are invited to write for especially attractive

terms on large quantities.

LIVING QUARTERS AVAILABLE

A room is available in a home which has been purchased

two doors from the editor's home in Los Angeles, which will

be rented to a suitable single woman, together with kitchen

privileges. It is hoped that someone who would be interested

in helping with the work on the Concordant Version of the

Hebrew Scriptures, and with time available for this type of

work, will apply. Please contact the business office in Saugus

for full particulars, if you are interested.

MISSIONARY IN BRITISH WEST INDIES

We are happy to inform our readers that pur Bro. Gwynrie

L. Lewis is now endeavoring to spread a knowledge of the

truths we love so well throughout certain areas in the British

West Indies. Bro. Lewis is presently residing in Nassau, the

Bahamas, where he is exercising every opportunity to witness

to the truth. He requests your prayers for his work there,

as many are opposing.

7s Your Subscription Expiring? 8ee Page S66!
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THE JERUSALEM DECREES

Modern theology and even more enlightened teaching,

seem to have a fatally false idea as to the relationship

existing between the Circumcision believers and those

of the nations immediately before the commencement of

this administration, as recorded in the closing chapters

of Acts and the opening revelations of Ephesians and

Colossians. It will be most helpful for most of us to

consider the inspired statements concerning this, so we

will quote them in full:

4 Now, as they went through the cities, they give over to
them the decrees to 'maintain, which have been decided
upon by the apostles and elders who are in Jerusalem.

(Ac. 16:4)

13 Yet now, in Christ Jesus, you, who once 'are Mfar off,
14 are become Fnear *by the Ablood of 'Christ. For He is our

M'Peace, Who makes 'both Fone, and 'razes the central wall
15 of the barrier (the enmity in His "flesh), nullifying the

law of 'precepts in decrees, that He should be Fcreating
the two, in Himself, into one new ^humanity, making

16 peace; and should be reconciling 'both in one body to God
17 through the Across, Fkilling the enmity in it. And, coming,

He brings the evangel of peace to you, those Fafar, and
IS peace to those Fnear, *for through Him we 'both have

had the Faccess, in one spirit, tod the Father. (Eph.2:13-18)

8 'Beware that no aone shall Fbe 'despoiling you through
'philosophy and Fempty seduction, in accord with = human
'tradition, in accord with the elements of the world, and

9 not in accord with Christ, *for in Him the entire comple-
10 ment of the Deity is Fdwelling bodily. And you are

"complete*" in Him, Who is the FHead of every Sovereignty

11 and Authority, in Whom you were Fcircumcised also with
a Fcircumcision not made by hands, in the stripping off
of the body of F#flesh in the Fcircumcision of 'Christ.
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12 Being Fentombed together with Him in Fbaptism (in which
you were Froused together also through 'faith in the
operation of 'God, Who Frouses Him °from among the

13 dead, you also being Mdead in the offenses and the uncir-
cumcision of your 'flesh), He Fvivifies us together ^jointly

14 with Him, "dealing graciously with all our 'offenses, -eras-
ingF the Ahandwriting of the decrees against us, which was
hostile to us, and has Ftaken it away out of the midst,

15 nailing1" it to the Across, stripping off the Asovereignties
and A'authorities, *with boldness He makes a Fshow of
them, triumphing11 over them in it. (Col. 2:8-15)

From this it is clear that there was much tension and

division between the leaders of the Circumcision saints,

led by their self-appointed head, James, the brother of

Jesus, and those who had been called through Paul's

ministry, both Jews and non-Jews. This was based

upon the divergent stress laid upon flesh and spirit.

Jerusalem Jews, especially, held on to the physical

shadows, such as circumcision and baptism, and the

Mosaic law, while the spiritual ecclesia of Paul dis

carded all this for the spiritual realities, leading up to

the truth for today. The epistle to the Galatians is

ample evidence of the grave rift between the two during

Paul's ministry; He gave in to the Circumeisionists

to the extent of distributing their decrees, but he later

denounced them in his epistle to the Colossians, when

the full truth for the present was revealed.

JERUSALEM

In accord with the physical character of the kingdom

evangel, Jerusalem remained the earthly center of the

Circumcision saints, and thence it was that James

sought to rule his followers, and Paul's converts among

the nations. Paul had no earthly center, but only the

spiritual one of Christ Himself. Even when Peter, the

chief of the apostles, went up to Jerusalem, those of the

Circumcision doubted him, and charged him of entering

to men having uncircumcision, and eating with them

(Ac. 11:2). After Paul's first missionary journey he

did not report to Jerusalem, but to Antioch. Yet seme,

coming down from Judea, taught the brethren that they
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could not be saved if they were not circumcised. But

Paul and Barnabas questioned and opposed this, so the

matter had to be referred to Jerusalem! (Ac. 14-15).

Paul succeeded in getting them to drop this demand,

but, in its place, they enacted decrees which were

against and hostile to them, as Paul later avowed.

CHRIST OUR PEACE

A vital part of present truth is the peace that now

exists between the circumcision and the uncircumcision.

But how can we speak of peace between them if there

had been no enmity, as is generally supposed? The

peace is found in Christ Jesus, the title of our Lord

which emphasizes our spiritual relationship by putting

His title, Anointed (by the spirit), before His Name,

Jesus, as a man in flesh. When were the believers far

off? Physically Greece and Asia Minor are still far from

Jerusalem, God's earthly residence, but then they were

kept out of His temple even when they were in the

outer court. Now the temple is gone. 1 have stood on

the spot where the holy of holies once was, or very near

it. But that is not the nearness that belongs to all the

saints today. Now we all have access, in one spirit, to

the Father Himself! While the temple stood, we would

have been killed had we dared to enter there!

Paul's experiences in connection with the holy city are

most enlightening when we consider his message and

ministry. To begin with, Saul, before his call, went

to Jerusalem in order to get written authority from the

chief priest to lead those of "the way," both men and

women, bound to Jerusalem (Ac. 9:2) ! What a contrast

to his later course, when he released the saints from

bondage to Jerusalem! After his call and his first

missionary journey Saul and Barnabas reported to

Antioch (Ac. 11:26). Later he was severed for his

future work and his name was changed to Paul, and

Israel was blinded in the person of Bar Jesus. Then

John Mark returned to Jerusalem. Paul did not go there
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until the cireumeisionists prescribed that he must go to

Jerusalem (Ac. 14-15). From this point on Jerusalem

is against Paul and his commission, until the Jerusalem-

ites sent him as a prisoner to Rome. They had lost their

political supremacy long before. Now they forfeit their

spiritual headship.

PEACE BY BLOOD

When the chief priest once a year, made his fearful

physical approach to Ieue Alueim, he dared not come

near without blood. This was the basis of the propitia

tory shelter in Israel. Now it is the basis of justification

(Eo. 5:9). This, in turn brings peace with God (Ro.

5:1). But the peace referred to in Ephesians is not

personal, between the saint and God, but does away with

the enmity between the circumcision and the tmcircum-

cision, before Ephesians was penned. Strange to say,

this enmity lay, first of all, in the flesh of Jesus in the

fact that He was born under law, and was of the cir

cumcision, Who could not treat the uncircumcision as

friends. He once called them "puppies," for whom the

crumbs under the table should suffice.

The enmity in His flesh was done away by the cutting

off, not a part, but all of His flesh. When He was

raised from the dead He had a body which appeared to

be the same at times, but was vitalized through spirit, not

through blood, and possessed the power of an indissol

uble life (Hb. 7:16). His relationship to Israel will

continue, and He will reign as King of Israel over the

nations in the Kingdom administration. But in the

next eon He will subject all who live on the earth, and,

eventually, when all are made alive, all humanity, not

to mention the heavenly and celestial hosts. Such a

Christ is ours, Who has none of the temporary Jewish

enmity against aliens which obsessed Jerusalem in the

past. This enmity had its physcial expression in the

wall limiting the court of the nations in Herod's temple

in Jerusalem.
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THE CENTRAL WALL

The tabernacle of the wilderness, God's earthly dwell

ing place before the days of Solomon, and the temple

that the wise king built, had no "central wall" for the

simple reason that no Non-Israelite could get that close.

Herod the Great, himself being an Idumean, of the seed

of Esau, could not enter his own temple, unless another

court could be added outside the others. So he inter

posed a wall, making an exterior enclosure, generally

called the " court of the gentiles" in English, which

separated the court open to all Israelites from that which

those of the other nations were allowed to enter. This

is used, in the Scriptures, to symbolize the distance and

enmity of the nations, not only from God, but from

favored Israelites, who could approach nearer to His

temple.

Who could find a finer figure to express the enmity of

the Jerusalem Jews, which they showed even to believers

in their Messiah! And what could better express the

end of this enmity than the razing of this wall ? As a

matter of fact, I understand that the Eoman conqueror

did not wish to destroy the sacred place, but the Jews

themselves were responsible for its demolition! Of

course, in a case like this, when both parties are com

pelled to act contrary to their determination, then God's

hand is responsible. Here we are told that Christ did

it. In fact, in spirit, the Jews had done it long before,

when they crucified Christ. When they killed His body

of flesh, and He received a celestial body, they destroyed

the physical limitations, which related Him alone to the

nation of Israel.

THE NEW HUMANITY

Humanity was once a unit in Adam, and it will

eventually become one again in God's Son. But this

unity was destroyed when Ieue Alueim gave the promise

to Abraham, that his seed would be blessed above all others.

This, in turn, made a distinct division in humanity,
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according to the flesh. In a sense this cleavage con

tinues in the flesh, for Jews still claim priority to the

despised "guim." But it will be done away in the new

creation (Un. 21). Then God will tabernacle with all

mankind. In spirit however, it has already occurred.

In Christ, there is a new creation. All who have God's

spirit are at peace with one another, in spirit, since the

cross, and in fact since the "soreg," the central wall,

was demolished. Then it was that the present secret

administration of the joint body began.

RECONCIUATION

Reconciliation has two distinct aspects in Paul's

epistles, reconciliation of the individual with God

(Rom. 5, 2 Cor. 5:18-22), and reconciliation of the cir

cumcision body with the wncircumcision body. These

were at enmity with each other. This enmity is fully

set before us in the book of Acts. Both were composed

of believers in Christ. One added circumcision and law

keeping, physical acts done by man, to this. The other

did not, but depended solely on the work of Christ. Paul

and other believers also held to these things at first, but

they gradually learned that these were only shadows,

and that the death, the blood and the crucifixion of

Christ were the realities which these rites only pictured.

So they gradually left the circumcision body, and became

like the tmeircumcision body, putting faith in Christ in

place of human performances.

The record of this transition is found partly in the

book of Acts, yet principally in Paul's earlier epistles.

It was not completed until the perfection, or maturity

epistles, Ephesians, Philippians, and Colossians were

penned. In fact, the process was not really completed

or expounded until the secret was revealed which

brought it to a close, and the circumcision body, com

posed of literal Hebrews, exchanged all their fleshly

advantages for much higher spiritual ones. Then there

were no longer any differences between them and the
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uncircumcision believers, so they were amalgamated, or

combined, or synthesized, or fused, or blended into a

single body, a joint body, as it is today.

The conciliation tells us of God's attitude toward the

world. He is not angry, or vindictive, or ferocious, as

He is usually presented to the sinner, but, quite the

opposite, He extends the hand of friendship to all man

kind, even if they are as atrociously belligerent as Saul

of Tarsus. But only when both God and man are con

ciliated is there reconciliation (2 Cor. 5:18-21). But the

evangel of peace, presented in connection with the two

bodies of believers, is a very different matter. In the

latter part of Acts and in Galatians we have much

concerning the strife between the un- and circumcision

saints. Now that the flesh is laid aside, and all is in

spirit, now that the central barrier is razed, they both

have access in one spirit, to the Father (Eph. 3:18).

The mention of Herod, the Edomite (RED-ite), calls us

back to Isaac and his two sons, Esau (Do-er) and

Jacob. But Isaac is only in the background, as the

antitype of Christ. Herod is in the foreground as a

type of the antichrist. James (Heel), or Jacobus (as it

is in the Greek), a son of Isaac, was very fleshly, but

Esau was even more so, for he sold his birthright for

a mess of red (adum) stew. And, in Acts, the flesh is

being set aside for the spirit. Israel, as Jacob, is

rejected at the end of Acts. And here, in preparation

for the spiritual message of Barnabas and Saul, Herod

of Edom, or Esau, is also food for worms even before he

died (Ac. 12:23).

Peter, however, who had gone to Cornelius, and who

did make the acquaintance of Paul, and had heard his

story (Ga. 1:18) was delivered from the hand of Herod.

He had been told by the Lord to graze His sheep until

he was decrepit (Jn. 21:17-19). Till then, not even

Herod could take his life. His main mission from this

time onward was to stand between Paul and his circum-
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cision adversaries, the Pharisees (Ac. 15:5, 6-11). He

actually commended Paul to his people, although he

himself and others could not apprehend his ministry

(2 Pt. 3:15-16), because their place in Christ's kingdom

is on the earth, not in His celestial realm.

The Herodian family are brought before us in Scrip

ture as typical politicians. In the future God will give

humanity a government under the spiritual leadership

of Christ. Meanwhile He is satiating mankind with the

domination of fleshly leaders whose main appeal is to

the stomach. We have a good picture of this in Herod's

relation to the Tyrians and Sidonians. He intended to

fight with them, but they realized that they were

nourished by Judea, the king's country. So they had

to have peace, and obtained it by according him divine

honor. This was even worse than the Jew's claims of

divine favor in the flesh, so he was summarily set aside

by a most horrible and revolting corruption in his flesh.

Even before Peter was urged to herald to Cornelius,

the failure of the fleshly circumcisionists to go to the

nations was evident to God, and He made provision for

reaching them. Paul was called outside of the land,

and Ananias of Damascus is told that the erstwhile

prince of persecutors, Saul of Tarsus, is His choice

instrument to bear His n&me before both the nations

and kings, besides the sons of Israel. Indeed, even

before this, when Stephen witnessed before the chief

priest, and was stoned by Jews from among the nations,

Saul was an accessory, and was chosen as the instrument

to fulfill the duty assigned to the twelve apostles, yet

never even attempted by them because of their fleshly

pride. And even after Paul's success, Mark and James,

the Lord's maternal brother, and most of the believing

Jews, spurned their duty to the other nations, hence

had to be set aside.

The commission for the nations in Lu. 24:47, to

herald in Christ's name repentance for the pardon of
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sins to all the nations, beginning from Jerusalem, was

not only ignored but hindered. The Ethiopian eunuch

came to Jerusalem, but was ignored by the apostles.

Peter did not want to herald the evangel even to Cor

nelius, a proselyte in the land. Even after he was

almost compelled to go, the others objected. It is very

evident that the apostles and other Jewish believers

refused to obey the commission to the nations.

Acts thirteen marks the main crisis in the tragedy:

Jerusalem (TENANCY-of-welfare) gives place to Anti-

och (Instead-have). The fearful prejudice against

the other nations which obsessed the Jerusalemites was

not so strong in Antioch of Syria, outside the land,

amidst the aliens. For believers, this became a head

quarters of the " Christian" Jews. Even Peter went

there later (6a. 2:11).

As we are specially concerned with the joint body of

Christ, the word sever is of particular importance at this

juncture. It is not used in the former part of Acts. It is

used in connection with Saul-Paul the oftenest. God

severed him from his mother's womb (Ga. 1:15). Later

he was severed for God's evangel (Ro. 1:1). Then he

was severed, along with Barnabas, for their special

mission (Ac. 13:2). Later, in Ephesus, Paul severs the

disciples from the synagogue (Ac. 19:9). Thrice God

severs him, and once he severs the disciples. In contrast

to this Peter severs himself in fear of the Circumcision.

By all means, let us confirm Paul's severances, but

condemn Peter's.

For a time there were three bodies which we may

identify by the leading and characteristic members:

The Jewish, circumcision body was headed by Peter and

James, the flesh-brother of Jesus. As these represented

the nation, it came to an end when Israel was set aside.

Then there was another flesh-spirit body of which

Barnabas and Mark are representatives. Later, they

dropped their physical pretentions and were joined to
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the spiritual body. The third was entirely spiritual,

represented by Paul, a Jew, Timothy, a half Jew, and

Titus, a non-Jew, whom Paul chose to represent the

nations (Ga. 2:3).

The beginning of the part taken by the actors is

usually fully shown, either in the preceding accounts,

as Peter and James, who belong to the Circumcision

body, which ended with the book of Acts, or as Barnabas

and Mark, and by Paul, Timothy and Titus, who began

in the Acts, and later formed the two bodies united

after the close of Acts. Paul began by persecuting the

ecclesia, Barnabas and Mark soon separated from Paul.

Timothy and Titus were Paul's children (1 Tim. 1:2,

Tit. 1:4). For these last two groups there is no end in

the book of Acts, for it gives us only the beginning of

their ministry. In Acts Barnabas and Mark split away

from Paul, but afterward we are specially told that Mark

was his useful servant (2 Ti. 4:11) and his fellow worker

(Phil. 24). Paul mentions Barnabas as his fellow worker

in his early epistles (1 Cor. 9:6, Ga. 2:1, 13, Col. 4:10).

The breach was healed by the formation of the joint body.

The name Aquila is probably Hebrew, the same as

Ucal (Prov. 30:1), from Akl-e EAT-able, food, for he was

spiritually well fed, so that he could feed others, even

such as scholarly Apollos. Priscilla, little Prisca, Phrsh-

Jce Spread-thus, was probably the one who spread it

before Apollos, as the woman is often better at this than

the man. But she did not supply the food. This Aquila

provided and she dished it up thus, as she learned it

from him. But she also worked at the same time, which

does not seem to be impossible with routine work, such

as sewing. Once we had twenty girls in our bindery,

and it was impossible to keep them quiet. When I spoke

to the forelady about this, she assured me that, "The

faster they talk, the faster they work. *'

The chances are that Paul, also, imparted the truth

to them as he worked. As this is a physical introduction
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to the great spiritual truths of today, can we not see in

this the great truth that was also exemplified in Paul

and Barnabas? They seemed to be the only ones (beside

Aquila and Priscilla) who did not exercise their right

not to work. "Who is warring at any time, and supplying

his own rations? Who is planting a vineyard and not

eating of its fruit? Or who is tending a flock and not

eating of the milk of the flockV Who? Paul, Barnabas,

Priscilla and Aquila did and became the living exponents

of the grace which they preached. In these last days it

seems impossible to recover or to teach the transcendent

truths which they taught without following their

example.

The various James, judging by the name, were of the

greatest hindrance to the evangelization of the nations

and the grace which was gradually being introduced by

God through the apostle Paul. The one who wrote an

epistle, did not write to the nations, but to the twelve

tribes, and in it he emphasizes much which was

diametrically opposed to^the grace which was being
gradually brought to the nations. Herod was allowed

to assassinate one (Ac.J2 :l-2). But Peter was, perhaps,

the least opposed to(ry Paul told him about (Jj) (Ga.
1:18), and rebuked him when he shrank back and played

the hypocrite (Gal. 2:11-21). ^So^Peter, although jailed
by Herod, was delivered out oinis hands. But he also

was banished to Babylon, and was put to death. This

marked the end of the Circumcision body of believers.

When a Eoman like Sergius Paul, and a Greek like

Luke, both believed in Christ, it united them in spirit,

even if they were antagonistic before. So all the many

nKembers of Christ's /body, although separated by

barriers of language or nationality, become one in Him.

The Jews only, the Circumcision, considered themselves

a special body, distinct from both the unbelieving Jews

as well as the believers of the nations. This made two

bodies of believers. But, as Paul's teaching finally did
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away with all fleshly superiority after the book of Acts

closed, the Jewish body was so closely united to that of

the nations, that they became one. Their fleshly

advantages vanished, leaving them one in spirit.

The Hebrews (6:1-11) had been once enlightened, and

had tasted the celestial gratuity, so were to leave the

rudiments. In doing this they disrupted their former

foundation, as preached by our Lord and His apostles.

If they go back to it, and fall aside, it would be impos

sible for them even to repent. They are like good land

which produces harmful crops.

Besides the innumerable sects and divisions in Christ

endom today, which make impossible any public mani

festation of the joint body, there is a movement in

Europe which is endeavoring to revive the division first

created by Mark and Barnabas, who severed themselves

and made what might be called an exclusively Circum

cision body. Today a believing Jew seeks to make a

separate body of believing Hebrews, with a representa

tive group in Jerusalem. Their doctrinal basis does not

seem very clear, but it is evident that they, like Barna

bas, do not go with Paul, nor do they realize the great

truth of the joint body, which sets aside all efforts to

base unity on physical grounds.

After the severance of Saul and Barnabas from the

Circumcision group in Antioch we can begin to see the

formation of a new body of believers which will fulfill

the commission of Luke to the nations. This body is

united only by holy spirit, not by flesh or circumcision,

although, the first members, Saul and Barnabas and

Mark, were Jews. But when Saul is changed to Paul,

and Sergius Paul, the pro-consul, a Roman, is added to

it, they became a joint body, much as it is today. But

when some of them, like Mark, left them because of

fleshly differences, there was a split, which was not

healed until Israel was set aside and the present spiritual

joint-body included both. a.e.k.
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CHEIST JESUS—OUR EXAMPLE

A Study of Philippians 2:1-18

Beloved students: I do hope that you have been following

the teaching of Paul as unfolded in his letter to the Philip

pians, and that you are emulating the example of these

Philippian believers in giving to the cause of Christ in these

hectic days of stress and strain while we are waiting for our

Lord from heaven.

Now we are going to study the examples that Paul gives us

to follow in our service here till our Lord calls us to meet

Him in the air (1 Thes. 4:16-18). Four examples, Christ

Jesus, Timothy, Epaphroditus and Paul himself are held up

for our emulation. These characters stress the fact that all

true service to God is preceded and produced by love and

followed by suffering. It is a privilege to suffer for Christ.

All such suffering brings exaltation, as we see by the example

of our Lord and Saviour.

In today's services we seldom hear of Paul, Timothy or

Epaphroditus. Almost never are they held up as examples

to follow. Our Sunday School lessons often tell us of Moses,

Joseph, Job, Daniel, and other Old Testament heroes. But

the end and object of their faith was not the same as ours.

Their calling and destiny is terrestrial even as ours is celestial

(Eph. 1:3-4).

Abram was promised that his seed should be as the sand of

the sea and as the stars of heaven (Gen. 13:16 and 15:5).

The Israelites are the earthly people, we are the heavenly

seed; so our examples for today are given by Paul, who alone

is the apostle to the Gentiles (Rom. 11:13).

We are often told to follow in the footsteps of Jesus. Many

books have been written about following in His steps. So far

as His life on earth is concerned, this is not possible. He

came to this earth as a Saviour of men. He came to His own

nation, Israel, which was called to be the channel of blessing

to the nations. He came as their King but was rejected by
them. They were not worthy of the great mission to which

they were called, so they were set aside (Acts 28:23-31), and

Paul was called to reveal the present time of Grace and

Reconciliation. Jesus Christ had a peculiar mission that no

other one could immitate or accomplish. He, the sinless One,

became Sin for the sinning universe. We cannot follow in

His footsteps because He alone could make the sacrifice that

could save and justify sinners.
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Here in Philippians Paul reveals in what ways we can follow
His example. We are to have mutual love. "Nothing according

with faction." The word faction means strife. There should
be peace among the saints.

"Nor yet according with vain-glory." It is pride that so

often divides the people of God. Let us put others first and

not always be getting our feelings hurt when we do not receive
the attention or the honor we feel is due us. Let us consider

Christ Jesus, Who gave up the glory He had with the Father,

even emptying Himself until there was nothing left to show

that He was the beloved Son of God. He takes on the form

of a slave and descends to the lowest depths of earth. He

had none of the form or glory that was His when He was

the Image of Ieue. He had no form or comeliness that the

nation, Israel, should desire Him. He was a man of sorrow

and acquainted with grief because of His relation with sin

(Isa. 53:2-4). He descended from the highest place in Ieue's

universe to the lowest depths: From the form of Ieue to the

form of a slave. He took upon Himself the sin of the world

and died the ignoble, disgraceful death of a criminal on the

stake. He had the form of Ieue, though He was not Ieue.

He was created in that form to reveal Ieue to the rest of His

creatures. He took the form of a slave, though He was not

a slave, to reveal the love of His Father. He took the place

of a criminal, though He was not a criminal, that He might

reconcile the sinning universe to His Father. He did this

because of His great love, to save the human race and glorify

His blessed Father.

We are ever striving for recognition. Children are taught

to compete, to try to climb ever higher than their companions.

Humility is not considered a valid virtue today. Pride and

vainglory are rampant. Yet to be a true follower of our

blessed Lord we must leave all exaltation to the Father and

seek not our own but the good of fellow slaves. It is pride and

vainglory that divides the saints of today and leads to division

and strife.

Whatever gifts we have come from our Father and we

should be thankful for them but let not pride or self exaltation

enter into our hearts lest He should have to humble us instead

of exalting us for work well done. We are only His creatures.

We are nothing in ourselves. Whatever gifts or talents we

have come from our Creator and should be used to glorify Him.

Now is the time of service and unity, of having the same

mind. The future will bring rewards. All true worth will be

rewarded then; so let us not strive for recognition now.

Christ humbled Himself in the path of obedience to His

Father. Al highly exalted Him and graced Him with a Name

that is above every name. "Graced"—the root from which this

word comes means "joy." What joy will that Name bring to

Al, the Father, as well as to all the creatures that will be

reconciled to and subjected to Al, the supreme Subjector,

through the suffering and death of our Lord and Saviour.
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So let us be humble and let Al, our Father, do the exalting.

He gave us so much when He gave us salvation, but it calls

for a humble lowly walk in humiliation and suffering, yet a

joyous walk because we rejoice in the Lord. All true service

will be followed by suffering and also by exaltation in His

own time. Let us then put on Christ and follow Him in

love, patience, longsuffering, humility and a complete sub

jection to Al the Father. "Be carrying your own salvation

into effect for it is God Who is operating in you to will as well

as to work for the sake of His delight." If we would only

realize how completely Al is operating in our lives to will

and to work for His delight, we would no longer fret or stew

when things do not go as we think they should. We will not

murmur or complain because we know that Al is working

all things according to the counsel of His own will (Eph.

1:11). l.n.g.

OUR QUESTION BOX

If you have a suitable question for our question box, mail

it to oy,r Question Box Editor,Norma Geiger,Box 92,Elgin,Ore.

Question: If we are saved by faith and not by works, why

be honest if it doesn't harm the person to whom you are

dishonest? Why be honest if the only punishment is death or

sleeping, if we are all reconciled to God at the time of the

end, anyway?

Answer: My dear sister; the people who ask you these

questions have no inkling of the truth for today. They know

nothing of eonian salvation as taught by Paul. It is true

that all will be reconciled at the consummation, but there

is eonian salvation for today. The last two eons, in which

God will be bringing all into subjection, is a long division

of time in which life will really be worth living. The rest of

the dead are not resurrected till the end of the first of those

eons (Rev. 20:5). The last eon finishes the subjection of all

creation and then comes the consummation.

At the present time we are to put on the Lord Jesus Christ

and to make no provision for the flesh (Rom. 13:11-14). We

are the temple of God. His spirit dwells in us and we should

not profane that temple (1 Cor. 3:16-17, 2 Cor. 6:16-18). So

long as God's spirit dwells in us, we should not grieve His

spirit by trying to grasp by dishonest methods what God has

not given us. That is not trusting Him completely as we

should (2 Cor. 7:1-2). But we should be carrying that

glorious eonian salvation that God has so graciously given

us, into every act of our lives (Phil. 2:12-13). We should act

always with singleness and pureness of heart in Christ (2 Cor.

11:3). * L.N.G.
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BEESTON UNITED GATHERING

The final United Gathering for this year in England took

place at Beeston, Notts., on Sunday, September 15, when a good

number of friends from all parts gathered for a day of fellow

ship in 'the things of consequence.' At the morning session,

under the chairmanship of Brother Orton, a discussion on

the subject of "The Concordant Version" brought out the

superiorities of this unique translation, as it standardized

each word first, and then built up the translation on that

foundation. Much appreciation was expressed as to its re

liability in Scripture study.

In the afternoon, Bro. H. Jones spoke on "God's Choice,"

showing God's selection in the various beings, ways, and

means He used at each step of the way, in carrying out His

great purpose.

Brother T. Harris of Tamworth gave an address, in the

evening, entitled "Men like trees walking," taking the case of

the healing in stages of the blind man in Mark 8, as illustrat

ing mankind as blind to the things of God, following which

Israel produced some who saw something of Him and His

truth, but the time is coming when all shall take away the

veil covering the nations, and they shall all know and worship

Him as Father.

The dates fixed for next year's United Gatherings are:

East Kirkby, April 20; Manchester, May 18; Sheffield, June

15; Blackheath, July 13; Beeston, September 14. h.w.j.

IS YOUR SUBSCRIPTION EXPIRING WITH THIS ISSUE?

In order to save time and reduce operating expense, all

subscriptions to Unseachable Riches are extended to run

concurrently with the calendar year, and hence, expire with

THIS issue. Unless you have paid in advance for more than

one year, it is very probable that this is the last issue you

have paid for. Since our office staff is very small, we shall

probably not be able to send a subscription notice to you
until sometime next spring. However, you will save us this

expense by renewing your subscription and any other &ift
subscriptions which you ordinarily pay for, during this

month when they fall due. However, it is our policy to

continue sending the magazine for a few extra issues even

to those who fail to renew promptly, so that they will not

miss any. If however, for any reason you do NOT want us

to continue sending the magazine in 1*958, kindly notify us

immediately, so that we can correct our mailing list

Remember, a gift subscription to our magazine may be the

ideal way of introducing these truths to your friends, and

the subscription price, for both your renewal and gift sub

scriptions remains at only one dollar per year. Renew now!
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